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INTRODUCTION
This report effectively marks the midpoint of the Atmospheric Effects of Stratospheric
Aircraft (AESA) investigation (Prather et al., 1992, Stolarski and Wesoky, 1993) of the NASA
High-Speed Research Program (HSRP). The AESA element of the HSRP began in FY 1990 and
has an approved budget plan through FY 1995. Although it has been proposed to augment and
continue the HSRP, at this time only the original plan has been authorized, and only AESA
activities that will be completed by the end of FY 1995 are sponsored by NASA.
Progress has been made in all areas of the HSRP (Rosen and Williams, 1993, Shaw, 1991),
including community noise and sonic boom research. However, most important to the AESA
studies is that related combustion research has achieved the goal emissions level of 5 grams of
equivalent NO2 per kilogram of fuel in laboratory level facilities (i.e., flame tubes) for two basic
concepts at simulated high-speed civil transport (HSCT) aircraft cruise conditions. Plans are
progressing to next test these concepts in facilities that better simulate aircraft engines, and
research and technology development has also begun with the composite materials that will be
required for practical application of the low NO× (= NO + NO2) concepts.
AESA is a directed research program which relies heavily on the underlying base
investigations of the NASA Upper Atmosphere Research Program (UARP) and the NASA
Atmospheric Chemistry Modeling and Analysis Program (ACMAP). A primary question at the
beginning of the program was the impact of aircraft-generated NOx on stratospheric ozone. The
other possible effects of importance to the program spanned the broad range of known
fundamental problems of stratospheric science. AESA support is used to emphasize those
elements of UARP and ACMAP that are most relevant to the evaluation of the effects of
stratospheric aircraft and to focus efforts of many of the researchers in those programs in
directions most beneficial to AESA. As indicated by the organizational association of the
investigators listed in Table 1, AESA has similarly benefited from base investigations that are
sponsored by other agencies of the U.S. government as well as programs sponsored by other
governments. In particular, recognition should be given to the National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Adminstration, the U.S. Department of Energy, and the National Science Foundation.
Likewise, it should be recognized that the investigators from other nations are being financially
supported by their governments for participation in AESA.
The general direction for the HSRP-sponsored atmospheric research has continued to be
guided by a panel of experts (Table 2) representing important constituencies of the scientific and
related communities. Investigators have been selected for sponsorship through a series of NASA
Research Announcements, which solicited worldwide participation in a wide range of topics
(Prather et al., 1992). In the past year a significant number of newly sponsored investigations
were begun, and these will probably be the last additions to the phase l program. Therefore, the
studies now under way will likely serve as the basis for the atmospheric assessment to be
conducted for the program in 1995. To ensure that the scientific plan for that assessment is
appropriate, the program status and plan reported here will be evaltlated by the National
Research Council. The panel's evaluation of the interim assessment will, in turn, be later utilized
in the United Nations atmospheric assessment process which has resulted in a series of major
reports (e.g., World Meteorological Organization, 1992) to the Montreal Protocol Parties
(Benedick, 1991).
The overall plan for accomplishing the assessment activities and supporting the definition of
standards for acceptable levels of HSCT aircraft engine emissions is shown in Figure 1, where
the shaded areas represent completed milestones. The plan consists of three basic elements:
technology, science, and policy. The thrust of the AESA Program is towards the evaluation of
the scientific basis for technology directions and for any subsequent policy decisions. In order to
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provide a basis for evaluation of the scientific program, brief discussions of the technology and
policy issues are included in the chapter.
TECHNOLOGY
Low Emission Combustors
The Low Emission Combustor Technology element of the HSRP focuses on reducing oxides
of nitrogen (NOx) from proposed HSCT engines (Rosen and Williams, 1993). Related research
encompasses conceptual design of low NOx combustors, evaluation of their technical feasibility,
analytical prediction of cruise emissions levels for the selected configurations, and combustor
concept experiments. During the past 3 years, NASA, university investigators, and the aircraft
engine industry have established the foundation for the required technology under the HSRP.
Successful development of this technology poses significant challenges. The need for
substantial increases in fuel efficiency dictates considerable increases in combustor pressure and
temperature operating conditions in order to achieve viable aircraft performance and economics.
These conditions associated with fuel efficient engines cause NOx levels to increase
exponentially. Thus, significant departures from conventional combustor designs are required to
achieve program goals.
Advanced combustors, based on the Lean-Premixed-Prevaporized (LPP) and the Rich
Burn/Quick-Quench/Lean-Burn (RQL) concepts, shown schematically in Figure 2, offer the
potential for achieving the low NOx goals. In both concepts, combustion is designed to occur
where NOx formation is at a minimum: fuel lean for the LPP and fuel rich for the RQL (i.e.,
away from stoichiometric, or an equivalence ratio of 1). In the LPP concept, air and fuel are
mixed upstream of the burning zone to produce a homogeneous mixture. The liquid fuel is also
fully vaporized in this zone. This mixture burns downstream of the flameholder at a relatively
low temperature (below 3000°F) producing very low NOx emissions. The RQL combustor is a
staged combustion system in which the rich zone burns fuel in an air-deficient environment
which is conducive to very low NO× formation. This partially burned mixture has large
quantities of air injected into it as it passes through the quick-quench zone of the combustor. The
air must be added quickly to avoid burning at stoichiometric conditions. Final combustion then
occurs in the lean stage.
The HSRP goal is shown in Figure 3 relative to operational engines and an earlier NASA
research program, the Experimental Clean Combustor Program (ECCP). This program
demonstrated the technology required to design and develop advanced commercial, subsonic
aircraft engines with significantly lower pollutant levels. In that program the research combustor
attained NOx-emissions indices considerably lower than those of the operational General Electric
CF6-50 or Pratt & Whitney JT9D engine combustors. These results are highlighted in Figure 3,
showing a plot of total NOx emissions, expressed as grams of equivalent NO2 per kilogram of
fuel, as a function of a NOx severity parameter (i.e., proportional to increased severity of
operating conditions). The top curve shows NOx levels from the conventional combustors, while
the bottom curve shows NOx levels obtained under the ECCP. For comparison, the ambitious
HSR Program goal is shown as a band around an emissions index (El) of 5 grams of equivalent
NO2 per kilogram fuel.
Many NASA and industry tests in flame tube facilities now show a laboratory-level
capability to achieve the low emissions goal (Shaw, 1991), and it is planned to verify the
capability for both concepts in sector rig (i.e., a piece of a full annular combustor) tests before the
end of FY 1995. Full annular rig and testbed engine experiments have been proposed for the
next phase of the HSRP which has not yet been authorized. Simultaneously with the combustion
research, an Enabling Propulsion Materials project (Aviation Week, 1992) was initiated in FY
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1992 to develop the Ceramic Matrix Composite (CMC) materials that will be necessary to fully
implement the low NOx concepts in aircraft engines. The goal of the project is a material that
can operate at 2500* to 3000 ° F for 75% to 80% of the 18,000 hours of proposed engine
combustor liner lifetime. As shown in Figure 1, validation of the materials technology in an
engine combustor test has been proposed for around the year 2000.
Fleet Emission Scenarios
Although designs for HSCT aircraft and engines are only in the conceptual stage, it is
important to assess their potential atmospheric impact on the basis of predicted flight patterns
and technology specifications that are as realistic as possible. To this end the HSRP has
supported the development of a database of present and future fleet operational mission scenarios
by the Boeing Commercial Airplane Group and the McDonnell Douglas Corporation.
As indicated in Figure 1, this effort has been managed as an element of the AESA scientific
assessment process, but the task has been implemented within the HSRP aircraft technology
system studies (see Chapter 3). In earlier AESA sensitivity studies (Prather et al., 1992, Stolarski
and Wesoky, 1993), the scenarios did not fully consider all aspects of normal flight patterns (e.g.,
takeoff, climb, etc), and it was assumed that all fuel would be consumed within narrow ranges of
cruise altitude. No longitudinal variation in fuel burn or emissions was considered, and only
scheduled commercial passenger traffic in the earlier non-Communist world was included.
For this report, the aircraft fleet emissions scenarios utilized with the assessment models have
been further developed (see Chapter 3). They now provide a detailed geographic distribution for
fuel burn and exhaust emissions (i.e., 1 degree latitude by 1 degree longitude by 1 km altitude).
The simulated fleets include military as well as civil aircraft and also consider operations in the
former Soviet bloc. Besides including the present scheduled airline subsonic jet fleet, projected
future subsonic fleets, and various assumptions for future ftSCT fleets, the new scenarios also
include estimates for cargo, turboprop, military, charter, and nonscheduled flights.
For all scenarios, fuel burned was estimated along with emissions of nitrogen oxides,
hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxide. Estimates were made for relevant subsonic fleets in 1990
and 2015 and for HSCTs in 2015 flying at Mach 1.6, 2.0, or 2.4. Emissions of water vapor and
carbon dioxide are estimated directly from the fuel burned. Two versions of the 2015 subsonic
emission levels were developed: one of these assumed no HSCTs would fly, while the other
assumed that HSCTs would be used to satisfy part of the projected market thereby lowering the
projected subsonic growth. For the HSCT emissions of nitrogen oxides, estimates were made for
several values of the emission index (El) for each of the Mach numbers. Nominal emission
indices at cruise altitudes of 5 (the HSRP goal) and 15 g NOx as NO2 per kg of fuel were
calculated. Scenarios for El of 45 were constructed by linear scaling.
Exhaust Characterization and Wake-Vortex Interaction
The programmatic interface beween HSRP technology and atmospheric science figuratively
occurs at the exhaust plane of the aircraft engines. Assessment of the potential impact of an
HSCT on the stratosphere is dependent upon accurate knowledge of what is emitted from the
aircraft, and studies (Prather et al., 1992) show that the products of combustion in the engine
exhaust are the primary source of significant reactive chemical species. These studies have
determined that perturbations to atmospheric chemistry may occur from NOx, SOx, H20, and
soot constituents of engine exhaust. Traditional consideration of NOx-driven homogeneous (i.e.,
gas phase) catalysis of ozone has been supplemented with a recent general concern about the
impact of particulate soot and condensible gases (e.g., HNO3, H2SO4, H20) on the aerosol
content of the stratosphere, and the possible resulting effect on heterogeneous chemistry which
also influences ozone chemistry. Although no HSCT engines will have been developed during
the lifetime of this study, plans (see Chapter 5) are being formulated for measurements of the
exhaust products from flame-tube and other combustor test rigs. Accurate determination of
exhaust NOx, based on redundant instrumentation, is the highest priority. Efforts to measure
soot properties, SOx speciation, and OH concentrations have also been instituted.
The global atmospheric models that assess the impact of engine emissions simulate the
exhaust products with a grid box in which simple dilution occurs with the required amount of air.
This assumes that there are no nonlinear, irreversible processes which change the character of the
exhaust products, and the exhaust products chemical balance is assumed to be controlled by the
conditions in the ambient atmosphere. To test this idea, the program has supported development
of a plume and wake-vortex interaction model that couples fluid dynamics, chemical kinetics,
and condensation physics. Initial calculations (Zhao and Turco, 1992, Miake-Lye et al., 1993)
suggest that binary homogeneous nucleation of small particles could occur rapidly in the plume
because of high concentrations of nitric and sulfuric acid. If small particles are rapidly formed,
and if the particles do not coagulate with the background aerosol, then the sulfur in the exhaust
will produce a larger perturbation to the background sulfate surface area than would be the case
for coagulation. The potential importance of this effect is dependent on the amount of the
surface area increase and on the role of the sulfate in determining stratospheric chemical
balances. Calculations of the range of possible increases in the surface area are being done, and
these must be evaluated in the context of the sensitivity of the stratospheric chemical balance to
sulfate additions. Evaluation of the sulfate effect on the lower stratosphere is ongoing, as
understanding of the chemistry develops (see Chapter 5).
SCIENCE
Background and Issues
Early assessments of the potential impact of stratospheric aircraft were done during the
Climatic Impact Assessment Program (CIAP) (Grobecker, et al., 1974) and the following High
Altitude Pollution Program (HAPP). CIAP and HAPP concluded that the two primary potential
impacts of aviation were on stratospheric ozone and on climate. Exhaust constituents considered
included, NOx, H20, sulfur compounds, soot, hydrocarbons, metals, CO, and CO2. Based on
these results and research since the end of CIAP and HAPP, the AESA investigation has placed
its primary focus on the problem of the effects of NO× and H20 on ozone. CO, CO2, and
hydrocarbons h_ve been considered in assessments, but their calculated effects are small, and,
therefore, minimal research has been done on them. The problem of sulfur and soot on particle
formation has also been considered in the program, but with less emphasis. The effects of
changes in particle concentrations and ozone on climate have been deferred until a better
understanding of those changes. An initial study to ewduate the potential changes in radiative
forcing from aircraft effluents is now under way.
The scientific studies of AESA have been conducted simultaneously with the technology
effort. Previous AESA reports (Prather et al., 1992, Stolarski and Wesoky, 1993) have discussed
the general program plan and early results. At this midpoint of the program, a number of the
major milestones (Figure 1) have been accomplished.
For an HSCT fleet with low NOx combustors, the predictions of ozone depletion are now
small (see Interim Assessment Report, chapter 7). This is mostly because of the realization
gained from the observational and laboratory programs that lower stratospheric chemistry is
significantly modified by heterogeneous chemical reactions. The AESA program was designed
to focus on the impacts of stratospheric aircraft flight identified to be of primary concern. At the
same time, the program supports a broad base of research to ensure that all aspects of the
problem are evaluated. This broad base provides flexibility, so that the program can respond to
changes in the understanding of stratospheric science. Thus, the program started with a focus on
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the homogeneous gas-phase chemistry of the lower stratosphere, but has now been refocused to
emphasize the heterogeous aspects of the chemistry.
The importance of heterogeneous chemistry in the lower stratosphere has led to the
realization that the effect of aircraft exhaust on the stratospheric particulate surface area may be a
more important problem than previously believed. The researchers funded by AESA and by
UARP and ACMAP are leading the way in defining these important new foci. This process is
strongly supported by the Advisory Panel which has helped select the research proposals to be
funded and the directions in which to encourage further investigation by those researchers
already funded by the program. As the assessment process has matured, the foci of the program
and the related investigations have shifted with the emerging understanding, but the overall
scientific issues have remained unchanged. These are:
1. What emissions could occur from high-speed civil transport (HSCT) aircraft?
2. What ozone-related chemical processes are importam ira today's atmosphere and in a
future atmosphere perturbed by HSCT emissions?
3. How consistent are atmospheric observations with the current understanding of the
HSCT-related chemistry?
4. What are the predicted atmospheric changes associated with HSCTs?
5. What are the uncertainties in these perturbation predictions?
As explained in a previous section of this chapter, the first issue is being addressed with a
detailed evaluation and prediction of worldwide aircraft operations, related fuel consumption,
and relevant emissions. Investigations of the other four issues draw from scientific research
sponsored by AESA and other programs in three basic areas: laboratory studies, atmospheric
observations, and theoretical modeling.
A baseline assessment was reported at the beginning of 1992 (Prather et al., 1992), with two-
dimensional global atmospheric models and homogeneous chemistry assumptions serving as the
basis for sensitivity studies. The models were relatively unchanged from those being applied at
the time to calculate the effects of CFCs (i.e., chlorine) on the atmosphere, and did not yet
incorporate heterogeneous reactions on particle surfaces in the stratosphere. Laboratory studies
and atmospheric observations, supported by AESA and other programs, later demonstrated the
important role of heterogeneous reactions in determining the chemical speciation of NOx and
chlorine compounds, which has profoundly affected the calculated sensitivity of ozone to these
pollutants.
Laboratory Studies
Interpretation and understanding of the results of atmospheric observations in terms of
numerical models rests on fundamental experiments carried out in the laboratory. Since a
majority of the needed information is fundamental to various other areas of atmospheric
chemistry, laboratory studies have been an ongoing effort in various programs. A number of
basic research programs, including the UARP, have funded researchers doing such chemistry
studies, with augmentation from AESA to focus on the questions specific to the evaluation of the
effects of stratospheric aircraft; particularly the major irnpact of heterogeneous reactions on the
prediction of HSCT effects.
Results from several laboratories now agree that the reaction of N205 with H20 proceeds
rapidly on liquid sulfate aerosols and its rate is apparently independent of the composition of the
sulfate particles. The dependence of the CIONO2 plus H20 reaction on sulfate particles as a
function of the water content of the particles has been determined, and ongoing studies will
quantify the effects of water vapor and temperature on sulfate aerosol composition for inclusion
in assessment models.
Characterizing the reactions occurring on nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) and water ice surfaces
continues. A recently important aspect of this research is the question of the exact conditions
required for the formation of frozen NAT particles in the stratosphere. Aircraft exhaust contains
NOx, which will be converted to HNO3, and water vapor. Together these can increase the
probability of the formation of NAT clouds both inside and outside the polar vortex. Calculation
of their impact depends on questions like the degree of supersaturation required for NAT
formation and also whether pure NAT will form. Aircraft exhaust also contains compounds that
will add to the sulfur loading of the stratosphere. The possible increase in surface area will
depend on whether the emitted sulfur is in the form of new or separate small particles or
deposited on existing particles to make them larger. AESA laboratory work will be continued
(and coordinated with exhaust characterization efforts) to improve knowledge of the properties of
aerosols associated with HSCT atmospheric impact (issue 2) and to reduce uncertainties in the
related predictions of ozone perturbations (issue 5).
Atmospheric Observations
Because atmospheric observation programs are expensive to run, and because it was
perceived that such programs held the key to new discoveries which would modify our
understanding of the stratosphere, the AESA program has devoted a large part of its available
budget to this aspect of the program. Initial involvement in atmospheric observations was
through the second Airborne Arctic Stratospheric Expedition (AASE-II) where AESA
augmented the primary support of the UARP. That mission included six 2- to 3-week segments
of flights of an instrumented ER-2 aircraft from Bangor, Maine, and Fairbanks, Alaska, which
were carried out from October 1991 through March 1992. Measurements from these flights were
augmented with others obtained from an instrumented DC-8 aircraft on flights from Moffett
Field, California to Stavanger, Norway via Fairbanks, and back to Moffett Field. A result of
direct importance to AESA was the finding of chemically perturbed air (e.g., high CIO, low NO)
at middle and low latitudes of the northern hemisphere lower stratosphere. These findings were
consistent with the idea that the air had been subjected to heterogeneous reactions on the surfaces
of stratospheric particles.
Investigators associated with AASE-II have further reported (Fahey et al., 1993) on their
observations, combining laboratory and modeling efforts to show how "the reaction of N205 on
sulfate aerosols likely alters the partitioning of the reactive nitrogen reservoir in the lower
stratosphere." Measured estimates of the NOx/NOy ratio are far lower than predicted by
photochemical models that include only gas phase reactions. Inclusion of the sulfate aerosol
reaction in the models results in better agreement with observations and indicates a greater
sensitivity of ozone to growth in anthropogenic chlorine, but a lessened impact of NOx. The
apparent cause of the lessened NOx effect has been suggested by laboratory studies which show a
large reaction rate for N205 + H20 ---> 2HNO3, where the HNO3 reservoir is not directly
involved in ozone chemistry, as indicated in Figure 4.
Although it is clear that the presence of heterogeneous chemistry reduces the calculated
potential impact of NOx from stratospheric aircraft on ozone, questions still remain about the
relative contributions of reactions on background sulfate aerosols, volcanic sulfate aerosols, and
polar stratospheric clouds to midlatitude chemistry. It is now necessary to investigate how
widespread the impact of heterogeneous chemistry is as a ftmction of geography and season.
To better understand these effects, more atmospheric observations are being conducted in the
Stratospheric Photochemistry, Aerosols and Dynamics Expedition (SPADE). The SPADE
measurements will emphasize free radical chemistry over a full diurnal cycle at the northern
midlatitudes most important to aviation. Flights of the ER-2 aircraft from Moffett Field,
California, will extend the results from AASE-II by addressing the primary question: What are
the key chemical processes that potentially affect ozone levels in the part of the stratosphere most
strongly influenced by stratospheric aviation? A secondary question is: What will be the
distribution of exhaust effluents in the stratosphere?
The SPADE mission uses the same basic payload flown on AASE-II augmented by three
new instruments, two of which were developed under the AESA program: 1) an OH/HO2
instrument developed at Harvard University to measure the key missing radicals, 2) a CO2
instrument also developed at Harvard, which will provide a measure of the length of time that air
has been in the stratosphere, and 3) an ultraviolet/visible spectrometer developed by the
Canadian Atmospheric Environment Service, which will provide a measurement of the solar flux
available at the aircraft for the dissociation of key molecules. A more detailed description of the
plans for SPADE is provided in Chapter 2.
A 1994 field campaign is planned to be conducted in conjunction with the NASA UARP
Airborne Southern Hemisphere Ozone Experiment (ASHOE). ASHOE is expected to provide
further understanding of basic atmospheric chemistry and dynamics through studies in the
Antarctic region. Measurements for Assessing the Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft (MAESA) is
an AESA/HSRP-sponsored effort which will support enhanced ER-2 flights between
Christchurch, New Zealand, and Moffett Field, with stopovers in Hawaii and Fiji. The combined
ASHOE/MAESA mission will provide observations of important chemistry and dynamics in the
equatorial regions, as well as in the middle latitudes. The measurements will greatly increase
knowledge of seasonal and geographic distribution of the chemical partitioning of stratospheric
radicals to allow an improved assessment of the global importance of heterogeneous chemistry
and its importance for the evalt, ation of HSCT perturbations.
An augmented altitude capability for observations will be provided in MAESA by the new
Perseus autonomous aircraft (Russell et al., 1991). Along with the UARP, AESA has provided a
significant portion of the funding for the development of Perseus. AESA has also funded the
development of four new lightweight instruments for Perseus (see Chapter 2 for more details).
The current plan is for the first Perseus test flights to be from tile NASA Ames-Dryden Flight
Research Facility at Edwards Air Force Base, California, and then for deployment at an
equatorial base to specifically study tropical dynamics and chemistry. Those measurements are
to be coordinated with observations from the ER-2 and the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite
(UARS) and will help to fill the gap between their altitude capabilities.
Modeling
The major advances in understanding from the atmospheric observations and laboratory
measurements must be incorporated into a comprehensive model to quantitatively assess the
effects of stratospheric aircraft. Together with ACMAP, the AESA program has supported
development of a number of research and assessment models.
Research models extend understanding of the best ways to model the stratospheric system.
These include simulations that are used to search for better ways to incorporate the essential
features of the three-dimensional world into two dimensions (i.e., altitude and latitude). Three-
dimensional models are primarily aimed at understanding the detailed nature of the transport of
stratospheric pollutants to the troposphere, providing the fundamental advances that are
incorporated into the two-dimensional assessment models, often implemented by the same
groups.
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Models and Measurements Intercomparison
During the CIAP program in the early 1970s and the early evaluations of the fluorocarbon-
ozone problem, the basic assessment tool used was a one-dimensional (i.e., altitude) eddy-
diffusion model. Limited observations of long-lived tracer species were used to define the
transport coefficients, and equally limited observations of important stratospheric radicals were
used to test the model. Discrepancies were usually explained as indications of meteorological
variability that the simple model could not be expected to represent. Progress in the
understanding of the stratosphere has led to a more critical view of models. Now two-
dimensional models (i.e., latitude and altitude) are relied on to predict the seasonal and
geographic distribution of the zonal mean concentrations of stratospheric species. The database
of observations has expanded significantly, allowing comparisons which place a larger degree of
constraint on the models.
A major milestone in advancing the understanding and credibility of assessment models was
the Models & Measurements (M&M) Workshop (Prather and Remsberg, 1993) conducted in
early 1992. This forum provided a foundation for establishing the credibility of stratospheric
assessment models and represents a significant extension of previous model intercomparisons. A
set of predetermined experiments tested different aspects of the models. In addition, a group of
experimenters and data analysts assessed the existing observational database and provided an
evaluated set which could be used to further critically test the models.
The M&M Workshop was directed towards two goals: the intercomparison of models on
highly constrained problems of prediction and comparison to carefully selected data on the
concentrations of stratospheric gases. The modelers were given specified inputs for the key
tracers and absorbing species and asked to calculate several fundamental parameters such as
chemical partitioning and rates of photodissociation. The model-to-model agreement obtained
was far better than in previous model intercomparisons. Although some disagreements still exist,
there is now a core set of models that appear to be calculating nearly the same impacts under the
same set of assumptions. These models are used to make the basic assessment of the impact of
aircraft, augmented by offline calculations of effects not incorporated into the 2-D models as
well as by 3-D model evaluations of the accuracy of the transport calculations.
The models being used for assessments in the AESA program began as gas-phase 2-D
photochemical models of the troposphere-stratosphere system. They have been improved
through the incorporation of updated gas-phase reaction rate coefficients, improvements in their
dynamical representation, and the inclusion of parameterized rates for heterogeneous processes
on the surfaces of aerosols. The M&M Workshop and the research efforts of the modelers have
identified several areas of possible improvements tk_r future assessment models. These include:
1) Parameterization of heterogeneous chemistry - Present models include reactions on
assumed surface areas, which are consistent with the laboratory measurements of
sticking or reaction coefficients. Questions concerning the possibility of increased
aerosol surface area or NAT formation due to exhaust products (e.g., SO2, H20, NOx
converted to HNO3) will require a more detailed examination of the conditions under
which particles are formed. This will require continued laboratory studies and the
incorporation of aerosol formation processes in assessment models.
2) Vortex and subtropical jet barriers - Aircraft data have shown sharp gradients of tracers
such as N20 at the boundary of the winter polar vortex in both hemispheres. These
gradients are indicative of the existence of barriers to transport which limit the exchange
of air between the vortex and the surrounding midlatitudes. These barriers, and the
degree of containment or leakiness of polar-processed air, may be crucial to the accurate
evaluation of the effects of stratospheric aircraft. Present assessment models show no
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significantbarrierand thusmix air rapidly betweenthe two regions. Promisingresults
wereshownby Garciaat theM&M Workshop(PratherandRemsberg,1993)indicating
that a simple parameterizationof the waves in the longitudinal direction effectively
isolated the vortex and led to predictionsof sharpgradients. Somepractical method
mustbefound to incorporatethisvortex isolationinto theassessmentmodels. A further
problem is the apparent(i.e., weaker) barrier to transport between the tropics and
midlatitudes. This shows up in the analysisof data from ER-2 measurementsand,
dramatically,in theSAGEobservationsof theaerosolcloudfrom MountPinatubo.
3) Synoptic-scale processes and stratosphere-troposphere exchange - Although some
overall constraints can be put on stratosphere-troposphere exchange from the slopes of
tracer isolines (see Chapter 4 by Plumb in Stolarski and Wesoky, 1993), aircraft exhaust
will be injected in narrow areas near the tropopause. Its lifetime in the stratosphere will
often be determined by the details of the synoptic-scale processes occurring in the region
near the injection. This requires 3-D studies that are closely keyed to observations. It is
not now clear how the 2-D assessment models can be changed to accurately include
these processes, but 3--D simulation results will probably be used in some way to
improve the existing dynamics in the 2-D models.
Current Assessment
The present assessment uses 2-D models as described in the M&M Workshop Report. In
many cases, these models include improvements based on results from that workshop. Detailed
predictions from the current assessment models are presented and discussed in Chapter 4 and
summarized in Table 3. A range of aircraft operational scenarios has been examined, and the
predictions indicate the possibility of relatively small effects of HSCT emissions on atmospheric
ozone. However, the results are also clearly dependent on the heterogeneous chemistry
assumptions, which require further study. There is also an expected effect of background
chlorine and its interaction with emitted NOx.
As previously noted (Stolarski and Wesoky, 1993), much more effort will be required to
confirm and interpret the AASE-II observations regarding sulfate aerosol chemistry over the full
operating range of possible future HSCT aircraft. Similarly, the heterogeneous reactions which
form the polar stratospheric clouds associated with the Antarctic ozone hole (WMO, 1992)
require further study because additional NOx from aircraft emissions may cause an increase in
the geographic extent of that phenomenon. The formation of NAT in aircraft corridors,
particularly at near polar latitudes, may trigger ozone depletion through enhanced chlorine
chemistry.
Final Assessment Plans
The AESA program plans to use what might be called the next generation of models for the
final program assessment in 1995. Between now and that assessment in 1995, it is expected that
models will incorporate better representations of some of the processes described above. The
assessment models should benefit from the knowledge gained from both laboratory and
observational data.
Observations from SPADE and MAESA will address many of the remaining important
questions. Additional information from exhaust characterization and wake-vortex studies,
continuing laboratory investigations, and improved global models should all contribute to an
improved assessment capability by 1995. Other capabilities which have been added to the
overall AESA effort, and should even further enhance the quality of the final AESA assessment
planned for 1995, include climate modeling and uncertainty analysis of the global simulations.
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POLICY
Policy (Figure 1) is the third element of the plan to define acceptable levels of HSCT
emissions. Although the establishment of standards for regulatory policy is not a specific NASA
responsibility, it is assumed that the scientific and technical data derived from the HSRP will
provide significant assistance to regulatory authorities. Therefore, the program plan has
attempted to coordinate research with ongoing United Nations activities, which recommend
standards for global environmental acceptability of certain atmospheric pollutants, as well as
with the national and international organizations that establish aircraft certification standards.
The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) is the U.N. body that recommends
standards for the worldwide aviation industry. ICAO, in turn, has established the Committee on
Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP) "to undertake specific studies, as approved by the
Council, related to the control of aircraft noise and gaseous emissions from aircraft engines."
CAEP is to take into account:
• Reasonableness and environmental benefit of certification schemes.
• Developments in other fields (e.g., emissions control through operational procedures).
• International and national programs of relevant research.
In its first work program, CAEP proposed to recommend "appropriate provisions for the
control of emissions from aircraft in the vicinity of airports" and to monitor "research into
pollution of the atmosphere above 900 metres and propose appropriate action if it appears that
aircraft are significant contributors to this pollution." Currently, aircraft emissions standards
only exist for the landing-takeoff cycle (i.e, the airport vicinity below 900 meters altitude)
(ICAO, 1981), but the following recommendation was included in the report of the second
meeting of CAEP in December 1991:
"It was generally agreed that the main aim of this part of the future work programme was to
minimize or, if necessary, decrease the adverse impacts of aircraft emissions on the
environment around airports, on the ozone layer, and on global climate change. In particular,
this work should address the possibility of increasing the stringency of the gaseous emissions
requirements for subsonic aircraft and establishing standards for supersonic aircraft, when the
environmental need has been accepted by an international scientific consensus (e.g. by
UNEP/WMO), and is technologically feasible and economically reasonable."
A working group was established by CAEP to pursue this recommendation, with the
following instruction in its governing Terms of Reference:
"The working group should review the environmental needs for reducing aircraft emissions.
The working group should assess the results of the further development of modelling of the
atmosphere, in order to improve the prediction of the environmental effects of aircraft
emissions. The assessment should include, but not be limited to, the results of the research
sponsored by ECAC, EC, the NASA High-Speed Research Program, and UNEP/WMO."
It was recommended at the second meeting of CAEP that the third meeting occur as early as
late-1994 where standards for aircraft cruise emissions might first be considered.
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Results of the AESA studies have already been included in a previous assessmentby
UNEP/WMO(WMO, 1992)whereit wasrecommendedthatfutureresearchshouldinclude:
• Stratosphere-troposphereexchange.
• Ozonebudgetin the lowerstratosphere.
• Plumedispersionandplumechemistry.
• Effectsof sulfurandparticulates.
• Effectsof polarstratospheric loudsandcouplingto ozonechemistry.
Ongoing resultsof the AESA studiesare to be included in future UNEP/WMO scientific
assessmentreports,andspecificallyare to serveasaprimary sourcefor theplanned"Scientific
Assessment of Ozone Depletion: 1994," which is to be submitted to the Montreal Protocol
Parties in 1995 (D. L. Albritton, personal communication, 1992). These results are to be
coordinated with other similar research efforts being conducted throughout the world. In
particular, the European Community is now sponsoring a number of aircraft-focused
investigations with possibly the most relevant being the 1992 initiated AERONOX (U.
Schumann, personal communication, 1992) program for "studies concerning the impact of
subsonic air traffic at cruising altitude on the atmosphere." Therefore the policy processes
implied in Figure 1 for achieving international emissions standards, and possible national
regulations are well under way.
CONCLUSION
The NASA High-Speed Research Program is sponsoring a comprehensive study of the
scientific issues associated with the Atmospheric Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft. Included are
significant projects to characterize engine exhaust and interactions with the aircraft vortex-wake,
investigations of relevant chemistry in the laboratory, observations of related processes in the
atmosphere, and development of accurate computer models of the global processes. The
scientific studies are coordinated with low NOx combustor research and technology and the
projection of growth in airline markets. Results of the scientific studies are also being used by
international organizations that assess environmental effects of atmospheric pollutants and
establish standards for aircraft certification.
A range of aircraft operational scenarios has been examined with 2-D global models, and the
predictions indicate the possibility of relatively small effects of proposed low NOx combustor
emissions on atmospheric ozone. These models have relied on limited in situ observations of
heterogeneous chemical processes in the upper atmosphere which have been shown to be robust
in laboratory studies. However, the history of ozone and climate change science and policy has
been complex and contentious (Benedick, 1991, Roan, 1990). Therefore, to ensure that
appropriate simulations serve as the basis for future assessments, much work remains to confirm
whether the observed chemistry is representative of all seasons and geographic locations and that
the assessment models are accurately simulating all relevant aspects of atmospheric chemistry
and dynamics as well as the proposed aircraft emissions and operations.
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Table 3. Summary of Current Assessment Model Predictions
SCENARIOS
HSCT FLEET HSCT EMISSIONS INDEX BACKGROUND
MACH NO. gm equiv NO2/kg fuel CI (ppbv)
1.6 5 3.7
1.6 15 3.7
2.4 5 3.7
2.4 15 3.7
2.4 15 2.0
2.4 45 3.7
ASSESSMENT MODEL*
HSCT FLEET COLUMN OZONE CHANGE (%), 40 TO 50 DEG N LATITUDE
MACH NO. AER CAMED GSFC LLNL NCAR OSLO
1.6 -0.04 0.69 -0.11 -0.22 -0.01 0.04
1.6 -0.02 0.48 -0.07 -0.57 -0.60 0.15
2.4 -0.47 0.38 -0.29 -0.58 -0.26 -0.47
2.4 - ! .2 -0.45 -0.86 -2.1 - 1.8 - ! .3
2.4 -2.0 - 1.1 - 1.3 -2.7 -2.3 -0.42
2.4 -5.5 -2.8 -4.1 -8.3 -6.9 -3.5
*See Chapter4 for definition of models and otherdetails.
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INTRODUCTION
To understand how high-speed civil transports might affect the stratosphere, particularly
stratospheric ozone, we must first build an understanding of stratospheric photochemistry and
dynamics that can be used to predict what will happen. Simply put, we need to know where
aircraft exhaust will go and what photochemical transformations will occur. Such an understanding
requires a combination of assessment and process models, laboratory experiments, and
atmospheric measurements.
The Stratospheric Photochemistry, Aerosols and Dynamics Experiment (SPADE) and
Measurements for Assessing the Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft (MAESA) will yield observations
of reactive and long-lived trace gases and their relationships. These observations can contribute to
the assessment of the effects of stratospheric aircraft in two ways:
• They improve our understanding and computer simulations of stratospheric processes.
• They help establish the credibility of the atmospheric models that will be used to assess the
effects of stratospheric aircraft on stratospheric ozone and climate.
The quality of our assessment--the level of the uncertainties that must be part of any
quantitative assessment of future aircraft effects that we report to regulators, legislators, and
decision-makers--depends critically on how well we are able to measure and understand the
current atmosphere.
We already have a number of existing aircraft measurements, particularly information from
Stratosphere-Troposphere Exchange Program (STEP), the Airborne Arcitc Stratospheric
Expedition II (AASE II), and various test flights. To these, we will add observations from
SPADE in 1992 and 1993, and from the Airborne Southern Hemisphere Experiment (ASHOE) and
MAESA programs in 1994. In addition to aircraft observations are the existing and future
observations from instruments on the UARS satellite, which provide global coverage but with
poorer spatial resolution and a higher minimum altitude than aircraft, from instruments on large
helium-filled balloons, and from ground-based instruments. Our goal and our challenge is to
combine these measurements with those to be taken from aircraft in 1994 to provide the essential,
basic knowledge of stratospheric processes for the assessment of the atmospheric effects of
stratospheric aircraft (Figure 1).
SPADE is being conducted with the ER-2 aircraft from NASA Ames Research Center at
Moffett Field, California. The experiment has two segments: one already completed in October
and November of 1992; another in April-May of 1993. Significant advances in instrumentation
since the AASE II in 1991-1992 will produce significant advances in the scientific observations in
the lower stratosphere at middle latitudes.
The MAESA experiment will use flights of opportunity of the ER-2 that occur for ASHOE,
both the test flights and the transit flights, combined with flights of the remotely-piloted Perseus A
aircraft, and perhaps helium-filled balloons. The number and position of the flights are constrained
by the requirements of ASHOE, the capabilities of the instrument platforms, and the duration of the
HSRP.
SPADE and MAESA will contribute significant new information to our understanding of the
stratosphere for at least five reasons.
• Studies will be made of the diurnal variation of reactive trace gases in nitrogen, hydrogen,
chlorine, and bromine chemical families.
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• Needed measurements will be made where few have been made before--in the lower
stratosphere, especially at latitudes between 40°N and 40°S.
Measurements will be made over a range of seasons, from February to October, and in
months when few measurements have been made--in the summer months of the northern
hemisphere.
New and improved measurement capabilities for reactive and reservoir trace gases, tracers,
and aerosols have been developed---each flight will provide unique observations that can be
obtained no other way.
A new remotely piloted platform, Perseus A, once operational, should allow controlled
flights to higher altitudes extending upward a subset of these unique observations above
ER-2 altitudes.
ASHOE and MAESA are tightly linked, complementary experiments. The goals of ASHOE
are to understand the stratospheric processes of the polar and middle latitudes; their effects on the
partitioning of the nitrogen, hydrogen, chlorine, and bromine reservoir and reactive species; and
the evolution of the Antarctic polar vortex (Tuck, 1992). The goals of SPADE and MAESA are to
understand stratospheric processes that will be the most influenced by HSCT effluents and to
observe regions and seasons of the stratosphere that are currently severely undersampled. Thus,
SPADE and MAESA are focused on the middle to low latitudes. We recognize, however, that no
one region of the stratosphere operates in isolation from the others, and that we need to consider all
of these observations for the Assessment of the Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft (AESA).
These proposed science objectives and plans for MAESA are the product of many comments
by the contributors to this chapter. However, neither the objectives nor the plans are immutable.
We expect that some of the issues outlined below will become better understood and that new
issues will arise by 1994. This document is intended to continue these discussions.
SCIENTIFIC ISSUES THAT ARE IMPORTANT FOR AESA
The observations during SPADE and MAESA can contribute to the understanding of several
issues important for the AESA. Particularly important is the effect of heterogeneous chemistry on
the roles of reactive nitrogen, hydrogen, chlorine, and bromine in the control of ozone, and way
that HSCTs might alter that effect. Also important is the transport of trace gases both among the
polar, middle latitude, and tropical regions of the stratosphere, and between the stratosphere and
troposphere. These two issues hold the most uncertainty for AESA.
An important tool that has been technologically practical only in the last decade is the
simultaneous observations of several reactive and long-lived species. Recent observations have
shown that long-lived chemical species observed in the lower stratosphere at middle latitudes have
simple relationships with each other (Kelly et al., 1989; Fahey et al., 1990). Thus, these
relationships provide a powerful method to extend measurements from one region to a much larger
scale, to test some chemical transformations, and to assimilate observations from different
platforms into an integrated picture of stratospheric chemical and dynamical processes. Also, these
simple relationships have confirmed the view that rapid, quasi-horizontal transport occurs in the
middle latitudes.
In this section, we consider some questions important for AESA that the observations of
SPADE and MAESA can help to answer. Questions will continue to be raised and resolved during
the next year as more information becomes available from UARS, SPADE, and the analyses of
older observations. The instrumentation for MAESA/ASHOE is best for resolving photochemical
issues, and we give photochemical issues our highest priority. Studies of the most important
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issuesin stratospherictransportaredifficult with thesemeasurementsandtheyhavelowerpriority
thanthe photochemicalstudies.Nonetheless,theaircraftobservationsmostrelevantto transport
maybeanimportantpartof theoverallassessmentof thiscritical issue.
Photochemistry and Aerosols
How do the abundances of chemical species, particularly NO, NO2, HNO3, NOy, CIO,
HC1, BrO, OH, HO2, and their ratios vary from 400N to 70 S latitude in the lower
stratosphere? How do they vary over a range of altitudes and solar zenith angles? How do
they vary from late spring to mid-summer to late fall? Does the budget of reactive nitrogen
balance? Do the observed ratios of reactive species agree with those calculated for
photochemical steady state?
How do the abundances of these same chemical species vary as a function of aerosol
loading of the lower stratosphere? In particular, we know that the partitioning of chemical
species in the nitrogen, chlorine, and hydrogen families changed with aerosol loading from
the Mt. Pinatubo eruption. How will they change as the aerosol loading slowly decreases
over the next few years?
At what rates do the reactive species in the nitrogen, hydrogen, chlorine, and bromine
chemical families catalytically destroy ozone at latitudes from 40°N to 70°S in the lower
stratosphere during late spring, mid-summer, and late fall?
Do the characteristics of sulfate aerosols vary with temperature in a way that is consistent
with ideas of liquid aerosol growth? Can this observed relationship be used to determine if
the aerosols are liquid or solid?
Transport of Trace Species
How do the abundances and correlations of tracer species, such as N20, CH4, 03, H20,
CO2, condensation nuclei, aerosols, and NOy, vary between the middle latitudes of both
hemispheres and the tropics? How do they vary in different seasons with different
temperature characteristics?
Can relatively undiluted air be found within a few kilometers above the tropopause in the
tropics? In other words, is tropical transport dominated by upwelling, or does significant
mixing occur along surfaces, as in the middle latitudes?
Do these measurements indicate restricted exchange between the tropics and the middle
latitudes? How do such restrictions affect the photochemistry of the tropics and the middle
latitudes?
What is the character of the exchange of trace gases between the stratosphere and
troposphere? Can we improve our understanding by measuring the abundances and
relationships among trace gases?
Other Scientific Issues to Which MAESA Might Contribute
A number of other issues are important for the assessment of the atmospheric effects of
stratospheric aircraft. However, the platforms, instruments, locations, and timing of MAESA may
limit its contribution to our understanding of these issues. We are aware of these issues and will
take advantage of opportunities to combine measurements from MAESA with those from other
sources to address them.
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Doesheterogeneouschemistryoccuron the tropical ice cloudsthat form in thewestern
Pacificnearthetropopause?Canit affect thephotochemistryof eitherthetropicsor the
middlelatitudes?
Doesair from middlelatitudes,rich in NOyandH20, passthroughthecoldregionson the
margins of the tropics? Can subtropical stratospheric clouds (SSCs) with a composition
similar to polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) form. Does significant heterogeneous
chemistry occur?
In the tropics, will the tracer abundances and correlations differ during the easterly and
westerly phases of the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO)? Can this information be
reconciled with satellite observations of volcanic aerosol transport out of the tropics?
INSTRUMENTATION AND PLATFORMS FOR SPADE AND MAESA
ER-2 Platform and Instruments
The instrument payload for the ER-2 has evolved steadily since STEP in 1987. The list of
measurements (Table 1), taken from the experiment plan for ASHOE (Tuck, 1992) shows a wide
array of measurements of long-lived tracers, reservoir and reactive trace gases, aerosols and their
properties, and the atmospheric environment near the aircraft. Those in bold lettering are new since
1991.
In fact, we now have, for the first time, direct measurements of those reactive chemicals in the
four major chemical families--nitrogen, hydrogen, chlorine, and bromine--that control the
abundance of ozone• We now can measure many of the important reservoir species in those
chemical families. We also have for the first time a reasonable measure of the radiation field that
will be useful in constraining the uncertain radiation environment near the aircraft• And we have
new stratospheric tracers, including CO2, that will be necessary to understand transport issues.
This ER-2 payload is a significant advance over payloads of just a few years ago.
Perseus Platform and Instruments
Another instrument platform, the Perseus A remotely piloted aircraft, is currently being
designed, constructed, and tested for a September 1993 delivery date from Aurora Flight Sciences
Corporation. Our most immediate need for this aircraft is high-altitude flights in the tropics and
middle latitudes, as will be discussed. In this mode, Perseus A can carry a payload of at least 50
kg for a short duration to an altitude of 25 km, but with only small horizontal coverage of a few
degrees of latitude, limited by the line-of-sight of the radio control. The list of measurements is in
Table 2.
The group of instruments for Perseus presently cannot be flown simultaneously because their
requirements exceed the payload capabilities of the aircraft. In addition, ALIAS II will be
developed for experiments after 1994 and will not be deployed during MAESA. If we assume that
Perseus A, once flown and proven, will be able to carry about 120 kg to 25 km and provide 900
watts of instrument power (which is within the computer-calculated abilities of Perseus), then two
useful payloads can be flown.
• Payload 1 consists of instruments to measure NO , N20 , and CH4 (by Argus), 03,
• Y
pressure, and temperature• This configuration _s designed for studies of relationships
among long-lived chemical species.
• Payload 2 consists of instruments to measure CIO, BrO, NO, NOy, 03, pressure, and
temperature. This configuration is designed for studies of reactive trace gases and rapid
3O
photochemistry.NOyand03 canbeusedastracersoncetheir relationshipswith N20 have
beenestablishedwithPayload1.
These two payloadsare being designedso that they can be readily interchangedduring
deployment. Eventually, a third payload configuration consisting of the full instrument
complementwill bepossible,andPayloads1 and2 arebeingdesignedto simplify this eventual
coalescence.
Critical observationsof aerosolcharacteristics,particularlysurfacearea,aremissingfrom the
Perseuspayloads. Thesemeasurementsare crucial if we are to understandthe results from
Payload2, thereactivegaspayload. To solvethisproblem,wewill deployaground-basedlidar
with Perseusto measuretheaerosolbackscattering,whichcanbecorrelatedwith aerosolsurface
area. WhenPerseusis deployedin theUnitedStatesat NASA DrydenFlight ResearchFacility,
theJPL lidar at Table Mountainwill beused. In Darwin, theGSFCmobile lidar will beused.
Theselidars canmeasureaerosolbackscattering,temperature,andozoneup and throughthe
altituderangeof Perseus.TheGSFClidar will beoperatedin New Zealandduring theearlypart
of ASHOE/MAESA. Theselidarmeasurementswill bemadeaspartof theNetworkfor Detection
of StratosphericChange(NDSC).
Scientific Balloon Platform and Instruments
In the event that Perseus is not ready for the 1994 mission, we will consider the use of helium-
filled scientific balloons in the 1 to 10 million cubic feet class. The payload would consist of the
Perseus instruments, and instruments that have recently flown on balloons:
• C10 and BrO (existing balloon instrument);
• NO andNOy (existing balloon instrument);
• 03 (existing balloon instrument);
• N20 and CH4 (Argus, under construction);
• N20, CH4, and H20 (ALIAS; under construction):
• CFC-11, CFC-113, CFC-12 (needs to be built---could be whole air sampling);
• Pressure and temperature (existing balloon instrument).
Scientific flights of the balloon payload would be conducted primarily in the tropics, with earlier
test flights conducted in middle latitudes.
DISCUSSION OF SCIENTIFIC ISSUES AND MEASUREMENT STRATEGIES
In this section, we consider the scientific issues in more detail. We will discuss the importance
of the issue for AESA, and the flight plans that will provide the observations to answer the
question.
Photochemistry and Aerosols
How do the abundances of chemical species, particularly NO, NO2, HNO3,
NOy, CIO, HCI, BrO, OH, HO2, and their ratios vary from 40°N to 70°S
latitude in the lower stratosphere? How do they vary over a range of altitudes
and solar zenith angles? How do they vary from late spring to mid-summer to
late fall? Does the budget of reactive nitrogen balance? Do the observed
ratios of reactive species agree with those calculated for photochemical steady
state?
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Muchof whatwe learnaboutstratosphericprocesseswelearnbestfrom observing changes or
differences in trace gas abundances (or ratios of abundances) for differing environmental
conditions.
SPADE is designed to measure changes in reactive trace gas amounts in the middle latitudes in
two seasons m early fall and late spring. Several flights during sunrise and sunset transitions will
provide information about fast photochemical processes. Changes in reactive trace gas amounts
will also be observed over latitudes that span the northern middle latitudes and altitudes from 15 to
20 km.
MAESA is also designed to observe altitude and latitude changes in the middle latitudes, but at
different seasons. A primary component of MAESA, however, is the observations in the lower,
tropical stratosphere, where high quality, simultaneous observations are scarce. The
photochemical environment is radically different from that of the middle to high latitudes. The
sunlight is more intense and constant from season to season, the abundances of reservoir species
are small in the chlorine and nitrogen chemical families, and photochemical production activity is
great. The tropical stratosphere starts with tropospheric air containing little ozone, and thus
production of ozone greatly exceeds loss. This condition is opposite to that in the middle to high
latitudes where descending air brings in large amounts of ozone, and ozone loss exceeds
production. Most of the recent ER-2 observations have been made only at the extra-tropical
latitudes during winter, when the production of ozone is negligible. Thus, tropical measurements
from MAESA can be contrasted with those from middle latitudes. The latitudinal dependencies,
particularly when taken during different seasons, are as powerful a tool for diagnosing
stratospheric processes as the sunrise and sunset transits that are part of SPADE.
Importance to AESA
We must know the climatology of as many members of the nitrogen, hydrogen, chlorine, and
bromine chemical families as possible (Prather and Remsberg, 1992, see page 161). These
measurements over a large range of latitudes, three seasons, and limited range of altitudes will add
significantly to our knowledge of this climatology. Satellite and balloon observations, although
they contribute significantly to the climatologies in their own ways, cannot substitute for the
observations we will get from aircraft.
By making these simultaneous observations over such a large range of conditions, we can
reduce the uncertainty in our understanding of photochemical processes. We can develop a better
understanding of the interaction of the chemical families and of the competition between gas-phase
and heterogeneous processes in partitioning these chemical families. These tests are particularly
important for any processes that increased amounts of reactive nitrogen and water might affect.
An important example is the competition between the hydrolysis of N205 to remove NOx and
produce HNO3 and the photolysis and reaction with OH to remove HNO3 and produce NOx. The
hydrolysis of N205 on sulfate aerosols is the reaction N205 + H20 ---) 2 HNO3. This
heterogeneous reaction affects not only the nitrogen family but also those of chlorine and
hydrogen. It indirectly affects the abundances of C10 primarily through the reduction of NOx in
two ways: by shifting the daytime balance of C1ONO2 and C10 toward CIO, and by enhancing the
abundance of OH through the reduced destruction of OH by NO2 and increased production by
photolysis of HON3, which then produces more C1 by reaction with HCI. This competition should
be highly dependent on latitude and season. The hydrolysis of N205 is one of the most important
processes dictating the effect that stratospheric aircraft will have on ozone.
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Current Observations and Calculations
The variation of reactive trace gases during sunrise and sunset transitions has now been
observed on several occasions from both balloon (Webster et al., 1990) and aircraft instruments
(Brune et al., 1990; Kawa et al., 1990). The balloon measurements contained a fairly complete set
of measurements in the reactive nitrogen family above 30 km, and observations and model
calculations using gas-phase chemistry are in excellent agreement. The aircraft measurements, on
the other hand, did not have enough simultaneous measurements to demonstrate with small
uncertainty that the partitioning among CIO, NO, and CIONO2 is completely understood. For
instance, no measurement was made of NO2. Until SPADE, no measurement has been made of the
sunset and sunrise transitions of OH.
The SPADE measurements in November had the potential to observe effects of the hydrolysis
of N205 on NOx. The darkness of night was long enough that considerable NOx could be
heterogeneously lost to HNO3 and yet PSCs had not yet occurred. However, the results from the
sunrise flight have not yet been fully analyzed.
Aircraft observations in the tropics consist of transit flights for the STEP and AAOE programs
in 1987 and a few earlier observations from Panama. However, the instrument complements for
these two experiments were insufficient to answer the questions that we now pose for MAESA. As
a result, we have an extremely limited data set of reactive trace gas abundances for the tropical
region, and even less seasonal information. These tropical measurements are important for
establishing and testing the current ideas about gas-phase chemistry.
The situation for the northern middle latitudes and the high latitudes in winter and spring is
much better than that for the tropics. We have many measurements that span the middle latitudes
for many of the chemical species, and observations from instruments placed on balloons, the space
shuttle, and satellites contribute to our understanding of the abundances at these latitudes. The
number of aircraft observations in the summer is small however.
Observations of reactive nitrogen and chlorine are inconsistent with models that contain only
gas-phase chemistry. They support an important role for the hydrolysis of N205 in middle
latitudes. Particularly relevant are observations of NO and NO_, by Fahey et al. (1993) during
AASE II, from which the inferred ratio of NOx to NOy is in mucn better agreement with models
containing the hydrolysis of N205 than with those containing only gas-phase chemistry. No
measurements of species in the nitrogen family are in conflict with the concept of hydrolysis of
N205.
However, some observations, particularly in the background levels of sulfate aerosol that
existed prior to the Mt. Pinatubo eruption, indicate that the reaction efficiencies measured in the
laboratory may not be the same for the stratospheric sulfate aerosols under all circumstances
(Considine et al., 1992). The LIMS measurements of HNO3 and the seasonal variation of NO2
both agree best with models that contain the hydrolysis of N205, but the absolute abundance of
NO2 agrees better with models that contain only gas-phase chemistry.
No observations of C10 are in conflict with the concept of hydrolysis of N205 either. The
persistently enhanced abundance of CIO observed from the ER-2 during AASE II is strong indirect
evidence, as are the variations of C10 with latitude, (as shown in Figure 2), season, and aerosol
surface area (King et al., 1991; Avallone et al., 1993; Toohey et al., 1993: Wilson et al., 1993),
and the C10/HC1 ratio (C. Webster, private communication, 1993).
Aircraft in situ measurements of HCI, which were made for the first time during AASE II, are
not explained by current model calculations (C. Webster, private communication, 1993). The HC1
abundances observed for ER-2 altitudes at middle to high latitudes in winter were substantially
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lower thanpredictedby photochemicalmodels,whethertheyincludedheterogeneouschemistryor
not. Thisobservationimplies thatHCI wasnot themajorinorganicchlorinereservoirin the lower
stratosphere.
Threepossiblecauses,if no problemwith theER-2 instrumentis uncoveredduringongoing
tests,havebeensuggestedfor thediscrepanciesin HC1abundances.First, therepresentationof
the heterogeneouschemistry in the models is either incompleteor incorrect. Effects due to
temperature,aerosolimpurities,aerosolphase,or photochemistryon thereactionratesmaynot be
properlycharacterized.A secondpossibilityis thattheabundancesof OH aresubstantiallydifferent
from model predictions. If the OH abundancesare much larger than predicted in these
environments,then the reactionof OH with HC1would reducethe HCI abundances.A third
possibilityis thatkeyphotolysisratesarein error. Newinstrumentationfor SPADEandMAESA
andcomparisonswith observationsfromUARSandATMOS shouldtell usif eitherof the lasttwo
possibilitiesis thecause.
If we cannotsimulatethe observationsof reactiveand reservoirspeciesin thechlorine and
nitrogenfamilies,thenwecanhavenoconfidencethatthephotochemistryincludedin theHSRP
assessmentmodelsis completeand accurate. Only moredatawith tighter constraintson the
possiblemechanisms(with moreand bettersimultaneousmeasurementsovera wider rangeof
conditions),combinedwith additionallaboratorystudiesof theheterogeneouschemistryandall of
its nuances,canresolvetheseissues.
Measurement Collection Strategy
The goal is to gather as much data as possible on the abundances of reservoir and reactive
species in the nitrogen, chlorine, and hydrogen chemical families. These measurements must be
made along with tracer, aerosol, and meteorological measurements to put them in an
understandable reference frame. To collect these data, we will need both ER-2 and Perseus flights.
The ER-2 can give us good spatial and seasonal coverage, but over a limited altitude range. The
Perseus can give us fewer simultaneous measurements, but over a greater altitude range at a few
latitudes and seasons.
The ER-2 test flights from ASHOE in February 1994 can be used to resolve questions left over
from SPADE, including possible flights in the morning or evening. These flights will also provide
the opportunity to examine the photochemical state of the middle latitudes in 1994 through the
measurement of trace gases and aerosol abundances. Flights north would reestablish the
measurements from AASE I and AASE II.
The transit flights will provide data about the seasonal and latitudinal variations of these trace
gases, and hence the photochemistry, because the four transit flights occur in March, June, July,
and October. Each transit will consist of four flights: Ames to Hawaii; a stop-over flight at Hawaii;
Hawaii to Fiji; and Fiji to Christchurch. During these transit flights, the aircraft will be fully
loaded with instruments and fuel, and probably will not be able to exceed a pressure altitude of
64,000 ft (J. Barrilleaux, private communication, 1993), which is roughly equivalent to a potential
temperature of 430-450 K. At these altitudes in the tropics the abundances of reactive trace gases
will be quite low and the range of useful measurements will be highly restricted. A greater altitude
range, up to roughly 68,000 ft, can be obtained if the aircraft takes off and lands at Hawaii because
it can be loaded with less fuel and still reach alternate landing sites. Thus, to extend the altitude
range of the measurements in the tropics, flights could be made from Hawaii. The tropical region
should be accessible from Hawaii, and if not, the possibility of stop-over flights from Fiji will
need to be examined.
The Perseus A aircraft will also be used to address our concerns about the photochemistry.
Because it can attain an altitude of 25 km, but has limited horizontal range, we will stage it for
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flights from only a few locations. One will be at middle latitudes, probably at Dryden Flight
Research Facility and in conjunction with the ER-2. We have chosen Darwin, Australia as the
tropical deployment site for Perseus and the ground-based lidar. The observations generated from
the limited number of instruments on the Perseus does not supplant the need to cover a greater
altitude range with the ER-2 and its more complete instrument package. It does extend the altitude
range considerably, however, giving us a view of CIO and NO and a tracer to higher altitudes, and
allowing us a better view of the photochemistry in a different environment.
We need the greater altitude capability of Perseus, even with the limited payload, for several
reasons. First, in the tropics, the ER-2 will be able to sample N20 only to about 260 ppbv and
NOyto a few ppbv. Perseus, on the other hand, will be able to sample N20 to about 200 ppbv
andNOy to about 6 ppbv. This additional range could be very important for measurements of NO,
NOy, C10, and BrO.
Second, NOy/N20 is a valuable diagnostic of reactive nitrogen. It measures exactly the
quantity that HSCTs will perturb the most. It has been used to indicate denitrification in the polar
vortices, and displays some interesting differences between hemispheres. Model calculations
(Plumb and Ko, 1992) suggest that NOy/N20 may be about 10% greater in the tropical lower
stratosphere than at middle latitudes. This observable difference may indicate the photodestruction
of NO (and thus NOy) above about 30 kin. In addition, NOy/N20 may be affected by the injection
of tropical NOy that is produced by lightning. However, we need a measure of this relationship
over a sufficient range in N20 in order to ensure the use of this diagnostic. Perseus provides us
with this range.
Third, the amounts of trace gases change rapidly in the lower stratosphere. From ER-2
altitudes to 25 km, CIO and NOy are calculated to change by a factor of 10, NO by a factor of 2,
and 03 by a factor of 30. These steep gradients result from changes in both trace gases and
photochemical environment.
Specific Measurements
The enhanced instrument capabilities give us the tools to make many measurements that have
never been made before (Figure 3). However, each measurement has an instrumental absolute
uncertainty and a limit to the precision. For most measurements of reactive species, the uncertainty
is 20 to 35%. For most measurements of reservoir species, the uncertainty is 5 to 30%. The
precision of these measurements is generally a few percent for a few minutes (or less) of
integration time. These uncertainties, coupled with the uncertainties in laboratory measurements,
permit test of simple photochemical balances to an uncertainty of 50 to 80% in many cases. The
variation of relationships during sunrise or sunset, or over a range of latitudes or seasons, can be
measured much more accurately. With this uncertainty in mind, we can consider combining
measurements from instruments in a way that tests photochemical and heterogeneous mechanisms
that involve the nitrogen, chlorine, and hydrogen chemical families and the interactions among
them.
Many tests are possible with the ER-2 payload. Four that have a high priority for AESA are:
• balancing the reactive nitrogen budget with measurements of NO, NO2, HNO3, and NOy,
and inferred values for CIONO2, NO3, and N205. (uncertainty: less than a factor of 2);
• the photochemical balance of OH, NO2, and HNO3, and measurements of the photolysis
rate (uncertainty: about 70% in the photolysis rate);
• the photochemical balance of CIO, NO2, and inferred CIONO2 during sunrise and sunset
(uncertainty: about 70% in the photolysis rate);
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• the photochemical balance of OH, HO2, 03, NO, and CO (uncertainty: 10% in the ratio of
OH to HO2, about 50% for the entire balance).
The uncertainties in these tests are estimates. Tests over a range of altitudes and latitudes in
differing photochemical environments will expose inconsistencies in measurements and will reduce
the uncertainties. Other specific studies are listed under other questions.
How do the abundances of these same chemical species vary as a function of
aerosol loading of the lower stratosphere? In particular, we know that the
partitioning of chemical species in the nitrogen, chlorine, and hydrogen
families changed with aerosol loading from the Mt. Pinatubo eruption. How
will these amounts change as the aerosol loading slowly decreases over the
next few years?
Observations of the aerosols injected by volcanoes into the stratosphere suggest that aerosols
have a stratospheric lifetime of 1 to 2 years (WMO, 1991). Thus, SPADE and MAESA are
opportunities to study stratospheric processes in 1994, when the aerosol loading will proabably be
several times lower than in 1992. When these measurements are combined with those taken prior
to the Mt. Pinatubo eruption, we will have observed the effects that different aerosol surface areas
have on the trace gas distributions.
Importance to A ESA
The revelation that heterogeneous chemistry on sulfate aerosols was changing the NOx
abundances in the stratosphere has significantly altered the assessment of the impact of high-speed
aircraft on the stratosphere. From the comparison between observations and model results, we
know that heterogeneous chemistry on sulfate aerosols needs to be included in our assessment
models. But questions remain. First, have we accounted correctly for the heterogeneous
processes and do we understand their effects on trace gas abundances? Second, how much of the
detailed heterogeneous mechanism do we need to consider for making the assessment?
Measurements of trace gas abundances that are affected by heterogeneous chemistry and the
variations of those abundances as a result of different aerosol loadings should give us some
indication of the complexity of the problem.
Current Observations and Calculations
As discussed for the first question, we have large uncertainties in the detailed processes that are
occurring on sulfate aerosols in the lower stratosphere. Measurements of NO and NOy during
AASE II show that the observed increase in the sulfate aerosol surface area due to Mt. Pinatubo
resulted in a less-than-proportional reduction in NOx due to the hydrolysis of N205 (Fahey et al.,
1993). This saturation effect, which occurs because the formation and gas-phase destruction of
N205 is slower than the hydrolysis of N205 even with background aerosols, apparently reduces
the sensitivity of stratospheric chemistry to the observed variability of stratospheric aerosol
loading. Observations from SPADE in 1993 and from MAESA in 1994 will allow us to plot the
ratios of NOx/NOy and CIO/CIy for several values of sulfate aerosol surface area and to compare
this plot with model results. -
The NOx/NOy ratio that was derived from AASE II observations appears to agree with models
that include hydrolysis of N205 for the volcanic aerosol; the ratio measured in the background
aerosol appears to be slightly larger than model results (Fahey et al., 1993). The model fits the
observations better if the heterogeneous reaction efficiency is reduced a factor of two. SPADE and
MAESA will provide more observations of NOx/NOy at different aerosol loadings so that this
possible discrepancy can be resolved.
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Measurement Collection Strategies
Relatively few measurements exist for those reactive species that are most affected by
heterogeneous chemistry. As significant, no measurements have been made of NO2, OH, and
HO2 in the lower stratosphere where the effects are the greatest. Because the hydrolysis of N205
has such a powerful effect on reactive nitrogen photochemistry and the injection of additional NOx
by HSCTs, we need to have many more measurements over a wider range on conditions than are
currently available.
The measurement strategy is to collect observations of those species most affected by this
reaction over a range of seasons, latitudes, and altitudes. Measurements toward the Arctic during
the test flights in February 1994 and from New Zealand during ASHOE will augment the existing
measurement set for middle to high latitudes, but at a smaller sulfate aerosol surface area.
Measurements in the tropics will test the assumption that gas-phase chemistry dominates in the
tropics. Measurements to higher altitudes with Perseus will do the same.
Specific Measurements
A test with high priority is the measurement of ratios of species that are most susceptable to
heterogeneous chemistry. For the sulfate aerosol surface area that is likely to exist in 1994, the
ratios of HO2/NO2, CIO/HC1, NOx/NOy are all calculated to be several times different from gas-
phase in the middle latitudes (McElroy et al., 1992). Because these ratios can all be measured with
an uncertainty of less than 50%, they will be powerful tests of N205 hydrolysis.
The decrease in the sulfate aerosol surface area with time permits a good test of the saturation
effect. We already have several measurements of NOx/NOy from 1991 through May 1993 from
AASE II and SPADE, and the surface area has gone from background levels, to 30 times larger
after the Mt. Pinatubo eruption, and is now about 2 to 3 times smaller. In 1994, the surface area
will have decreased even more. The combination of these measurements in middle latitudes for a
number of reactive species over these 3 years will permit us study the trace gas ratios given above
as a function of sulfate aerosol surface area and HNO3 photolysis rate.
At what rates do the reactive species in the nitrogen, hydrogen, chlorine, and
bromine chemical families catalytically destroy ozone at latitudes from 40°N to
70°S in the lower stratosphere during late spring, mid-summer, and late fall?
The primary catalytic destruction mechanisms for ozone in the lower stratosphere include the
reactions:
NO2 + O --) NO + 02
HO2 + 03 --_ OH + 2 02
C10 + O --_ C1 + 02
03 + O ---) 2 02
CIO + HO2 ---) HOC1 + 02
CIO + BrO _ CI+Br+O2
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Except for O atoms, we will be able to measure all the reactants in these rate-limiting reactions for
these ozone-destroying photochemical cycles. We can establish the relative importance of these
cycles and compare relative destruction rates with expectations for computer models.
The inclusion of the hydrolysis of N205 into photochemical models results in a larger role for
the hydrogen-catalysis in the destruction of ozone (McElroy et al., 1992). In fact, these model
calculations suggest that HOx catalysis dominates over NOx catalysis of ozone up to as high as 23
km altitude. Thus, observations of OH and HO2 in the lower stratosphere appear to be essential
for determining the rates of ozone catalysis in the lower stratosphere.
We do not have any simultaneous measurements of all the reactive species in these equations,
but the ER-2 instruments for SPADE and MAESA will significantly improve this situation.
Previously, attempts have been made to infer abundances of reactive species that were not directly
measured. These exercises have been valuable, but do not provide low enough uncertainty to test
our understanding of the ozone destruction rates in middle or low latitudes.
Measurement Collection Strategies
Studies of the catalytic cycles is a high priority for AESA because it is through these cycles that
the HSCT effluents and their photochemical by-products will interact with ozone. The flights
proposed for the other photochemical studies above and for the dynamical studies below will give
us a good look at this issue because we will be measuring these species all the time.
An analysis of uncertainties for the measurements of the trace gases and the rate constants
shows that the rates of each cycle can be determined with an uncertainty of about 50%. The overall
catalytic destruction rate should be only slightly more uncertain. This level of uncertainty, while
not sufficient to eliminate the possiblity of any other unknown catalytic cycles, is nonetheless a
significant advance over present conditions, where lack of measurements of one or more of the key
radicals has prevented any reasonable attempts at determining the ozone destruction rate.
Do the characteristics of sulfate aerosols vary with temperature in a way that is
consistent with ideas of liquid aerosol growth? Can this observed relationship
be used to determine if the aerosols are liquid or solid?
The phase of the stratospheric sulfate aerosols--be it liquid or solid--is important to both the
global heterogeneous chemistry and the nucleation of PSCs in the cold polar regions. If the sulfate
aerosol is liquid, then hydrolysis of N205 is efficient but hydrolysis of C1ONO2 is relatively
inefficient, except at temperatures below about 205 K. On the other hand, if the sulfate aerosols are
frozen, then the heterogeneous reaction of HCI + C1ONO2 is more efficient, mimicking processes
on PSCs. The nucleation of PSCs is thought to occur on frozen sulfate aerosols, so that in the
wintertime polar regions, the phase of the sulfate aerosol may be important to PSC formation.
Importance to AESA
How the introduction of HSCT effluents will affect the stratospheric heterogeneous processes
is currently unknown. However, these effluents are expected to double NOy abundances, increase
H20 and sulfate aerosols by 20-30%. These species are all condensables that can affect the
partitioning of the nitrogen, hydrogen, and chlorine chemical species that control ozone. The
increase in water vapor in particular could increase the occurrence and duration of PSCs. The
presence of accumulations of aircraft-generated sulfate aerosols in corridors that stretch through
cold regions could increase the possibility of heterogeneous processing in the nitrogen and chlorine
chemical families. These issues must be resolved before we can have any assurance that HSCTs
will not cause substantial depletion of stratospheric ozone.
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Particularly important is the phase of the sulfate particles. If they are liquid, then the
hydrolysis of N205 is relatively fast and the conversion of reservoir chlorine to reactive chlorine is
relatively slow. If they are frozen solid, then the conversion of N205 to HNO3 is realtively slow
but the reaction of HCI with CIONO2 is relatively fast. In addition, the sulfate aerosols must be
frozen to act as good condensation nuclei for the formation of PSCs. Some approaches for
measuring aerosol phase will be attempted during ASHOE/MAESA.
Current Observations and Calculations
No direct stratospheric measurements of the phase of the sulfate aerosol exist. Some
measurements of the change in sulfate aerosol size as a function of temperature suggest that sulfate
aerosols can stay liquid to temperatures as low as 193 K (Dye et al., 1992). The lack of
depolarization in the lidar backscattered light indicates that the most sulfate aerosol particles are
spherical, but they do not necessarily have to be liquid. This issue of aerosol phase remains to be
resolved.
Measurement Collection Strategies
The observations of the change in aerosol characteristics with changes in temperature is an
indirect method to distinguish liquid from solid sulfate aerosol particles. This observation also
provides a test of the laboratory measurements and theoretical calculations for how the liquid
aerosols should change with temperature. Despite the low amounts of water vapor available in the
tropics, the variation in temperature just above the tropical tropopause (see Figure 4) should
provide a test of this relationship between aerosol size and temperature. Observations during
SPADE in May should also provide an opportunity to examine this issue at middle latitudes after
the break-up of the Arctic polar vortex, which in 1993 has experienced substantial low
temperatures.
Transport of Trace Species
The ER-2 and Perseus are better suited for studies of photochemistry than they are for studies
of dynamics. Nonetheless, very limited aircraft observations have had a role in shaping the
discussions about transport within the stratosphere and between the stratosphere and troposphere.
We expect flights during SPADE and MAESA/ASHOE to provide observations that are
complementary to those taken by UARS and that are significant on their own.
How do the abundances and correlations of tracer species, such as N20, CH4,
03, H20, CO2, condensation nuclei, aerosols, and NOy, vary between the
middle latitudes of both hemispheres and the tropics? How do they vary in
different seasons with different temperature characteristics?
Can relatively undiluted tropospheric air be found within a few kilometers
above the tropopause in the tropics? In other words, is tropical transport
dominated by upwelling, or does significant mixing occur along surfaces, as
in the middle latitudes?
Do these measurements indicate restricted exchange between the tropics and
the middle latitudes? How do such restrictions affect the photochemistry of
the tropics and the middle latitudes?
What is the character of the exchange of trace gases between the stratosphere
and troposphere? Can we improve our understanding by measuring the
abundances and relationships among trace gases?
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We can learn about dynamical processes, as well as photochemical processes, by observing
changes or differences in trace gas abundances (or ratios of abundances) for different dynamical
environments. For dynamical studies, however, we are most interested in those trace gases that
have lifetimes that are longer than or comparable to the dynamical time constants N20, CH4,
CFCs, H20, 03 (which..... is roughly the same as Ox in the lower stratosphere), CO2, and NOy.
Analyses of the distributions of trace gas abundances measured dunng MAESA and other aircraft
programs, along with the satellite observations of trace gases and volcanic debris, will help
develop our understanding of how stratospheric transport occurs in the tropical regions.
Because all the issue about transport of trace species have the same importance to AESA and
require the same measurement strategy, we consider them all at once.
Importance to AESA
Knowledge of tropical transport and the exchange between the tropics and the middle latitudes
is important for AESA. We must know what the distribution of aircraft exhaust is likely to be. If
any exhaust emissions that are released in middle latitudes are mixed into the tropics, they might be
lofted to higher altitudes before they descend and enter the troposphere at middle latitudes.
Similarly, emissions released directly in the tropics, currently estimated to be about 25% of the
total emissions, may also be lofted. Once NOx emissions rise to higher altitudes, they have a
longer stratospheric residence time and they pass through a region of the stratosphere where
increased NOx catalytically destroys ozone. In addition, we need to know when and where
transport and exchange might occur and whether it is fairly constant or sporadic. The character of
the transport will affect the distribution of the aircraft exhaust. Thus, the seasonal and quasi-
biennial dynamical effects must be understood.
Current Observations and Calculations
Few measurements of stratospheric tracers exist for the tropics, and simultaneous measure-
ments of tracers are even rarer. Only a few tropical balloon and aircraft measurements of CFCs,
CH4, and N20 exist too few to derive meaningful correlations. An interesting compilation of
NOy, 03, and the NOy/O3 ratio from STEP and AAOE (Murphy et al., 1992) do exist and point to
the importance of such ratios for testing photochemical and dynamical processes (Figure 5). Some
satellite and shuttle measurements exist, with some simultaneous measurements of tracers, but the
increasing uncertainty and poorer horizontal resolution of these measurements degrades the value
of the correlations of the observations.
The concept of correlations among tracer abundances has been used as a test of the occurrence
of PSCs in the polar stratosphere (Fahey et al., 1990) and as a means for initializing process-
oriented computer simulations. An explanation for these observed compact correlation curves is
that rapid mixing occurs on surfaces that slant poleward with respect to isentropic surfaces (Plumb
and Ko, 1992). The question is, then, what do these correlations look like in the tropics, and can
the assessment models, or the 3-D models for that matter, reproduce them? If we examine the
modeled correlations of long-lived species with respect to N20 (Prather and Remsberg, 1992), we
see that the correlation curves for CH4, the CFCs, and NOy are calculated to be relatively compact.
However, they are not perfectly compact for most models. For species such as CFC-11 and CC14,
the abundances are predicted to be more than five times lower in the tropics than in middle latitudes
for N20 abundances of 180-250 ppbv (Figure 6). For other species, such as methane and CFC-
12, the variation is predicted to be about 20%. At present, we have no measurements to test these
predictions.
Two features of correlations.. of NOy remain, to be fully, explained. . First is .the observation, that
the NOy-N20 correlauon _s measured to be shghtly different m the two hemisphere at m_ddle to
high latitudes (Fahey et al., 1990). The second is the shape of the latitudinal variation of the ratio
4O
NOy/O3(Murphy etal., 1992). This first observationmaygive usahint abouteither thedifferent
sourcesandsinksof NOy in thetwo hemispheresandhelpprovideanotherlimit to thetransport
time betweenthe two hemispheresacrossthe tropics. The secondobservation indicatesthe
presenceof a barrier betweenthe middle and tropical latitudes at about 10"-20" in both
hemispheres.Theseabruptshiftscannotbesimulatedby the2-Dmodels.
Theobservationsthatshowevidenceof restrictedexchangebetweenthetropicsandthemiddle
latitudesarethe satellitemapsof theextinctionby theaerosolsreleasedby Mt. Pinatuboin June,
1991(McCormick and Veiga, 1992). However, the NOy/03 ratio (Murphy et al,. 1992),the.
abundancesof C10 and 03 from one flight (King et al., 1991),and the analysesof potential
vorticity with the ECMWF modelat high resolution(Tuck et al., 1992)also showevidenceof
restrictedexchange.
More observationsarerequiredfrom aircraft, perhapsballoons,andUARS for usto better
understandthis issue.
Thetransportof tracegasesbetweenthetropicsandmiddlelatitudesappearsto varydepending
on thetimeof theyearandthephaseof thequasi-biennialoscillation(QBO). Eruptionsfrom two
different tropical volcanoesin 1984and 1988occurredduringadifferent phaseof theQBO, and
theresultantspreadof the volcanic aerosolwasdramaticallydifferent during the easterlyand
westerlyphases,asin Figure7 (TrepteandHitchman,1992). WhentheQBO waseasterlybelow
23km andwesterlyabove,theaerosoldistributionsuggestedthattheair wasdescendingat 25km,
causinga lateral spreadin the air near23 km. When the QBO waseasterlyabove23 km and
westerlybelow, lesslateral spreadingandmorevertical lofting in the tropicsoccurred. These
satelliteobservationsalsosuggesthattransportbetweenthetropicsandmiddle latitudesisrapid
within a few kilometersof the tropopause.Theseobservationsmay have implications for the
spreadof aircraftexhausto higheraltitudes.
Recentwork (Rood et al., 1992;Douglasset al., 1992) using a 3-D assimilation model
suggeststhatlittle aircraftexhaustreleasedin the lowerstratosphere,evenin the tropics,will be
lofted to higheraltitudesand thatessentiallyall of it will end up in the troposphereat middle
latitudes.Eventhoughthesecalculationsindicatethattheamountof exhaustbeingloftedto 30km
altitude is only a few hundredthsof a ppbv, this question is so critically important to the
assessmentof aircrafteffectsthatadditionalobservationsandcalculationsarerequired. No large
gradientsin tracespeciesareevidentin the tropics in the 2-D assessmentmodels. Thus, these
models do not representcorrectly someof the important dynamical featuresof the lower
stratosphere.We mustunderstandtheunderlyingphysicalprocessesthatcreatethesegradientsin
orderto evaluatethe importanceof thesefailings in themodelsto theassessmentof stratospheric
aircrafteffects.
Measurementsof CO2 on the ER-2 during SPADE in November 1992 and on the DC-8 during
AASE II indicate that it's variation may be significant for understanding stratospheric-tropospheric
exchange. The November SPADE flights show a clear signature of the annual oscillation of the
tropospheric CO2 abundances extending up to 17 kin. This result indicates that tropospheric air
can enter the stratosphere from regions other than the energetic convection regions over
Micronesia. Either tropospheric air can enter the stratosphere more globally, or the lower
stratosphere above the tropopause is all connected by rapid quasi-horizontal transport. These two
models predict significantly different behavior for the transport of HSCT effluents.
Measurement Collection Strategy
We need to make as many measurements of tracers from 40°N to 40°S for different seasons,
and if possible, different phases of the QBO. We need the ER-2 to carry instruments to measure a
wide variety of tracers including H20, N20, 03, NOy, CH4, CO2, condensation nuclei, aerosols
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andtheir properties,anda numberof theCFCs(particularlyCFC-11). We will beableto observe
differencesin theabundancesof tracegasesandtheircorrelationsovera rangeof seasons.
However,in thetropics, theER-2canfly lessthan5 km abovethetropopauseon thetransit
flights. Any greateraltitudethatcanbegainedby stop-overflights from Hawaii into thetropics,
projectedto be 0.7 km, will allow us to makemeasurementscloser to the altitudeswherethe
restrictionsto exchangeseemto exist. They will also allow usto examinetropicalcorrelations
overmoresubstantialrangesin N20.
Perseus,or balloons,havean importantrole in thestudyof tropicaldynamics. Measurements
from theseplatformspermit usto tie togethermeasurementsfrom theER-2aircraftandtheUARS
satellitebecausethealtituderangeof thisaircraftbridgesthoseof theothertwoplatforms.
Other Scientific Issues to Which MAESA Might Contribute
Does heterogeneous chemistry occur on the tropical ice clouds that form in the
western Pacific near the tropopause? Can it affect the photochemistry of either
the tropics or the middle latitudes?
The mission plan for MAESA does not contain any attempt to look for or at ice clouds in the
western Pacific. An entirely separate mission must be planned if such a study is thought to be
important. However, it is doubtful that heterogeneous chemistry on these ice clouds can be very
effective at repartitioning the trace gas constituents of the tropical stratosphere. It is also doubtful
that chasing such clouds would yield much, or any, unambiguous information about the processes
(Murphy et al., 1992). However, Perseus will be deployed in Darwin in October, and should
encounter some very low temperatures near the tropopause. Any opportunity to sample this cold
air will be taken.
Does air from middle latitudes, rich in NOy and H20, pass through the cold
regions on the margins of the tropics? Can subtropical stratospheric clouds
(SSCs) with a composition similar to polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) form.
Does significant heterogeneous chemistry occur?
We now understand that if clouds form in the stratosphere, they exert a large nonlinear
perturbation on the photochemistry of a region. Thus, the possibility of tropical stratospheric
clouds, and if they are occurring, the possibility that they will be more frequent and intense with
the addition of aircraft emissions, are good reasons to search for their existence under the aegis of
AESA. The large nonlinear perturbations of increased occurrences of stratospheric clouds could
easily offset any amelioration that heterogeneous chemistry might have on the NOx catalytic cycles
in the lower stratosphere. Observations of a thin layer of a high abundance of C10 at 22°N during
AASE II in February 1992 may be an indication of subtropical stratospheric cloud formation.
In the tropics, will the tracer abundances and correlations differ during the
easterly and westerly phases of the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO)? Can
this information be reconciled with satellite observations of volcanic aerosol
transport out of the tropics?
No provisions are being made to look at this interesting phenomenon. The ER-2 can fly only
up to 20 kin, which is at least 3 km below the region where restricted exchange between the tropics
and middle latitudes occurs. Because of the uncertainty of the changes in the phase of the QBO, no
plans can be made at this time to even use Perseus, which can sample into the restricted region of
the tropics. The chosen deployment site for Perseus -- Darwin, Australia -- is at a latitude that
does not experience oscillations from the QBO. This issue will have to wait for future studies.
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COORDINATION WITH OTHER MEASUREMENTS
The measurements from this experiment need to be used in conjunction with measurements
from other systems, primarily helium-filled balloons and satellites such as UARS. The combin-
ation of all the measurements from all the platforms is far more powerful than the individual
measurements for testing the assessment models and providing an improved understanding of
stratospheric processes. Thus, we are actively seeking out possible links with the other sources of
observations.
Intercomparisons of Instruments on Different Platforms During MAESA
The ability to combine observations by different instruments on different platforms (and
perhaps at different times) relies on the intercomparison of those different instruments. An
important feature of MAESA is the intercomparison of these data sources. For tropospheric
measurements, a good method for intercomparing instruments has been to make them sample the
same standard gases on the ground, before they are flown. However, for the stratospheric
measurements, the platforms are as important as the instruments in determining the measured
values, and the platforms and measurement techniques are both remote and in situ. The best inter-
comparison for these is to measure the same trace gases in roughly the same volume of air at
roughly the same time. We will endeavor to perform such intercomparisons whenever and where
ever possible.
Some examples of intercomparisons are:
1. ER-2 and the balloon-borne Mark IV FTIR (G. Toon) measurements of 03, NOy, CH4,
N20, H20, some CFCs, HCI, HNO3, and NO2 during May, 1993 (SPADE);
2. ER-2, Perseus, and UARS measurements of 03, NO, H20, CH4, HC1 (but not Perseus),
CIO, and NOy (not UARS) during February and July 1994;
3. Perseus and UARS measurements of 03, NO, H20, CH4, and C10 in the tropics during
October 1994.
A number of intercomparisons between UARS and balloon-borne instruments have already
been made as part of the UARS Correlative Measurements program. Such intercomparisons can
only reduce the uncertainty in our total observational data set.
The UARS Satellite Instruments
By early 1994, the UARS satellite will have been operational for about 2 years. Unfortunately,
by that time, both the ISAMS and CLAES infrared instruments will have quit working and no
observations will be available for N20, HNO3, CFC- 11, and CFC- 12. We will need to relate the
observations of these species during 1992 to those made by instruments on the ER-2 and Perseus
in 1994. Comparisons of the measurements by the UARS and ER-2 instruments during SPADE
must be made whenever possible in order to bridge this gap in time.
The HALOE and MLS instruments on UARS may (presumably) still be operating in 1994.
Measurements include those for: 03, NO, NO2, H20, CH4, CIO, and HCI. This observational
data set includes radicals, reservoir species, and tracers.
The global observations over several seasons are more easily compared to assessment model
results than in situ observations are. For this reason, such observations are preferred by
assessment modelers, even though satellite observations tend to have lower accuracy and altitude
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resolutionin the lower stratospherethanin situ observationsdo. Oneof our goalsis to leam to
bestusethesetwo typesof observations.
MAESA EXPERIMENT PLAN
MAESA will consist of two components: ER-2 flights associated with ASHOE and Perseus A
(or helium-filled balloon) flights.
ER-2 Flights
Flights will be out of four locations:
1. Moffett Field, California (37°N, 122 ° W);
2. Barber's Point NAS, Hawaii (20°N, 155°W);
3. Nadi Airport, Fiji (17°S, 179°E);
4. Christchurch, New Zealand (44°S, 172°E).
Flights will consist of:
1. One to three test flights out of Moffett Field in mid-February; The flights will be planned
later, after SPADE.
2. Four transits (3 legs) between Moffett Field and Christchurch; The estimated flight path is
shown in Figure 8.
3. A stop-over flight from either Hawaii or Fiji during each transit: The purpose of these
flights, which may be only a few hours long, is to attain measurements at higher altitudes
in the tropics than are possible on the transit legs.
. One flight north from Christchurch during each of the four phases of ASHOE, to be made
as flights of opportunity. These flights will define the trace gas distributions in the southern
middle latitudes --just as the flights south from Bangor did during AASE H.
The estimated flight times for the transit flight legs are (J. Barrilleaux, private communication,
1993):
1. Moffett Field to Barber's Point: 6 hrs
2. Barber's Point to Nadi: 7.5 hrs
3. Nadi to Christchurch: 4.5 hrs
Because of the stop-over flight on each transit, the total number of days for a transit will be 8.
Thus, the total number of days devoted to HSRP that are not required by ASHOE is 8, two for
each transit.
Facilities
Hangar facilities are available for all the sites. Laboratory space for the ER-2 instruments is
being developed at Moffett Field and at Christchurch. Hangar space only will be provided for the
Hawaii and Fiji transit stops, even though a stop-over flight will occur on each of the four transits
between Moffett Field and Christchurch. The scientists' activities will thus be limited to
maintenance and preparation of the instruments for either the stop-over or the transit flight. Go-no-
go criteria for the transit flights will be developed with the PIs prior to 1994.
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Perseus A
A tropical deployment of Perseus is planned for October and early November from Darwin,
Australia. The change in the temperatures at the tropical tropopause and the southward movement
of the ITCZ toward Darwin are the greatest during this period. Thus, observations over this 5-
week period permits sampling of a wide cross section of the tropical lower stratosphere from one
site.
Perseus will be deployed in middle latitudes at Dryden to coincide with flights of the ER-2 out
of Moffett Field. These deployments will be in mid-February at the same time as the ER-2 test
flights from ASHOE/MAESA and in July at the same time as the short test flight and departure of
the ER-2 for Hawaii.
Flights will consist of:
1. Four flights (two of each payload) from Dryden in mid-February
engineering/science flights);
2. Four flights (two of each payload) from Dryden in mid-July;
3. Ten to fifteen flights from Darwin, Australia.
(these will be
Because Perseus A must remain in radio contact with the control station, it can cover only
about 2 degrees of latitude from the launch site. Perseus operations will thus be conducted as if it
were a balloon platform, and flights will consist of a scan up to 25 km and back. This simplified
flight planning in the tropics results from the expected homogeneity of the trace gas distributions
over the 2 degrees of latitude that can be covered by Perseus; by the lack of a good observational
meteorological network to guide the meteorological forecasts accurately; and by the need to keep
operations simple for the new Perseus platform and new instruments on a foreign deployment.
Some flight planning considerations for Perseus flights in the tropics are:
1. weather conditions, primarily lack of extensive convective activity;
2. low temperatures at the tropopause, as determined by radiosondes and lidar;
3. types of stratospheric airmasses that are forecast to move into the range of Perseus.
The flights at middle latitudes will also consist only of vertical scans to 25 km altitude.
However, the flight planning considerations will include:
1. coincidences with ER-2 flight paths;
2. operational constraints such as wind and poor weather;
3. types of stratospheric airmasses that are forecast to move into the range of Perseus.
Sites and Facilities
These criteria for the tropical deployment of Perseus are met by the site at Darwin, Australia. It
was the location of the STEP mission in 1987, and is known to have good facilities. Furthermore,
convective storms that could endanger Perseus can be tracked by the excellent radar facility there.
The facilities at Dryden should meet the needs of the aircraft and the investigators for the two
deployments in middle latitudes.
The Helium-Filled Balloon Option
If for some reason the Perseus aircraft or its key instruments are not ready for deployment in
1994, then helium-filled balloons will have to be used for the platforms for the higher altitude
measurements. We will not know if this option is necessary until after the Perseus test flights in
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mid-to-late 1993. Thus, wewill pursueanydetailsof the planninguntil after thesetest flights.
However, wehavesomepreliminaryideasaboutdeployment.
Theflightswill consistof:
1. two flights (oneengineering,thesecondscience)from Ft. Sumner,New Mexicoin July;
2. two flights from Caico,Brazil in October.
Sites and Facilities
Complete balloon and laboratory facilities already exist in Ft. Sumner, New Mexico. The site
in Brazil was to be used for UARS correlative measurements balloon flights in March 1993, but
this activity was canceled. The personnel from the National Scientific Balloon Facility have
examined this site, however, and could develop it if necessary.
MAESA PRELIMINARY FLIGHT SCHEDULE
The preliminary flight schedule for the ER-2 and Perseus components of MAESA are given in
the MAESA Timetable. The timing of the ER-2 flights are fixed by the requirements of ASHOE.
The timing of the Perseus component is dependent on the coincidences with the ER-2 flights and
the stratospheric conditions in October in Darwin. An expanded calendar for ASHOE/MAESA is
given in Appendix A.
Meteorological Support
ER-2
The timing of the transit flights is dictated by the requirements of ASHOE, and the flight plans,
maximum altitude cruise climbs, are dictated by the requirements of flight operations.
Meteorological support for these flights is in the form of satellite imagery, trajectories, and other
dynamical and meteorological analyses. Flight planning capabilities, similar to those provided by
Goddard Space Flight Center during the AASE II mission, will be required for the test flights from
Ames and the flights out of Hawaii or Fiji.
Perseus
The required meteorological support for Perseus is similar to that for the ER-2, only perhaps
not quite as extensive.
Additional Meteorological Support
The need for additional radiosonde launches must be assessed, particularly for the tropical
flights of all the platforms where observational meteorological data will be otherwise scarce.
Additional sondes may be necessary for flight planning for the ER-2 flying north out of
Christchurch and out of Hawaii or Fiji. Otherwise, they may be necessary for the analyses of the
meteorological conditions that will be required for all the flights. They may also be necessary for
the flight planning and meteorological analyses for either Perseus or balloons in the tropics.
Data Reduction and Submission to the Archives
Traditionally, the data submission protocol has been relaxed for transit flights to the polar
missions. On occasion, data from these flights have not been submitted to the archives until well
after the mission was completed. However, for ASHOE and MAESA, the data taken on the transit
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flights may be important for planning the flight north from Christchurchor for planning the
stopoverflight in Hawaiior Fiji.
Thus,a plan for submissionof datato thearchivesneedsto bedevelopedby the principal
investigators. The most reasonablepossibility is the submissionof transit flight data to the
archiveswithin aweekof arrivalateitherChristchurchor Moffett Field. Althoughno immediate
actionisrequiredon thissubject,it needssomecarefulthought.
We seeno needto havereal-timedatatransmissioncapabilitiesfrom the Perseusor balloon
sitesof this programto eitherMoffett Fieldor Christchurch.Datafrom Perseusor from balloon
flights would besubmittedto the archiveson the samescheduleas is developedfor the ER-2.
Thus,PerseusPIsshouldbeinvolved in thediscussionsondatasubmissionprotocol.
Science Team
For the most part, the science team for ASHOE should also be the science team for MAESA.
However, the HSRP program has some special, pressing requirements that will require additional
analytical capabilities on site. First, the AESA assessment is mandated for early 1995. Data from
MAESA must be analyzed, understood, and incorporated into the assessment models, which then
must be run in a very short time. It is therefore important that at least one member of the AESA
assessment team be present during all of MAESA and ASHOE to act as the eyes and ears of this
community. At the appropriate time after the flights (as determined by the science team), this
person can then help speed the assimilation of these data sets by the other groups involved in the
assessment process. Very likely, more process-oriented models will be required for analysis of the
data and the improvement of the assessment models. These scientists who use such models may
also be required to be present in the field. Second, the MAESA mission may also need modeling
capability associated with the Perseus or balloon part of the mission. However, it is not clear that
such capability must be present with Perseus or the balloons. Instead, Perseus or balloon data
should be submitted within the agreed time limits to the main archives for dissemination to the
MAESA and ASHOE participants.
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Table 1. Measurements from the ER-2
Measurement Principal Investigator
Reactive Species
Reservoir Species
Tracer Species
Environment
NO
NO 2
CIO and BrO
OH and HO 2
NOy
HNO 3
HCI
O3
H20
N20
CH 4
CFCII, 113, 12,
HCFC22
CO 2
condensation nuclei
aerosols (PCAS)
aerosols (FSSP)
aerosols (impactor)
pressure
temperature
winds
temperature profile
UV flux
Fahey (NOAA/AL)
Webster (JPL); Fahey (NOAA/AL)
Anderson and Stimpfle (Harvard)
Anderson and Wennberg (Harvard)
Fahey (NOAA/AL)
Webster (JPL)
Webster (JPL)
Proffitt (NOAA/AL-CIRES)
Kelly (NOAA/AL)
Loewenstein (NASA/Ames), Webster
(JPL), Elkins (CMDL)
Webster OPL)
Elkins (NOAA/CMDL)
Boering (Harvard)
Wilson (U. Denver)
Wilson (U. Denver)
Dye, Baumgardner (NCAR)
Pueschel (NASA Ames)
Chan (NASA Ames)
Chan (NASA Ames)
Chan (NASA Ames)
Gary (JPL)
McEIroy (AES, Canada)
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Table 2. Measurements from Perseus A
Measurement Investigator Weight
(kg)
Power
(watts)
C10, BrO, 0 3, P, & T Anderson 48 600
NO and NOy Wofsy 35 350
N20 and CH 4 Loewenstein (Argus) 20 100
N20 , CH4, & H20 Webster (ALIAS II) 30 200
Telemetry & data system 6 50
Parachute 15 0
Table 3. A Proposed Timetable for MAESA/ASHOE
Deployment Dates in 1994 Location/Path Durations/# of Flights
ER-2
Test flights mid-February -- TBD Moffeu Field 14 days / 3 flights
MAESA 1 20 - 28 March Moffett Field to Christchurch 9 days / 4 flights
ASHOE 1 29 March - 12 April Christchurch 15 days / 3 - 5 flights
ASHOE 2 24 May - 6 June Christchurch 14 days / 3 - 5 flights
MAESA 2 8 - 13 June Christchurch to Moffett Field 7 days / 4 flights
MAESA 3 16 - 24 July Moffett Field to Christchurch 9 days / 4 flights
ASHOE 3 25 July - 8 August Christchurch 15 days / 3 - 5 flights
ASHOE 4 8 - 22 October Christchurch 15 days / 3 - 5 flights
MAESA 4 24 - 29 October Christchurch to Moffett Field 7 days / 4 flights
Totals 105 days / 35 flights
Perseus A
Test flights mid - February -- TBD Dryden
Midlatitude 8 - 22 July Dryden
Tropical 1 October - 5 November Darwin, Australia
Totals
14 days / 4 - 6 flights
14 days / 4 - 6 flights
36 days / 12-15 flights
64 days / 24 flights
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Figure 1. Schematic of the spatial coverage of the stratosphere provided by MAESA and ASHOE in
1994. The wedge-shaped box is covered by the ER-2; the two vertical boxes by Perseus or balloons.
Striped boxes show the approximate locations of measurements from STEP, AAOE, AASE I & II, SPADE,
and balloons. The shaded area indicates measurements from UARS -- the bottom is jagged to indicate the
uncertainty in the lower altitude limits for the UARS instruments.
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Figure 2. Comparisons between the observed CIO mixing ratios (pptv) in February 1988 with the results
of model calculations (heavy lines) that contain gas-phase chemistry only (a) and those that contain
currently known heterogeneous chemistry (N205 + H20) on sulfate aerosols (b). CIO data from Feb 19
(21"N to 38"N) and Feb 13 (39"N to 61"N) were separately converted to contours and then plotted
together, separated by a vertical dotted line. These few CIO observations are better simulated at latitudes
>30"N by the model with heterogeneous chemistry on sulfate aerosols and at latitudes <30°N by the
model with only gas-phase chemistry (King et al., 1991).
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Figure 3. A schematic of stratospheric photochemistry, showing the links among the oxygen, nitrogen,
halogen, and hydrogen chemical families. ER-2 instruments can measure the chemical species shown in
bold print. These measurements enable the study of the photochemical processes that are shown with
bold arrows. The central, dotted area indicates heterogeneous chemistry. The highlighted ellipse
indicates the importance of the nitrogen family in assessing the effects of HSCTs.
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Figure 4. The monthly mean values of the tropopause height and potential temperature at a longitude
of 185"E for (a.) March 1992, (b) June 1992, and (c) September,1992. Vertical scales are pressure
altitude (kin) and pressure (rob). Transit flights between Moffett Field and Christchurch will occur in these
months at longitudes near 185"E. Note that the ER-2 transit flight ceiling of 64,000 ft (19.5 km) is only a
few kilometers above the tropopause. (P. Newman, private communication ,1992).
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Figure 7. (a) The 1-mm aerosol extinction ratio (IOglO) from SAGE II for September 1990. The 50 mb
winds at Singapore are westerly. (b) The same extinction for November 1984, when the 50-mb winds at
Singapore were easterly. The tropopause is marked as a heavy dotted line. Note the large differences in
the spreading of the aerosol between the two phases. (Trepte and Hitchman, 1992).
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The report of the Emissions Scenarios Committee is divided into four parts to reflect the
significant accomplishments during the last year in developing the database for the 1990 and
2015 fleet emissions scenarios for the 1993 HSRP/AESA Interim Assessment. Subchapter 3-1
provides an overview of the scenarios developed and reviews the basic methodology and
requirements for preparation of the database. Subchapter 3-2 describes the model and scenarios
database development at Boeing Commercial Airplane Group. Subchapter 3-3 similarly
describes the model and scenarios database development at McDonnell Douglas. Subchapter 3-
4 describes the combined scenarios database, describes validation studies and consistency checks
on the database, evaluates the strengths and weaknesses in the database developed, and describes
future needs.
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INTRODUCTION
Analysesof scenariosof past and possiblefuture emissionsare an important aspectof
assessingthe potential environmentaleffects from aircraft, including the proposedhigh-speed
civil transports (HSCTs). The developmentof a detailed three-dimensionaldatabasethat
accurately represents the integration of all aircraft emissions along realistic flight paths for such
scenarios requires complex computational modeling capabilities. Within the NASA High-Speed
Research Program, the Emissions Scenarios Committee provides a forum for identifying the
required scenarios and evaluating the resulting database being developed with the advanced
emissions modeling capabilities at the Boeing Company and McDonnell Douglas Corporation.
This chapter describes the scenarios and resulting database that have been developed for the 1993
NASA HSRP interim assessment.
1993 INTERIM ASSESSMENT SCENARIOS
It is premature to base scenarios on actual HSCT aircraft designs, as such designs are only in
conceptual stages. However, the goal in the scenario development was to represent flight
patterns and aircraft specifications as realistically as possible. Prior scenario databases for
aircraft emissions have greatly simplified the emissions from aircraft. For example, the earlier
scenarios evaluated by Boeing (1990) determined emissions at cruise altitudes only.
The scenarios developed for the 1993 interim assessment are described in Table 3-1.1. Fuel
burned and emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx), hydrocarbons (HC), and carbon monoxide (CO)
were to be developed for fleets of subsonic aircraft operating in 1990 and 2015, and for assumed
fleets of HSCTs in 2015 flying at either Mach 1.6, 2.0, or 2.4. From the fuel burned, emissions
of water vapor and carbon dioxide can also be determined. The subsonic scenarios evaluate the
fuel burned and emissions for scheduled airliner (jet aircraft), scheduled cargo, scheduled
turboprop, military, charter, and nonscheduled air traffic.
It was necessary to limit the scenarios evaluated to those shown in Table 3-1.1 because of the
time required to develop the databases in a timely manner. All but the Mach 2.0 scenarios (H
and I) have been completed and are described here. Although not directly relevant to evaluating
HSCTs, the 1990 emissions database does provide a relative basis for evaluating the future
environmental effects from fleets of these aircraft.
Individual components of the HSRP aircraft emissions database were developed by the
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group and the McDonnell Douglas Corporation (MDC). Boeing
was responsible for evaluating the scheduled (Official Airline Guide) airline, cargo, and
turboprop emissions for the 1990 and 2015 subsonic fleets and for the Mach 2.4 and Mach 2.0
HSCT emissions. McDonnell Douglas was responsible for the military, charter, and
nonscheduled (non-OAG flights within Russia and China) emissions for the 1990 and 2015
subsonic fleets and for the Mach 1.6 HSCT emissions.
Two versions of the 2015 subsonic emissions were developed. Scenario B is the 2015
subsonic case assuming there to be no HSCT fleet. A modified 2015 subsonic case was
developed to reflect the reduced number of subsonic flights when HSCTs are included in the
scenarios. The modified subsonic emissions were used in all of the scenarios that include
HSCTs. At the request of the assessment modeling group, a special Mach 2.4, EI=45, scenario
was developed in which the HSCT component was obtained from the Mach 2.4, EI=15, HSCT
data set by multiplying NOx emissions by a factor of three. This Scenario G was developed to
examine the outer envelope of aircraft emissions effects on ozone.
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REQUIREMENTS AND METHODOLOGY
The previous NASA HSRP Program reports (Wuebbles, et al., 1992, 1993) describe the
guidelines and basic methodology used in the scenarios developed for the 1993 assessment. The
guidelines developed for the emissions database recommend that it be properly documented,
publicly available, continuous in space and time, open ended, flexible, and well scrutinized.
In order to generate the emissions for each scenario, it is necessary to account for the aircraft
performance, engine characteristics, and marketing forecasts (traffic projections, flight
frequencies, city-pairs, routing). For example, the flight altitude of an HSCT will vary with its
cruise Mach number, increasing with higher speeds. The cruise altitude will also increase during
the flight as fuel is burned and the aircraft becomes lighter.
Total Passenger Demand
Passenger demand, which forms the basis of the year 2015 route system emissions analysis,
was projected by Boeing and McDonnell Douglas. Data regarding growth rate forecasts were
exchanged, and a single growth scenario was devised which resulted in a common forecast for
passenger demand. Both companies produce passenger demand projections as part of normal
business activity. These projections were used as each company's submittal to create the
common forecast.
After exchanging forecast growth rate data, Boeing and McDonnell Douglas agreed that a
simple averaging of growth rates by regional market would suffice to create a common forecast.
Table 3-1.2 shows the McDonnell Douglas forecast (McDonnell Douglas, 1992), the Boeing
forecast (from Boeing, 1992), and the common forecast used in the analysis.
Projected passenger demand, which for 2015 is shown in Figure 3-1.1, with daily passengers
and the percent of total passenger demand for each region shown separately. The North
America-Asia and North America-Europe markets dominate.
The HSCT demand network was developed using the following ground rules:
• no more than 50% over land routing;
• flight distance greater than 2000 nautical miles;
• no supersonic flight over land;
• flight paths could be altered using waypoints to avoid flying over land but with no more
than 20% diversion from great circle routing;
• great circle paths used between waypoints.
Based on these criteria, McDonnell Douglas and Boeing both produced a set of candidate
city-pairs and route paths. After much negotiation and several iterations, a single set of city-pairs
and flight frequencies was agreed upon which met the criteria described above and met the
further requirement that the HSCT route system and market penetration as devised, would need
about 500 Mach 2.4 HSCTs with 300 seat capacity to meet the passenger demand.
The passenger demand estimate for the year 2015 was partitioned between the different city-
pairs to create a single universal airline network. Flights were scheduled to satisfy local airport
curfews. The HSCT network was then developed as follows:
Equal penetration assumed in all markets.
City-pairs unable to support at least one HSCT flight per day with at least 70% of load
capacity in 2015 were allocated to the subsonic fleet and dropped from the HSCT
network.
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HSCT aircraft were then allocated to maximize the utilization of 500 Mach 2.4 HSCTs.
One hour through times (flights with refueling stops) and 1.5 hour turnaround times were
assumed.
The results are summarized for different HSCTs and for the subsonic aircraft they replace in
Table 3-1.3. The higher speed aircraft would be able to fly more trips and thereby carry more
people per day. A larger number of HSCT's would be required for slower aircraft to meet the
same passenger demand. The HSCT fleet would carry 387,000 people/day, with an average load
factor of 70%. The average stage length was 3400 nautical miles with an average diversion from
great circle routing of 4.2%. Based on these assumptions of high utilization, the HSCT would
achieve a market penetration of 48% on these routes. These high utilization rates are consistent
with the scheduling guidelines; they probably represent an upper limit utilization for 500 Mach
2.4 HSCTs.
These calculations result in a Mach 2.4 HSCT flying 16.3 hours/day, while a Mach 1.6 HSCT
would be used, on average, about 17.2 hours per day. While 500 Mach 2.4 aircraft are required
to meet this utilization, the Mach 1.6 HSCT would require 594 aircraft to meet the same
passenger demand. The average fleet utilization would likely be lower than this as additional
aircraft would be needed for spares, replacement aircraft during periodic maintenance, etc.
The HSCT emissions study departure network is tabulated in Table 3-1.4 and graphically
depicted in Figure 3-1.2. The table lists origin, destination, and "via" cities (refueling stops
required when the origin-destination distance is greater than the 5000 nautical mile nominal
range for the HSCT designs now contemplated). Also listed are flights per day and great circle
paths and flight-path distances between cities. Since it was assumed for this study that
supersonic flight over land will be prohibited, the flight path distances are greater than the great
circle paths due to the routings that have been defined to minimize subsonic overland flight.
This resulted in HSCT service between 199 city-pairs. Because some HSCT flights are routed
through the same cities, 386 mission profiles were calculated to fly this network.
Flight Profiles
Actual flight profiles between city-pairs were used to distribute emissions during takeoff,
subsonic and supersonic climb and cruise, and descent. Based on these mission profiles, the fuel
burned and emissions were then calculated onto the database grid. Generic examples of HSCT
flight profiles were given in the Second Program Report (Wuebbles et al., 1992b). Two missions
which are representative of the way in which an actual HSCT would be flown are shown in
Figures 3-1.3 and 3-1.4. The simplest mission (Figure 3-1.3) is a flight almost exclusively over
water, such as Los Angeles to Tokyo. The HSCT would take off and climb subsonically and
then supersonically to a supersonic cruise altitude. It would then fly at supersonic cruise at the
optimum altitude determined by its gross weight. As it approached Tokyo, it would descend and
land. The cumulative fraction of the total NOx emissions is plotted on the right axis. The plot
illustrates that about 40% of the NO× emissions would occur during takeoff, climb, and
supersonic climb.
A more complicated but still common mission is a flight in which one leg would be flown
subsonically over land. This is illustrated in Figure 3-1.4 by the flight from Seattle to London.
The HSCT would take off and climb to subsonic cruise altitudes. It would then cruise at
subsonic speeds until reaching Hudson Bay where it would begin to climb supersonically. It
would then cruise at supersonic speeds (altitude determined by the optimum performance) until
descending near London. A substantial amount of the NOx emissions would occur during the
subsonic climb, subsonic cruise, and supersonic climb.
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A still more complicated mission, which was included in the calculations but not shown
graphically, is a flight in which the aircraft might descend and climb several times to avoid flying
supersonically over land. An example would be Madrid, Spain, to Mexico City. In this case,
the HSCT would fly subsonically over Spain, supersonically over the Atlantic, subsonically over
Florida, supersonically over the Gulf of Mexico, and then subsonically inland over Mexico.
Because of the extensive fuel required for supersonic climb, such flight profiles were kept to a
minimum in the scenario development.
Other Considerations
An analysis of the potential importance of considering seasonal variations in emissions by
MDC indicated that emissions from commercial jet flights from 1976-1991 show very strong
variations in the subsonic traffic with season (see Wuebbles et al., 1993). However, the HSCT
fleets may be more dependent on business traffic and therefore less seasonal. Although the effect
of seasonality still needs to be evaluated, there was insufficient time to do further analysis for the
Interim Assessment and the effects of seasonality are not included in the database developed for
any of the scenarios.
OVERVIEW OF EMISSIONS CALCULATION
Once a schedule of city-pairs and departures has been determined, the next step in the
development of the scenario data set is to use aircraft/engine performance and emissions data to
calculate the fuel use and emissions as a function of altitude and location. For each mission, fuel
consumption and emissions are calculated including all the flight segments (taxi out, takeoff,
climb, cruise, descent, landing, taxi in), distributing the emissions as a function of space along
the route between city-pairs. The emissions are then combined for all flights into the resulting
three-dimensional database. The details of the calculations are described in Subchapters 3-2 and
3-3 which follow this section. Summary results are presented in Subchapter 3-4.
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Table 3-1.1. Emissions Scenarios Developed for the 1993 Assessment (Components
of Each Scenario are Also Shown)
Scenario Components of Scenario
A 1990 Fleet
B 2015 Subsonic Fleet
(without HSCTs)
C 2015 Mach 1.6 HSCT
(EI=5)*
D 2015 Mach 1.6 HSCT
(EI=15)*
E 2015 Mach 2.4 HSCT
(EI=5)*
F 2015 Mach 2.4 HSCT
(EI=15)*
G 2015 Mach 2.4 HSCT
(EI=45)*
H 2015 Mach 2.0 HSCT
(EI=5)*
I 2015 Mach 2.0 HSCT
(EI=15)*
Scheduled (OAG) airline, cargo, and turboprop; charter;
military; and other (non-OAG, including internal former
Soviet Union, China)
Scheduled (OAG) airline, cargo, and turboprop; charter;
military; and other (non-OAG, including internal former
Soviet Union, China)
2015 subsonic (scenario B with scheduled airlines revised
to account for HSCTs; Mach 1.6 HSCT with EI=5
2015 subsonic (scenario B with scheduled airlines revised
to account for HSCTs; Mach 1.6 HSCT with EI=15
2015 subsonic (scenario B with scheduled airlines revised
to account for HSCTs; Mach 2.4 HSCT with EI=5
2015 subsonic (scenario B with scheduled airlines revised
to account for HSCTs; Mach 2.4 HSCT with EI= 15
2015 subsonic (scenario B with scheduled airlines revised
to account for HSCTs; Mach 2.4 HSCT with EI=45
2015 subsonic (scenario B with scheduled airlines revised
to account for HSCTs; Mach 2.0 HSCT with EI=5
2015 subsonic (scenario B with scheduled airlines revised
to account for HSCTs; Mach 2.0 HSCT with El= 15
*Scheduled subsonic fleet emissions are revised to account for flights from HSCTs. Also, NO x Emission Index (El, in
grams of NO x as NO 2 emitted per kg of fuel) are approximate and refer to the nominal emission levels at cruise
altitudes for the HSCT fleet in the scenarios; El for subsonics will be different for each projected aircraft type.
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Table 3-1.2. Growth Rates in Scheduled Passenger Demand Determined by Boeing
and McDonnell Douglas
Emission Study Scheduled Passenger Demand Growth Rates
Passenger Demand Growth Rate Percentage
McDonnell-
Douglas Boeing "Common" Rates*
From (Year)
To (Year)
1990 1990 2000 2005 1990 2000 2005 2010
2000 2000 2005 2010 2000 2005 2010 2015
Region:
North America - Europe 5.00
North America - Asia 11.70
North America - Latin 6.60
America
Europe - Asia 8.40
Intra Asia 10.70
5.10 4.30 4.20
8.50 7.40 7.20
6.50 5.00 5.00
8.80 7.80 7.30
8.10 7.20 7.00
5.00 4.20 4.10 4.00
10.10 8.80 8.60 8.00
6.60 5.105.10 5.00
8.60 7.60 7.10 7.00
9.40 8.40 8.10 8.00
*Common rates refer to the commonly agreed upon passenger demand developed jointly by Boeing and McDonnell
Douglas.
Table 3-1.3. HSCT Network Analysis
Mach Number
0.84 1.6 2.0 2.4
Passengers/Day 386,224 386,778 386,778 386,778
Seats 300 300 300 300
Load Factor (%) 69.6 70.0 70.0 70.0
Units Required 961 594 532 500
Daily Utilization (hours) 17.0 17.2 16.6 16.3
ASM/Year (Billions) 809.6 830.8 830.8 830.8
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Table 3-1.4. Emission Network City-pairs and Daily Frequencies for Year 2015
Demand, Assuming 500 Unit Fleet of 300 Seat Mach=2.4 HSCTs
Flights/ GC Path Flights/ GC Path
City-Pairs Served day Dist Dist City-Pairs Served day Dist Dist
Org Via Des Org Via Des
AKL MNL HKG 2 4937 5022 AMS NYC
HKG MNL AKL 2 4937 5022 NYC AMS
AKL HNL 12 3826 3827 AMS BAH SIN
HNL AKL 12 3826 3827 SIN BAH AMS
AKL HNL LAX 9 5659 6044 AMS HEL TYO
LAX HNL AKL 9 5659 6044 TYO HEL AMS
AKL PPT 1 2209 2210 AMS YMQ
PPT AKL 1 2209 2210 YMQ AM S
AKL SIN 3 4541 4838 AMS YYZ
SIN AKL 3 4541 4838 YYZ AMS
AKL TYO 5 4768 4769 ANC HKG
TYO AKL 5 4768 4769 HKG ANC
AMS ATL 2 3812 4002 ANC LON
ATL AM S 2 3812 4002 LON ANC
AMS BOS 1 2993 3133 ANC PAR
BOS AMS 1 2993 3133 PAR ANC
AMS CCS 1 4230 4232 ANC TPE
CCS AMS ] 4230 4232 TPE ANC
AMS CHI 1 3567 3876 ANC TYO
CHI AMS 1 3567 3876 TYO ANC
AMS DFW 1 4262 4630 ATH NYC
DFW AMS 1 4262 4630 NYC ATH
AMS YYC LAX 2 4832 5158 ATH BAH SIN
LAX YYC AMS 2 4832 5158 SIN BAH ATH
AMS MSP 1 3607 4106 ATL FRA
MSP AMS 1 3607 4106 FRA ATL
5 3155
5 3155
2 5669
2 5669
1 5028
1 5028
1 2972
1 2972
2 3232
2 3232
4397
4397
3885
3885
4057
4057
2 4057
2 4O57
8 2975
8 2975
1 4274
1 4274
1 4885
1 4885
5 3997
5 3997
3248
3248
6573
6573
5579
5579
3349
3349
3519
3519
4947
4947
4011
4011
4155
4155
4234
4234
3O45
3O45
4318
4318
5654
5654
4215
4215
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Table 3-1.4. Continued
City-Pairs Served
Org Via Des
Flights/
day
GC
Dist
Path
Dist
ATL GVA 1 4005 4147
GVA ATL 1 4005 4147
ATL LON 5 3648 3807
LON ATL 5 3648 3807
ATL PAR 1 3806 3967
PAR ATL 1 3806 3967
BAH BOM 3 1302 1423
BOM BAH 3 1302 1423
BAH FRA 3 2395 2721
FRA BAH 3 2395 2721
BAH GVA 1 2422 2673
GVA BAH 1 2422 2673
BAH JKT 9 3801 3861
JKT BAH 9 3801 3861
BAH MNL 1 3976 4672
MNL BAH 1 3976 4672
BAH SIN 14 3412 3659
SIN BAH 14 3412 3659
BKK CAI 2 3915 4463
CAI BKK 2 3915 4463
BKK BAH CPH 3 4644 6456
CPH BAH BKK 3 4644 6456
BOM GVA 1 3623 4045
GVA BOM 1 3623 4045
BOM NBO 1 2446 2505
NBO BOM 1 2446 2505
BOM PAR 1 3774 4232
City-Pairs Served
Org Via Des
Flights/ GC Path
day Dist Dist
PAR BOM 1 3774 4232
BOS FRA 2 3177 3286
FRA BOS 2 3177 3286
BOS GVA 1 3185 3278
GVA BOS I 3185 3278
BOS LON 6 2827 2937
LON BOS 6 2827 2937
BOS PAR 1 2985 3101
PAR BOS 1 2985 3101
BOS SNN 2 2506 2608
SNN BOS 2 2506 2608
BRU CHI 1 3602 3868
CHI BRU ] 3602 3868
BRU NYC 4 3176 3240
NYC BRU 4 3176 3240
BRU HEL TYO 1 5103 5646
TYO HEL BRU 1 5103 5646
BRU YMQ 1 3000 3115
YMQ BRU 1 3000 3115
BUD NYC 1 3785 3895
NYC BUD 1 3785 3895
BUE DKR MAD 2 5441 6098
MAD DKR BUE 2 5441 6098
CCS LIS 1 3508 3509
LIS CCS 1 3508 3509
CCS MAD 2 3779 3780
MAD CCS 2 3779 3780
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Table 3-1.4. Continued
City-Pairs Served
Org Via Des
Flights/
day
GC
Dist
Path
Dist
CCS ROM 1 4497 4498
ROM CCS 1 4497 4498
CHI FRA 6 3761 4030
FRA CHI 6 3761 4030
CHI GVA 2 3806 4014
GVA CHI 2 3806 4014
CHI LON 6 3423 3681
LON CHI 6 3423 3681
CHI PAR 2 3595 3845
PAR CHI 2 3595 3845
CHI ROM 2 4176 4363
ROM CHI 2 4176 4363
CHI SEA TYO 13 5435 5622
TYO SEA CHI 13 5435 5622
CPH LAX 1 4871 4909
LAX C PH 1 4871 4909
CPH NYC 1 3339 3481
NYC CPH 1 3339 3481
CPH SEA 1 4214 4346
SEA CPH 1 4214 4346
CPH HEL TYO 1 4700 5239
TYO HEL CPH 1 4700 5239
DFW FRA 2 4455 4784
FRA DFW 2 4455 4784
DFW LON 6 4115 4435
LON DFW 6 4115 4435
DFW PAR 2 4286 4595
City-Pairs Served
Org Via Des
FlighLs/ GC Path
day Dist Dist
PAR DFW 2 4286 4595
DFW SEA TYO 3 5569 5572
TYO SEA DFW 3 5569 5572
DHA BOM 2 1327 1441
BOM DHA 2 1327 1441
DHA LON 3 2731 3006
LON DHA 3 2731 3006
DHA MNL 7 4001 4690
MNL DHA 7 40(11 4690
DHA PAR I 2584 2836
PAR DHA I 2584 2836
DHA SIN 5 3436 3677
SIN DHA 5 3436 3677
DKR PAR 6 2280 2494
PAR DKR 6 2280 2494
DTW FRA 2 3603 3827
FRA DTW 2 3603 3827
DTW LON 1 3261 3478
LON DTW 1 3261 3478
DTW PAR 2 3430 3616
PAR DTW 2 3430 3616
DTW SEA SEL 5 5738 6347
SEL SEA DTW 5 5738 6347
DTW SEA TYO 5 5542 5801
TYO SEA DTW 5 5542 5801
FRA Y YC LAX 3 5029 5137
LAX YYC FRA 3 5029 5137
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Table 3-1.4. Continued
City-Pairs Served
Org Via Des
Flights/
day
GC
Dist
Path
Dist
FRA SFO 1 4936 4953
SFO FRA 1 4936 4953
FRA MIA 4 4188 4238
MIA FRA 4 4188 4238
FRA NYC 13 3340 3402
NYC FRA 13 3340 3402
FRA DKR RIO 2 5163 5606
RIO DKR FRA 2 5163 5606
FRA BAH SIN 3 5543 6380
SIN BAH FRA 3 5543 6380
FRA HEL TYO 5 5054 5587
TYO HEL FRA 5 5054 5587
FRA WAS 3 3534 3590
WAS FRA 3 3534 3590
FRA YMQ 1 3161 3502
YMQ FRA 1 3161 3502
FRA YYC 1 4062 4090
YYC FRA 1 4062 4090
FRA YYZ 3 3422 3672
YYZ FRA 3 3422 3672
GUM HNL 5 3296 3297
HNL GUM 5 3296 3297
GUM SIN 1 2533 2534
SIN GUM 1 2533 2534
GUM SYD 1 2869 3062
SYD GUM 1 2869 3062
City-Pairs Served
Org Via Des
Flights/ GC Path
day Dist Dist
GVA NYC 4 3346 3386
NYC GVA 4 3346 3386
GVA YMQ 1 3191 3258
YMQ GVA 1 3191 3258
HEL NYC 1 3565 3742
NYC HEL 1 3565 3742
HKG TYO LAX 7 6282 6590
LAX TYO HKG 7 6282 6590
HKG TYO SEA 3 5625 5998
SEA TYO HKG 3 5625 5998
HKG TYO SFO 11 5994 6306
SFO TYO HKG 11 5994 6306
HKG SYD 11 3981 4532
SYD HKG 11 3981 4532
HKG TYO YVR 8 5533 5919
YVR TYO HKG 8 5533 5919
HNL LAX 31 2216 2217
LAX HNL 31 2216 2217
HNL MNL 5 4597 4598
MNL HNL 5 4597 4598
HNL OSA 14 3557 3558
OSA HNL 14 3557 3558
HNL PHX 1 2528 2529
PHX HNL 1 2528 2529
HNL PPT 7 2383 2384
PPT HNL 7 2383 2384
HNL SEA 4 2324 2324
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Table 3-1.4. Continued
City-Pairs Served
Org Via Des
Flights/
day
GC
Dist
Path
Dist
SEA HNL 4 2324 2324
HNL SEL 7 3950 4602
SEL HNL 7 3950 4602
HNL S FO 18 2080 2081
SFO HNL 18 2080 2081
HNL SYD 18 4409 4420
SYD HNL 18 4409 4420
HNL TPE 4 4394 4395
TPE HNL 4 4394 4395
HNL TYO 54 3311 3311
TYO HNL 54 3311 3311
HNL YVR 5 2347 2348
YVR HNL 5 2347 2348
JKT TYO 5 3145 3288
TYO JKT 5 3145 3288
JNB RIO 1 3859 3859
RIO JNB 1 3859 3859
LAX LON 7 4726 4870
LON LAX 7 4726 4870
LAX HNL MEL 4 6884 7017
MEL HNL LAX 4 6884 7017
LAX OSA 3 4955 4956
OSA LAX 3 4955 4956
LAX YYC PAR 2 4910 5189
PAR YYC LAX 2 4910 5189
LAX TYO PEK 1 5415 5876
PEK TYO LAX 1 5415 5876
City-Pairs Served
Org Via Des
Flights/ GC Path
day Dist Dist
LAX PPT 3 3567 3568
PPT LAX 3 3567 3568
LAX LIM RIO 1 5470 5757
RIO LIM LAX 1 5470 5757
LAX NYC ROM 1 5504 5884
ROM NYC LAX 1 5504 5884
LAX HNL SYD 7 6508 6637
SYD HNL LAX 7 6508 6637
LAX TYO TPE 8 5893 5912
TPE TYO LAX 8 5893 5912
LAX TYO 35 4723 4724
TYO LAX 35 4723 4724
LIM MIA 3 2276 2402
MIA LIM 3 2276 2402
LIS NYC 2 2916 2917
NYC LIS 2 2916 2917
LIS RIO 2 4163 4337
RIO LIS 2 4163 4337
LON MIA 7 3835 3842
MIA LON 7 3835 3842
LON MSP 1 3476 3910
MSP LON 1 3476 3910
LON NYC 27 2990 3053
NYC LON 27 2990 3053
LON DKR RIO 2 4993 5347
RIO DKR LON 2 4993 5347
LON SEA 1 4156 4307
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Table 3-1.4. Continued
City-Pairs Served
Org Via Des
Flights/
day
GC
Dlst
Path
Dist
SEA LON 1 4156 4307
LON SFO 3 4649 4778
SFO LON 3 4649 4778
LON BAH SIN 8 5868 6689
SIN BAH LON 8 5868 6689
LON SJU 4 3633 3634
SJU LON 4 3633 3634
LON STL 1 3638 3825
STL LON 1 3638 3825
LON HEL TYO 11 5175 5754
TYO HEL LON l I 5175 5754
LON WAS 6 3184 3241
WAS LON 6 3184 3241
LON YMQ 2 2817 3153
YMQ LON 2 2817 3153
LON YVR 1 4090 4286
YVR LON 1 4090 4286
LON YYC 1 3786 3916
YYC LON 1 3786 3916
LON YYZ 7 3079 3323
YYZ LON 7 3079 3323
MAD MEX 2 4892 4893
MEX MAD 2 4892 4893
MIA MAD 2 3834 3835
MAD NYC 5 3109 3124
NYC MAD 5 3109 3124
MAD RIO 3 4395 4591
City-Pairs Served
Org Via Des
Flights/ GC Path
day Dlst Dlst
RIO MAD 3 4395 4591
MAD SJU 2 3444 3443
SJU MAD 2 3444 3443
MIA PAR 2 3976 3989
PAR MIA 2 3976 3989
MIA SCL 2 3592 3690
SCL MIA 2 3592 3690
MNL SYD 3 3380 3920
SYD MNL 3 3380 3920
MOW NYC 2 4037 4208
NYC MOW 2 4037 4208
MRU SIN 1 3013 3014
SIN MRU 1 3013 3014
MRU TPE 1 4602 4698
TPE MRU 1 4602 4698
MSP SEA TYO 2 5154 5343
TYO SEA MSP 2 5154 5343
NYC OSL 1 3192 3341
OSL NYC 1 3192 3341
NYC PAR 12 3148 3216
PAR NYC 12 3148 3216
NYC ROM 10 3704 3740
ROM NYC 10 3704 3740
NYC SEA SEL 5 5974 6775
SEL SEA NYC 5 5974 6775
NYC SNN 2 2669 2723
SNN NYC 2 2669 2723
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Table 3-1.4. Continued
City-Pairs Served
Org Via Des
Flight_
day
GC
Dist
Path
Dist
NYC STO 1 3395 3549
STO NYC 1 3395 3549
NYC ROM TLV 2 4920 5200
TLV ROM NYC 2 4920 5200
NYC SEA TYO 21 5844 6229
TYO SEA NYC 21 5844 6229
NYC WAW t 3695 3786
WAW NYC 1 3695 3786
OSA SIN 7 2668 2843
SIN OSA 7 2668 2843
PAR DKR RIO 2 4956 5311
RIO DKR PAR 2 4956 5311
PAR SJU 8 3734 3725
SJU PAR 8 3734 3725
PAR BAH SIN 1 5783 6519
SIN BAH PAR 1 5783 6519
PAR HEL TYO 5 5239 5798
TYO HEL PAR 5 5239 5798
PAR WAS 3 3343 3405
WAS PAR 3 3343 3405
PAR YMQ 6 2984 3317
YMQ PAR 6 2984 3317
PAR YYZ 1 3248 3461
YYZ PAR 1 3248 3461
PDX SEL 3 4566 4728
SEL PDX 3 4566 4728
PDX TYO 3 4177 4178
City-Pairs Served
Org Via Des
TYO PDX
PER TYO
TYO PER
PlYl" S FO
SFO PPT
PPT SYD
SYD PIrF
PPT GUM TYO
TYO GUM PPT
RIO DKR ROM
ROM DKR RIO
ROM HEL TYO
TYO HEL ROM
ROM YYZ
YYZ ROM
SEA SEL
SEL SEA
SEA TYO TPE
TPE TYO SEA
SEA TYO
TYO SEA
SEL SIN
SIN SEL
SEL YVR
YVR SEL
SFO HNL SYD
SYD HNL SFO
Flight_ GC Path
day Dist Dist
3 4177
3 4287
3 4287
1 3649
I 3649
1 3301
1 3301
2 5O96
2 5096
2 4949
2 4949
5343
5343
3823
3823
4503
4503
5264
5264
9 4131
9 4131
1 251t
I 2511
2 4411
2 4411
2 6448
2 6448
4178
4288
4288
3650
3650
3302
3302
5665
5665
5771
5771
5962
5962
4031
4031
4678
4678
5320
5320
4132
4132
2573
2573
4455
4455
6501
6501
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Table 3-1.4. Continued
City-Pairs Served
Org Via Des
Flights/
day
GC
Dist
Path
Dist
SFO TYO TPE 5 5607 5628
TPE TYO SFO 5 5607 5628
SFO TYO 29 4439 4440
TYO SFO 29 4439 4440
SIN TLV 1 4293 4641
TLV SIN 1 4293 4641
SIN TPE 2 1740 1742
TPE SIN 2 1740 1742
SIN TYO 32 2893 2947
TYO SIN 32 2893 2947
SIN BAH VIE 1 5232 6302
VIE BAH SIN 1 5232 6302
SYD TYO 20 4226 4385
TYO SYD 20 4226 4385
TPE TYO YVR 1 5176 5241
YVR TYO TPE 1 5176 5241
TYO SEA WAS 6 5851 6129
WAS SEA TYO 6 5851 6129
TYO YVR 9 4050 4053
YVR TYO 9 4050 4053
TYO YVR YYZ 2 5557 5858
YYZ YVR TYO 2 5557 5858
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Total HSCT Passenger Demand
Passengers Carried per Day
Year 2015
North America-Europe
North America-
Asia/Oceania
North America-
Hawaii
Other
Intra Asia
Europe-Asia Europe-Latin America
Figure 3-1.1. Total HSCT passenger demand for 2015 by region, including the projected number of daily
passengers and percentage of total passenger demand for each region.
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Figure 3-1.3. Mission profile for Mach 1.6 HSCT from Los Angeles to Tokyo.
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Figure 3-1.4. Mission profile for Mach 2.4 HSCT from Seattle to London.
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INTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional (1 degree latitude x 1 degree longitude × 1 km altitude) distributions of fuel
burned, nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), and hydrocarbons (HC) were calculated
for the following components of the scenarios described in Subchapter 3-1:
• 1990 scheduled airliner, cargo, and turboprop aircraft
• Projected 2015 scheduled subsonic airliners (assuming no HSCT fleet exists)
• Projected 2015 scheduled subsonic airliners (assuming an HSCT fleet of 500 Mach 2.4
HSCTs were flying)
• Projected 2015 scheduled cargo aircraft
• Projected 2015 scheduled turboprop aircraft
• Projected 2015 HSCT traffic for 500 Mach 2.4 HSCTs with nominal NOx emission indices
of 5 and 15 gm NOx/kg fuel burned at cruise.
The methods and the results are described below.
EMISSIONS CALCULATION METHODOLOGY
Boeing maintains an engineering database of aircraft performance and emissions characteristics
for a number of subsonic passenger and cargo jets. For the work described here, 57 subsonic
aircraft/engine configurations were used to calculate the emissions of the 1990 scenarios. Less
detailed data were used for calculations of the Concorde aircraft and for turboprop aircraft. Using
this database, technology modifications and improvements were projected to 2015 for subsonic jet
aircraft. Calculations for the Mach 2.4 HSCT were based on the current Boeing preliminary
design aircraft. The calculations will be described later in more detail for each component scenario.
The general methodology is described below.
All aircraft were assumed to fly according to engineering design. Altitudes and mission
profiles were calculated based on the performance of the aircraft and its mission weight. Air traffic
control constraints were not considered. Flight schedules of departures for each aircraft type were
based on Official Airline Guide (OAG) flight schedules for May 1990 and on projected schedules
for 2015. For each aircraft type considered, a separate three-dimensional data set of fuel burned
and emissions was calculated. Subsonic aircraft were flown along great circle routes between the
cities. For the HSCT, routing between waypoints to avoid supersonic flight over land was used for
many city-pairs. The HSCT was flown along great circle routes between these waypoints. For all
flights, zero prevailing winds were assumed.
To calculate the global inventory of aircraft emissions, a computer model was developed which
basically combines scheduling data (departures, aircraft type) with aircraft performance and
emissions data. The Global Atmospheric Emissions Code (GAEC) computer model was used to
calculate fuel burned and emissions from files of airplane performance and engine emissions data.
The aircraft performance file contains detailed performance input data for a wide range of operating
conditions. Each engine emission input file contains emission indices tabulated as a function of
fuel flow rate.
For each route flown by the airplane/engine type, the takeoff gross weight was calculated as a
function of the city-pair route distance. The fuel burned was calculated for the following flight
segments:
• Taxi-out
• Climbout
• Subsonic Climb
• Subsonic Cruise
• Supersonic Climbout
• Supersonic Cruise
• Supersonic Descent
• Descent
• Approach and Land
• Taxi-in
For subsonic aircraft, emissions of NOx, CO, and HC were calculated based on the measured
ground level emission indices reported to the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) for
current aircraft. Normally, these measurements are reported at four thrust settings. For detailed
calculations of a single mission, the normal process is to use the engine emission data, the engine
performance data as provided by engine thermodynamic cycle models, and the airplane
performance data. Thermodynamic cycle analyses are too computationally intensive for the
calculation of a global inventory of emissions. A more simplified approach was used instead.
For the calculation of a global inventory of emissions, the 1CAO emissions data were
interpolated as a function of fuel flow rate and, corrected for temperature and pressure at altitude
(based on U.S. Standard Atmosphere 1976). The results from this simplified approach will be
compared with the detailed cycle deck analyses in a later section. Further details of the emissions
calculations will be included in the contractor report to NASA. For the HSCT, where no hardware
and thus no measurements exist, projected engine emissions data were provided by General
Electric (GE) and Pratt & Whitney (P & W).
Distributions of fuel usage and emissions were done using 1 degree latitude x 1 degree
longitude x 1 km altitude cells. The altitude corresponds to the geopotential altitudes of the U.S.
Standard Atmosphere temperature and pressure profile and is thus pressure-gridded data. For each
city-pair, the total route distance was calculated. The fuel bum rate and airplane gross weight were
then calculated at discrete distances along the route path which corresponded to points where the
airplane entered or left a cell (crossed any of the cells boundaries) or points where a transition in
flight conditions occurred (climbout/climb, climb/cruise, cruise/descent, descent/approach and
land, taxi-out/climbout, approach and land/taxi-in). The fuel burn rate would change dramatically
at these transition points.
The emissions were calculated for each flight segment between the above described discrete
points using the fuel burn rate within the segment. The total fuel burned in the segment was
calculated as the difference in airplane gross weight at the segment end-points. The emissions
were then assigned to a cell based on the coordinates of the endpoints.
Engineering Checks
The GAEC code was written to be a shortcut for the standard, computationally intensive
Boeing emissions analysis process, and, as such, simplifying assumptions were made. In order to
validate the GAEC code, a set of test cases were run using both GAEC and the standard Boeing
Mission Analysis Program (BMAP-EMIT) process. Four routes for one aircraft/engine
configuration were analyzed by both methods using the operating conditions assumed for the
global emissions calculations (no winds, Standard Atmospheric conditions, 70% full passenger
payload, 200 lb per passenger, etc.). Table 3-2.1 shows the total fuel burned and emissions
generated for each portion of the flight segment as calculated by both codes.
In all of the test cases, the difference between total fuel or total emissions was less than 2%
when the GAEC solution was compared to the BMAP-EMIT solution. The differences are the
percentages relative to the BMAP-EMIT solutions. The most obvious discrepancy in the data is
seen in the GAEC approach data where the HC and CO emissions were overestimated by 25% and
NOx was overestimated by 13%. This is most likely due to the approach performance averaging in
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GAEC. The approachanalysisin BMAP usestwo thrust settingsstartingnearidle and then
increasingastheairplanegetscloserto landing. GAEC assumesanaveragepowersettingfor the
entireapproach-landsegment,whichresultsin higheroverall emissions.However,only a small
fraction of the fuel burnedor emissionsoccur during approach. For calculationsof global
emissionswheretheprimaryinterestis in accountingfor thecruiseemissions,theagreementwas
consideredto bequitegood,particularlyfor longerrangemissions.
Scenario Checks
A three-dimensional evaluation for the scheduled flights of each aircraft/engine configuration
was calculated, and these were then summed to produce the various component scenarios
described in Subchapter 3-1. Each three-dimensional aircraft database was checked out using the
following procedure:
1. Fuel burned for the scenario was totaled over latitude, longitude, and altitude and then
compared with reported global jet fuel consumption.
2. Global average emission indices were calculated for NO×, CO, and hydrocarbons and
compared with emission indices reported to ICAO to ensure the gridded emissions were
reasonable.
3. The emissions were totaled over latitude and longitude, and then emission indices as a
function of altitude were calculated. This is a test of the emission technology and the level
of detail that went into the emission scenario calculation. Emission indices vary with
power settings and thus vary at different stages of the flight. In general, NO× emission
indices should be greater during climbout than at cruise because a higher power setting is
needed. Carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emission indices will be largest at the lowest
level because of low power settings during taxi operations (however, this is sensitive to the
amount of time assumed during airport operations relative to takeoff).
4. The geographical distribution was checked using visual aids to ensure that it made sense for
the scenario involved (Soviet Union traffic in the Soviet Union, HSCT high altitude flights
only over water, etc.). Fuel burn and emissions as a function of latitude and longitude
(superimposed on a map of the world) at each altitude level or summed into altitude bands
were checked to ensure that routes were consistent with the type of aircraft shown and that
airport locations were appropriate for each group of airplanes used in the scenario.
MACH 2.4 HSCT SCENARIOS
The Mach 2.4 HSCT scenarios were calculated using the Boeing preliminary design model
1080-924 with four Pratt & Whitney STJ989 turbine bypass engines with mixed compression
translating center body (MCTCB2) inlets and two-dimensional semi-stowable (SS2D) nozzles.
The aircraft has a double delta wing planform (see Figure 3-2.1 ) and a mostly composite structure.
Overall body length is approximately 314 feet with a wing span of 139 feet. It was designed to
carry over 300 passengers for a range of 5000 nautical miles.
Emissions data were provided by GE/P&W for a generic HSCT combustor with a nominal
NOx emission index at cruise of approximately 5 gm NOx (as NO2)/kg fuel. Nitrogen oxides,
carbon monoxide, and hydrocarbon emission levels were calculated from these data as a function
of power setting and altitude. A similar c',dculation was done to scale up to a nominal EI (NOx)=15
scenario. For this scaling, the combustor was assumed to operate as a conventional combustor at
low power settings and as an advanced low-NOx combustor at higher settings. Based on
discussions with both engine companies, the EI(NOx) for this case was unchanged at low power
settings and increased by a factor of 3 at higher thrust settings.
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ThebasicHSCTmissionprofile wasassumedasfollows: 10minutetaxi out,all enginetakeoff
ground-roll and liftoff, climbout to 1500feet andaccelerate,climb to optimum cruisealtitude
(subsonicor supersonic,dependingon whetherover landor water),climbing supersonic ruiseat
constantMach,descento 1500feet,approachandland,and5 minutetaxi in.
For a given HSCT model, fuel burnedand emissionsdatawerecalculatedfor parametric
missioncases:varioustakeoffweights(in incrementsof 50,000pounds),two passenger-loading
factors(100%and 65%),andwith two cruisespeeds(Mach2.4 andMach0.9). Thesesubsonic
andsupersonicmissionprofilesof varyingrangewereusedwith aregressionanalysisto develop
generalizedperformancefor eachHSCTmissionsegmentasafunctionof weight.
HSCT flight profiles of fuel burnandemissionswerecalculatedfrom this performanceand
emissionsdatafor eachHSCTmission. Thedeparturenetworkwasdescribedin Subchapter3-1.
Theseprofiles with projectedHSCT flight frequencieswerethen usedto calculate the three-
dimensionaldatabase,asdescribedabove.
Using theHSCT networkdevelopedin this study,2192HSCTdeparturesperdaywerethen
modeledusing386missionprofiles. Theaverageroutedistanceflown was3408mileswith a total
daily HSCT mileageof 7,471,316nauticalmiles. This correspondsto a daily HSCT passenger
demandof 386,800passengers,aswasdiscussedin subchapter3-1. Thecalculatedfuel burned,
emissions,and effective emissionindicesasa function of altitude (summedover latitude and
longitude)areshownin Tables3-2.2and3-2.3.
Thethree-dimensionalcharacterof thedatasetis illustratedin Figure3-2.2,whichshowsNOx
emissionsfor the Mach2.4 HSCT (nominal EI(NOx)=5)case. Emissionsat 18-21 km due to
supersonic ruiseareconcentratedin thenorthernhemisphere,particularlybetween40° and50° N
latitude. Flightsabove13km occuronly overwater.
TheNOxemissionsasafunction of altitude(summedover latitudeandlongitude)areshown
morequantitativelyin Figure 3-2.3for theMach2.4, nominalEI(NOx)=5 case.The peakNOx
emissionsoccurat 19-21 km altitudeswith smallerpeaksat 10-13 km altitudedue to subsonic
cruise. Figure 3-2.4ashowsthecumulativefractionof NO×emissionsplotted asa function of
altitudefor thenominalEI=5 andEI=15cases.Approximately54%of theNOxemissionsfroman
HSCTfleetwill occurabove17km altitude. Figure3-2.4bshowsthecumulativefractionof fuel
burn andemissionsplottedasa function of altitude. This figure illustratesthat 50-60% of the
carbonmonoxideandhydrocarbonsemittedfrom anHSCTfleet areexpectedto occurabove17
km.
HSC_ emissionsarecalculatedto occurmostlyat northemmidlatitudes(Figure3-2.5). Only
3%of thetotal fuel burnedoccursnorthof 60° N latitude. No flightsoccursouthof 40° S latitude.
Approximately32%of thefuelburnedoccursbetween30° Sand30° N latitude.
Emissionindicesfor NOx,CO,andhydrocarbonsvaryasafunctionof altitude(Figure3-2.6).
Nitrogen oxide levels arehighestduring timesof high thrustrequirements(i.e., climbout and
supersonicclimb), whileCO andhydrocarbonsaremuchlowerat thosetimes. During periodsof
low power,theCOandhydrocarbonsareproportionallyhigher.
The effectof scalingtheemissionindicesby treatingthecombustorasconventionalat low
powersettingsandasanadvancedcombustorat higherpowersettingsresultsin NOxemission
indices for the nominal EI=15 casewhich vary significantly at different portionsof theflight
profile. This is showngraphicallyin Figure3-2.7.
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Mach 2.0 HSCT
A Mach 2.0 HSCT scenario is being developed by Boeing, based on the preliminary design
model 1080-938 with four P&W STJ1016 turbine bypass engines with MCTCB2 inlets and SS2D
nozzles. Combustor characteristics were provided by GE/P&W. The scenario is being calculated
using the same methodology that was used for the Mach 2.4 scenario. The scenario development
should be completed by the end of April 1993.
1990 SCHEDULED AIRLINER, CARGO, AND TURBOPROP SCENARIOS
Fuel burn and emissions (NOx, CO, hydrocarbons) were calculated for scheduled 1990
turboprop, cargo, and airliner traffic. Flight frequencies and equipment types were taken from the
May 1990 Official Airline Guide (OAG) as representative of the annual average. Aircraft
performance data and emission characteristics were assembled for 57 subsonic jet aircraft/engine
configurations, for the supersonic Concorde, and for three sizes of turboprop aircraft.
Airplanes known to function similarly and to have similar performance characteristics were
combined under single airplane models. Airplanes for which Boeing does not have performance
data were analyzed using performance data from airplanes estimated to have similar operating and
performance characteristics.
1990 Scheduled Airliner and Cargo Scenario
The aircraft included in the 1990 airliner calculation are shown in Table 3-2.4. This table
summarizes the fuel burned, emissions and globally averaged emission indices for each of the
aircraft included in the compilation of the database. As the table illustrates, the emissions
characteristics of the older aircraft (707, DC-8) are quite different from those of more modern
aircraft (757, 767).
A three-dimensional database was calculated for each of the aircraft/engine configurations.
These were then summed over all the aircraft types to produce a three-dimensional scenario of
scheduled airliner and cargo aircraft. Table 3-2.5 summarizes as a function of altitude the
calculated fuel burned and emissions for this case.
The emission indices vary significantly as a function of altitude as shown in Figure 3-2.8.
Nitrogen oxide emission indices are higher during takeoff and climb and drop down during cruise.
Most (60-65%) of the fuel burned and NOx emissions occur between 9 and 12 km altitude (Figure
3-2.9a). Approximately 60-70% of the CO and hydrocarbons occur below 9 km. (Figure 3-2.9b)
Validation Test
In 1990, the U.S. airlines reported to the government on DOT-Form 41 their total jet fuel
usage, number of departures, and average route distance flown for specific aircraft. Using the
GAEC code, Boeing calculated the scheduled traffic for each of these airlines for selected aircraft
reported (Boeing 727-200 and 747). The results are summarized in Table 3-2.6. The calculated
total fuel burn for all the airlines taken together appears to be about 9% lower than reported. The
model uses about 6% more departures than reported as the annual average by the airlines. The
fuel/trip is calculated to be about 14-17% lower than reported.
In general, the agreement appears to be quite good and the differences arise both from
simplified assumptions about the aircraft operation and the assumption that one week of departure
data could be used to represent the annual average. The modeling calculation did not consider
airport congestion, diversion due to weather, auxiliary power unit utilization, or air traffic control
effects. It assumed that aircraft were flown according to engineering design with only the
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necessaryamountof fuel plusreserves;in reality however,aircraftdonot refuelatevery landing
andmaycarrymoreextrafuel thanrequiredby theU.S.FederalAviationAdministration(FAA).
1990 Scheduled Turboprop
Three turboprops were selected to represent small, medium, and large categories of turboprops
flying commercially in 1990. The results are tabulated in Table 3-2.7. Turboprop fuel was found
to be a small fraction (1.1%) of the global jet fuel burn and will not be discussed in detail here.
1990 Generic Fleet Analysis
The engineering data files used in the calculation of the 1990 scheduled airliner and cargo
scenario contain detailed information which is considered proprietary by the Boeing Company. In
order to provide a paper trail of engineering data that could be used by NASA for their own tests, a
1990 generic database was constructed based on the performance curves of existing aircraft. The
classification of airplanes and the performance characteristics of these generic airplanes were
determined using fleet data from the Boeing marketing group and performance data from the
predominant airplanes within the fleet classes. Eight generic classes of airplanes were identified.
These classifications of 1990 fleet airplanes within the generic fleet are shown in Table 3-2.8.
The base performance data for the predominant airplane in each class were selected to represent
the performance data of the generic class. The predominant airplane is defined as the airplane that
had the greatest global fuel burn relative to all airplanes within that particular class during the year
1990. These base performance data were then adjusted using a weighting factor accounting for
global and local performance characteristics of the airplanes within the generic classes. The local
performance factors were determined by flying the aircraft of a given type on a mission typical of
those flown by that aircraft class. Only the major contributors to total fuel burn within each class
were included in the calculation of the weighting factors. The performance weighting factors were
calculated as follows:
factor =
(LI*GI+L2*G2+L3*G3+...+Ln*Gn)
Lc * (G1 + G2 + G3+...+Gn)
where
L1, L2 ..... Ln are the local fuel, NOx, HC, or CO values of each airplane within the generic
class.
G1, G2 ..... Gn are the global fuel, NOx, HC, or CO values of each airplane within the
generic class.
Lc is the local fuel, NOx, HC, or CO value of the base airplane representing the generic class.
Emissions were calculated for the complete generic 1990 fleet by "flying" each generic airplane
on the OAG routes of all airplanes within the respective generic class using the generic airplane
performance data and weighting factors.
As might be expected, representing the entire fleet of aircraft with only eight generic types is
less accurate than using the actual aircraft types in service. A comparison of the calculated fuel
burned and emissions calculated using the database of 58 jet airliners and the eight 1990 generic
classes is shown in Table 3-2.9. For this calculation, the results for the detailed calculation using
58 jet aircraft types were summed into classes and used as the reference in the comparison with the
generic calculation.
As Table 3-2.9 shows, the generic description does a good job of accounting for global fuel
burned, but there are errors of 10-15% for some aircraft types. Similarly globally calculated NOx
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emissionsappearto beaccountedfor to within about10%. Hydrocarbonandcarbonmonoxide
emissionsaremuchmorepoorlyaccountedfor in thegeneticcalculations.
Thegenericdescriptioninvolvesgroupingaircraftof similar sizeandrangetogetherasaclass.
This meansthat bothold andnew technologyaircraft aregroupedtogetherand treatedasone.
Improvementsin combustorefficiency haveresultedin significant changesin the CO andHC
emissionsof aircraft engines. Thus, the generic categoriesdo not do a very goodjob of
accountingfor theseemissions. Sincethe new andold technologyaircraft are not uniformly
distributedbetweencountries,therewill beerrorsintroducedin thegeographicaldistributionof the
emissionswhengenericcategoriesareused.
In general,while the 1990genericaircraft may be useful for parametricstudies,thereare
significanterrorsintroducedby trying to representhediverseglobal aircraft fleet by just a few
genericaircraft types.
2015 SCHEDULED SUBSONIC AIRLINER, CARGO, AND TURBOPROP
SCENARIOS
2015 Marketing Analysis
For year 2015, passenger demand was projected by averaging regional growth rates predicted
by the Boeing and McDonnell Douglas market research groups. It was assumed that the airline
networks will be the same in 2015 as in 1991 and that airlines will operate with the same average
load factors.
In order to balance airplane size growth and airplane departures (flight frequency) growth, the
initial calculations of 2015 scheduled available seats used the common growth rates, while the
2015 scheduled departures used 50% of the common growth rate (i.e., the airplanes are projected
to get bigger on average). Future aircraft were grouped into 10 genetic passenger and 5 generic
cargo sizes (see Table 3-2.10).
Estimation of the airplane size and frequency requirements by city-pair market for the year
2015 requires that two elements be forecast:
• Total number of seats required by each city-pair market.
• Total number of departures required by each city-pair market.
Passenger Fleet Airplane Size Results
Figure 3-2.10 compares the available seat mile (ASM) distribution by generic size for the
passenger airplane in the 1991 schedule data, for the year 2010 in Boeing's 1992 annual forecast,
"Current Market Outlook" (based on Boeing growth rates only) and the NASA Emission Study
Forecast for the year 2015 (based on the Boeing/McDonnell Douglas "common" growth rates,
described in subchapter 3-1). The latter forecast is shown with and without the presence of a fleet
of 500 M2.4 300-passenger HSCTs. Both forecasts show a trend towards increasing airplane size
with time. This is more pronounced for the NASA emission study forecast due to the later time
period and to the generally higher growth rates. A target HSCT fleet of 500 airplanes consumes
about 11% of the subsonic ASM requirement. This comes mostly at the expense of the larger
subsonic aircraft, because they are heavily used on the North Atlantic and Pacific/Oceania routes,
prime HSCT routes.
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Cargo Fleet Requirement
The process for estimating the frequencies and aircraft size for cargo airplanes was the same as
for the passenger airplanes except:
• Tons were used as a measure of capacity.
• Tons required were assumed to increase at 6.3% per year for all markets.
• Frequencies were assumed to increase at 4.0% per year for all markets.
Figure 3-2.11 shows the resulting Available Ton Mile (ATM) distribution for the September
1991 schedule and the 2015 forecast results. As with the passenger fleet there is a shift to larger
capacity airplanes. The growth in cargo demand plus the shift to larger airplanes result in a
majority of the freighter departures being in aircraft of more than 40 ton capacity (DC- 10/767 size
airplanes).
2015 Aircraft Technology
Baseline 1990 airplane performance data and engine performance data were used in the analysis
of each class of airplane in the 2015 fleet. One modern 1990 airplane was selected to represent
each class of projected 2015 airplane. Technology improvement factors were applied to each
airplane to account for estimated improvements in fuel burn and emissions for airplanes entering
service between 1990 and 2015. Based on a Boeing marketing analysis, a 2015 fleet would be
composed of 50% airplanes built before 2005 and 50% airplanes built after 2005. The technology
improvement factors were calculated assuming that the entire fleet would be "state of the art" for
the year 2005.
Estimating the fuel flow improvement factor was a two-step process. First, the baseline
airplane fuel flow was corrected to 1990 technology and then corrected again to reflect 2005
technology. The 1990 correction is based on the assumption that turbofan engines of all thrust
ratings and equal technology will have approximately equal fuel flow to thrust ratios at maximum
power.
Engine emissions improvement factors were estimated based on known differences between
older technology engines and new modern engines. The technology improvement factors used are
summarized in Table 3-2.11.
2015 Scheduled Air Traffic
The results for the projected 2015 subsonic airliner scenario, assuming no HSCT fleet exists,
are summarized by aircraft type in Table 3-2.12. The results, summed over latitude and longitude,
are shown as a function of altitude in Table 3-2.13.
A fleet of 500 Mach 2.4 HSCTs has been calculated to carry 386,800 passengers/day. This
passenger demand would then be satisfied by the HSCT fleet displacing it from the subsonic
airliners; so a scenario of these modified subsonic airliner operations was calculated. The results
for the projected 2015 subsonic scenario, assuming an HSCT fleet exists, are summarized in
Tables 3-2.14 and 3-2.15.
The fuel burned and emissions for the projected 2015 scheduled cargo scenario are summarized
in Tables 3-2.16 and 3-2.17. The calculations indicate that fuel burned by scheduled cargo aircraft
will only be about 2.3% of that used by scheduled airliners.
The 2015 turboprop analysis was completed using the 1990 medium sized turboprop
performance data for all turboprop routes in the projected 2015 OAG. No technology
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improvement factors were applied to the data since it is uncertain how the fuel burn and emissions
characteristics of these airplanes will change. A detailed analysis of future turboprop technology
was not justified because the calculations for 1990 indicate that turboprops only consume 1.1% of
the global jet fuel (see subchapter 3-4). Departures for turboprop aircraft were projected at 38,743
for 2015 with an average route distance of 149.9 nautical miles, for a total daily distance flown of
5,806,976 nautical miles. Global fuel usage by turboprops was calculated to be 4.14 × 109
kg/year, which is 1.7% of the fuel used by the projected 2015 airliners.
Discussion
The three-dimensional character of the data sets are illustrated in Figures 3-2.12 and 3-2.13,
which show NOx emissions as a function of altitude, latitude, and longitude for the 1990 and 2015
scheduled air traffic (airliner, cargo, and turboprop). These figures emphasize that much of the air
traffic is expected to occur at northern midlatitudes with increased traffic in more southern latitudes
by 2015.
NOx emissions as a function of altitude are shown more quantitatively for the 1990 scheduled
airliner and cargo scenario and the 2015 subsonic airliner and cargo (both with and without an
HSCT fleet) scenarios in Figure 3-2.14. While NOx emissions are expected to rise because of the
increase in air traffic, only small changes in the altitude distribution are predicted.
Plots of fuel burned as a function of latitude (summed over altitude and longitude) (Figures 3-
2.15 and 3-2.16) show that the largest relative increase is in the tropics and lower latitudes. In
both 1990 and 2015, most air traffic is expected to occur in the northern hemisphere.
Fuel usage by scheduled airliner and cargo aircraft in 2015 is projected to be about 2.8-3.2
times larger than 1990 levels depending on whether an HSCT fleet exists or not. Global NOx
emissions from scheduled air traffic are projected to increase by about a factor of two from 1990 to
2015. By comparison, revenue passenger miles are projected to increase by a factor of 5.7, from
1203 billion in 1990 to 6883 billion in 2015 (based on the "common" forecast described in
subchapter 3-1 ).
SUMMARY
A detailed database of 1990 and projected 2015 scheduled subsonic aircraft operations has been
developed. The total emissions of each component are tabulated in subchapter 3-4, as well as a
discussion of the calculated fuel burn relative to 1990 reported jet fuel consumptions.
A more detailed discussion of the methodology and results will be presented in a contractor report
to NASA.
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Table 3-2.1. Comparison of the Global Atmospheric Emission Code (GAEC)
Results with Detailed Engineering Model CalcuLations (BMAP/EMIT)
For Four Aircraft Missions Using One Aircraft/Engine Type
ROUTE
BMAP-EMIT
fuel CO HC NO x
(lb) (Ib) (Ib) (Ib)
GAEC Differences
fuel CO HC NO x fuel CO HC NO x
(Ib) (Ib) (lb) (Ib) % % % %
TPA-PBI 151
taxi-out 432
takeoff 768
climb 1912
cruise 1916
descent 387.5
approach 400
taxi-in 239
Total 6115
I_AX-DFW 1071
taxi-out 431.9
takeoff 823
climb 5138
cruise 16060
descent 691.2
approach 400
taxi-in 239.1
Total 23704
JFK-OSL 3198
taxi-out 432
takeoff 976
climb 5645.2
cruise 60965
descent 687.8
approach 400
taxi-in 239
Total 69346
SIN-VIE 5242
taxi-out 431.9
takeoff 1087
climb 6289.4
cruise 111151
descent 692.5
approach 400
taxi-in 239
Total 120290
nmi
18.1 1.5 1.5 432 18.2 1.5 1.6 0
0.4 0 17.9 765.9 0.3 0 17.9 0.27
0.9 0.1 45 1814.6 0.9 0.1 42.4 5.09
4.9 0.4 22.7 2093.2 5.1 0.4 24.1 -9.25
30.2 2.5 1.3 396.6 30.5 2.5 1.3 -2.35
7.1 0.6 2.7 400 5.3 0.4 2.3 0
10.1 0.8 0.9 240 10.1 0.8 0.9 -0.42
71.7 6 92.2 6142.3 70.4 5.9 90.4 -0.45
-0.39 0 -8
22.05 -2.5 0.22
-7.16 -3.64 5.78
-4.69 -9.19 -6.04
-0.83 -0.8 5.3
25.63 24.91 13.21
0.49 0.71 -2.27
1.83 1.88 2
nmi
18.1 1.5 1.5 432 18.l 1.5 1.6 -0.02
0.4 0 19 821 0.4 0.1 19.3 0.24
3.3 0.4 105.4 4967 3.2 0.4 100.9 3.33
41.2 3.5 177.3 16148 42.1 3.6 177.9 -0.55
63.9 5.3 2 719.7 66 5.5 2.2 -4.12
7.1 0.6 2.7 400 5.3 0.4 2.3 0
10 0.8 0.9 240 10 0.8 0.9 -0.38
144.2 12.2 308.9 23728 145.1 12.3 305.1 -0.1
0 0 -6.67
15.91 -2.27 -1.58
3.32 2.5 4.27
-2.18 -1.7 -0.34
-3.29 -3 -9.09
26.06 24.56 12.83
-0.4 1.19 -3.41
-0.64 -0.82 1.25
nmi
18.1 1.5 1.5 432 18.2 1.5 1.6 0
0.4 0 22.9 975 0.4 0.1 23.1 0.1
3.3 0.4 120.4 5682 3.5 0.4 118.9 -0.65
129.4 11.6 717.6 60654 129.6 11.6 706.7 0.51
63.9 5.3 2 715.2 65.4 5.5 2.2 -3.98
7.1 0.6 2.7 400 5.2 0.4 2.3 0
9.9 0.8 0.9 240 10 0.8 0.9 -0.42
232 20.3 868.2 69099 232.4 20.3 855.7 0.36
-0.55 0 -6.67
0 -0.87
20.4:
-5.74 -5 1.25
-0.15 0 1.52
-2.35 -2.64 -8.59
26.76 24.56 12.45
-0.81 -1.22 -3.41
-0.17 0 1.44
nmi
18.1 1.5 1.5 432 18.1 1.5 1.6 -0.02 0 0 -8
0.4 0.1 25.8 1087 0.5 0.1 26 0 -11.36 1(/.61 -0.78
3.5 0.4 138 6596 3.9 0.5 141.4 -4.87 -10.8 -9.09 -2.46
198 18.5 1387 110445 198.2 18.6 1365 0.64 -0.1 -0.05 1.53
64.2 5.4 2 717.5 65.7 5.5 2.2 -3.61 -2.34 -2.05 -10
7.1 0.6 2.7 400 5.3 0.4 2.3 0 25.53 24.56 12.83
9.9 0.8 0.9 240 10 0.8 0.9 -0.42 -1.01 -1.22 -2.27
301.4 27.3 1539 119918 301.8 27.3 1540 0.31 -0.13 0 -0.08
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Table 3-2.4. Globally Computed Fuel Burned, Emissions, and Emission Indices for
Each Aircraft Included in the 1990 Scheduled Airline and Cargo
Database"
File
Fuel NO x HC CO
(kg/year) (kg/year) (kg/year) (kg/year)
Globally Summed Emission
Indices
El (NOx) EI (HC) E! (CO)
707-320B-C_JT3D-7
727-100_JT8D-9
727-200_JT8D- 15
727-200_JT8D-9
737-200_JT8D- 15
737-200__JT8D-9
737-300+400+500_CFM 56
747-100+200_CF6-50E2
747-100+200_JT9D-7A
747-200 JT9D-7J
747-200_JT9D-7Q
747-200_JT9D-7R4G2
747-200_RB211
747-300_CF6-50E2
747-300_CF6-80C2
747-300_JT9D-7R4G2
747-300_RB211
747-400_CF6-80C2
747-400_PW4056
747--400_RB211
747SP_JT9D-7
747SP_RB211
757-200_PW2000
757-200_RB211
767-200+ER_CF6-80A
767-200+ER_CF6-80C2
767-200+ER_JT9D-7R4
767-200+ER_PW4000
767-300+ER_CF6-80C2
767-300+ER_JT9D-7R4
767-300+ER_PW4060
767-300ER_RB211
A300-600+ER_CF6-80C2
A300-B2+B4_CF6-50C2
A310-200+300_CF6-80A
A320-200+300_CFM56-5-A 1
BACI I I_SPEY-512
BAEI46_ALF502
CARAVELLE- 10B_JT8D
CONCORDE
DASSMR_JT8D-7
5.33E+08 3.00E+06 1.80E+07 1.96E+07 5.64 33.70 36.85
2.71E+08 2.16E+06 5.62E+05 2.00E+06 7.98 2.08 7.39
1.04E+I0 1.01E+08 6.81E+06 3,85E+07 9.75 0.66 3.71
1.97E+09 1.93E+07 1.79E+06 8.68E+06 9.76 0.91 4.39
3.79E+09 3.51E+07 3.02E+06 1.84E+07 9.25 0.80 4.86
2.43E+09 2.11E+07 2.72E+06 1.28E+07 8.67 1.12 5.26
6.69E+09 7,11E+07 2.89E+06 5.58E+07 10.63 0.43 8.34
5.49E+09 8.41E+07 5.56E+06 3.09E+07 15.34 1.01 5,62
5.43E+09 7.98E+07 9.48E+06 1.88E+07 14.70 1.75 3.47
8.14E+08 1.22E+07 1.48E+06 2.81E+06 14.98 1.82 3.46
4.74E+09 5.49E+07 6.22E+06 1.77E+07 11.58 1.31 3.73
4.08E+08 4.84E+06 1.62E+05 1.11E+06 11.86 0.40 2.73
3.52E+09 6.92E+07 1.65E+06 6.12E+06 19.62 0.47 i.74
2.65E+08 4.15E+06 2.73E+05 1.44E+06 15.67 1.03 5.44
2.49E+08 2.78E+06 2.24E+05 1.01E+06 11.16 0.90 4.04
1.07E+09 1.34E+07 4.02E+05 2.68E+06 12.56 0.38 2.50
4.87E+08 1.00E+07 2.81E+05 1.03E+06 20.55 0.58 2.11
4.27E+08 4.76E+06 5.18E+05 2.25E+06 11.15 1.21 5.27
1.30E+09 1.69E+07 2.89E+05 3.76E+06 12.99 0.22 2.88
6.91E+08 9.94E+06 1.86E+06 1.80E+06 14.38 2.69 2.61
9.45E+08 1.23E+07 2.20E+06 4.29E+06 12.99 2.33 4.54
1.74E+07 3.35E+05 3.81E+04 1.31E+05 19.26 2.19 7.55
1.09E+09 1.45E+07 5.42E+05 5.33E+06 13.36 0.50 4.89
8.65E+08 1.03E+07 1.63E+06 5.73E+06 11.89 1.89 6.62
1.39E+09 1.85E+07 1.58E+06 7.47E+06 13.27 1.13 5.37
2.60E+08 2.60E+06 4.53E+05 1.88E+06 10.00 1.74 7.25
1.13E+09 1.47E+07 3.70E+05 2.65E+06 13.08 0.33 2.35
3.13E+07 3.70E+05 9.45E+03 1.20E+05 11.83 0.30 3.84
5.29E+08 6.02E+06 1.24E+06 4.89E+06 11.38 2.35 9.24
1.32E+08 2.15E+06 5,52E+04 3.97E+05 16.25 0.42 3.00
3.82E+08 4.91E+06 1.68E+05 1.97E+06 12.86 0.44 5.15
4.18E+07 8.04E+05 1.15E+05 3.98E+05 19.25 2.75 9.54
3.01E+08 3.51E+06 6.03E+05 2.29E+06 11.65 2.00 7.62
3.61E+09 6.42E+07 4.40E+06 2.36E+07 17.77 1.22 6.54
1.65E+09 2.21E+07 1.75E+06 8.28E+06 13.34 1.06 5.00
3.84E+08 5.34E+06 2.50E+05 2.15E+06 13.91 0.65 5.60
2.60E+08 2.62E+06 2.36E+05 1.84E+06 10.07 0.91 7.07
5.49E+08 5.09E+06 4.95E+06 1.33E+07 9.27 9.02 24.18
5,06E+07 4.21E+05 5,60E+04 2,66E+05 8,31 1.11 5.26
1.47E+08 1.02E+06 1.20E+06 9.07E+06 6.94 8.14 61.53
4.56E+07 3.63E+05 4.08E+05 8.88E+05 7.97 8.94 19.47
DC10-10_CF6-6D
DC10-30_CF6-50E2
DC8-63_JT3D
DC8-7 l_CFM56-B 1
DC9-10+20+30_JT8D
DC9-40+50_JT8D
FOKKER- 100_TAY-650
FOKKER-28_SPEY-555
IL-62_JT3D-7
IL-86_RB211
L1011_RB211
MD-82_JT8D-217
MD-87_JT8D-217
TRIDENT_JT8D-7
TU134_JT8D-7
TU154_JT8D-15
YAK-40+42_JT8D-7
Total
9.73E+08
6.77E+09
6.30E+08
8.39E+08
3.61E+09
6.99E+08
1.52E+08
7.70E+08
5.65E+08
5.28E+08
3.47E+09
4.59E+09
1.75E+08
4.48E+07
2.86E+08
1.57E+09
3.61E+08
9.08E+10
1.88E+07
9.78E+07
3.82E+06
8.61E+06
2.99E+07
6.94E+06
1.19E+06
7.30E+06
3.14E+06
9.54E+06
6.22E+07
5.55E+07
1.91E+06
3.58E+05
2.23E+06
1.48E+07
3.11E+06
1.14E+09
6.11E+05
6.22E+06
1.03E+07
2.35E+05
5.46E+06
7.16E+05
4.49E+05
5.37E+05
9.5 IE+06
9.07E+05
2.24E+06
7.28E+06
3.25E+05
2.89E+05
1.40E+06
9.79E+05
2.76E+06
1.37E+08
3.64E+06
4.72E+07
1.13E+07
4.04E+06
2.70E+07
3.99E+06
4.42E+06
6.85E+06
1.28E+07
3.03E+06
9.36E+06
2.29E+07
9.88E+05
5.83E+05
4.18E+06
5.26E+06
5.28E+06
5.17E+08
19.36
14.44
6.07
10.26
8.29
9.93
7.83
9.48
5.55
18.05
17.90
12.10
10.90
7.99
7.79
9.45
8.60
12.54
0.63
0.92
16.31
0.28
1.51
1.02
2.96
0.70
16.82
1.72
0.65
1.59
1.86
6.45
4.91
0.62
7.63
1.50
3.74
6.97
17.96
4.82
7.48
5.71
29.13
8.90
22.62
5.74
2.70
4.99
5.66
13.01
14.63
3.35
14.60
5.69
*I.00E + 08 = 1.0 x 108
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Table 3-2.8. Aircraft Types Included in the Construction of the 1990 "Generic"
Database
Generic Class Real Aircraft
1990 SST Concord¢
P080 727-100_JT8D-9
BAC111_SPEY-512
BAE146_ALF502
CARAVELLE- 10B_JT8D
P120
P180A
P180B
P250
727-200_JT8D-9
737-200_JT8D-9
737-200_JT8D- 15
737- 300+400+500CFM 56
DASSMR_JT8D-7
707-320B-C_JT3D-7
727-200_JT8D- 15
IL-62_JT3D-7
757-200_PW2000
757-200_RB211
A320-200+300_CFM56-5-A1
747SP_JT9D-7
747SP_RB211
767-200+ER_CF6-80A
767-200+ER_JT9D-7R4
767-200+ER_PW4000
767- 200+ER_CF6- 80C2
767- 300+ER_CF6- 80C2
767-300+ER_JT9D-7R4
DC9-10+20+30_JT8D
FOKKER- 100_TA Y-650
FOKKER-28_SPEY-555
TU 134_JT8D-7
DC9-40+50_JT8D
MD-87_JT8D-217
TRIDENT_JT8D-7
YAK-40+42_JT8D-7
MD-82_JT8D-217
TU 154_JT8D- 15
DC8-63_JT3D
DC8-7 l_CFM56- B 1
767-300+ER_PW4060
767-300ER_RB211
A 300-600+ER_CF6- 80C2
A300-B2+B4_CF6-50C2
DC 10-10_CF6-6D
DC10-30_CF6-50E2
L1011_RB211
A 310-200+300_CF6-80A
P350
P500
747-100+200_JT9D-7A
747-100+200_CF6-50E2
747-200_JT9D-7J
747-200_JT9D-7Q
747-300_CF6-50E2
747-300_CF6-80C2
747-300_JT9D-7R4G2
747-300_RB211
747-200_JT9D-7R4G2
747-200_RB211
IL-86_RB211
747-400_CF6-80C2
747-400_PW4056
747-400_RB211
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Table 3-2.9. Comparison of the Globally Computed Fuel Burned, Emissions, and
Emission Indices for the 1990 Generic Database Relative to that
Calculated Using Actual 1990 Aircraft
File Fuel NOx HC CO EI(NOx) EI(HC) EI(CO)
1990.SST 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
P080 0.52% 6.65% -32.84% -132.64% 6.17% -33.53% -133.85%
P120 11.85% 7.86% 50.61% 21.31% -4.53% 43.98% 10.73%
P180A -0.66% 7.31% 58.44% 34.85% 7.91% 58.71% 35.27%
P180B 15.01% 0.71% 64.02% 40.84% -16.83% 57.67% 30.40%
P250 -13.58% -11.57% 18.93% 10.73% 1.78% 28.62% 21.40%
P350 1.28% -1.33% -14.42% -21.19% -2.64% -15.90% -22.77%
P500 0.02% -7.06% -103.53% -10.49% -7.08% -103.57% -10.52%
Total -0.29% - 1.55% 23.95% -3.10% - 1.26% 24.17% -2.80%
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Table 3-2.10. Classes of "Generic" Subsonic Airliner and Cargo Aircraft Used in the
2015 Scenario Construction
Passenger Aircraft
Seating Average
Class Capacity Seats
TBP (turboprop) 0 - 50 30
P060 50- 70 60
P080 70-110 85
P120 110-140 120
P180 140-200 170
P250 200-300 250
P350 300-400 350
P500 400-600 500
P700 600-800 700
1'900 > 800 900
YR 2015 "Generic" Cargo Airplane Sizes
Capacity Average
Class (Tons) (Tons)
C005 O- 5 3.0
COIO 5 - 10 15.0
C040 20 - 40 30.0
C080 40- 80 60.0
C160 > 80 120.0
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Table 3-2.1 1. Technology Improvement Factors for 2015 Aircraft Relative to 1990
Technology
Generic
Airplane Fuel Flow Factor NOx factor HC factor CO factor
PTBP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
P060 0.49 0.60 0.70 0.50
P080 0.69 0.70 0.60 0.70
P120 0.71 0.70 0.60 0.70
P180 0.75 0.70 0.60 0.70
P250A 0.87 0.60 1.00 1.00
P250B 0.86 0.70 0.60 0.70
P350 0.95 0.70 1.00 1.00
P500 0.86 0.70 0.60 0.70
P700 1.19 0.70 1.00 1.00
P900 1.28 0.70 1.00 1.00
C005 0.69 0.70 0.60 0.70
C010 0.75 0.70 0.60 0.70
C020 0.71 0.70 0.60 0.70
C040 0.87 0.60 1.00 1.00
C080 0.86 0.70 0.60 0.70
C160 0.86 0.70 0.60 0.70
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Table 3-2.1 2. Globally Computed Fuel Burned, Emissions, and Emission Indices by
Aircraft Type for 2015 Scheduled Subsonic Airliners if no HSCT Fleet
Exists
Globally Averaged Emission
Indices
Fuel NOx HC CO []
File (kg/year) (kg/year) (kg/year) (kg/year) (NOx) EI (HC) EI (CO)
P060 2.63E+09 1.49E+07 1.47E+06 1.45 E+07 5.66 0.56 5.50
P080 8.67E+09 6.84E+07 2.91E+06 6.59E+07 7.88 0.34 7.60
P120 1.42E+10 1.04E+08 8.02E+06 1.25E+08 7.37 0.57 8.85
P180 2.35E+10 1.73E+08 5.81E+06 1.23E+08 7.39 0.25 5.25
P250A 2.49E+10 2.15E+08 1.64E+07 1.63E+08 8.64 0.66 6.56
P250B 2.10E+ 10 1.54E+08 1.39E+07 7.59E+07 7.33 0.66 3.61
P350 4.32E+10 4.53E+08 1.52E+07 1.61E+08 10.49 0.35 3.72
P500 5.25E+10 4.88E+08 1.86E+07 2.23E+08 9.31 0.35 4.26
P700 3.15E+10 3.61E+08 5.11E+06 6.84E+07 11.48 0.16 2.17
P900 2.29E+10 2.06E+08 4.55E+06 6.52E+07 9.01 0.20 2.85
Total 2.45E+11 2.24E+09 9.20E+07 1.09E+09 9.14 0.38 4.43
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Table 3-2.14. Globally Computed Fuel Burned, Emissions, and Emission Indices by
Aircraft Type for 2015 Scheduled Subsonic Airliners if 500 Mach 2.4
HSCTs were in Operation"
Globally Averaged
Emission Indices
Fuel NOx HC CO El [] []
File (kg/year) (kg/year) (kg/year) (kg/year) (NOx) (HC) (CO)
P060 2.63E+09 1.49E+07 1.47E+06 1.45 E+07 5.66 0.56 5.50
P080 8.67E+09 6.84E+07 2.91E+06 6.59E+07 7.88 0.34 7.60
P120 1.42E+10 1.04E+08 8.02E+06 1.25E+08 7.37 0.57 8.85
P180_with_hsct 2.34E+10 1.73E+08 5.81E+06 1.23E+08 7.39 0.25 5.26
P250A 2.49E+10 2.15E+08 1.64E+07 1.63E+08 8.64 0.66 6.56
P250B_with_hsct 1.64E+10 1.20E+08 1.16E+07 6.25E+07 7.32 0.71 3.82
P350_with_hsct 4.12E+10 4.33E+08 1.49E+07 1.57E+08 10.50 0.36 3.80
P500_with_hsct 4.97E+ 10 4.03E+08 4.97E+07 2.42E+08 8.11 1.00 4.86
PT00_with_hsct 1.93E+10 2.27E+08 3.89E+06 5.02E+07 11.77 0.20 2.60
P900_with_hsct 9.43E+09 8.67E+07 2.43E+06 3.32 E+07 9.19 0.26 3.52
Total 2.10E+l 1 1.85E+09 1.17E+08 1.04E+09 8.80 0.56 4.94
*I.00E + 08 = 1.0x 108
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Table 3-2.1 6. Globally Computed Fuel Burned, Emissions, and Emission Indices for
2015 Scheduled Cargo Aircraft"
Globally Averaged Emission
Indices
Fuel NOx HC CO
File (kg/year) (kg/year) (kg/year) (kg/year) EI (NOx) EI (HC) EI (CO)
C005 4.13E+07 3.28E+05 1.49E+04 3.38E+05 7.94 0.36 8.19
C010 1.16E+07 8.99E+04 4.04E+03 8.62E+04 7.72 0.35 7.41
C020 2.54E+07 1.95E+05 1.84E+04 2.76E+05 7.69 0.72 10.86
C040 4.57E+08 3.91E+06 2.91E+05 2.89E+06 8.56 0.64 6.34
C080 1.40E+09 1.10E+07 2.06E+06 9.87E+06 7.80 1.47 7.03
C160 3.71E+09 3.36E+07 1.17E+06 1.42E+07 9.07 0.32 3.84
Total 5.64E+09 4.91E+07 3.56E+06 2.77E+07 8.69 0.63 4.90
"1.00E + 08 = 1.0 x 108
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Figure 3-2.1. Drawing of Mach 2.4 HSCT configuration with dimensions.
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Figure 3-2.2. NOx emissions for a fleet of 500 Mach 2.4 HSCTs as a function of altitude and latitude
(upper panel) and as a function of latitude and longitude (lower panel), considering only the HSCTemissions.
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Figure 3-2.3. NOx emissions as a function of altitude for Mach 2.4, nominal EI(NOx)=5 (summed over
latitude and longitude).
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Figure 3-2.4. a) Cumulative fraction of NOx emissions as a function of altitude for Mach 2.4, nominal
EI(NOx)=5 and 15. b) Cumulative fraction of fuel burned, NOx, HC, and CO as a function of altitude for the
Mach 2.4 HSCT, nominal EI(NOx)=5 fleet only.
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EI(NOx)=5 fleet only.
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Figure 3-2.7. Emission index for NOx as a function of altitude for the Mach 2.4 nominal El (NOx)=5 and
15 cases.
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Figure 3-2.8. Emission indices for NOx, CO, and HC as a function of altitude for the 1990 scheduled
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Figure 3-2.1_. NOx emissions for 1990 scheduled air traffic (airliner, cargo, and turboprop) as a
function of altitude and latitude (summed over longitude) (top panel) and as a function of latitude and
longitude (summed over altitude) (bottom panel).
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INTRODUCTION
For over half a century, McDonnell Douglas (MDC) has been manufacturing many of the finest
military and civilian aircraft that were ever built. During these years MDC has acquired an
extensive traffic database and modeling capabilities that were used to support High Speed Research
Program/Atmospheric Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft (HSRP/AESA) emission database
requirements.
This chapter discusses the development of the emission database for military, charter, and
nonscheduled Eastern Europe and Chinese air traffic. Two subsonic scenarios were developed,
one focusing on the worldwide 1990 military, charter, and nonscheduled air traffic data and a
similar scenario for year 2015. A supersonic scenario was also developed for Mach 1.6 HSCT
using the supersonic network mentioned in Subchapter 3-1.
MILITARY AIR TRAFFIC DATABASE
1990 Emissions
Objective
The engineering database of worldwide military air traffic data for 1990 and a complementary
database of associated engine emission indices were developed to be used in the AESA studies.
The military air traffic data are composed of generic aircraft types, locations, flight routes, flight
frequencies, and fuel burn profiles. For the purpose of this study, the emission constituents of
interest are carbon monoxide (CO), oxides of nitrogen (NOx), and total hydrocarbons (HC).
Together, the military air traffic data and the emission data were processed to generate 1990 fuel
burn and emissions grids with a resolution of 1 degree latitude x 1 degree longitude x 1 kilometer
altitude.
Methodology
A. Inventory of Military Aircraft. Several data sources, both United States and international,
were used to develop a worldwide inventory of military fixed-wing aircraft (see references,
including Air Force Association, 1991; Forecast International, 1991; International Media
Corporation, 1990; and International Institute for Strategic Studies, 1989). In general, the aircraft
are grouped by country and then by the mission they perform. For each country, sovereign aircraft
as well as foreign aircraft deployed in its territory are included. Foreign deployment assignments
are also listed for the United States, Figure 3-3.1 shows 138 countries owning about 60,000
aircraft. Notably, three countries, the former Soviet Union, the United States, and China, account
for 51% of the entire fleet. Once the country data are compiled, countries are aggregated into
regions or alliances. Criteria are developed to include only pertinent aircraft. Single-engined
piston aircraft were not considered because of a low cruise ceiling, low power, and small
percentage of the global fleet (about 1%).
B. Aircraft and Mission Profiles. The aircraft in the 1990 worldwide inventory represent
many unique aircraft designs and derivatives numbering in the hundreds. The variety of aircraft in
the inventory range from high-technology, front-line fighter aircraft with state-of-the-art power
plants to vintage transports of the 1940s equipped with radial engines. Many of these aircraft also
have commercial applications; for example, the U.S. Air Force C-9A Nightingale, an aeromedical
airlift transport, is a derivative of the popular DC-9 Series 30 commercial airliner. The approach
undertaken in this study was to use generic aircraft to represent each aircraft type in the 1990
inventory; specifically, for each combination of military mission and region or alliance, a single
notional aircraft was used for all aircraft in that combination.
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Specific missions that were considered included fighter/ground attack, counterinsurgency,
bomber, transport, tanker, trainer, maritime patrol, electronic warfare, and reconnaissance.
Region and/or alliance categories included: United States, NATO (excluding United States) and
non-Warsaw Pact Europe, former Soviet Union, the Warsaw Pact (excluding former Soviet
Union), China, Caribbean and Latin America, Middle East and North Africa, Sub-Saharan Africa,
and other Asian and Australasian countries.
Initially, each region or alliance was sampled such that the total quantity of aircraft possessed
by the countries comprising the sampled constitute at least 50% of the total aircraft in the region.
Then, the distribution of aircraft types for each mission was analyzed. Considerations in the
analysis were given to aircraft characteristics found in Jane's (1990) and McGraw-Hill (1991),
such as engine quantity, specific fuel consumption, rated power (thrust or horsepower), and type
(turbofan, turbojet, turboprop, etc.); maximum gross weight; wing configuration; performance;
and vintage. A region's generic aircraft for a particular mission reflect the characteristics of the
region's predominant aircraft performing that mission. Figure 3-3.2 illustrates this generic aircraft
development process.
Aircraft mission profiles used in the study were based on standard mission information
contained either in USAF Guide 2 (U.S. Air Force, 1989), MIL-C-005011B (U.S. Air Force,
1977), or the aircraft's performance manual. Sea Power (Navy League of the U.S.A. 1988) and
Air Force Regulation AFR 173-13 (U.S. Air Force, 1989) were also useful for this part of the
analysis. All aircraft were assumed to fly radius missions; i.e., the aircraft flew a fixed distance
along a great circle route and, depending on the mission, either landed and returned to the origin or
returned to the origin without landing. Mission segment elapsed time and distance, altitude, and
cumulative fuel burn were calculated using manufacturers' performance data. As an example,
Figure 3-3.3 depicts a typical mission profile for the A-4 aircraft.
C. Engine Emission Indices. Numerous previous studies have examined the constituents
contained in aircraft exhaust emissions. Therefore, a substantial database of emission indices
exists in the literature. This effort relies primarily on reports for emission indices data including
Pace (1977), Sears (1978), and ICAO Technical Issues Subcommittee (1989b).
This study collected data on three constituents: HC, CO, and NOx, for the engines associated
with the representative aircraft discussed above. For each engine and constituent there is a set of
relevant emission indices. The emission index characteristically varies directly as a function of
throttle setting for NOx, and it varies inversely as a function of throttle setting for both HCs and
CO. In essence, the emission indices measures combustor cleanliness for a given engine cycle.
As an illustration, a set of indices is shown in Table 3.3.1 for the Allison TF-56 turboprop engine.
Much of the previous work on emission indices has focused on concentrations of emissions in
proximity to airports. Therefore, a significant portion of the available data only addresses engine
power settings common to the landing-takeoff cycle: taxi/idle, takeoff, climb, and approach.
Interpolation was used in those cases where data are not available for an appropriate "cruise"
power setting.
D. Aircraft Basing. The amount of detail that could be modeled for the military fleet was
dependent on the limited time and effort available for this task. The amount of time it takes to base
the aircraft in any given country is proportional to the number of aircraft in that country and the
number of bases in that country. A trade study on aircraft basing has shown that it is not practical
to base every military aircraft in the world in its exact location. Additionally, data required for such
a task were not readily available. As a result, the concept of "centrally" basing aircraft has been
adopted.
Centrally located basing is the selection of an airfield at or near the geographic center of a
country and flying all of the aircraft, as represented by the generic aircraft, in the country from that
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point. This solutionwasdeemedadequatefor thegrossmajority of countries having fixed-wing
military aircraft. For a given country, the base was chosen by selecting from the National
Geographic Society (1981) an airfield near its geographic center. The airfield coordinates were
taken from McDonnell Douglas Corporation (1991). If the airfield is not listed in the report, the
atlas served as the second source. However, because of their size, some countries require
additional bases to more accurately describe their basing status. Three countries in particular, the
former Soviet Union, the United States, and China were not based centrally because of fleet size
and geographic considerations.
The former Soviet Union maintains the world's largest fleet of military aircraft, the total
accounting for 21% of the entire global fleet. The former Soviet Union was divided into Theaters
of Military Operations: a Central Reserve Theater and a Northern Front Theater. Both were further
subdivided into Military Districts (MD). The aircraft are assumed to be based at or near the center
of their district. Within a theater, the forces not assigned to a particular MD were evenly
distributed between the districts in that theater. The strategic forces, including long-range bombers
and reconnaissance aircraft, were based in this manner.
The U.S. fleet of military aircraft is the second largest in the world, accounting for 19% of the
global military aircraft fleet. For this study, the United States is divided into five regions, as
shown in Figure 3-4. Central basing of each region depends on the mix of operational missions of
the region's bases. For example, if in the U.S. fleet all fighters and other tactical aircraft are
represented by 5000 generic aircraft type F1, and region Ill has 10% of U.S. fighter bases, then
500 type F1 aircraft are based in region III. Naval aircraft are based at appropriate naval bases
within four of the five regions, using basing data from Aviation Advisory Services (various years).
The Marine Corps aircraft are included in the naval force total and distributed accordingly.
The Chinese military aircraft fleet represents roughly 10% of the world's air forces. The
aircraft are mostly variants of dated Soviet designs. Their primary fighter, the J-6, is simply a
Chinese variant of the late 1950s MIG-19. Available data allow for a basing scheme similar to that
used for the former Soviet Union For the 1990 emissions analysis, China was organized into
seven Military Regions and within each region, sub-divided into military districts. Districts
bordering the former Soviet Union and the coasts near Taiwan were assumed to require a higher
concentration of aircraft than others due to political tension. Naval aircraft were based at naval
headquarters within the Guangzhou, Nanjing, and Jinan Military Regions.
For each generic aircraft type, at least three directions of flight were randomly generated.
However, where practical, flights were routed over indigenous territory and not over water. This
depends on the mission range of the aircraft, the geographic location of the country, and the
country's physical shape. Only the naval aircraft of the United States and China are intentionally
directed over water.
1990 Global Fuel Burn Estimate
To estimate the military aircraft contribution to global fuel burn, it was first necessary to
postulate a flight frequency, or utilization rate, for each country's inventory of military aircraft.
Several assumptions were made in order to approximate aircraft utilization rates. Derivation of
global utilization rates (in terms of Flying Hours per Year, or FH/YR) was based on U.S. Air
Force experience.
In any given country, some of its military aircraft were assumed to be operational at some point
during the course of a year. In the United States, maintenance requirements and the existence of
backup or spare aircraft are two reasons why an aircraft may be deemed non-operational. Funds to
support flying hours (and, indirectly, utilization rate) for U.S. Air Force aircraft were based on a
unit's Primary Aircraft Authorization (PAA). According to U.S. Air Force Regulation 173-13,
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(1989), PAA representsthe numberof aircraft "... authorizedto a unit for performanceof its
operationalmission." Typically, PAA were assumedto be somefraction of the total aircraft
possessedby a unit. The remaining aircraft allow for "... scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance,modifications,andinspectionsandrepairwithout reductionof aircraftavailablefor
theoperationalmission."Examiningtheratioof operationalaircraftto totalaircraftfor theU.S.Air
ForceF-15 andF-16 fleet showroughly 75% of this fighter fleet areavailableto meetcurrent
flying requirements.This samepercentageshouldapply to aircraft for which theprimaryrole is
pilot training. Higher cost aircraft such as the bombers, large transports,and electronic
surveillanceand/orreconnaissanceplatforms,tendto havea higherratioof operationalaircraft to
total aircraft. For the purposeof this study,90% hasbeenassumed.U.S. utilization ratesper
PAA, basedon a sampleof representativeaircraft programmedflying hoursfor 1989from Air
ForceRegulation173-13,aretabulatedby missioninTable3-3.2.
Other countriesdo not necessarilyuse their military aircraft at the samerate asthe United
States. No data have beenlocatedwhich would allow a comparisonwith the United States
utilizationrate;however,experts(at MDC) in theareaof military operationsandintelligencehave
been consulted and agreethat the approximationsused,as given in Table 3-3.3, are not
unreasonablefor the 1989-1990timeframe.
Combiningtheabovescaledutilizationrateswith theratioof operationalaircraftto totalaircraft
yields an approximationof the annualflying hours by mission for eachaircraft within each
country'stotal fleet, asshownin Table 3-3.4. (the hourshavebeenroundedto the nearest25).
Theabovedatatogetherwith singlesortiemissionflight time(hours)yieldestimatesof theannual
frequencyof flights (trips/year)peraircraft,plusflight frequencies,missionprofiles,andaircraft
inventoriescanbecombinedto estimatefuelburnquantities.
2015 Military Scenario Projection
The forecast of military air traffic's contribution to global fuel burn in the year 2015 is
influenced by many considerations. Of primary importance is the quantity and associated
geographic distribution of aircraft present in the 2015 inventory. Any 25-year forecast of global
military aircraft inventories, especially in light of recent world events, is speculative at best. Other
considerations include relative changes in engine efficiency (fuel consumption), and to a lesser
extent, new emission-reducing technologies incorporated into the military aircraft fleet.
To derive the 2015 inventory, the basis shifted from a 1990s country-by-country focus to a
regional focus. The United States, the former Soviet Union, and China are still forecast
individually; however, all remaining nations are included in one of five regions: Asia, Europe
(includes Canada and former Warsaw Pact nations), Latin America, Middle East/North Africa, and
Sub-Sahara Africa.
The forecast is based on a review and subsequent subjective amalgamation of many data
sources including Correll (1991), Forecast International (1991), Lorell (1992), and Nation (1990,
1991, 1992). Some underlying themes appearing consistently among the varied sources of data
include: the United States, NATO, and the former Soviet Union will see significant reductions in
military aircraft force levels (on the order of 30%) by the year 2000; fewer new military aircraft
programs will ever reach the production phase (and those that do will have experienced substantial
schedule slips from original plans); and global war is now relatively unlikely, although regional
conflicts will likely continue to pop-up and may even increase in frequency.
All military aircraft in the 2015 forecast were based in eight regions: United States, Europe, the
former Soviet Union, Asia, Middle East/Northern Africa, China, Latin America, and Sub-Saharan
Africa. The generic aircraft and standard mission profiles used to represent a region's military
force structure in 2015 are similar to the 1990 generic aircraft with some adjustments for
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improvementsin fuel consumption. As in the 1990fleet, headingsare randomlygenerated;
however,theyarenot restrictedby wateror hostilenationinfluences,andsix headingsperorigin
ratherthanthreeareused.
CHARTER AND UNREPORTED NONSCHEDULED TRAFFIC
Background
The database development for global distributions of exhaust emissions from two segments of
commercial air traffic: charter and unreported nonscheduled traffic for Eastern Europe and China,
are described in this section. Unreported in this context means that this traffic is not reported in the
Official Airline Guide (OAG).
Commercial air traffic is composed of both scheduled and charter (nonscheduled) services.
The scheduled services have evolved over time into fairly stable global distribution patterns. On
the other hand, the charter services do not show such stability. The world traffic forecast of
charter traffic, shown at Figure 3-3.5, identifies five domicile origin regions: Europe, Far East,
Latin America, Middle East & Africa, and North America. Notably, the European and North
American regions originate most of the traffic, with negligible traffic originating in the other
regions. As a rule-of-thumb the charter traffic magnitude is about 10% of the total global
scheduled traffic.
The unreported domestic scheduled traffic in the former Soviet Union, China, and the Eastern
Europe nations (hereinafter collectively referred to as the Eastern Block) also needed to be included
to complete the commercial air transport traffic coverage. Aeroflot is one of the world's largest
airlines, and its domestic network is of transcontinental proportions and contributes a substantial
amount of traffic to the global total.
This section describes the synthesis of representative models of the global charter traffic and
the Eastern Block's unreported scheduled domestic traffic, the selection of generic aircraft, and the
development of fuel burn and emission byproducts estimates. Objectives in the development of
this database included: to assemble an origin-destination matrix representing a normalized global
distribution of charter traffic; to determine the origin-destination pairs that reflect the most frequent
actual combinations used by the charter operators; to develop model networks to simulate global
charter traffic and the unreported scheduled domestic traffic of the Eastern Block for both 1990 and
2015 scenarios; to determine fuel consumed by appropriately selected generic aircraft when
simulated on the model networks; and to develop estimates of both fuel burn and levels of emission
byproducts, specifically CO, NOx, and total HC.
Data on Charter and Nonscheduled Air Traffic
Since the Russian airline Aeroflot is the dominant carrier of the Eastern Block, its domestic
network structure forms the kernel of the Eastern Block unreported scheduled domestic traffic
model. The network structure derived from Aeroflot's July 1990 domestic passenger flight
schedules yields 264 routes with a wide range of service frequencies and a relatively small
equipment list. Analysis shows that the top 86 routes, by frequency of service, can adequately
represent the geographical distribution of Aeroflot's domestic network. The final network model
includes six additional routes to account for the remaining Eastern Block and China traffic. The
total traffic for year 1990 equaled 149.73 billion annual seat miles (ASM).
Charter traffic data are usually presented in the aggregate form, which obscures the actual
origin-destination information. There is no publication similar to the OAG that identifies charter
origin-destination traffic. Since greater than 90% of the charter traffic originates in the European
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andNorthAmericanregions,the literaturesearchfocusedon thesetworegionsto identifyrelevant
datasources.
ICAO (1990) reports annualstatisticson charter traffic carried by 128 reporting airlines
originatingfrom 68countries.Thetraffic statisticscoverbothpassengerandsystemperformance
measures.Thesedataform thebasisfor distributingthetotal regionaldataamongtherespective
constituentcountries.
Belet and de Daunant (1990) discussthe potential developmentof the EuropeanCharter
operationsundertheumbrellaof theemergingcommonmarket. Thereportpresentsdistributions
of passengertraffic from threemajor Europeanchartertraffic generators(Britain,Germany,and
France)to 30countriesaroundtheworld. This information is thefoundationfor the European
origin-destinationtraffic distributionmatrix.
StatisticsCanada(CanadianGovernmentPublishing, 1989)presentsdetailed statisticsfor
charter traffic from Canadianairports to all regionsand specific destinations. The top four
Canadianorigins and the top threedestinationregions (composedof 23 specific destinations)
constitutetheCanadianportionof theNorthAmericanorigin-destinationtrafficdistributionmatrix.
Centerfor TransportationInformation(1990)reportis similar to theCanadianreport. It shows
thetopchartertraffic destinations,orderedby numberof passengers.It alsoindicatesthat thetop
15UnitedStatesairportsoriginate93%of theUnitedStateschartertraffic. These15originsand
thetop 31destinationsmakeup theUnitedStatesportionof theNorthAmericanorigin-destination
trafficdistributionmatrix.
1990 Traffic Network Models
The global 1990 charter origin-destination traffic distribution matrix is obtained by first
normalizing each regional traffic distribution matrix to account for regional 1990 traffic levels and
then by merging the regional matrices. The normalization procedure provides the flexibility to
adjust the global and regional traffic levels as necessary. For the network model, an OAG airport
code and corresponding geographical coordinate identify each origin and destination. From the
geographical coordinates, origin-destination great circledistances can be derived. Only 298 origin-
destination pairs are active out of the 652 possible combinations. Figure 3-3.6 shows the resulting
global distribution, by range, of these active combinations. The top 100 origin-destination pairs,
in terms of Revenue Passenger Kilometers (RPK), appear to be a fair representation of the range
distribution; thus, they form the basis for the charter traffic network model. The 1990 traffic level
forecast, approximately 189 billion RPK, populates the 100 origin-destination pair network and
results in a generic fleet size of 540 units to satisfy the network.
The 92 origin-destination pair network model for the Eastern Block's scheduled domestic
traffic was populated with 87 billion ASM to account for 1990 levels of traffic.
2015 Traffic Network Model
The 100 origin-destination pair charter traffic model for the 2015 scenario shows 392 billion
RPK. Forecasted regional growth factors were used to allocate the total traffic to appropriate
regions. For the 2015 scenario, the scheduled domestic traffic of the Eastern Block was assumed
to follow the same route patterns established in the 1990 model. The total traffic for this sector
was projected at 166 billion ASM. Both the charter and Eastern Block traffic models for 2015 use
the same generic aircraft as the respective 1990 scenarios.
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Fleet Aircraft
Aircraft with many capacities, ranges, and vintages constitute the 1990 global charter fleet.
The distribution of aircraft in the European charter fleet (Belet and de Daunant, 1990) provides a
good indication of this aircraft mix. Figure 3-3.7 and Figure 3-3.8 show the composition of
narrow-body and wide-body aircraft in this fleet, respectively.
McDonnell Douglas maintains an extensive database of generic aircraft used for modeling
purposes. Six generic aircraft were selected from this database to represent the distribution of
aircraft in the charter fleet: 2NBL, less than 1500 NM range and less than 136 passenger capacity;
3NBL, 1500-2500 NM range and less than 136 passenger capacity; 4NBS, 2500+ NM range and
less than 136 passenger capacity; 4NBL, all ranges and 136-172 passenger capacity; 3WB, less
than 2500 NM range and 172+ passenger capacity; and 4WB, 2500+ NM range and 172+
passenger capacity.
Similar to the above, three additional generic aircraft were chosen for the Eastern Block
scheduled domestic traffic network model: the ILW, TU5, and TU3. There is no explicit range
and/or capacity-driven assignment logic. In most cases, the generic aircraft assigned to a specific
route has characteristics similar to the aircraft actually employed on the route. See Figure 3-3.9 for
the relative distribution of aircraft types in the Eastern Bloc domestic scheduled fleet.
The same generic aircraft (and therefore fuel consumption rates and emission indices) were
used in the year 2015 traffic network models as were used in the 1990 models. Historically,
charter operators provide their services with equipment retired from service by the scheduled
carriers. The generic aircraft in the 1990 charter scen_(rio are not appreciably different from those
aircraft in the 1990 scheduled carrier fleet. While there will of course be some charter fleet mix
changes from 1990 to 2015 (1990 vintage equipment will replace some of the older charter
aircraft), it is expected that the impact of these changes on global emissions will be relatively
minor, especially when considering the fraction of total traffic that charter traffic represents.
Forecasting changes to the Eastern Block fleet mix is difficult because of the large uncertainties that
exist with respect to the existing fleet composition, changes to the existing ground transportation
infrastructure, etc. Rather than introducing an additional source of variability, no changes were
made to the 1990 aircraft for developing the 2015 Eastern Bloc scenario.
Fuel Burned
For each route defined by an origin-destination pair, the traffic model logic assigns a single
generic aircraft type to absorb all annual traffic. The 1990 and forecast 2015 traffic between
origin-destination pairs, generic aircraft capacity, and regional load factors defined the number of
flights that must be completed annually to absorb all allocated traffic. Block fuel, and block time
equations (both functions of great circle distance) were available for each generic aircraft. Block
fuel is the sum of ground maneuver fuel, climb fuel, cruise fuel, descent fuel, and approach fuel.
Block time is defined in a similar manner. These performance equations, together with the number
of flights, provided annual estimates of fuel burn and aircraft hours for each route in the 1990 and
2015 traffic network models.
An aircraft's fuel burn on a route is not linear with distance. For the ground distance covered,
an aircraft uses a relatively large amount of fuel in the initial climb. Similarly, an aircraft burns a
relatively small amount of fuel while flying typical descent schedules. Taxi-out and takeoff
operations concentrate fuel burn at the origin, while approach, landing, and taxi-in operations
concentrate fuel burn at the destination. Although fuel consumed during the initial climb and
descent phases of flight depends on factors such as initial cruise altitude, final cruise altitude,
takeoff gross weight, and landing gross weight, constant amounts typical of each generic aircraft's
class have been assumed for both the climb and descent phases of flight. Therefore, representative
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valuesfor enginestart, taxi-out, takeoff, climb, descent,approach,land, andtaxi-in fuel burns
were subtractedfrom block fuel. Similarly, representativeclimb and descentdistancesare
subtractedfrom thegreatcircle distance.Theremainingblock (orcruise)fuel wasthenallocated
overtheremaininggreatcircledistance.Next,thefuel burnis allocatedto theappropriatealtitude.
Severalconsiderationsinfluenceanaircraft'scruisealtitudeincludingsegmentrange,aircraft
operatingcharacteristics,typeof cruise(step-climb,cruise-climb,constantaltitudecruise,etc.),
traffic, weather,anddirectionof flight. This analysisassumedthataircraft operateusingeither
constantaltitudecruiseor cruise-climbprofilesat altitudesrepresentativeof currentoperations.
Thesealtitudesrangefrom 15,000feet for short-range,twin-jet operationsto 37,000feet for
long-range,wide-bodyoperations.All cruisefuel waslinearly allocatedbetweenthe initial and
final cruisealtitudes.
Emission Indices
Conversion of pounds fuel consumed into estimates of emission byproducts require an
emission index for each engine and constituent of interest. This study analyzed the emission
byproducts CO, NOx, and total HC. An emission index measures mass of constituent produced
per mass of fuel burned and typically is depicted as a function of engine power setting, percent of
takeoff thrust, or fuel flow rate. The NOx index characteristically varies directly as a function of
engine power setting, while the CO and HC indices vary inversely as a function of engine power
setting. In essence, the emission indices measure combustor cleanliness for a given engine cycle.
Because block fuel and block time estimates are available, the average fuel flow rate is
determinable for any route. Weighing this average fuel flow rate by the annual departures gives an
annual weighted average fuel flow rate for each aircraft. This is the key into the emission indices
tables. With fuel flow rate as a proxy for engine power setting, linear interpolation yields an
estimate for the index values. Table 3-3.5 shows the emission indices used for both traffic
scenarios.
MACH 1.6 EMISSION SCENARIO
The global atmospheric emissions from a future proposed Mach 1.6 High-Speed Civil
Transport (HSCT) was developed using the supersonic network (market, routing, and fleet size)
described earlier (in Subchapter 3-1). The Mach 1.6 scenario draws upon MDC configuration
design studies, Pratt and Whitney/General Electric (P&W/GE) engine cycle data (STF-1015 Mixed
Flow Turbo Fan), and the aforementioned supersonic network to provide predictions for the
amount and distribution of exhaust emissions.
Configuration Design Studies
Configuration design studies provide the Mach 1.6 airplane performance predictions, including
the amount, altitude, and down-range distance of engine emissions. MDC calculated the
performance of the combined airframe and engine. Inlet conditions at the engine face were first
provided to P&W and GE. Given the inlet conditions, P&W and GE provided uninstalled engine
thrust, fuel burn, and nozzle exhaust emission constituents. MDC accounted for engine installation
and operational effects on engine and airframe performance, which are integrated with the airframe
design to create final HSCT performance predictions.
Previous Mach 1.6 design optimization studies developed the configuration shown in Figure 3-
3.10. This configuration design was updated with the latest technology predictions, consistent
with Douglas Mach 2.4 baseline studies The design range was 5000 nautical miles with 15%
subsonic over land. A new Mach 1.6 engine cycle was integrated into the design.
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P&W/GE Engine Cycle Data
The Mach 1.6 engine cycle data were provided by P&W using the joint P&W/GE ground
rules. P&W provided a Mixed Flow TurboFan (MFTF) cycle employing low NOx combustor
technology. The Mach 1.6 ground rules and combustor technology were consistent with Mach 2.0
and 2.4 technology.
Calculation of Exhaust Emissions
Once the configuration design and marketing/economic studies are completed, the final HSCT
design was flown throughout the supersonic network, and exhaust emission constituents were
distributed across the globe. Performance data from the configuration design studies were used to
develop parametric formulas for calculating fuel burn and altitude during climb and cruise; and
also, fuel burn constants for takeoff, landing, and descent. The parametric formulas and constants
were assembled into an input file that describes the altitude and fuel burn as a function of distance
between the cities and/or way points. The global fuel burn information was then converted to
emission constituents with a second input file that describes the emission indices, EI, as a function
of altitude. The fuel burn distribution for each route was calculated and then distributed in latitude
and longitude across the global atmosphere, traveling in both directions. As the emissions of NOx
(as NO2, at molecular weight 46.01), CO (at molecular weight 28.01), and HC (as methane, CH4,
at molecular weight 16.04) were calculated for each one kilometer altitude along the route, the
emissions were assigned to the routed one degree latitude/longitude grids across the global
atmosphere. In this manner, emission constituents were distributed in the same way the airplane
actually flies each route. Additionally, different formula coefficients and constants can be
calculated to assess other configurations (formula coefficients and constants are proprietary to
MDC).
DEVELOPMENT OF EMISSION DATABASE
Method Summary
Formation of an emission grid database required development of a procedure that transformed
fleet scenario data into a worldwide emission grid. The procedure consists of three basic steps: 1)
assignment of fleet route description segments to grid latitude/longitude elements, 2) assignment
of grid latitude/longitude fuel burn to grid altitude elements, and 3) calculation of resultant
molecules from fuel burns within grid elements.
Each of these processing steps provides a unique product required during the development of
the database. Specifically, Step 1 considers individual fleet routes and determines detailed mission
descriptions within grid elements. Step 2 utilizes this product to compile fleet composite fuel burn
at altitude profiles within grid elements. Finally, Step 3 employs these fleet fuel burn products to
calculate total molecule production within grid elements.
Fleet scenario profiles provide the basis from which the emission processing evolves. The first
step of the procedure assigns individual route segments to 1 degree x 1 degree worldwide grid
elements. For a unique fleet type, each route assigned to the fleet is analyzed. The
origin/destination coordinates of a route define a great circle. Using the great circle route, distances
between 1 degree longitude bands are calculated. Similarly, within these calculated longitude
bands, distances at 1 degree latitude intervals are subsequently calculated for each of these
longitude/latitude subelements of the route. Routes that are not great circle routes (i.e., route
diversions) are broken into their segmented route elements. Each of these segments forms a
subroute (which is then treated as a great circle route) and is then re-analyzed as previously
described. Each of these subroutes is then re-combined to its original segmented description for
continuing processing.
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Following calculation of elemental distances for an individual route, a re-evaluation of the route
fuel/altitude profile is performed. The raw fleet input data for a route provides a gross fuel/altitude
profile, within which significant action points (i.e., departure, climb/descend, cruise, land) along
the route are provided. Using the grid elemental distances, an interpolation of the gross profiles is
performed to provide grid element fuel/altitude/range profiles. Once this interpolation is
completed, the output product is sorted into ascending longitude grid elements for use in Step 2.
The two-dimensional fleet route/profile data file product from Step 1 is used in Step 2 for
developing the worldwide fuel/altitude profiles for an individual fleet. Each grid element
containing fleet route activity is analyzed to define total fuel usage between zero and 100,000 feet,
at 2000-foot intervals.
For each grid element, all routes navigating an element have their fuel/altitude profiles
interpolated throughout the altitude range. A composite total of the fuel burn within an altitude
interval is maintained until all routes through the element are analyzed. The element's fuel/altitude
profile is written to an intermediate output file for Step 3 processing. This procedure is repeated
for all active grid elements.
The fleet scenario data in addition to the operational profiles, also provides engine emission
indices assignable to the fleet's characteristic engine. The emission index, as provided, defines the
number of pounds of emission product created per kilo pound of fuel burned. The fleet's engine
indices are further described by the altitude levels of operation representative of composite engine
operating levels (i.e., takeoff, climb, descent, cruise). These indices, in combination with the
composite altitude/fuel burn profile developed from Step 2, are used in Step 3 to ultimately yield a
worldwide assessment of CO2, NOx (in NO2 equivalent), and total HC (represented as CH4)
emissions from aircraft fuel burns.
Using both the fuel burn/altitude profiles created in Step 2 for an aircraft fleet, and with the
corresponding fleet's engine indices, the total molecule production of interest can be calculated
from the following:
• Total Emission Prc_tuct = Total Fuel Burn x Pounds of Emission Product/1000 pound Fuel
Burn
• Total Molecules = Total Emission Product x Kilogram/Pounds x Molecular Weight x
Molecules/Mole
This computation is performed for all active cells within a fleet's inventory. Once all individual
fleet emissions are developed, a last pass through this processing step is performed. This
computation cycle accumulates contributions of the individual fleets into a single worldwide
distribution. This worldwide distribution, with a resolution of 1 degree x 1 degree x 1 kilometer,
is written to the final output file for subsequent electronic transmission to NASA Langley.
Methodology Validation
During development of the emission grid database procedure, specific required tasks were
identified within each of the processing steps. These specialized tasks are performed by software
units. To ensure that each unit performed its assignment, each unit was tested in a stand alone
environment prior to incorporation within a software processing module. This testing energized all
branches within the unit and considered extremes of operation. In addition, it provided a level of
detail from which direct comparisons to manual results were made. Following completion of unit
testing, testing of the software processing module was performed. This testing verified both
communications between units was correct, and overall performance was acceptable. This testing
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usedresults from unit testingandcomparisonsto earlier two dimensionalvalidatedemission
results.
Following completionof processingmodule tests,overall proceduraltestingwasperformed
using 1990 study results. The objectiveof this testing was verification of communications
betweenprocessingmodules. Upon conclusionof thesetests,1992MDC scenariodatawere
processed.Comparisonsweremadeof scenariofuel burnsreportedby theemissionprocessorto
thosepredictedvia an independentprocedure. In addition, comparisonswere madebetween
overallMDC andBoeingscenariodata. This comparisondid revealan initial differencebetween
molecularweightsof constituents.The MDC scenariowassubsequentlyupdatedto reflect the
currentconstituentmolecularweights.
Data Transmittal
The MDC data submittal for the 1990 and 2015 scenarios consisted of electronic transfer of 42
global emission files and 9 global fuel bum files. The 1990/2015 MDC scenarios described global
emissions in a 1 degree latitude x 1 degree longitude x 1 kilometer grid. Three classes of files
were developed describing emissions from worldwide military traffic, charter traffic, and from
other scheduled traffic originating within both the former Soviet Union and China. A fourth data
set, representing the composite of the above, was additionally generated. Within each of these
classes, individual files (12 total) that describe global emissions for NO×, HC, and CO were
provided. For future analysis of other emission products, fuel burn distributions for each class (4
files) were also provided.
The MDC 2015 scenario consisted of generation of a parallel set of files (three classes and
subsonic composite) and additionally contained a Mach 1.6 HSCT class of emissions. The HSCT
was characterized as having three baseline NOx cruise emissions (i.e., NO× = 5.0, 10.0, or 15.0).
Consequently, nine emission files were provided for the HSCT class.
Data Overview
Tables 3-3.6 and 3-3.7 present a comprehensive summary of the fuel burns and contributions
of each emission constituent for both the 1990 and 2015 scenarios. Figures 3-3.11 thru 3-3.18
depict geographic composite fuel distributions for both the 1990 and 2015 MDC scenarios. These
figures show MDC scenario fuel usages occur primarily within the northern hemisphere,
principally within the midlatitudes. This is not an unexpected consequence of the location of the
three principal military powers (United States, the former Soviet Union and NATO/WARSAW
Europe). The MDC 1990 scenario is dominated by the military class (64% of total fuel and 65% of
NOx). Although a substantial reduction in military flights in 2015 has been predicted, the military
sector remains dominion for subsonic emissions (41% and 42% of total fuel and NOx
respectively). The MDC Mach 1.6 HSCT contributes over 66% to the combined 2015 fuel usage,
and 56% of the total NO×. In addition to the fuel growth for the northern hemisphere, the HSCT
mission network also provides fuel growth into Oceana.
Figures 3-3.19 thru 3-3.21 present cumulative fuel burn versus altitude for each component
(i.e., military, charter, other, and Mach 1.6 HSCT) for both the 1990 and 2015 scenarios. Three
generic aircraft were used to model the Eastern Bloc domestic traffic not accounted for in the OAG.
One generic aircraft in particular (Tu-5) dominates the scenario. The long-range routes and the
cruise altitudes assumed, as well as the distribution of traffic in the network model, result in a
relatively higher percentage of fuel being burned at high altitudes when compared to the charter and
military scenarios where single aircraft or flight profiles do not dominate.
Similarly, Figures 3-3.22 thru 3-3.24 present cumulative emissions of NO× versus altitude for
both scenarios. Emissions of total HC and CO exhibit nearly identical profiles. Figures 3-3.25
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thru 3-3.33 presentaveragescenarioemissionindicesat altitudesfor eachcomponent. With
respecto Figure 3-3.27altitudesfor supersonic limb andsubsoniccruiseoverlap,sotheclimb
EIsshownareaveragedwith thesubsoniccruiseEIs, wherepowersettingsarelow. Additionally,
supersonic cruise occurs at nearly maximum power setting.
Table 3-3.1. Emission Indices for the Allison TF-56 Turboprop Engine
Carbon Oxides of Hydro-
Power Fuel Flow Monoxide Nitrogen* carbons
Setting Rate (kg/hr) (gm/kg) (gm/kg) (gm/kg)
Idle 249 31.9 3.8 21.0
Approach 478 3.5 7.4 0.5
Intermediate 865 2.4 9.2 0.5
Military 943 2.1 9.3 0.5
*NOx emission index in gm of NOx as NO2 emitted per kg of fuel.
Table 3-3.2. Representative US. Utilization Rates Per Primary Aircraft Authorized,
by Mission Category
Mission Annual Flying Hours
Fighter/Attack 332
Transport 676
Bomber 374
Trainer 546
Tanker/Reconnaissance/Other 335
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Table 3-3.3. Assumed Utilization Rates of Military Aircraft as a Percentage of U.S.
Utilization
Region/Alliance Relative Utilization
NATO 100%
Warsaw Pact 75%
China 50%
Other 50%
Table 3-3.4. Annual Flying Hours Per Aircraft in Inventory by Mission and by Region
or Alliance (Rounded to Nearest 25)
Mission NATO Warsaw pact China/Other
Fighter/Attack 250 175 125
Transport 600 450 300
Bomber 325 250 175
Trainer 400 300 200
Tanker/Reconnaissance/ 300 225 150
Other
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Table 3-3.5. Charter and Eastern Block Scenarios Emission Indices
Carbon Oxides of
Generic Altitude Band Monoxide Nitrogen
Aircraft (km) (gm/kg) (gm/kg)
Hydrocarbons
(gm/kg)
2NBL
3NBL
3WB
4NBS
4NBL
4WB
TU3
TU5
ILW
0-1 18.6 5.9 1.0
1-9 3.4 8.6 0.1
9+ 7.6 7.7 0.4
0-1 4.2 6.9 0.7
1-9 2.2 9.6 0.5
9+ 2.9 6.9 0.6
0-1 7.0 9.1 0.7
1-9 2.6 15.3 0.2
9+ 13.3 7.0 1.4
0-1 8.3 8.6 0.8
1-9 2.0 12.8 0.2
9+ 2.1 11.7 0.2
0- 1 12.3 7.8 2.6
1 - 9 3.0 11.4 0.5
9 + 4.6 9.9 0.8
0-1 28.8 5.3 6.5
1-9 1.2 13.7 0.3
9+ 9.4 7.1 2.1
0-1 4.9 8.6 2.8
1-9 1.7 14.8 0.5
9+ 2.3 11.1 1.1
0- 1 22.0 3.6 8.8
1 -9 5.6 5.3 1.5
9+ 11.6 4.2 3.3
0- 1 16.3 7.9 1.6
1 -9 2.5 12.9 0.2
9 + 8.6 10.1 0.8
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Table 3-3.6. Results of 1990 Military, Eastern Block, and Charter scenarios
(Amounts Shown are Annual Totals)
Carbon Oxides of
Fuel Burn Monoxide Nitrogen
Sceanrio (kg x 109 ) (mol.x 1033 ) (mol.x 1033 )
Hydrocarbons
(mol.x 1033 )
Military 26.02 2.55 10.46 7.10
Eastern Block 8.28 0.65 1.77 0.82
Charter 6.65 0.79 0.74 0.15
Total 40.95 3.98 12.96 8.06
Table 3-3.7. Results of 2015 Military, Eastern Block, Charter, and Mach 1.6 HSCT
scenarios (Amounts shown are annual totals)
Carbon Oxides of
Fuel Burn Monoxide Nitrogen
Sceanrio (kg x 109 ) (mol.x 1033 ) (mol.x 1033 )
Hydrocarbons
(mol.x 1033 )
Military 20.58 1.93 8.72 6.94
Eastern Block 15.79 1.23 3.36 1.55
Charter 13.49 1.60 1.56 0.34
Subtotal 49.86 4.76 13.64 8.83
Mach 1.6
HCT* 99.13 5.99 6.20 1.12
Total 148.99 10.75 19.84 9.95
* Amounts are for scenario with NO x emission index = 5.0.
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Two-way Sample
Region
U.S. China
Warsaw Pact NATO
Middle East USSR
Latin America Africa
Non-aligned Europe
Asia
Mission
Fighter/Attack
Transport
Bomber
Trainer
Reconnaisance/Other
Tanker
Considerations
• # Of Engines
• Thrust per Engine
• Engine Type (Fan, Jet, Prop, Etc.)
• Maximum Gross Weight
• Vintage
Subjective Assessment
Generic Aircraft
Development
Generic Rep. Multi-
Type AC plier
F5 A-4 1.3
TR7A A-4 0.8
T4 F-27 1.2
TKIA KC-135 1.0
Representative Aircraft
A-4M A-10A F-111F C-141A DC-3/4
AV-8A F-4C/D/E C-5A B-52G E-4B
F-8J F-15A/B/C/D C-130B/H B-727 DC-9
P-3C F-16A/B C-135B KC-10A
Figure 3-3.2. Generic aircraft development process.
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Figure 3-3.4. U.S. regions selected for basing of military aircraft fleet.
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Figure 3-3.6. Global distribution by range of charter flights for various origin-destination (O-D) pairs.
Shown in black are the top 100 pairs by RPK.
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Figure 3-3.7. Distribution of 1990 European charter narrow-body fleet by aircraft type.
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Figure 3-3.10. Configuration for a Mach 1.6 HSCT as updated in recent design optimization studies at
McDonnell Douglas.
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Figure 3-3.12. Total annual fuel distribution within the northern half of the western hemisphere in
1990 for the military/charter/Soviet scenario.
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Figure 3-3.13. Total annual fuel distribution within the southern half of the eastern hemisphere in
1990 for the military charter Soviet scenario.
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Figure 3-3.14. Total annual fuel distribution within the southern half of the western hemisphere in
1990 for the military/charter/Soviet scenario.
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Figure 3-3.16. Total annual fuel distribution within the northern half of the western hemisphere in
2015 for the military/charter/Soviet/M 1.6 HSCT scenario.
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Figure 3-3.17. Total annual fuel distribution within the southern half of the eastern hemisphere in
2015 for the military/charter/Soviet/M1 6 HSCT scenario.
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INTRODUCTION
This subchapter describes the completed database for the 1993 HSRP/AESA Interim
Assessment scenarios. The consistency checks and validation studies done on the completed
database are also described, along with an evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses in the
database. Finally, there is a description of future needs for improvements and further studies with
the scenarios' development capabilities that have been developed.
COMPLETED EMISSIONS DATABASE
Individual components of the HSRP aircraft emissions database developed by Boeing and
McDonnell Douglas Corp.(MDC) were delivered electronically to the Upper Atmosphere Data
Program (UADP) system at the NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC). UADP personnel
assembled the components into scenario data sets for use in the assessment modeling activities.
The component data sets were on a standard 1 degree longitude x 1 degree latitude x 1 km
geopotential altitude grid, and each data set included four basic parameters: fuel burn, NOx
emissions, HC emissions, and CO emissions. The processing steps involved in developing final
scenario data sets are outlined below.
The component data sets were put into common units and file formats and then were used to
develop standard two-dimensional scenario data sets comparable to the two-dimensional models
being used in the HSRP interim assessment. An aggregation over longitude was done for each of
the data components to transform them into I degree latitude x 1 km altitude zonal files. At this
point, the appropriate components were combined to provide seven basic scenario data sets
(Scenarios A through G) as summarized in Table 3-1.1. These scenarios cover the range from a
reference 1990 case composed of a subsonic fleet (Scenario A) to the 2015 case combining a
subsonic fleet with a very high NO× HSCT case (Scenario G). It should be noted that Scenario G
is not produced from an engineering analysis of a high NOx combustor, but is a scenario
constructed for parametric studies by scaling NOx emissions for the HSCT Mach 2.4, EI=15, case
up by a factor of three.
Preparation of specific scenario data sets for input to the assessment models required
transforming the standard two-dimensional scenario data onto the grid used by each particular
model. To ensure uniformity, UADP personnel performed this transformation for each model.
Transformations of the data were done first in the latitudinal direction and then in the vertical. In
all cases, the model grid sizes were as large as or larger than the standard grid, and the
transformation process was primarily one of summing. For example, latitude bin sizes for the six
participating models were between 5 and 10 degrees as compared with the standard 1-degree grid.
In cases where the standard grid did not line up with the boundaries of a model grid, linear
interpolation was used to apportion emissions into the appropriate cells. The vertical dimension for
the emission grid was geopotential altitude, based on the 1976 United States Standard Atmosphere,
and most of the models use pressure tbr the vertical dimension. The 1976 Standard Atmosphere
was used to relate the pressure levels of each model to the altitude grid of the emissions data.
SUMMARY OF COMPLETED DATABASE
A series of quality checks and validations were performed in developing the scenario data sets.
Global sum values for each parameter and each component or scenario were checked at every
processing step to ensure conservation of emissions. Maximum values of fuel burn and NOx
emissions for each scenario were examined for consistency. Table 3-4.1 shows the global sum
values for each component and for the combined scenarios. For total emissions, the subsonic fleet
is the largest contributor in 2015, except for the Mach 2.4, EI=45 case where HSCT emissions are
larger than the subsonic component. The subsonic fleet is dominated in both 1990 and 2015 by the
scheduled airline component. For the 2015 cases, the two largest emission contributors are the
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scheduled airline and HSCT components, with HSCT emissions accounting for about 17%
(EI=5), 37% (EI=15), or 64% (EI=45) of the total NOx emissions for these scenarios. Scenario
A, representing the 1990 subsonic fleet, and Scenario B, representing a 2015 subsonic fleet in the
absence of HSCTs, have NOx emissions of 1.46 x 109 kg/yr and 2.70 x 109 kg/yr, respectively.
In comparison, Scenarios C and E include HSCT fleets achieving the nominal EI=5 NOx emission
goal and have NOx emissions of about 2.8 x 109 kg/yr. Table 3-4.1 also illustrates the two
different scheduled airline data sets used in developing 2015 scenarios. The first set, which
assumed no HSCT fleet, was used for Scenario B and has a fuel burn of 245 x 109 kg/yr and NOx
emissions of 2.24 x 109 kg/yr. The second set, used in the 2015 HSCT cases (Scenarios C
through G), accounts for a reduced subsonic fleet in the presence of an HSCT fleet and has a fuel
burn of 210 x 109 kg/yr and NOx emissions of 1.85 x 109 kg/yr. Thus, in the absence of an
HSCT fleet, subsonic fleet NOx emissions are projected to rise by about 85% over those in 1990.
If an HSCT fleet is present, subsonic fleet NOx emissions are still projected to rise by about 60%
over 1990 levels.
Two kinds of graphical checks were made on the overall scenario datasets. Latitude-longitude
cross section plots of fuel burn and of NOx emissions, summed over altitude, were examined to
ensure that route structures and global distributions were represented properly. Similarly, latitude-
altitude cross sections, corresponding to the data sets used in the model assessment calculations, of
fuel burn and NOx were examined to ensure that vertical distributions looked reasonable.
Figures 3-4.1 and 3-4.2 illustrate the latitude-longitude distributions of NOx emissions for
three representative scenarios. In Figure 3-4.1, the top panel shows NOx emission distributions,
summed over altitude, for the 1990 fleet (Scenario A). The bottom panel shows NOx emission
distributions, summed over altitudes up to 13 km for Scenario F and can be viewed as
representative of a 2015 subsonic fleet in the presence of an HSCT fleet. Comparison of the two
panels shows qualitatively the projected increase in lower altitude emissions in 2015 relative to
those in 1990. Figure 3-4.2 shows NOx emissions summed above 13 km altitude for Scenarios D
(upper panel) and F (lower panel) and illustrates the route structure assumed for an HSCT fleet.
The distributions for the Mach 1.6 HSCT (Scenario D) and the Mach 2.4 (Scenario F) are
essentially the same since they were assumed to be flying the same route structure and have, as
seen from Table 3-4.1, similar total NOx emissions. The HSCT network was developed with a
ground rule that there be no supersonic flight over land, and Figure 3-4.2 illustrates this. In all
cases, northern hemisphere routes dominate the network.
Figures 3-4.3 and 3-4.4 illustrate the two-dimensional (latitude and altitude) distributions of
NOx emissions for four scenarios. Figure 3-4.3 contrasts the 1990 subsonic fleet (upper panel)
with the 2015 subsonic fleet assuming no HSCT fleet (lower panel). Figure 3-4.4 contrasts the
2015 scenario including a Mach 1.6, EI=15, HSCT (upper panel) to the similar Mach 2.4 HSCT
scenario. In all cases, the largest amount of emissions are seen in the 30°N to 60°N latitude
region. NOx emissions peak in the 10 to 12 km altitude region, and Figure 3-4.3 clearly shows the
projected increase in NOx emissions in this altitude region by 2015. Figure 3-4.4 illustrates the
secondary peak in emissions related to HSCT operations which occurs in the 15 to 17 km region
for a Mach 1.6 HSCT (upper panel) and around 19 to 21 km for a Mach 2.4 HSCT. Figure 3-4.4
also illustrates that the HSCT peak emissions tend to be centered around 50°N while the subsonic
peak emissions are centered more arot, nd 350N to 40°N.
Figures 3-4.5, 3-4.6, and 3-4.7 focus specifically on the latitudinal distribution of NOx
emissions. Figure 3-4.5 shows the data of Figure 3-4.3 summed over all altitudes and illustrates
the similar latitude distribution of emissions from the 1990 subsonic fleet (solid lines) and the 2015
subsonic fleet in the absence of an HSCT (dashed lines). The lower panel shows cumulative
fraction of NOx emissions going from southern to northern latitudes and indicates that the
increased 2015 subsonic fleet does tend to push the distribution of emissions somewhat towards
more southern latitudes. Figure 3-4.6 provides the latitude distribution of projected 2015
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emissions for the Mach 1.6 scenarios for altitudes below 13 km (solid lines) and above 13 km
(dashed lines). Figure 3-4.7 shows projected 2015 emissions for the Mach 2.4 scenarios in the
same fashion. The tendency for HSCT peak emissions to occur at more northern latitudes than the
.peak subsonic emissions is shown in both figures. Contrasting the upper left and lower left panels
in each figure illustrates the increase of NOx emissions with increasing El. The right panels in
both figures show cumulative fraction of NOx emissions. The latitudinal spread of HSCT
emissions can be seen to be both toward 50°N to 60°N and toward the region between about 5 ° N
and 30* N with a smaller fraction of the NOx emissions occurring between 30°N to 45°N than is
the case for the lower altitude subsonic emissions. In all cases, most of the emissions occur in
northern midlatitudes.
Tables 3-4.2 through 3-4.7 and Figure 3-4.8 focus specifically on the altitude distribution of
NOx emissions which for ozone effects is the more critical aspect. Each of the tables shows detail
for fuel burn as well as NO×, hydrocarbon (HC), and carbon monoxide (CO) emissions as a
function of altitude at the 1 km resolution of the standard scenario data sets. Tables 3-4.2 and 3-
4.3 show the subsonic scenarios A and B. As illustrated in Figure 3-4.3, the subsonic emissions
peak between 10 and 12 km with more than 99% of the emissions occurring below 13 km. Details
are provided for the Mach 1.6 HSCT scenarios C and D in Tables 3-4.4 and 3-4.5 and for the
Mach 2.4 HSCT scenarios E and F in Tables 3-4.6 and 3-4.7. For the Mach 1.6 cases, emissions
above 13 km account for about 14% (El=5) and 32% (EI=15) of total NO× emissions. As
illustrated earlier, the Mach 1.6 emissions are strongly peaked between 15 and 17 km with about
60% of the NOx emissions above 13 km occurring in this 2-kin region. For the Mach 2.4 HSCT
scenarios, emissions above 13 km account for about 12% (EI=5) and 27% (EI=15) of total NOx
emissions. These emissions are strongly peaked in the 19 to 21 km altitude band with about 65%
of the emissions above 13 km being found in this 2-kin region.
Figure 3-4.8 provides a graphical illustration of the tabular data on altitude distribution of NOx
emissions for the subsonic fleets (panel c), the Mach 1.6 HSCT cases (panel a), and the Mach 2.4
HSCT cases (panel b). Panel c illustrates the growing amount of emissions projected from the
1990 fleet (solid line) to the 2015 fleet without an HSCT (dashed line) and then the reduced
amount of emissions for a 2015 subsonic fleet (dotted line) in the presence of an HSCT fleet. In
all three cases, the altitude distribution is very similar. In panels a and b, the projected NOx
emissions from the 2015 subsonic fleet with no HSCT fleet are contrasted with emissions from the
2015 HSCT cases for a nominal EI of 5 (dashed lines) and a nominal El of 15 (dotted lines). The
double emission peaks in 2015 resulting from subsonic and HSCT fleets are clearly seen as is the
higher cruise altitude for a Math 2.4 HSCT as compared to a Mach 1.6 HSCT.
Comparison of Calculated and Reported Jet Fuel Consumption
Total worldwide jet fuel consumption has been reported by the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE, 1991), as well as jet fuel consumption by civil aviation for 1990 (Balashov and Smith,
1992).The difference between the total reported jet fuel consumption and the total jet fuel use by
civil aviation provides some estimate of the military fuel use.These results and those of the
calculated 1990 fuel burn for each of the individual AESA component emission scenarios have
been tabulated in Table 3-4.8.
Approximately 76% of the world jet fuel consumption has been accounted for in the calculated
scenarios for 1990.General aviation was not considered in these calculations but is reported to
account for only 2% of the world usage.The calculations of scheduled passenger airline, scheduled
cargo, scheduled turboprop, charter, and former Soviet Union account for 81% of the jet fuel use
reported by ICAO for commercial operations (Balashov and Smith, 1992).The military scenario is
calculated to correspond to 66% of the non-civil jet fuel use (the difference between the total world
jet fuel consumption and the reported world civil aviation fuel use).
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This agreement is quite good considering the number of simplifying assumptions that have
been made in order to make the problem computationally tractable.In all of the scenarios, the
aircraft were assumed to fly according to engineering design along great circle routes between the
city-pairs without accounting for diversions due to air traffic control, weather holds, airport
congestion, and fuel use by auxiliary power units.Altitudes were calculated according to optimized
performance rather than "step climbs" dictated by air traffic control. In addition, the calculations
used May 1990 as representative of the annual average air traffic schedule for 1990.
Based on the comparisons reported in Subchapter 3-2 for scheduled airline operations, (Table
3-2.6), the scheduled airliner and cargo scenario may have a systematic error of about 9% in the
fuel burned. It is much more difficult to evaluate the accuracy of the military, charter, and non-
OAG-scheduled flights in the former Soviet Union. In addition to uncertainties about the fuel burn
and emissions technologies for these nonscheduled operations, there are large uncertainties about
the flight frequencies, utilizations, and the type of equipment utilized. In addition, for the
nonscheduled air traffic, generic aircraft types were used. There can easily be systematic errors
associated with using performance and emissions characteristics of generic aircraft in the
calculations, particularly if there is large variability in the technology within a given class of
aircraft. This was shown for the generic 1990 aircraft described in Subchapter 3-2, which were
carefully constructed by linear combinations of actual aircraft performances. The errors may be
even larger when such a detailed database is not available to guide the construction of the generic
database. It is difficult to conclude at this time whether further refinements in these databases are
needed or not, since the calculations have accounted for the majority of world jet fuel use.
It is difficult to assess the accuracy of the reported jet fuel consumption. These databases are
compiled from a variety of sources in many countries. We believe that the DOE database for jet
fuel is based on refinery product output. Jet fuel can be used in place of diesel fuel for both
ground transportation and home heating. In countries where fuel is at a premium, jet fuel may be
used for a variety of purposes other than aviation; thus, the DOE reports may overestimate the
worldwide jet fuel use for aviation. Similarly, we believe the ICAO numbers are derived from
airline reports, the completeness and accuracy of which vary. As a result, an estimate for military
use derived from the difference between the DOE total jet fuel use and the ICAO report of civil
aviation use may not be valid.
A comprehensive critique of the refinery production of jet fuel and of the ICAO database would
be a major project. Since the calculated jet fuel amounts in the current emissions database account
for about 80% of the reported usage, it is not clear that such a study is warranted at this time.
There are no measurements or other global inventories of aircraft emissions done with this level
of detail with which to compare these scenarios. Recent estimates of subsonic emissions for 1987,
considering only scheduled commercial traffic, were calculated for cruise altitudes only, summed
over longitude, and presented at 10 degree latitude resolution. (Boeing, 1990). A recent three-
dimensional calculation has been presented (Mclnnes and Walker, 1992) which considered six
aircraft types operating on four characteristic mission profiles. Their database was calculated for
24 equal volume latitude cells with 7.5 degree longitude and 0.5 km altitude resolution. Their
database initially accounted for only 50% of the reported fuel burn and was scaled to the reported
value to attempt to account for military aviation, nonscheduled traffic, general aviation or charter
traffic which were not explicitly calculated. The results presented here are much more
comprehensive in terms of types of aircraft considered, level of detail included in the mission
profile calculations, resolution of the data set, and in terms of the different components of global
aviation included in the calculation. For the scheduled 1990 operations, the emission
characteristics have been based on measured emission indices; but little experimental data exist to
directly test the calculated emissions.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
The fuel burned and atmospheric emissions have been determined for 1990 aircraft and for
several scenarios projected to the year 2015 that include both subsonic and projected HSCT fleets.
HSCT scenarios were determined for several different cruise Mach numbers and different NOx
emission indices. The resulting data sets are the most realistic and most comprehensive ever
developed. While other databases have been compiled in the past (e.g., Boeing, 1990), this is the
first to generate the data on a high resolution three-dimensional grid which attempts to explicitly
calculate not only scheduled operations but also military, charter, and flights in the former Eastern
Bloc.
Nonetheless, there are still uncertainties associated with the existing data sets and needs for
extending the existing analyses.
Possible Future Work
The effects of HSCT emissions within the polar vortex can not be completely accounted for
by two-dimensional stratospheric chemistry models. It may become important to route the
aircraft to avoid a special atmospheric condition such as the polar vortex. An evaluation of
the fraction of HSCT emissions emitted directly within the polar vortex would be valuable.
Routes that make the largest contribution to HSCT emissions within the vortex should be
identified. Scoping calculation to assess the possibility of waypoint routing to minimize
these effects should be done for selected routes, with fuel, flight time, and connect time
constraints.
The engineering performance and emissions calculations are all based on a U.S. Standard
Atmosphere temperature and pressure profile. Parametric studies to evaluate the effects of
temperatures on the fuel burn and emissions for selected missions would be valuable.
Evaluate HSCT seasonal variability and it,,; impact on emission scenarios. While there are
clearly seasonal variations in subsonic traffic, there is disagreement within the industry as
to the similarity of HSCT seasonal traffic variations with comparable subsonic routes.
• Calculate the seasonal variability in the subsonic fleet scenarios for major airline schedule
periods (summer and winter) using the 1990 OAG data.
Conduct a preliminary evaluation of the effect of supersonic corridors (flights permitted
over land in sparsely populated areas) on HSCT utilization, fuel use, and emission
scenarios.
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Table 3-4.1.
File
Summary of Fuel Burn and Emissions From Each of the
Databases and Scenarios"
Component
Fuel NOx HC CO
1990
Scheduled Airliner and Cargo
Scheduled Turboprop
Charter
Military
Former Soviet Union
(kg/yr) (k_/yr) (kg/yr) (kg/yr)
9.08E+10 1.14E+09 1.37E+08 5.17E+08
1.99E+09 2.05E+07 1.11E+06 9.77E+06
6.65E+09 5.99E+07 4.08E+06 3.42E+07
2.60E+ 10 1.94E+08 1.89E+08 4.86E+08
8.28E+09 4.92E+07 2.17E+07 8.20E+07
Total (1990) 1.34E+11 1.46E+09 3.52E+08 1.13E+09
2015
Scheduled Cargo
Scheduled Airliner (no HSCT fleet)
Scheduled Subsonic Airliner (HSCT
fleet exists)
Scheduled Turboprop
Charter
Military
Former Soviet Union
HSCT M1.6 EI=5
HSCT M1.6 EI=15
HSCT M2.4 (EI=5)
HSCT M2.4(EI=15)
YR 2015 Total (no HSCT fleet)
YR 2015 Total (M1.6, EI5 fleet)
YR 2015 Total (M1.6, EI15 fleet)
YR 2015 Total (M2.4, EI5 fleet)
YR 2015 Total (M2.4, EI15 fleet)
5.64E+09 4.91E+07 3.56E+06 2.77 E+07
2.45E+11 2.24E+09 9.20E+07 1.09E+09
2.10E+I 1 1.85E+09 1.17E+08 1.04E+09
4.14E+09 4.42E+07 7.27E+06 2.41E+07
1.35E+10 1.22E+08 8.91E+06 7.23E+07
2.06E+ 10 1.47 E+08 1.85 E+08 4.05E+08
1.58E+10 9.38E+07 4.13E+07 1.56E+08
9.91E+10 4.57E+08 2.98E+07 2.88E+08
9.91E+10 1.37E+09 2.98E+07 2.88E+08
7.64E+10 5.00E+08 2.83E+07 2.33E+08
7.64E+10 1.36E+09 2.83E+07 2.33E+08
3.04E+11 2.70E+09 3.38E+08 1.77E+09
3.69E+11 2.76E+09 3.93E+08 2.01E+09
3.69E+11 3.67E+09 3.93E+08 2.01E+09
3.46E+ 11 2.80E+09 3.91E+08 1.96E+09
3.46E+11 3.66E+09 3.91E+08 1.96E+09
* 1.0E + 08 = 1 x 108
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Figure 3-4.1. Annual NOx emissions for the 1990 subsonic fleet (Scenario A, top panel) and for the
proposed 2015 Mach 2.4 (E1=15) HSCT case (Scenario F, bottom panel) as a function of latitude and
longitude. Scenario F results shown are computed over altitudes below 13 km to emphasize the subsonic
fleet.
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Figure 3-4.2. Annual NOx emissions above 13 km for the proposed 2015 Mach 1.6 (E1=15) HSCT
case (Scenario D, upper panel) and the proposed Mach 2.4 (E1=15) HSCT case (Scenario F, bottom
panel).
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Figure 3-4.3. Annual NOx emissions for the 1990 subsonic fleet (Scenario A, top panel) and for the
2015 subsonic fleet in the absence of an HSCT fleet (Scenario B, bottom panel) as a function of
geopotential altitude and latitude.
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INTRODUCTION
The results presented in this chapter are from six two-dimensional zonal-mean models (AER,
CAMED, GSFC, LLNL, NCAR, and OSLO, see Table 1). The purpose of this chapter is to
present results from calculations using the emissions data presented in Chapter 3 of the program
report (1993) and discuss the factors that affect the uncertainties in the calculated results. While
the discussion will focus on the recent results obtained using the latest emissions scenarios and
parameterization of heterogeneous chemistry, it also draws on the results obtained over the
previous years.
MODEL FEATURES, SIMILARITIES, AND DIFFERENCES
The models that provided results for this document are representative of the models being
used for ozone assessment studies connected with the chlorine/ozone problem (WMO, 1992).
The results for aircraft assessment may be sensitive to model features that have not been tested
previously. Previous model validations have concentrated on the effect of increased chlorine in
which the source for chlorine is more or less uniformly distributed through the middle and upper
stratosphere. Aircraft emissions are deposited close to the tropopause. The results should
depend on the ability of the model to simulate the dynamics of the lower stratosphere and upper
troposphere with respect to synoptic-scale motions and the exchange of mass between the
stratosphere and the troposphere. Increases in NO_, in the lower stratosphere lead to large
adjustments of the HOx and CIOx chemical cycles, validation of various mechanisms is also
more difficult, since the changes in each cycle are likely to be small compared with those
observed in the polar regions.
There are common features among the models because of similarity in the basic approach,
and because improvements to the models were made as a result of several model intercomparison
workshops (Jackman et al., 1989b; Prather and Remsberg, 1993). However, differences still
exist among the models. We will try to make use of these different approaches to get a better
idea of the uncertainties associated with the model predictions.
Treatment of Photochemistry
Reaction rates and photolysis cross sections used in the calculations are taken from JPL-92
(De More et al., 1992). The radiative transfer calculations in the models differ in their treatment
of multiple scattering. There are also significant differences in photolysis rates which have a
significant contribution from the spectral interval containing the Schumann-Runge bands (see
Prather and Remsberg, 1993). However, these have only a small impact on the calculated ozone
changes.
For a test case in which the long-lived species such as ozone and total odd nitrogen are held
fixed, the calculated radical concentrations in three of the models (AER, GSFC, and LLNL) are
in good agreement with each other and with ATMOS sunset measurements (see Prather and
Remsberg, 1993, section M.).
The models also differ in the diurnal treatments used to calculate the long-lived trace gases.
The AER model uses an explicit diurnal integration. The other models use diurnally averaged
production and loss rates to calculate daytime average constituent concentrations. In some cases,
precalculated factors computed off-line with a diurnal model are used in this calculation. The
diurnal treatment is particularly important for determining the rate of heterogeneous reaction of
N205 with H20, because N205 exhibits a large diurnal variation. The similarity among the
model calculated results on ozone changes would suggest that this is treated in an adequate
manner.
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Heterogeneous Reactions
Previous assessments of the impact of a fleet of supersonic aircraft flying in the lower
stratosphere considered only gas-phase photochemical reactions (Johnston et al., 1989 Prather
and Wesoky, 1992, Chapter 5). The importance of the reaction N2Os+H20 on background
sulfate aerosols to this calculation had been demonstrated by Weisenstein et al. (1991) and Bekki
et al. (1991). Laboratory measurements and atmospheric observations indicate that this reaction
is important to the chemical balance controlling the photochemical removal of ozone in the lower
stratosphere. Because this reaction appears to proceed on sulfate aerosols independent of their
composition (see Chapter 5), its incorporation in a two-dimensional model appears to be
straightforward. The two reactions on sulfate aerosols included in the calculations are
N205 + H20(on aerosol) --_ HNO3 + HNO3 (7.1)
and C1NO3 + H20(on aerosol) ---) HOC1 + HNO3. (7.2)
In both cases, it is assumed that the products are immediately released in gas phase.
The reaction rate is parameterized as first-order rate equal to the product of a reaction
probability and collision frequency with the aerosol corresponding to clean conditions (i.e.,
several years after any significant volcanic injection of sulphur). The surface area are fixed at
recommended values as functions of latitude (WMO, 1992, Chapter 8). Note that the median
value over the past two decades is a factor of 4 larger than this value.
The reaction probability for (7.1) is taken to be 0.1 independent of aerosol composition. For
(7.2), a temperature-dependent expression [(0.06 exp(-0.15(T-200))] is used to simulate the
dependence on aerosol composition. A more realistic parameterization involving the water
content of the sulfate particle (Hanson and Ravishankara, 1991) was not used in this set of
calculations. However, the effect from (7.2) is small at background condition. Since the zonal-
mean temperatures and the water vapc,; concentrations in the models are different (see Prather
and Remsberg, 1993, Section A and B), parameterized rates for (7.2) are expected to be different
in the models.
Heterogeneous reactions occurring on polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) could be important.
However, 2-D models are not well suited for evaluating the effects of polar chemistry. It is
difficult to represent the isolation of the polar vortex in a 2-D model. The effect of the
displacement of the north polar vortex away from the pole may only be included through
parameterization. Also, polar processes can affect species at midlatitudes through mechanisms
that are not well-simulated in two-dimensional models. None of the simulations performed for
the prescribed scenarios includes PSC chemistry.
Dynamics
All of the models employ either a residual or diabatic circulation and an "eddy transport"
parameterized by eddy diffusion coefficients to represent the transport by planetary wave
motions. Details concerning 2-D representations of stratospheric transport are discussed in
Chapter 6 of WMO (1986) and are not considered further here. Two of the models (CAMED,
NCAR) include interactive dynamics. The LLNL model uses a specified temperature field and
the model-calculated ozone concentrations to calculate the local diabatic heating rate, which is
used to derive the diabatic circulation. The Other models (AER and GSFC) use specified
seasonally varying winds and temperatures that are fixed for all simulations. In the GSFC
model, the horizontal diffusion is calculated to be consistent with the circulation.
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How the ozone distribution calculated in a fixed-circulation model is affected by the choice
of circulation is discussed by Jackman et al. (1989a). Studies of the interannual variability of
ozone calculated using circulations derived from successive year observations of temperature and
ozone have been reported by Schneider et al. (1991) and Jackman et al. (1991). In both studies,
the calculated interannual variation of the column ozone are of the same order as seen in the
TOMS data.
Although there are similarities in the features of the large-scale transport used in each model,
there are differences in the details of the transport as seen in the prescribed calculations of the
Models and Measurements comparisons. For example, the models are not uniform in such
features as the latitude range of the region of upward motion in the tropics and in the strength of
the circulation as evidenced by the wide variation in the model lifetimes calculated by different
models for tracers with prescribed removal rates (see Prather and Remsberg, 1993, Section O).
Representation of the Tropopause
Since the aircraft emissions are deposited close to the tropopause, the vertical resolution, the
choice of coordinate system, and the treatment of tropopause height are important to these
assessments. All models use pressure or log pressure as the vertical coordinate, with the
exception of the CAMED model, which uses isentropic coordinates. The vertical resolution is 1
km for the AER, LLNL, and NCAR models, 2 km for the GSFC model, and about 3.5 km for the
CAMED model. The tropopause height is specified as a function of latitudes and seasons and is
typically defined in the model as the boundary where the values of Kyy and Kzz change from
their large tropospheric values to their smaller stratospheric values.
Carbon-14 (14C) atoms deposited in the stratosphere from atmospheric nuclear explosions are
removed by strat/trop exchange. The observed concentrations of 14C can be used to calibrate the
transport rate in the models (Johnston et al., 1976 Johnston, 1989). This test is one of the
exercises in the M & M Intercomparison (Prather and Remsberg, 1993, section I). Although
such tests show that the models calculated residence times correspond to the correct magnitude,
they do not provide any indication for the validity of the mechanisms. Cross-tropopause
transport in the models is represented by advection and eddy flux across the boundary. At the
model grid boxes where the tropopause height changes with latitude, the side of the grid box
becomes part of the boundary. The horizontal diffusion across this boundary can be a substantial
component of strat/trop exchange in some models (see Shia et al., 1993). However, this
mechanism is probably not realistic.
DESCRIPTION OF PRESCRIBED SCENARIOS
A fleet of subsonic aircraft is assumed to be in operation prior to the introduction of the
HSCT fleet. The scenarios used in the calculations assume that the size of the subsonic fleet will
be slightly reduced when the HSCT fleet is deployed. The sizes of the two subsonic fleets are
based on market research performed for the HSRP program. The ozone changes reported in this
chapter correspond to the difference between the case when the HSCT fleet is operating with the
modified subsonic fleet and the case with the unmodified subsonic fleet, but all other boundary
conditions are the same. The reported changes are the steady-state responses of ozone to the
continuous operation of a fleet of HSCT in the 2015 atmosphere. Given the residence time of the
injected emissions and the photochemical lifetime of ozone in the lower stratosphere, the
atmosphere should approach steady state after 3 to 5 years.
The boundary conditions for the 1990 and the 2015 atmospheres are given in Table 2. The
chlorine loading for 2015 is 3.7 ppbv. Additional simulations are made in which the chlorine
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level is reducedto 2.0 ppbv, a valueexpectedby about2060. In all simulations,it is assumed
that theaerosolsurfacearearemainsthesameattheprescribedbackgroundlevel.
The scenariosconsideredherearegivenin Table3. The emissionsfrom theaircraft (HSCT
and subsonic)areas describedin Chapter3. In the simulations,they aredepositedalong the
flight pathandassumedto bezonallymixedinstantaneouslyanddistributeduniformly within the
model grid box. Featureswith spatialscalesmaller than the grid box arenot resolved. No
attemptis madeto simulatethe sub-gridprocesses.
Emissionsfrom the aircraft include oxidesof nitrogen,carbondioxide, carbonmonoxide,
water vapor, unburnedhydrocarbons,and sulfur oxidesfrom sulfur in the fuel. The amount
emitted is given as an emission index (El), which is the amount emitted in grams per kilogram of
fuel burned. These values are summarized in Table 4.
The model simulations include injections of NOx, H20, CO, and unburned hydrocarbons as
CH4. The emission of CO2 is not included in the simulation. The effects of the CO2 emitted by
aircraft are likely to be no different from CO2 emitted at the ground. Thus, the contribution to
greenhouse warming can be estimated from the ratio of jet fuel to other fossil fuel. The effect of
sulfur is also excluded. The amount of SO2 emitted is unlikely to give large perturbations to the
HOx chemistry. None of the six models has incorporated the relevant microphysics model to
calculate the aerosol distribution from gas sulfate. Recent analyses by Pitari et al. (1993) and
Bekki and Pyle (1993) indicate that operation of a HSCT fleet may lead to up to a factor of 2
increase in aerosol loading in the northern hemisphere. The effect of aerosol increase will be
discussed in the last section of this chapter.
CHANGES IN BACKGROUND CONCENTRATIONS OF THE EMITTED TRACE
GASES
The residence time of the emitted species plays a role in determining the magnitude of the
perturbation for any species in the aircraft exhaust. The residence time is determined by the
photochemical lifetime if the species is photochemically active. Otherwise, the residence time is
determined by transport in the lower stratosphere. As shown previously (Chapter 3A, Prather
and Wesoky, 1991 Chapter 3, this report), large perturbations are expected for total odd nitrogen
(NOy) and H20. The magnitude of the changes in H20 and NOy are controlled by transport,
since there are no significant photochemical removal processes in the lower stratosphere. The
differences in the model-calculated.. .changes in NOy and H20 result directly from the differences
in the transport formulation in the different models.
NOy and H20
Previous intercomparison studies (Chapter 5, Prather and Wesoky, 1991) showed that the
residence time of the injected NOy is a function of the cruise altitude; material injected at higher
cruise altitudes has a longer residence time. The model-calculated residence time ranges from
0.5-0.8 years for the Mach 1.6 case and 1.1-1.5 years for the Mach 2.4 case.
The calculated changes in NOy are shown in Figure la and lb for the Mach 2.4, EI=15 and
the Mach 1.6, EI=15 cases, respectively. For the most part, the models show similar behavior to
each other. For NOy, the largest absolute changes are seen in the lower stratosphere, near the
flight altitude pole,a/ard of 30°N. For the purpose of analyzing the ozone response, it is also
useful to examine the percent changes in NOy concentration. The calculated percent change°in
NOy for the Mach 1.6 and Mach 2.4, NOx E/=15 cases are given as functions of height at 45 N
for the two cases in Figures 2a and 2b, and as functions of latitude at cruise altitudes in Figures
2c and 2d. The cruise altitudes are 18-20 km for the Mach 2.4 fleet and 16-18 km for the Mach
1.6 case. Figures 2a and 2b show a much larger spread among the models below the injection
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height. For theMach 2.4case,the model-calculatedchangesat 18km (Figure 2c) rangefrom
40%to 60%in thenorthernlatitudes;10%to 50%in thetropics;andafew percentto 20%in the
southernlatitudes. There is more spreadin the tropics for the Mach 1.6 case (Figure 2d).
Although thelargepercentchangein thetropics is not expectedto affect the calculatedozone,
thecausefor the largediscrepancyamongthemodelsshouldberesolved.
The results for H20 are shownin Figure 3. The correspondingpercentagechangesare
shownin Figure4. ThedifferencebetweentheNOy responseandtheH20 responsesillustrates
the dependenceon the backgroundconcentrationsadoptedin the models (seePratherand
Remsburg,1993,sectionB).
The similarity of the behaviorof the 2-D modelsdoesnot necessarilyindicate that these
transport-controlledchangesaremodeledcorrectly. Three-dimensionalmodels(Douglasset al.,
1993)indicate the importanceof middle latitude synoptic scaleeventsto strat/tropexchange
processes.Similar tracercalculationswith 2-D and3-D modelsshowthat theadvectivepart of
2-D strafftropexchangeis placedpolewardof 45°N,in contrastto 3-Dcalculations,which place
strat/tropexchangeat middle latitudes. For atracer injectedat middle latitudes,the strat/trop
exchangeis more rapid in the 3-D calculationsthan in 2-D calculations. This differencecould
result in substantially smaller perturbationsto speciessuchas NOy and H20 in the lower
stratospherethanarecurrentlycalculatedin a2-D model.
CH4 and CO
The increases in the concentrations of CH4 and CO due to the emissions are much smaller
compared with their background values than the changes in H20 and NOy (Chapter 3A, Prather
and Wesoky, 1992 Chapter 3, this report). Both of these constituents also respond to the changes
in OH concentration caused by injection of H20 and NOy. Their impact on ozone is calculated
to be small.
CHANGES IN PHOTOCHEMICAL RATE
Changes in Radical Concentrations
Previous studies have established that the first-order effect from aircraft emissions is the
increase in the local concentration of NOy (Johnston, 1971). In the absence of repartitioning, the
increase in NOy should lead to proportion- al increases in the concentrations of the active nitrogen
species, thus enhancing the ozone removal rate associated with the NOx cycle. However, there
may be adjustment of the other cycles. Previous calculations using gas-phase chemistry showed
that the adjustments in the other cycles had a small effect on the ozone removal rate, because
reactions with NOx radicals constituted about 60% of the local removal in the lower stratosphere
(see Weisenstein et al., 1991. The calculated ozone response was almost linearly related to the
change in NOy in the lower stratosphere. With the inclusion of the heterogeneous reaction
N2Os+H20, reactions with HOx radicals become the major ozone removal process. As a result,
injected H20 plays a larger role than in the gas-phase chemistry case. In addition, adjustments in
other radicals as a result of the NOy increase has a significant impact on the ozone removal rate.
The model-calculated changes in NO2 for the Mach 2.4, EI=15 case are shown in Figure 5.
The model results show that the NO2/NOy ratio changes by less than 8% in all the cases
considered. Thus, the increase in NO2 is expected to be the same as the increase in NOy, i.e.,
about 60% for the mach 2.4, NOx EI=15 case.
The response for OH and HO2 is more complicated. The 20% increase in H20 is expected to
lead to increases in OH and HO2. However, the added NOy also enhances the local removal rate
of OH through the reactions of OH + HNO3 and OH + HNO4. In addition, OH removed by the
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reactionof OH + NO2canberegeneratedthroughphotolysisof HNO3,this couldaffect the OH
concentration on a seasonal basis. Finally, photolysis of HNO3 formed from the heterogeneous
reactions also constitutes a net source for OH. The model-calculated percent change for HO2
and OH are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The model calculations showed decreases in HO2 (up to
30%) and in OH (up to 10%) in the lower stratosphere at middle and high latitudes.
Decreases ranging from 20% to 40% are calculated for C10 for both the 3.5 ppbv (see Figure
8) and 2.0 ppbv cases for total chlorine. The decrease in C10 is due to formation of CIONO2.
There is little change in the HC1 reservoir.
Changes in Ozone Removal Rates
Figures 9a and 9b show the calculated changes in the local removal rate of ozone at 47°N for
the different scenarios for June and December, respectively. The results are from the AER
model. As discussed in Weisenstein et al., 1991 the removal rates around 20 km correspond to
ozone lifetimes of 4 years in winter and 0.7 years in summer. Thus, the ozone concentration in
the lower stratosphere is not expected to exhibit photochemical response and decrease in
proportion to the calculated changes in the removal rate.
The results in Figure 5 and the discussion above showed that there is a 60% increase in NO2
for the Mach 2.4, NOx EI=15 case around 20 km. Yet, the ozone removal rate only increases by
5% in winter and 15% in summer at the same altitude. This is due to the adjustments in the other
chemical cycles. Figure 10 shows a breakdown of the removal rate by cycles for the 2015
atmosphere with the modified subsonic fleet (Experiment 2). In summer, the NOx cycle and
HOx cycle contribute about equally (35% each) to the ozone removal rate at 20 km. In winter,
the role of NOx is greatly diminished to about 10%. Figure 11 shows absolute (not percentage)
changes in each cycle for the Mach 2.4, EI-15 case. In summer, the increase in the NOx cycle is
more than compensated by the decrease in the HOx cycle below 16 km. As a result there is a
decrease in the ozone removal rate. At 20 km, the net increase in the ozone removal rate is about
20% smaller than the changes due to the NOx cycles because of compensation from the HOx and
C1Ox cycles. The change in the ozone removal rate is much smaller in winter than in summer
with the C1Ox cycle playing a larger role.
CHANGES _ OZONE
Role of Transport
The local concentration of ozone ([03]) in a region can be written in the form
d[O3] = p + I - (L + T)[O3]
dt
where P is the local photochemical production rate, I is the rate ozone is transported into the
region, L[O3] is the local photochemical removal rate, and T[O3] is the rate ozone is exported out
of the region. If we annually average the above equation, we obtain the approximate expression
that
P+I jA[O3] ALL
[03] =_ano _ - L L+T
where AL is the change in the photochemical removal rate and A[O3] is the change in local
concentration in response to AL. _n the midlatitude lower stratosphere, L is the same order of
magnitude as T so that we expect _ to be about 1/3 to 1/2.
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Model Results for the Prescribed Scenarios
The calculated changes in the column abundance of ozone are summarized in Tables 5a and
5b. The results show a systematic ordering within each model. For the same emission, a fleet
flying at higher altitude has a larger effect on ozone. For the Mach 2.4 fleet, a fleet with larger
EI for NOx also depletes more ozone. The response in column ozone is a result of the decrease
in the middle and lower stratosphere coupled with an increase in the upper troposphere. For the
Mach 1.6 fleet, the emissions are deposited close to the tropopause. Depending on the treatment
of the injected H20 and NOx, the calculated tropospheric increase may overwhelm the calculated
stratospheric decrease. As a result, fleets with larger EI may have smaller decrease or larger
increase in ozone. This appears to be the case for the OSLO model. The GSFC and AER
models show similar effect although the calculated changes in ozone are sufficiently small so that
the number may not be significant.
Figure 12 shows the calculated local changes in ozone for the Mach 2.4, NOx EI--15 case.
The calculated ozone depletions in the lower stratosphere are typically between 1% to 2% in the
southern hemisphere. The calculated decrease in the CAMED model is small, consistent with the
results that the increase in NOy is also small. The calculated maximum change at the northern
polar region ranges from 2% m the AER, GSFC, and OSLO models to 5% in the LLNL and
NCAR model. Note that the calculated percent decrease reaches a maximum near 30 km in most
models. This indicates that the amount of NOx transported out of the region dominated by
heterogeneous chemistry will have a large impact on the calculated ozone changes.
The calculated changes in the troposphere also show some differences among the models.
The region of ozone increase is indicative of the position of the tropopause and the rate of
strat/trop transport. However, it should be noted that the 2-D models do not contain all the
necessary mechanisms for calculating the NOx budget, the hydrocarbon budget, and the ozone
budget in the troposphere.
The calculated changes in column ozone are shown in Figure 13 for the scenarios. The
calculated ozone decrease in Scenario D is about 1% to 2% at 60°N, 0.5% at the equator and
southern hemisphere. The positive column change in the CAMED model indicate that the
tropospheric 03 increases outweigh the stratospheric losses. For the Mach 1.6, EI=15, case
(Figure 13b) an ozone decrease of less than - 1% at 60°N is found in most models. The changes
in the tropics range from -0.4% to +0.4%. In the southern hemisphere it ranges from -0.6% to
+0.4%.
The results presented here are similar to those obtained using the old emission data (see
Prather and Wesoky, 1991; Stolarski and Wesoky, 1993). Based on the set of calculations
reported there, the calculated ozone depletion for gas-phase chemistry should be about a factor of
3 larger than the heterogeneous case for the Mach 2.4, EI=15 case. Discussion in Chapter 6
indicated that there are indications that reaction (7.1) may be occurring slower than what is
assumed in the calculations. If that is the case, the ozone depletion would be larger than what is
presented here.
Sensitivity to Chlorine Background
The results for the Mach 2.4 EI=15 case relative to the 2.0 ppbv chlorine background are
shown in Figure 14. All models show larger calculated depletion than the 3.7 ppbv chlorine
background case, indicating that compensation from the chlorine cycle is less effective. Results
from the AER model show that the percent compensation in the CIO× cycle is the same in both
cases. However, with the chlorine cycle playing a much smaller role in the 2-ppbv background,
the effect on the ozone removal rate is much smaller.
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Sensitivity to Transport Feedback
The CAMED model calculates the circulation for each experiment. The results show an
ozone increase in the tropics for all the cases. This region of increased ozone is particularly
noticeable in the spring just south of 30°N. It is not clear if this ozone increase is an effect of the
change in circulation or some other model difference. Note that all other models produce a
positive ozone change in the tropics; it is only in the CAMED model that this increase is larger
than the decrease calculated at higher altitudes.
Role of Emitted CH4 and CO
Previous simulations using gas-phase chemistry indicated that the ozone response is
controlled by NOx and that the H20 with CO and hydrocarbons do little to modify the ozone
response. With inclusion of heterogeneous chemistry, the effect of H20 emission is enhanced.
Additional simulations performed using the AER model and the GSFC model indicate that the
calculated ozone depletion would be about 20% smaller if only the NOy emission were used.
The effects from CO and the unburned hydrocarbons are still minimal.
OTHER UNCERTAINTIES
Change in Aerosol Surface
It has been pointed out that since jet fuel contains traces of sulfur, SO2 is emitted during
engine operation. Operation of both the subsonic and HSCT fleets may increase the loading and
size distribution in the sulfate layer. This could have an effect on ozone because of the changes
in the heterogeneous conversion rate and changes in the circulation in the atmosphere.
Recent model studies indicate that there will be a 50% increase in the aerosol loading relative
to the model-calculated background for a sulfur EI of 1 (Pitari et al., 1993) and up to a factor of 2
assuming a sulfur EI of 2 (Bekki and Pyle, 1993). The effect of the simultaneous increase in
aerosol on calculated ozone depletion is within 20% of the case calculated with fixed aerosol.
Although the effects from the emitted NOx is smaller with the simultaneous increase of the
aerosol, there is an increase in the chlorine-related ozone removal. The results are consistent
with the findings of Weisenstein et al. (1993) which show the effect from an assumed factor of 4
increase in aerosol. The work of Weisenstein et al (1993) examines only the effect of aerosol on
the heterogeneous conversion rate. The work of Bekki et al. (1993) and Pitari et al. (1993) also
take into account the effect of changes in circulation.
PSC Chemistry
The results reported in Tables 5a and 5b do not include the effect of PSC chemistry in the
polar regions. How this omission may affect the calculated ozone depletion depends on whether
the added NOx and H20 change the occurrence of PSCs. If there is no change in PSC
occurrence, operation of the HSCT fleet would alleviate the ozone depletion in the polar region,
as some of the C10 produced by heterogeneous reactions on PSC surfaces would combine with
the added NOx to form CINO3.
On the other hand, increases in NOx and H20 may result in more frequent formation of PSCs
and may even make possible formation of NAT in polluted midlatitude corridors or in the
tropics. A key difference in the ozone behavior in the polar vortices (north versus south) is the
broadscale denitrification (permanent removal of odd nitrogen species from the stratosphere) that
takes place in the Antarctic. It is not clear whether increases in H20 and NOx, as well as
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possible increasesin the numberof condensationnuclei, could trigger denitrification in the
Arctic. In this case,theremay bemorechlorineactivation leadingto largerozonedepletion inthevortices.
Estimatesof the potential increasesin both Type I and Type II PSC formation due to
stratosphericaircraftemissionshavebeenmadeby Peteret al. (1991). This studyconsidersthe
increaseresultingfrom increasesin HNO3andH20 in bothTypeI andType II PSC formation at
70°N at 30 mb and 50 mb, for all months. The study concludes that the introduction of a HSCT
fleet could substantially increase the probability of both Type I and Type II PSC formation.
Estimates of the increase in Type I PSC incidence and the impact on stratospheric ozone
levels have been made by Considine et al. (1993). This study calculates the potential increases in
Type I PSCs from a stratospheric aircraft perturbation and uses a 2-D photochemical model to
calculate the subsequent chemical effects on ozone. The effects of the increased PSC formation
on predictions of HSCT-induced ozone depletion are calculated to be minor.
PSC chemistry is treated in a version of the NCAR model. Type I and Type II PSCs are
formed when the calculated zonal-mean temperature falls below 195 K and 191 K, respectively.
In the presence of PSCs, all HC1 and C1ONO2 are converted to active chlorine. With Type I
PSCs, there is also denitrification with a time constant of 30 days. With Type II PSCs,
dehydration and denitrification occurs with a time constant of 5 days. Additional calculations
from NCAR indicate that the increase in H20 and the ozone change from the HSCT emissions
could cause a cooling of 0.5 K to 1 K in the lower stratosphere at northern latitudes. Using
available data, they estimated that the threshold temperature for PSC formation may increase by
up to 0.3 K.
The results presented by Pitari et al. (1993) show that NAT formation is enhanced when the
sulfate loading increases. Their results show that the residence time of the injected NOy can be
40% shorter due to removal of NOy.by denitrification and sedimentation of ice particles. As a
result, the calculated ozone decrease is also 40% smaller.
Large uncertainties remain for estimates of the effect of PSC chemistry. More definitive
conclusions must await better understandings of the microphysics of cloud formation, how
processes in the polar region affect 03 at midlatitudes, and the importance of heterogeneous
reactions involving chlorine species if NAT occurs at middle and tropical latitudes.
Details of Plume Evolution
The source function for the emitted materials used in the calculations is assumed to have the
same latitude-height distribution as the flight paths, and the chemical composition is assumed to
be identical to that of the emission at the tail pipe. Chemical transformation, occurring via
homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions, may alter the composition of the materials (see
discussion in Chapter 3). However, the effect on calculated ozone changes is expected to be
small unless a significant amount of NOy is removed in the plume by the denitrification process.
Plume subsidence and subsequent dispersion in the first few weeks before the emitted materials
become zonally mixed could provide an effective distribution of sources that differs from the
flight paths.
The possibility that the emitted material may not be well mixed zonally raised the question of
the importance of the proper treatment of nonlinear chemistry (Tuck, 1979) and chemical eddies
(Pyle and Rogers, 1980). Recent results from Jadin and Bromberg (1991) showed their treatment
of chemical eddies resulted in a decrease in calculated ozone loss due to more efficient removal
of NOx in the lower stratosphere.
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Atmospheric and Environmental M. Ko and D. Weisenstein
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University of Cambridge and
University of Edinburgh
NASA Goddard Space Flight
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Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
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J. Kinnersley
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E. Fleming, and D. Considine
D. Wuebbles and
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NCAR National Center for Atmospheric G. Brasseur and X. Tie
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Table 2. Boundary Conditions for Background Atmospheres
Species
CFC- 11
CFC- 12
CFC-113
CFC- 114
CFC-115
CC14
HCFC-22
CH3CCI3
Halon- 1301
Halon- 1211
CH3C1
CH3Br
N20
CH4
CO2
Concentration in
"1990"- 3.3 ppb
Chlorine
253 ppt
434 ppt
44 ppt
7 ppt
5 ppt
103 ppt
92 ppt
145 ppt
2.6 ppt
2.0 ppt
600 ppt
15 ppt
308 ppb
1685 ppb
350 ppm
Concentration in
"2015"-3.7 ppb
Chlorine
260 ppt
510 ppt
70 ppt
10 ppt
8 ppt
1O0 ppt
200 ppt
150 ppt
6 ppt
2 ppt
600 ppt
15 ppt
330 ppb
2050 ppb
390 ppm
Concentration in
"2015"-2.0 ppb
Chlorine
124 ppt
359 ppt
49 ppt
7.8 ppt
7.2 ppt
34 ppt
3.7ppt
0 ppt
2.6 ppt
0.2 ppt
600 ppt
15 ppt
330 ppb
2050 ppb
390 ppm
Note:
Units, mixing ratio by volume : 1 ppt = 1 part per trillion, 1 ppb = 1 part per billion, 1 ppm = 1 part per million.
The total chlorine content is about 3.7 ppb in the "2015" atmosphere.
While it is recognized that other boundary conditions affecting tropospheric chemistry such as CO and NOx will
change with time, it is recommended that each model keeps its present day reference troposphere unchanged in the
simulations.
Table 3. Summary of Assessment Scenarios
Experiment Aircraftt Mach number & NOx EI
for HSCT
I Modified subsonic + Mach 1.6, EI=5
HSCT, scenario C
II Mach 1.6, EI= 15
III
IV
Modified subsonic +
HSCT, scenario D
Modified subsonic +
HSCT, scenario E
Modified subsonic +
HSCT, scenario F
Mach 2.4, EI=5
Mach 2.4, EI= 15
Chlorine Background
3.7 ppbv
3.7 ppbv
3.7 ppbv
3.7 ppbv
V Modified subsonic + Mach 2.4, EI=15 2.0 ppbv
HSCT, scenario D
VI Modified subsonic + Mach 2.4, EI=45 3.7 ppbv
HSCT, scenario G
*Change in ozone is calculated relative to the background atmosphere with a subsonic fleet as described in scenario
B in Chapter 3, subchapter 3-1.
tScenarios are defined in Chapter 3, subchapter 3-1.
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Table 4. Emission Indices
Emission Indices gm/kg Fuel
Species
NO×
Subsonic
As specified
1230
HSCT
As specified
H20 1230
CO 1.1 1.5 (1.2-3.0)
HC (as CH4) 0.2 0.2 (0.02-0.5)
SO2 1.1 1.0
3160C02 3160
Table 5a. Calculated Percent Change in the Annual Averaged Column Content of
Ozone Between 40*N and 50°N
Scenarios AER GSFC LLNL OSLO CAMED NCAR
I • Mach 1.6, NOX EI=5* -0.04 -0.11 -0.22 0.04 0.69 -0.01
II • Mach 1.6, NOX EI=15*
III • Mach 2.4, NOX EI=5*
IV • Mach 2.4, NOX EI= 15"
V: Mach 2.4, NOX EI=15t
VI • Mach 2.4, NOX EI=45"
-0.02
-0.47
-1.2
-2.0
-5.5
-0.07
-0.29
-0.86
-1.3
-4.1
-0.57
-0.58
-2.1
-2.7
-8.3
0.15
-0.47
-1.3
-0.42
-3.5
0.48
0.38
-0.45
-1.1
-2.8
-1.8
-2.3
-6.9
Table 5b. Calculated Percent Change in the Annual Averaged Content of Ozone in the
Northern Hemisphere
Scenarios AER GSFC LLNL OSLO CAMED NCAR
I : Mach 1.6, NOX EI=5* -0.04 -0.12 -0.18 0.02 0.63 -0.04
II : Mach 1.6, NOX EI=15* -0.02 -0.14 -0.48 0.10 0.63 -0.54
III : Mach 2.4, NOX EI=5* -0.42 -0.27 -0.50 -0.39 0.25 -0.25
IV : Mach 2.4, NOX EI=15* -1.0 -0.80 -1.8 -1.0 -0.26 -1.5
V : -1.7 -1.2 -2.3 -0.43 -0.80 -1.9Mach 2.4, NOX EI=15t !
VI • Mach 2.4, NOX EI=45" -4.6 -3.6 -7.0 -3.1 -2.1 -5.1
*Relative to a background atmosphere with chlorine loading of 3.7 ppbv, corresponding to the year 2015.
tRelative to a background atmosphere with chlorine loading of 2.0 ppbv, corresponding to the year 2060.
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Figure la. Calculated changes in the local concentration of NOy (ppbv) in June for the Mach 2.4 (E1=15)
case. The contour intervals are 1 ppbv, 2 ppbv, 3ppbv, 4 ppbv and 5 ppbv.
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Figure 2. Model calculated percent change in concentrations of NOy: Panel (a) Calculated altitude
profile for the percent change of NOy for the Mach 2.4, NOx E1=15 case at 45°N for June. Panel (b)
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Figure 3a. Calculated changes in the local concentration of H20 (ppmv) in June for the Mach 2.4 (E1=15)
case. The contour intervals are 0.1 ppmv, 0.2 ppmv, 0.4 ppmv, 0.6 ppmv, 0.8 ppmv, 1 ppmv.
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Figure 6. Calculated percent changes in the local concentration of HO2 in June for the Mach 2.4 (E1=15)
case. The contour levels are -50%, -40%, -20%, -10%, -5%, 0%.
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Figure 7. Calculated percent changes in the local concentration of OH in June for the Mach 2.4 (E1=15)
case. The contour levels are -5%, -2.5%, 0%, 1%, 2.5%, 5%, 7.5%, 10%.
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Figure 8. Calculated percent changes in the local concentration of CIO in June for the Mach 2.4 (E1=15)
case. The contour levels are -80%, -60%, -40%, -20%, -10%, -5%, 0%.
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ozone. The results are from the AER model for the 2015 atmosphere with subsonic aircraft.
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Figure 12. Model-calculated percent change in local ozone for June for the Mach 2.4, NOx E1=15 fleet in
the 2015 atmosphere. The contour intervals are -4%, -3%, -2%-1%, -0.5%, 0%, 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%.
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Figure 13a. Model-calculated change in the column abundance of ozone for the Mach 1.6 (El=5) case in
the 2015 atmosphere• The contour intervals are -6%, -5%, -4%, -3%, -2%, -1%, -0.8%, -0.6%, -0.4%,
-0.2%, 0%, 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8%, 1%, 2%.
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Figure 13b. Model-calculated change in the column abundance of ozone for the Mach 1.6 (E1=15) case
in the 2015 atmosphere• The contour intervals are -6%, -5%, -4%, -3%, -2%, -1%, -0.8%, -0.6%, -0•4%,
-0.2%, 0%, 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8%, 1%, 2%.
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Figure 13¢. The model-calculated change in the column abundance of ozone for the Mach 2.4 (El=5)
case in the 2015 atmosphere• The contour intervals are -6%, -5%, -4%, -3%, -2%, -1%, -0.8%, -0.6%,
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Figure 13d. The model-calculated change in the column abundance of ozone for the Mach 2.4 (E1=15)
case in the 2015 atmosphere. The contour intervals are -6%, -5%, -4%, -3%, -2%, -1%, -0.8%, -0.6%,
-0.4%, -0.2%, 0%, 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8%, 1%, 2%.
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Figure 14. Model-calculated change in the column abundance of ozone for the Mach 2.4, NOy E1=15
fleet in the 2.0 ppbv chlorine background• The contour intervals are -6%, -5%, -4%, -3%, -2%, -1%,
-0.8%, -0.6%, -0.4%, -0.2%, 0%, 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8%, 1%, 2%
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PREFACE
In 1992, the Engine Exhaust Trace Chemistry (EETC) Committee was organized to provide
guidance and recommendations to the HSRP/AESA in developing a future engine emissions
measurement and assessment program. Such a program is needed to provide evidence that the
actual emissions characteristics of high-speed civil transport aircraft are indeed consistent with
those characteristics used in the stratospheric modeling segments of the program. Two major
challenges in such an effort are 1) as advances are made in understanding atmospheric effects, the
specific emissions that need to be quantified may change, and 2) HSCT engine development will
not reach full systems testing, under either ground or flight conditions, until some time after 1998.
Thus, the EETC Committee must deduce exhaust emissions levels for aircraft engines well before
they have been prototyped and tested.
The initial efforts of this committee have therefore concentrated on prioritizing what emissions
characterizations should be performed, assessing alternative and/or emerging diagnostic methods
for performing these characterizations, and defining the various venues which might exist both for
gaining experience in using these diagnostics on simulated HSCT engine components and existing
engines in order to provide more precise estimates of future full system HSCT emissions. While
all of the committee members were intensely involved in shaping and carrying forth the various
sub-elements of the study that resulted in this report, special recognition is given to lead authors R.
C. Miake-Lye, D. W. Dodds, D. W. Fahey, C. E. Kolb, S. R. Langhoff, and to Aerodyne
Research, Inc. for the report's preparation (ARI Report No. RR-947). This chapter is an edited
version of the consensus report of the EETC Committee.
On the basis of this report, and as part of a NASA research initiative in the fall of 1992, two
new instrument development programs were added to the HSRP/AESA program. Aerodyne
Research, Inc. is presently developing a tunable diode laser differential infrared absorption system
to provide noninu'usive and extractive sampling measurements. This effort will provide redundant
measurements on NOx, as well as a full characterization of all NOy emissions species, with
advanced versions providing measurements of SO2, SO3, CO2, CO, and OH. University of
Missouri-Rolla will complete development of and utilize a mobile aerosol classifier technology with
nuclei counters to measure the exhaust particulate number density, size distribution, and hydration
properties. Additional analyses will also be performed by this group to characterize the chemical
composition and morphology of exhaust particulate. Each of these instruments will be used to
provide measurements in fundamental combustion, engine development, and engine prototype
venues.
The instrument programs described above have only recently been initiated and results will be
reported in future Program reports. The EETC Committee will continue to provide interpretive and
guiding support to the community as measurement studies proceed.
Fred Dryer
May 1993
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INTRODUCTION
The Engine Exhaust Trace Chemistry (EETC) Committee has been established to provide
guidance and recommendations for a future engine measurement program in the NASA High
Speed Research Program's study of the Atmospheric Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft (AESA).
This engine measurement program will obtain experimental data on the emissions expected from a
proposed fleet of high-speed civil transports (HSCTs). Such data are crucial to the HSRP's efforts
to understand the impact of HSCT flights in the stratosphere.
The committee is composed of representatives from the range of disciplines that will contribute
to this measurement effort. Combustor development researchers from NASA and from both
members of the General Electric Aircraft Engines/Pratt & Whitney partnership are joined by
representatives with specific interests pertinent to these engine measurements or their assessment.
Additional members include those with backgrounds in combustion research, atmospheric
measurement, and particulate measurement, and those with relevant aerodynamic or engine
expertise.
Since fully developed engines of the proposed HSCT fleet will not be built before the end of
the AESA study, a variety of developmental prototype engine components or surrogate engine
measurements will be used to obtain relevant emissions data. It is the committee's charge to
recommend measurements of trace chemical species by prioritizing a list of required species,
assessing possible measurement venues available to the program, and identifying measurement
techniques.
This report is based on the conclusions reached in the first committee meeting held at Aerodyne
Research, Inc. on 21 April 1992, which were refined and expanded upon in a NASA Lewis
Research Center sponsored Engine Exhaust Emissions Workshop held 22-23 June 1992. The
objectives of the initial committee meeting were to 1) establish a prioritized list of engine trace
species and 2) identify measurement venues available to the measurement program. The species
measurements were grouped into two priority classes, with relevance to reported global chemical
effects determining the top priority. Measurement venues for the various recommended species
measurements were identified, and detailed measurement opportunities and constraints were slated
for discussion in the subsequent Engine Exhaust Emissions Workshop.
The objectives of the HSR Engine Exhaust Emissions Workshop were:
. To further define and prioritize engine exhaust gas constituents of greatest atmospheric
concern in order to stimulate discussion in the larger community and to gain a broader
consensus on the recommended measurement program.
, To define measurement venues by identifying measurement opportunities and determining
experimental constraints for studies on fundamental laboratory combustion apparatuses,
combustion flame tubes, combustor rigs, and full-scale engine tests potentially available for
AESA studies. Discussions of combustion apparatus operating characteristics and their
relationship to full-scale HSCT engines were scheduled and information related to
availability and characteristics of existing instrumentation and limitations on instrument
access was requested.
° To compare instrumentation capabilities and identify measurement needs for prioritized
constituents, considering both existing measurement techniques and promising state-of-the-
art technologies. Discussion was directed toward specifying accuracies and constraints on
the application of candidate instruments in order to initiate ranking possible techniques,
while still recognizing the need for redundant measurements for important constituents.
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The initial EETC Committeedefinition of AESA measurementneedswaspresentedat the
AESA AnnualMeetingin May 1992andagainaspartof thebackgroundandintroductionto the
Juneworkshop. Including the substantialconclusionsof theworkshop,the following sections
summarizethe needsandmotivationsfor therecommendedmeasurementprogram,providea
prioritized list of speciesto bemeasured,discusswherethemeasurementshouldbeperformed
and what measurementvenuescould be made availableto the AESA program, and identify
candidatemeasurementechniques,listing their accuraciesandpotentialapplicationat relevant
measurementvenues.
BACKGROUND
Criteria for Prioritization
Accurate measurements of the gaseous trace chemical species concentrations and the particulate
composition of jet engine exhaust flows is a challenging task. A clear set of measurement priorities
is necessary in order to motivate the effort required to achieve the program's measurement goals
and to clearly focus the required instrument development and measurement planning activities.
To date the committee's deliberations have identified three levels of motivation for performing
jet engine and jet engine component exhaust measurements under the HSRP/AESA program's
charter. These are:
.
.
To quantify the impact that an HSCT fleet's exhaust deposition will have on both the
concentrations of key chemical species (and/or species families) and the particulate/aerosol
loading levels on stratospheric chemistry and climatic phenomena. Chemical and radiative
effects can occur both on the global scale and within impacted latitudinal regions containing
significant flight routes (e.g. 30* - 60°N) at the lower stratospheric altitudes (10 - 25 km)
affected by potential HSCT operations.
To identify and quantify exhaust components driving plume/wake chemical and
condensation processes in the region immediately behind an aircraft. These processes have
the potential to modify either the exhaust chemical speciation or the altitude of deposition in
ways that significantly affect the impact of deposited exhaust species on stratospheric
chemistry within latitudinal flight corridors.
. To identify and quantify exhaust species that may serve as indicators of the effectiveness of
new jet engine or jet engine component designs and thus help evaluate the efficiency of
design options in minimizing the production of undesirable exhaust components while
maximizing the fuel efficiency, reliability and durability of advanced engines.
It is the committee's judgment that the first level of motivation, as defined above, is the
overriding criterion for selecting both prospective exhaust species measurement targets and engines
and/or engine components for testing. To evaluate which gaseous exhaust species have the
potential to significantly impact global and/or latitudinal stratospheric chemistry, the committee has
communicated with the HSRP/AESA Models and Measurements Committee (see letter to M. K.
W. Ko, Appendix A) to request help in confirming the anticipated impact of total nitrogen oxide
(NOy) deposition and in evaluating the possible impact of non-methane hydrocarbon (NMHC)
exhaust levels. Furthermore, to assess the potential global and latitudinal impact of exhaust
particulates (soot, sulfate, etc.) on both the direct stratospheric particle albedo and on the
availability of condensation nuclei for sulfuric acid aerosols (SAA) and polar stratospheric cloud
(PSC) formation, we have requested additional input from the Stratospheric Aerosol Science
Committee (see letter to R.P. Turco, Appendix A).
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The second level of motivation for setting exhaust measurement priorities is to measure exhaust
species that may participate in plume/wake chemistry or in condensation processes which affect
either the chemical speciation or altitude profile of the deposited gases in a manner that is
significant at the global or latitudinal corridor level. To date several potentially important
plume/wake phenomena have been identified (Miake-Lye et al., 1991), but none has been shown
conclusively to affect the larger scale phenomena. While work continues on these potential effects
under the direction of the Exhaust Plume/Aircraft Wake Vortex Committee, possible plume/wake
effects must play a secondary role in setting exhaust measurement priorities at this point.
The third level of priority is how well the exhaust measurements to provide feedback
information to the engine combustor designers. For instance, while the engine research
community already routinely utilizes NOx and Society of Automative Engineers (SAE) smoke
number measurements to characterize exhaust properties, it is conceivable that real-time total NOy,
NOy speciation, or detailed particle characterization measurement technology, which may be
developed and deployed as part of the HSRP/AESA exhaust measurement programs would
produce information useful for fine-tuning engine or engine component design or for selecting
between alternative design approaches. The engine design and testing community has not yet
determined if such measurements would indeed be useful. The committee will keep this question
before the engine designers and will use any positive response as a third level of priority for setting
HSRP/AESA exhaust properties' measurements.
The focus of the AESA study is the potential effects of these emissions on the stratosphere. As
such, measurements and estimates of engine emissions under stratospheric cruise conditions are
most pertinent to the needs of AESA. However, stratospheric aircraft will climb out of the
troposphere with engines operating under higher thrust conditions relative to cruise and begin to
descend out of the stratosphere again with different power settings. The Emissions Scenarios
Committee (D.J. Wuebbles, chair) is considering such detailed flight profiles, and emissions
estimates will be required for all engine conditions during which emissions are deposited in the
stratosphere. Particularly NOy emissions, and perhaps total hydrocarbons (THC) and soot, will
depend on the combustor operating pressure and temperature. Although not directly relevant to
stratospheric effects, emissions during takeoff, climb out, and the perhaps lengthy required
overland subsonic cruise could also vary considerably. Clearly, the measurements discussed in
this report will need to be carded out for a range of experimental parameters corresponding to
relevant engine operating conditions.
Stratospheric Chemical Families and Jet Engine Exhaust Components
Atmospheric chemists engaged in analyzing the chemistry of stratospheric ozone have
discovered that the concept of "chemical families" or closely connected classes of chemical species
is very useful in understanding the photochemistry of the stratosphere. For instance, while much
of their concern is focused on ozone, 03, the stratospheric chemistry community has learned that
they need to consider the odd oxygen (O + 03) chemical family. This is because O and 03
interconvert so rapidly that a sink for atomic oxygen, O, leads directly to a loss of 03.
Other chemical families of critical importance in the stratosphere are NOx (NO + NO2), NOy
(NO + NO2 + NO3 + N205 + HNO3 + HOONO2 + C1ONO2 + organic nitrates), CIOx (CI + CIO
+ CIOO + OCIO), BrOx (Br + BrO + OBrO), HOx (H + OH + HO2), COx (CO + CO2) and SOx
(SO + SO2 + SO3 + HSO3 + H2SO4). Of course there are some "intermarriages" which connect
families, i.e., CIONO2 connects NOx and C1Ox and HOC1 connects HOx and C1Ox. Water vapor,
H20, and hydrogen peroxide, H202, can be viewed as sources and/or reservoirs of HOx species.
Another common family identified in atmospheric chemistry studies, the non-methane
hydrocarbons (NMHC), is composed of all hydrocarbon compounds with two or more carbon
atoms and their partially oxidized degradation products.
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Not all potential members of a given family will be emitted at significant levels by HSCT
engines. For instance• the hot HSCT exhaust will supply a limited number of NOy compounds:
NO, NO2, and possibly HNO3. However, the other NOy compounds will evolve as theexhaust
mixes with stratospheric air and is exposed to photochemical oxidation processes, white not
stricdy a chemical family, condensed phase particulates and aerosols are now known to play a
major role in stratospheric chemistry and the potential impact of HSCT exhaust particles on
stratospheric properties must also be considered.
The lower stratospheric chemical families for which significant levels of potential HSCT
exhaust emissions may be expected and a discussion of their possible impact on stratospheric
chemistry are presented below.
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx, NOy)
The principal documented perturbation of a projected HSCT fleet at global or latitudinal
corridor scales is to the lower stratospheric NOy content (Johnston, et al., 1989; Johnston• et al.•
1991" Dou lass et al, 1991) Whether or not this additional NOy causes a significant reduction
• g , . . _ .
in the Ox (O + 03) content of the lower stratosphere depends strongly on the chemical model
utilized. Traditional homogeneous gas-phase photochemistry models (Johnston, et al., 1989;
Douglass, et al., 1991) indicated a significant 03 reduction for large HSCT fleets, while models
that include heterogeneous conversion of N205 to HNO3 on sulfuric acid aerosols (SAA)
(Weisenstein et al., 1991; Bekki et al., 1991) indicate no major Ox loss. Peter et al., (1991) do,
however• present model results that indicate that a 600-plane HSCT fleet operating at 22 km in
typical northern hemisphere aviation routes could lead to a doubling of polar stratospheric cloud
(PSC) levels above the Arctic during the December to March polar ozone depletion season. This
effect is due to the increase in NOy, specifically HNO3, generated by emissions from this
hypothetical fleet and could significantly increase ozone depletion because of the consequential
increases in active chlorine levels. Thus, the most obvious and highest priority for the
HSRP/AESA exhaust measurement program is to ensure that total projected HSCT engine NOy
output is carefully measured.
Thermochemical and chemical kinetic considerations limit significant potential nitrogen oxide
engine exhaust exit plane species to NOx (NO + NO2) plus a possibility of minor levels of HNO3.
Nitric oxide is likely to comprise 90+ %, NO2 0.1 to -10 % and HNO3 < 0.1% of a typical HSCT
exhaust at the nozzle exit plane. However, chemistry inside traditional sampling probes may
convert significant amounts of NO to NO2 and NO2 to HNO3. Thus, great care must be exercised
to ensure all NO.y is properly measured. For example• conventional catalytic or photolytic NO2
converters used m chemiluminescence systems will not convert HNO3 to NO. Proven total NOy
and/or reliable individual measurements of NO, NO2, and HNO3 are judged to be necessary to
ensure the NOy output of prototype HSCT engines or engine components is well characterized.
Particulates
Particulates from the HSCT fleet exhaust may add significantly to the total particle burden of
affected portions of the stratosphere, particularly in the periods between major volcanic erupt!ons.
The emitted particulates are primarily submicron soot particles. Some particulate sulfate (either
formed from the fuel sulfur content or entrained with the combustion/bypass airstream) is also
thought to be present• but whether this is deposited on the surface of the soot or formed into
separate sulfate particles is unknown at this time. The same uncertainty applies to any condensed
metal oxides formed by oxidation of either engine components or the fuel's trace metal content
(primarily from fuel processing and handling since no metal additives are expected in HSCT fuels).
As noted above, two possible particulate related effects from HSCT exhaust are possible: 1) the
scattering/absorption properties of the normal background sulfate aerosol are modified by the
addition of the HSCT soot, most of which may eventually be incorporated into ambient sulfate
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aerosol;2) theHSCTexhaustparticlesmaysupplyadditionalcondensationnucleiwhich leadto
significantnewaerosolformationin theaffectedportionsof thestratosphere(includingtheaircraft
wake),in turn affectingboth thenumberdensityof aerosolsandtheir sizedistribution. Gaseous
SOxemissionswill alsocontributeto the aerosolloadingof the stratosphere,onceconvertedto
condensedsulfate(seeSulfurOxidesSOxbelow).
In referenceto thissecondeffect,wedoknowthatapparentlyonly 1 - 2% of freshly produced
soot from jet fuel combustion can nucleate water vapor at levels of supersaturation (-1%) typical of
the atmosphere (Hallett et al., 1989; Hudson et al., 1991; Pitchford et al., 1991). However, we do
not know what fraction can nucleate SAAs or PSCs under stratospheric conditions, or how
chemical reactions in the plume and wake or the stratosphere itself affect the level of active
condensation nuclei.
It is apparent that the stratospheric chemistry and aerosol physics community is not yet
prep.ared to specify what level of HSCT exhaust particulate might significantly perturb the impacted
portions of the lower stratosphere. It may be necessary to provide a much more complete
characterization of prospective HSCT exhaust particulates (mass loading, size distributions,
surface composition and reactivity, bulk composition, water, and acid nucleation properties---see
Stratospheric Aerosol Science Committee Report, Appendix A) before that community is able to
predict the deposition level that would trigger a significant stratospheric response.
Sulfur Oxides (SOx)
The stratosphere contains a great deal of SOx, some in the gas phase, primarily as SO2 or
H2SO4 vapor, and more in the condensed phase as sulfuric acid aerosol. The lower stratospheric
SOx burden is periodically increased dramatically by a major volcanic eruption such as El Chichon
or Mount Pinatubo. The SOx added by an HSCT fleet is not expected to dramatically increase
ambient stratospheric SOx levels; however, Hofmann (1991) has suggested that the current
commercial aircraft fleet may be adding measurable levels of SOx to the lower stratosphere's
intervolcanic background, which eventually contributes to the sulfate aerosol loading.
Even if this global stratospheric SOx impact is real and exacerbated by the HSCT fleet, it does
not necessarily dictate exhaust SOx ( SO2, SO3, H2SO4) measurements, since the total level of
exhaust SOx output can be predicted from fuel sulfur content, and since all SOx emitted to the
stratosphere forms H2SO4 on a reasonably short time scale. On the other hand, SOx speciation in
the exhaust and wake may well impact the plume and wake conversion of inactive soot particles to
active condensation nuclei (Miake-Lye et al., 1991), while H2SO4 vapor may induce new particle
formation in the plume via H2SO4/H20 binary homogeneous nucleation (Turco, R.P., private
communication, 1992).
Non-Methane Hydrocarbons (NMHC)
Non-methane hydrocarbons in HSCT exhaust would arise from unburned or partially oxidized
fuel and lubricant compounds. Their potential impact on lower stratospheric chemistry arises from
the possible formation of organic nitrate or peroxynitrate compounds, R-O NO2,
R-OO NO2 or R-C(O)OO NO2, where R is a hydrocarbon fragment. These compounds are
known to sequester a significant level of NOy in some regions of the troposphere and would be
much more stable against thermochemical decomposition in the colder stratosphere. However, it is
unlikely that advanced HSCT engines will emit large enough levels of NMHC to significantly
perturb stratospheric NOy speciation. Preliminary results using the AER model (see Appendix A)
indicate that estimates of NMHC impact on ozone depletion through peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN)
chemistry are negligible. Some exhaust emission measurements may need to be performed on
HSCT combustors in order to conclusively demonstrate that the expected range of NMHC
emissions falls below the threshold of significant effects.
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Hydrogen Oxides (HOx) and Related Species
Water vapor, H20, will be a major exhaust component added to the stratosphere by an HSCT
fleet. The level of H20 in the plume and wake will be much higher than the ambient stratosphere,
leading to condensation (contrail formation) under some conditions. Exhaust water vapor does not
need to be measured, since it can be accurately calculated from fuel consumption.
Exhaust hydroxyl levels (OH) are not high enough and the lifetime of OH is too short to affect
the bulk stratosphere, but plume and wake levels of NO2, HNO3, SO3, and H2SO4 are determined
by OH-induced chemistry (Miake-Lye et al., 1991). These species, in turn, may affect soot
condensation nucleation processes. Exhaust OH will also drive NO2 to HNO3 conversion in
exhaust sampling probes. Such issues motivate the measurement of exhaust OH levels. High
levels of exhaust HOx may lead to significant amounts of hydrogen peroxide (H202). H202 is a
powerful oxidant in condensed phase systems and may cause substantial oxidative activation of
soot CCN or enhanced oxidation of SO2 to sulfuric acid. Hydrogen peroxide can also trigger
heterogeneous HOx chemistry, which can oxidize NO to NO2 and HONO, and NO2 to HNO3,
(Gradel and Weschler, 1981). Furthermore, dissolved H202 directly converts HNO2 to HNO3
(Lee and Lind, 1986).
Other Exhaust Pollutant Species
Other significant exhaust pollutant species include COx (CO + CO2), methane (CH4), and
nitrous oxide (N20). There are such large fluxes of CH4, CO2, and N20 into the stratosphere
from the troposphere that prospective HSCT exhaust additions are negligible. Carbon monoxide is
transported into the stratosphere from the troposphere and produced in situ (along with CO2) from
methane and NMHC oxidation at much higher levels than that expected from HSCT exhaust
deposition. None of these HSCT exhaust emissions are currently expected to significantly impact
the chemistry of the plume/wake or the bulk stratosphere.
There is some interest in measuring CO2 as an internal exhaust concentration standard, so that
measurements of individual species can be better referenced to combustion fuel burn, supporting a
representative measurement of the total emissions. Like H20, accurate CO2 levels can be predicted
from fuel consumption. Measurements of total hydrocarbons (THC) may be a surrogate for
NMHC measurements if the methane component can be separately accounted for.
The motivations for measuring species in relevant chemical families are summarized in Table 1,
where estimated emission levels or estimated perturbations to the atmospheric composition are
compared with background levels when these are known.
SPECIES MEASUREMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the preceding criteria and discussion of chemical families, a set of priorities for
species measurements can be formulated. The global or latitudinal impact (criterion 1) is given the
highest priority, since significant stratospheric effects are expected to follow directly from such
perturbations. Plume and wake effects (criterion 2) are given second priority until global
implications of these effects are better understood. Engine development criteria (criterion 3) do not
motivate additional measurements at present, but the current list of measurements may prove useful
to this end.
First Priority - The In'st priority species measurements include NOy and particulate
measurements.
NOy. NOy has been the emission of central concern because of its potential catalytic
destruction of ozone, and a definite, conclusive measurement of the total amount of NOy emitted
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from enginedevelopmentalrigs is required. An absolutemeasurementof NOy is essentialto
quantify its emissionlevel to 20% usingexistingchemiluminescencetechniques,which convert
NOy to NO followed by titrationwith 03. In doingso,it is essentialto resolveanyoutstanding
questionsinvolving the samplingtechnique,suchaspartial conversionof NO2 to HNO3 by
reactionwith OH in the samplingsystem. It is anticipatedthat thechemiluminescentechnique,
with anyimprovements,will becomea"gold standard"tojudgeothermethods.Therecommended
emissionsmeasurementsmustimplementthischemiluminescencemethodin awayconsistentwith
that usedby the atmosphericcommunity so that direct correspondencescan bemadebetween
engineemissionmeasurementsandatmosphericmeasurements.
Themeasurementof NOy is considered sufficiently critical that the committee felt that a second
independent redundant measurement must be employed. The species in the NOy family expected
in the engine exhaust (NO, NO2, and HNO3) must be measured redundantly to account for the
complete N0y emission. By making correspondences between the measured values obtained using
distinct techniques, a complete and accurate NOy emission measurement will be ensured.
Redundant measurement techniques would not have to be as accurate as the chemiluminescent
"gold standard," but it would have to be sufficiently accurate to validate the chemiluminescent
technique. It was felt that this measurement should be spectroscopic, probably differential
absorption, to avoid processes competing with fluorescence.
In making these redundant measurements, the temporal and spatial averaging inherent to the
different techniques will not necessarily be the same. An important part of the reduction and
analysis of such data will be to account for effects due to different temporal and spatial responses.
This will be required to reconcile redundant measurements and, perhaps most importantly, provide
a representative measure of the total emissions. Reconciling line-of-sight optical measurements
with point extractive probe sampling is particularly difficult due to their extreme spatial averaging
disparity.
Particulates. Paniculate measurements are motivated by the role of heterogeneous chem-istry
on the chemical balance in the stratosphere. While heterogeneous effects are expected to be major,
understanding of these processes is still evolving and the role of aircraft engine particulate
emissions, in particular, has yet to be well defined. To bound the potential impact, a soot emission
index and total particle number densities are required. This must be done for the new combustor
concepts, (lean-premixed-prevaporized, LPP, and rich-burn/quick-quench/lean-burn, RQL),
because the number density and size distribution of carbonaceous (soot) particulates could be very
different for these two concepts, with both differing from conventional combustors. Thus, it
would be difficult to infer the emissions from measurements from current combustors. The total
number density is considered the most critical factor, since the residence time in the stratosphere is
sufficiently long that most particles would eventually become active aerosol condensation nuclei.
A measurement of the total mass of particulates is recommended at a high priority. This
straightforward measurement will provide the total atmospheric burden of particulates. Such a
measurement would provide a check on experiments that simultaneously determine the size
distribution and total number density (see later discussion). The Stratospheric Aerosol Science
Committee (see Appendix A) recommends that trace metal emissions also be measured at a high
priority. However, the Engine Exhaust Emissions Measurement Committee assigns a second
priority to these and other more detailed characterizations of the particulate emissions, based on the
need for a better bounding of their global impact.
Second Priority- Speciation of the NOy and SOx families, detailed characterization of
particulates, measurement of OH, and calibration using CO2 measurements
are ranked as the next highest priority.
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NOy Speciation. The complete and accurate measurement of NOy requires quantifying the
contributions from all non-negligible species in the chemical family. The detailed NOy speciation,
i.e., partitioning into NO, NO2, and HNO3 once measured and summed to give the total emission,
is generally not important as input to global models, since photochemical equilibrium will be
established based on the total NOy emission if there are no other chemical changes. Such other
changes may occur, however, through condensation and heterogeneous processes in the plume and
wake. Thus, the detailed speciation, potentially extractable from the measurements required for
global impact, is recommended to provide data for understanding the evolution behind the aircraft,
which may depend on operating conditions (e.g., supersonic cruise vs subsonic climb or cruise).
Ideally this will be done with the same spectroscopic technique that gives the redundant total NOy
measurements.
Particulates. The detailed characterization of the particulate emissions includes measurement of
particle size distributions, as well as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice nuclei (IN)
activities. These properties may change due to chemical processing in the atmosphere, both in the
plume and wake and later as the emissions are mixed to global scales. The particle size distribution
is potentially important for modeling the plume and for determining the fraction of particles that are
removed from the stratosphere. A measurement of the size distribution in conjunction with the
total number density can be compared with the independent experiment that measures total mass.
A measurement of the reactivity of particulates is considered more difficult, but sufficiently
important to warrant further study. An important question is what fraction of the soot and sulfate
particulates become active CCN and/or IN. There is a need for both characterization of the
emissions from engine developmental rigs and fundamental experiments to understand the chemical
evolution processes.
SOx Speciation. Condensation and heterogeneous chemistry is intimately linked to sulfate
aerosol and gaseous SOx concentrations. The AESA Statospheric Aerosol Science Committee
(R. Turco, chair) has specifically requested measurements to determine SOx partitioning into SO2
and SO3/H2SO4 (see Appendix A). Since all the fuel sulfur is emitted as some SOx species, the
total SOx emission can be quantified by measuring the fuel sulfur. However, if condensation and
heterogeneous chemistry is to be followed, particularly immediately behind the aircraft in the wake
or in flight corridors, the individual constituents must be measured separately at the engine exit
plane to account for their chemical effects. A measurement of SO3 to 0.1 ppm would allow
validation of models that predict the SOx speciation at the exit plane.
Non-Methane Hydrocarbons. The measurement of this class of species is given second
priority because these species emission rates are small and relatively well known. On the other
hand, the background concentration of these species is negligible, so they represent a large
perturbation. Non-methane hydrocarbons are not expected to significantly affect the gas-phase or
heterogeneous processes implicated in ozone destruction for the anticipated THC emissions of
EI(cI-h) = 0.2. A measurement of this El is necessary to be sure NMHC's role is negligible.
The methane component of THC is typically larger than the NMHC component (Spicer et al.,
1992). The largest NMHC emissions are in the form of ethene, propene, acetylene, formaldehyde,
and acetaldehyde. Thus, a bound can be placed on the NMHC concentrations by measuring THC
accurately using a flame ionization detector (FID). It was recommended that the measurement of
THC be undertaken to 1 ppm C to place a bound on the NMHC.
OH Radical Concentration. The hydroxyl radical present at the engine exit plane drives the
oxidative processing of NOy and SOx in the engine plume and the aircraft wake. Its concentration
and lifetime are too small to influence global stratospheric chemistry directly, so its potential impact
is through local effects in the plume and wake that modify the net emissions deposited in the
atmosphere. Its measurement is recommended at the engine exit plane at the 0.1 ppm level.
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C02 Calibration. As a major combustion product, the CO2 concentration is well known from
the stoichiometry of the combustion process in a combustor optimized for efficient fuel use. Thus,
measurement of CO2 is not necessary for its own sake but it provides a valuable calibration
measurement which can serve as an internal reference for other trace gas emissions. Calibration
and establishing correspondences between measurements made with different techniques will be a
major part of the recommended measurement program, and CO2 is included here as a second
priority measurement to help ensure that a representative total emission measurement is made.
SPECIES MEASUREMENTS AND MEASUREMENT VENUES
While flame tube experiments are showing promising results and combustor and engine cycle
development is advancing under NASA's HSR Program, complete HSCT engines will not be
available during the lifetime of the AESA studies. Thus, the best estimates of the emissions
performance of the engines for this proposed supersonic stratospheric fleet will be obtained from
1) experiments in fundamental combustion apparatuses at the planned operating conditions, 2)
developmental flame tube and combustor rigs at NASA and its industrial HSRP partners' facilities,
and 3) surrogate advanced cycle engines that have thermodynamic behavior similar to that planned
for the HSCT engines, even though their combustors may not be optimized for low emission
performance as the future engines will. Measurements using these surrogate engines will be useful
for following the chemical evolution of the emissions after they leave the combustor, as they flow
toward the exit plane of the engine. Their utility to HSRP depends on knowing the emissions
performance of their combustors, as compared to the HSRP combustors, and being able to reliably
account for turbine/nozzle processes as the emissions are scaled from current technology to that
being developed under HSRP.
The species measurements recommended above are not necessarily appropriately measured at
all of the measurement venue types. Chemistry continues in the hot exhaust gases as they pass
through the turbine sections and nozzle, so that chemical families' speciation and particulate
properties may be significantly different at the combustor exit versus the engine exit and may
depend sensitively on engine operation conditions. On the other hand, neither NOy, soot, nor SOx
are produced downstream of the combustor so combustor or flame tube measurements of total
chemical family emissions are meaningful--particularly since these facilities are currently available
and represent the technology planned for the proposed engines.
NOy. The absolute measurement of the total NO), emission is appropriately made at all of the
measurement venue types. Multiple measurements otthe total NOy emission index would increase
confidence in its accuracy. Speciation of the NO), may evolve as oxidation of NO produces NO2
and perhaps HNO3. Thus, to provide initial conditions for plume and wake modeling,
measurement of individual NO species is necessarily done at the engine exit plane. FundamentalY
experiments to understand the chemical evolution in the engine and in any measurement device
(e.g., sampling probe) are also important to an accurate absolute NOy measurement.
Particulates. While particle oxidation may proceed after the combustor and agglomeration may
change particle size distributions, total particulate masses and number densities at the combustor
exit need to be quantified. Cloud condensation nuclei and ice nuclei properties are appropriately
measured at the engine exit or by simulating their chemical history to that point or beyond in
fundamental experiments.
SOx Speciation. A measurement of the individual SOx species must be done after the chemical
processing occurring in the turbine and nozzle is complete. A comparison of the total SOx and the
fuel sulfur would provide verification that the total sulfur emission is being accounted for.
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NMHC. Since the measurement of NMHC is simply to place an upper bound on the EI,
measurement at any and all of the measurement venue types is called for.
OH Radical Concentration. This reactive radical's concentration will be changing quickly as
the gases flow through the engine, so measurement at the engine exit is needed to provide initial
conditions for subsequent chemical processing. (OH levels at the combustor exit would allow
quantitative estimation of the chemical processing occurring in the engine, but this is a much lower
priority measurement to be considered only if the instrumentation developed for an engine exit
measurement is available.)
C02 Calibration. Calibration is essential for all measurement venues so, when CO2
measurement can aid in this task, it should be measured.
This discussion of measurement venues and the species measurements that are appropriate for
each of them is summarized in Table 2. The first priority measurements are highlighted in
boldface, while the next most important class of measurements is italicized.
DIRECTORY OF MEASUREMENT VENUES
Background
The Engine Exhaust Emissions Workshop included a session on measurement venues. The
objective of this session was to assemble information on measurement venues such as flame tubes,
combustor rigs, and gas turbine engines, where measurements of important exhaust gas
constituents could be made over the next several years. Specific documents that were generated
include:
• A brief description of each of the candidate venues with discussion of its advantages and
disadvantages.
• A catalog of available venues at _veral test facilities.
Additionally, recommended measurement venues for near-term research programs and test
issues were discussed.
Descriptions of Test Venues
Test venues are divided into six categories:
• Flame Tubes
• Sector Combustor Rig
• Annular Combustor Rig
• Current Engine
• Advanced Engine
• HSCT Engine
As of mid-1992, all HSCT combustor development is being done in flame tube rigs. Testing
of larger sector combustors is starting in early 1993, and annular testing will not occur before
1995. These venues are described below.
Flame Tubes
A flame tube is a small-scale, simplified prototype combustor that simulates the salient features
of an actual gas turbine combustor. Flame tubes are being used for early development of new
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combustorconceptssuchas therich-burn/quick-quench/lean-burn(RQL) and lean-premixed-
prevaporized(LPP)combustorsbeingdevelopedfor futureHSCTaircraft.
Theflametubeconsistsof a smallburner,typically mountedin a6 in. to 10in. pipe,asshown
in Figure1. High-pressurecombustionair suppliedfrom aremotecompressorfacility is preheated
to realistic combustorinlet temperaturesby indirect-fixed or electrical heaters. For a realistic
simulation of projectedHSCT engine combustorinlet conditions at supersoniccruise, inlet
temperatureshouldbe1200*F,pressureshouldbe150to 200psia,andexit temperatureshouldbe
between2800"Fand3500"F. Primarymeasurementsmadein flame tubesincludegassamplesto
evaluatecombustionefficiency, carbonmonoxide and carbondioxide (using nondispensive
infrared,NDIR), unburnedhydrocarbons(usingflameionizationdetection,FID), andNOx(using
chemiluminescence).Metal temperatures(thermocouples)and pressuredistributions arealso
measuredroutinely.
Theflametubeprovidesasmall,relativelylow costvehicleto conductinitial developmenttests
of new combustorconcepts.The simplified flowfield andsmall sizeof theflame tubesimplify
measurementof emissions.
On theotherhand,optical accessto thecombustoris difficult to obtain dueto the high test
pressuresandtemperatures.Flametubetest facilities areoftencramped,dusty,hot, and noisy.
Anotherconcernis that flame tubesdonot accuratelysimulatepracticalcombustorcooling and
pilotingdesignfeaturesthatcouldaffectemissionsfrom anenginecombustor.Further,theeffects
of combustorproductsexpansion,whichoccursin theturbineof anactualengine,arenotproperly
simulated.Theseeffectscould includeparticleburnoutandchangein, for example,distributionof
NOx species.
Sector Combustor Rig
A gas turbine combustor typically consists of a 360 degree ring containing 18 to 30 fuel
injectors, as shown in Figure 2. A sector combustor is a full-scale portion of the combustor
containing three to six fuel injectors, as shown in Figure 3. The sector combustor rig uses
compressor facilities and air heaters similar to those used with flame tubes, except that higher
airflow capability is required. Representative inlet and exit temperatures and pressures are used.
Sector tests are used for early combustion system development. Use of sectors reduces hardware
and test costs for early development. Sectors are also used for very high pressure combustor tests
(up to 600 psia) to reduce airflow requirements, which affect compressor facility costs.
Sector combustors are more representative than fame tubes in that they accurately simulate all
important combustor design features. However, test costs are significantly higher and more
detailed measurements may be required to adequately represent the more complex sector combustor
flowfield. As with the flame tube, turbine effects are not properly simulated.
Annular Combustor Rig
An annular combustor rig (Figure 4) is designed to accommodate an actual engine combustor.
The annular rig provides essentially the same information as the sector. The primary advantages of
the annular rig are that it exactly duplicates the engine flowpath, eliminates concerns about the
effects of secondary flows, which occur adjacent to the section sidewalls, and provides a larger
statistical sample.
Disadvantages of annular rig tests are that they are expensive, and operating pressures are often
limited due to air supply facility limitations.
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Tests of Current Engines
In all rig tests, the combustor is operated without an engine compressor and turbine. This
provides capability to independently vary airflow, fuel flow, pressure, and temperature to the
combustor in order to easily simulate a wide range of engine operating conditions. However, none
of the rig tests reproduce the time-temperature history of combustion products as they pass through
the turbine. To adequately assess effects of chemical reactions that may occur in the turbine, it is
necessary to conduct a full engine test.
Factory engine tests also are conducted in large test cells such as the one illustrated in Figure 5.
Test cells are generally designed to provide ambient temperature and pressure inlet conditions.
However, several test cells are available that can also simulate the reduced pressures and
temperatures encountered during high-altitude cruise. Current engines which operate at inlet
temperatures of up to 1100*F and pressures up to 450 psia, and turbine inlet temperatures up to
2700"F are routinely tested by engine manufacturers. Provisions are available for mounting gas
sampling rakes at the engine exhaust (Figure 6).
Advantages of current eng!nes is that they are widely available and they do reproduce turbine
effects on exhaust gases reacuons. However, the combustion systems in current engines are not
representative of future HSCT engines, and combustor inlet and exit temperatures are generally
100*F to 200*F lower than HSCT values. Engine tests are also considerably more expensive than
rig tests.
Advanced High Temperature Engine Tests
A few advanced military product and demonstrator engines operate at combustor temperatures
comparable with projected HSCT engines. These engines would properly represent the HSCT
turbine conditions. However, these engines do not have combustors representative of an HSCT,
and tests are expensive and are not conducted frequently.
HSCT Engine
First tests of an HSCT-type engine having the correct combustion system and operating
temperatures are not scheduled until 1998.
Catalog of Test Venues
Appendix B lists available test venues based on input from participants at the workshop. This
information is meant to serve as a resource for atmospheric scientists who are planning programs
that would benefit from combustion rig or engine measurements. The catalog is only a guide to
help identify test opportunities. The test organization must be contacted to discuss specific
programs.
Generally, costs will be lower if programs can "piggy-back" on existing test programs.
Ideally, measurements taken on a noninterference basis could be obtained at no cost to the
proposed programs. However, experience has shown that true piggy-back tests are very difficult
to achieve. As a minimum, one man-month of engineering support from the test organization will
be required for coordination of measurements with planned test activities. Delay of tests to set up
instrumentation and increased test time to take measurements will lead to additional costs. The
level of costs is indicated qualitatively in the catalog. For rough estimates, "low" is less than
$5,000, "medium" is $5,000 to $25,000, and "high" is up to $70,000.
The catalog also contains remarks with regard to instrumentation access and other special
considerations.
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Contactsfor eachof the venues are provided. If tests axe to be conducted at one of the facilities
listed, it is imperative that contact is made to agree on the scope of testing and to develop firm cost
estimates before a proposal is submitted.
Recommended Test Venues
The consensus of the workshop participants was that simple laboratory burners operated at
inlet pressures and temperatures representative of HSCT combustor inlet conditions should be used
for instrument development, evaluation of sampling probe influence on sample composition, and
redundant measurements of species using different instruments. Flame tube rigs should be used to
compare advanced combustor concept NOx and particulate characteristics with those of current
combustors at HSCT combustor operating conditions.
Understanding effects of chemical reactions in the turbine and nozzle was given as lower
priority. Turbine effects at representative conditions could be evaluated independently by
comparing annular rig test results with advanced engine test results, but such a program would be
expensive and difficult to coordinate. Analysis of particle burning and continued gas-phase
reactions in the turbine and nozzle would be more cost-effective than tests for this purpose.
Issues
Specific issues that were raised at the workshop included the following:
• Even with piggy-back tests, costs for setup, test coordination, and test delays could be
substantial.
The catalog of venues is not all-inclusive. Flame tubes are available at many universities
and industrial laboratories. The catalog only lists data provided by participants of the
workshop.
• The only truly valid test venue is the HSCT demonstrator engine. However, that engine
will not run until 1998.
• Optical access for flame tube tests is not routinely available. The effort of designing for
optical access, if required, should be considered carefully in planning programs.
Reconciliation of line-of-sight measurements with point measurements in the complex,
highly turbulent combustor flowfield is not straightforward and should be considered in
comparing different measurement techniques.
• Reconciliation of sample averaging effects (temporal as well as spatial) between various
optical methods and sample probe (extractive) measurements in complex, highly turbulent, reacting
flows is not straightforward and should be considered in comparing different measurement
techniques.
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
Overview
Measurement instrumentation for the priority exhaust species identified in the Species
Measurements and Measurement Venues section must function over a wide range of exhaust flow
temperatures and pressures associated with the range of likely measurement venues as identified
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thereandin Directoryof MeasurementVenuessection.Furthermore,for thefirst priority exhaust
speciesdesignatedin the Juneworkshop,the committeehasrecommendedthat two redundant
techniques,basedon different measurementprinciples,bedeployedduring initial measurement
campaignsin order to ensurethe reliable quantification of exhaustspecieswith the greatest
anticipatedatmosphericimpact.
This section presentsrecommendationsfrom the June workshop on both measurement
accuracyrequirementsandpotentialmeasurementtechniquescapableof meetingtheserequirements
for exhaustflows from venuessuchasflame tubes,combustorrigs, andsurrogateengines.For
several classesof priority species,the combustor developmentcommunity has previously
establishedandregularlyutilizesmeasurementtechniquesbasedonextractiveprobesfollowed by
exhaustspeciesanalysisschemes.As discussedbelow, theseexistingtechniquesaregenerally
recognizedto be basedon soundmeasurementprinciples and aregenerallyrecommendedfor
continueduse. However, for the mostcritical first priority measurementsthe committeealso
recommendsoptionsfor redundantnewmeasurementtechniqueswhich canvalidatetheexisting
techniques and, in many cases,expand the information gathered in ways valuable to the
HSRP/AESAeffort. It shouldbenotedthattherecommendednewmeasurementtechniquesare
not really novel or untested. In all casesthey havebeensuccessfullyutilized to measurethe
varioustargetspeciesin laboratoryand/oratmosphericexperimentalprograms,sometimesfor
years. However, they arenew in the sensethat they arenot routinely applied in gas turbine
combustoror engineexhaustmeasurementprograms.
First Priority Measurement of NOy
As discussed earlier, NOy denotes the sum of all nitrogen oxide species, excepting nitrous
oxide (N20), produced in the combustor and exhaust flow. On thermochemical grounds NO is• Y
expected to encompass only NO and NO2 at combustor or flame tube outlets, but may include
some HNO3 at the engine exhaust plane. Furthermore, chemistry inside sampling probes may
convert additional NO to NO2 and NO2 to HNO3. The standard technique for measuring exhaust
NOy assumes only NO and NO2 (NOx) are present in important quantities. After probe sampling,
NO2 is catalytically reduced to NO. Nitrogen oxide is quantified via its chemiluminescent (CL)
reaction with 03 (SAE, 1980a, EPA, 1973, 1972, and 1978). Several commercial instruments
operating on these principles are utilized by the gas turbine combustor community.
The committee's major concern is to ensure that the standard chemiluminescent techniques for
NOx is both accurate and inclusive, i.e., that no significant fraction of the NOy is missed due to
conversion to HNO3 or other NOy species in either the exhaust flow or sampling probe.
Historically, some attempts have been made to validate probe-sampled NOx measurements with
simultaneous optical (UV absorption) measurements of NO (McGregor et al., 1973; Few and
Lowry, 1981; Meinel and Krauss, 1978; Zabielski, et al., 1981). These studies have emphasized
the necessity of proper probe design in order to minimize NO chemical conversion during sampling
as well as the necessity of proper spectroscopic data analysis if an accurate intercomparison is to be
achieved. Agreement between the two techniques for laboratory burners can reach the 20-30%
level if care is taken with both techniques (Meinel and Krauss, 1978; Zabielski et al., 1981).
Based on the Engine Exhaust Emissions Workshop session on measurement techniques at the
June Workshop, the following recommendations are offered for the measurement of NOy
emissions:
° Improve the performance of the chemiluminescence technique by: a) establishing
conversion and specificity for NO2 and HNO3 (possibly using the photolysis of these
species to NO), b) measure probe loss of specific NOy. species (NO2, HNO3) or
interconversion among them that would affect measurements m engine or combustor tests,
and c) certify calibration standards.
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. Use a redundant, independent optical technique to verify chemiluminescence performance
in a dedicated test series. Candidate techniques include tunable diode laser (TDL)
absorption, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, and laser-induced
fluorescence (LIF).
3, Establish limits on the amount of HNO3 that could be produced at HSCT engine operating
conditions before reaching the nozzle exit plane through measurements in well-documented
reacting flow environments with NOx present. Either TDL or FTIR optical techniques or
wet chemistry/filters could be employed to establish such a limit.
A comparison of the estimated measurement requirements for NOy species and the detection
capabilities of the established chemiluminescent technique as well as ca-ndidate new techniques for
confirming measurements are shown in Table 3a.
First and Second Priority Particulate Measurements
As discussed earlier, the potential impact of soot and related exhaust particulate emissions on
the stratosphere and in the exhaust plume and wake are not yet fully defined but may be significant.
Based on these concerns, measurement of the total particulate El and number density have been
assigned a first priority, while the particulate size distribution and condensation nucleation
capabilities have been assigned a second priority.
The established particulate measurement technique, quantification of an SAE smoke number
(SAE, 1980b), can be related to a total particulate El. A recently developed aethalometer (Hanson
et al., 1982) promises to put measurement of soot-dominated particulate EIs on a more
reproducible basis. Soot emission number densities and size distributions can also be measured
using cloud chamber detection techniques, with the University of Missouri at Rolla's differential
mobility analyzer representing a state-of-the-art instrument for separating and detecting various
soot size fractions as well as investigating their water nucleation properties (Hagen et al., 1989).
While particle size distribution and condensation nucleation property measurements are a second
priority, it is encouraging to note that an integrated instrument such as the University of Missouri
apparatus can obtain this information in addition to measuring the first priority El and number
density requirements.
In summary, the recommendations for first and second priority particulate measurements from
the measurement techniques section at the June Workshop are:
1. Compare the established smoke meter measurements with the aethalometer.
2. Compare the smoke meter and aethalometer with the differential mobility analyzer,
considering the possibility of any loss or conversion in the sampling probe in detail.
3. Evaluate the use of wire impactor analysis embedded in the exhaust flow to resolve probe
sampling issues.
4. Make routine measurement of the total particulate number density with a standard
condensation nuclei (CN) counter.
, Perform condensation nucleation efficiency tests on exhaust particles using low
supersaturation ratio cloud chamber detectors in conjunction with CN counter
measurements of number density.
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Theexpectedparticulateloadingsfor boththeRQLandLPPoptionsfor theHSCTgasturbine
combustorarealsoshownin Table3aalongwith thecapabilitiesof themeasurementtechniques
discussedabove.
Second Priority Gaseous Species Measurements
While the measurement techniques working group at the June Workshop concentrated on
instrumentation for the first priority NOy and particulate measurements, it did consider
measurement options for second priority gaseous species including SOx (SO2, SO3), HC, OH,
and CO2 as a gaseous species internal calibration.
The alternate techniques considered are primarily optical and most have the option of being
applied either in an in situ manner without probe sampling or in an "extractive" mode, in line with
established probe sampling systems for NOx and other trace gases. If used in an in situ mode
most techniques are somewhat less sensitive and are dependent on adequate optical access to the
combustor test rig. Used in an extractive mode, care must be taken to avoid wall or other chemical
loss for the most reactive species including SO3 and OH.
Detection requirements in both surrogate engines and combustor/flame tube rigs are shown in
Table 3b along with estimated detection precisions for both established and new measurement
techniques. The most versatile new techniques would appear to be those based on infrared
spectroscopy, including tunable diode laser differential spectroscopy and Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy.
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
The measurement of trace species emitted from HSRP engine developmental rigs is an essential
part of the AESA study. Because the engines used to power the proposed HSCTs will not be
available during the course of AESA, these developmental rigs and available surrogate engines will
provide the only experimental basis for estimates of the expected emissions of these proposed
stratospheric vehicles. Priorities for exhaust trace species emissions measurements have been
established based on current understanding of homogeneous and heterogeneous stratospheric
chemistry and the following criteria, in order of importance:
1. Impact on key species or chemical families at global scales, including latitudinal regions.
2. Impact on chemistry, condensation, or altitude of deposition due to plume and wake
processes.
3. Evaluation of component design or criteria for design choices in HSRP combustor
development.
NOy plays a central role in the homogeneous and heterogeneous processes associated with
ozone destruction in the stratosphere and, as a significant trace constituent of engine exhaust,
becomes the prime species family for measurement. Its importance is considered so paramount
that redundant measurements are recommended particularly for this chemical family to ensure that it
is measured accurately and completely across the expected species (NO, NO2, and HNO3). The
detailed distribution among these species is important in understanding the initial chemical and
physical evolution of the wake, and the measurement of the NOy chemical speciation is given the
second highest priority.
Perturbations of the stratospheric aerosol loading have the potential to affect heterogeneous
chemistry, and the estimated impact of heterogeneous processes on stratospheric ozone grows
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larger as our understandingincreases. Particulateemissionsneedto be quantified to model
potentialHSCT effectsonheterogeneouschemistry. For this reason,thetotal particlemassand
particlenumberdensitymeasurementsaregivenatoppriority. Themoredetailedcharacterization
of theparticulateemissions,includingacompleteparticlesizedistributionandtheparticulatecloud
condensationuclei(CCN)andicenuclei(IN) activities,is givensecondpriority.
Thesulfuric acidaerosol(SAA) andsulfateaerosolcontributionsto the stratosphericaerosol
loadingdueto HSCTswill resultfrom condensationof SOxemissions.Theinitial condensation
kineticswill bedeterminedbytheoxidationof thefuel sulfurandits interactionwith watervapor
andcondensationucleiemittedfrom theengineor entrainedfrom theambientatmosphere.Thus,
the speciationof the SOx family is also placed in the secondpriority class. Similarly, OH
measurementsarerecommendedat this level since,asa reactiveradical,OH participatesin the
plume/wakeoxidationof SOxandNOv_andhelpsto determinetheir speciationimmediatelybehind"
anaircraft. Non-methanehydrocarbons(NMHC) do not appearto play a major role in ozone
destructionat currentlyexpectedemissionlevels,butmeasurementsareneededto placeanupper
boundon their level of emissionfrom developmentalrigs, sincemuchhigher levelscan interact
with NOy chemistrythroughorganicnitrates. Carbondioxide providesa usefulreferenceasa
maj.'orcombustionproduct,whichcanhelpto ensurethatrepresentativemeasurementsof thetotal
emissionof a givenspeciescanbemadereliably.
For each of these recommendedspeciesmeasurements,measurementvenue types are
recommendedin Table2. Speciesthatcontinueto reactasthey flow from the combustorto the
engineexitarebestmeasuredoncompleteengines.Conservedchemicalfamiliescanbemeasured
in combustor tests or in engines, even though their speciation may continue to evolve.
Fundamentallaboratoryexperimentsarerecommendedwhentheycanbeusedto provideadditional
insightonspecificchemistryor to aidin diagnosticdevelopment.
Measurementvenuesare catalogedin Appendix B and include entries on flame tubes,
combustorsectorrigs, full annularcombustorrigs, and currentenginesprovided by workshop
participants.Thecatalogis notall-inclusiveand,for flametubesin particular,otheruniversityand
industry measurementsmay be available. Simple laboratory combustion apparatusesare
recommendedfor instrumentdevelopment,resolvingquestionson the influenceof gassampling
on measurements,and calibrating species concentrations with redundant measurements.
Measurementsof NOx/NOy levels and paniculate characteristics from advanced-concept
combustorsshould be made in flame tube rigs for comparisonwith emission from current
combustorsoperatingat HSCTcombustorconditions.
Secondpriority speciationmeasurements(NOy, SOx) and characterizationof chemical-
evolving emissions(OH and paniculate reactivity, CCN, IN activities) can be evaluatedby
companngannularrig test resultswith thosefrom advancedenginetestsin lieu of full HSCT
engines. The costsand complexity of sucha measurementprogramsuggestthat analysisor
laboratorystudiesof turbine/nozzlegas-phasechemistryandparticlechemicalprocessingwouldbe
morecost-effectiveandshouldbetackledfirst.
Measurementrequirementsand suggestedmeasurementechniqueshavebeentabulatedfor
bothfirst andsecondpriority species.Bothcurrentlyestablishedtechniques(chemiluminescence,
CL, flameionizationdetection,FID, etc)andadditional,newapplicationsof opticalmeasurements
are recommendedfor the gaseousspecies. The additional techniqueswill allow redundant
measurementsof NOvasa first priority speciesandmoredetailedquantificationof thepartitioning
of theexhaustemissionsamongsecondpriority species.Particulatemeasurementechniquesare
recommendedwhich provide at least total massand numberdensity of soot emissions,and
additionalcharacterizationof secondpriority sootpropertiesusingagiventechniqueisconsidered
advatantageous.
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Redundant measurementof first priority species and the more detailed exhaust gas
characterizationpossiblewith therecommendedsecondpriority measurementswill provide the
basisfor accurateand reliable estimatesof the emissionsfrom the proposedHSCT aircraft.
SubsequentAESA assessmentmodelcalculationscanthenbebasedon themostcompleteemission
informationavailableandthuswill accuratelyreflect thechemicalperturbationto theatmosphere
potentiallycausedby futuresupersonicstratosphericaircraft.
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Table 2. Measurement Venue Types
Engines Combustors/Flame Tubes Fundamental Combustion
°
.
NO, NO2, HNO3
total NOy
(absolute measurement)
speciation
particulates
total mass
properties
Size distribution
reactivity
3. S02/S03, H2S04
4. OH
5. NMHC
6. C02
NO, NOa, NOx
total NOx
(absolute measurement)
particulates
total mass
Size distribution
NMHC?
C02
NO, NO2, HNO3
particulates
CCN, IN
Reactivity
C02
Bold face = First Priority
Italics = Second Priority
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Figure 2. CF6-50 combustor assembly.
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Figure 3. CF6-80 combustor exit instrumentation rakes mounted in five-cup sector-combustor test rig.
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Figure 4. Combustor test rig cross section.
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Figure 5. Development engine test cell cross section.
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Figure 6. Rake system mounted behind CFM56 engine.
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APPENDIX A
CORRESPONDENCE WITH STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL SCIENCE
AND MODELS & MEASUREMENTS COMMITTEES
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AERODYNE RESEARCH, Inc.
45 Manning Road
Billerica. Massachusetts 01821-3976
(508) 663-9500 Fax c5081 663-4918
ARI File No. 3806-001
29 April 1992
Prof. Richard P. Turco
University of California, Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1565
Re: Aerosol data for EETC Committee
Dear Prof. Turco:
The Engine Exhaust Trace Chemistry. Committee of the NASA HSRP/AESA met last week to
discuss priorities for new or additional engine measurements to be recommended to the AESA.
While the committee made considerable progress toward putting together a set of recommendations
--I will present a summary at the annual meeting in May--it became apparent that additional input
from your committee on Stratospheric Aerosol Science is required.
More specifically, justification of particulate measurements in engine or engine component
exhaust flows depends on identifying their most significant impact on stratospheric chemistry
and/or radiation transport. The EETC Committee would appreciate your comments on the following
issues, based on current understanding of aerosol chemistry:
. How do engine exhaust aerosols affect the radiation/chemical balance most significantly:
a. Direct scattering effects?
b. Aerosol-forming (CCN) properties?
u. At what level of emissions do engine particulates become important?
a. Is the significant emissions level measured in number density, total mass loading, or in
terms of the total particle size distribution?
b. What background/ambient levels represent the threshold criteria?
. What characterization of particulates is required?
a. Is soot the only important particulate emission (vs. metals, condensates, etc.)
b. What information is required about surface reactivity, CCN-activity, etc. for incorpora-
tion into existing models of particulate effects?
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We are beginning to plan for a workshop on emissions measurements to be held at LeRC on
24-25 June to which your committee will be expected to conmbute. However, on a more immediate
time-scale, we would hope that you could address these questions in your committee's meeting
at Virginia Beach and provide EETC with some direction for planning that workshop. In fact, if
any existing materials could help to refine our thinking before May 17 th, please bnng them to my
attention. I will give you a call in a few days to hear your thoughts on this interaction.
Sincerely,
Richard C. Miake-Lye /
Senior Systems Scientist
XC: F.L. Dryer, Princeton
R.W. Niedzwiecki. NASA LeRC
H.L. Wesoky, NASA Hq
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFOt_IA, LOS ANGELES
B£ALEI.EY • DAVIS • IRV1N1C • LOS ANGF..L_ . I_VI_K$1DIr • SAN DIECO • SAN FRANCISCO O
UCLA
SANTA BARBARA • SANTA CI_UZ
DI_ARTMENT OF ATMOSFHERIC SCIENCES
405 HILGA.KD AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Dr. Richard Stolarski
Laboratory for Planetary Atmospheres
Mail Stop 916
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771
June I, 1992
Dear Rich.
Attached is the summary report of the Stratospheric Aerosol
Science Committee (SASC) held at the second annual HSRP review
meeting in Virginia Beach. The committee discussions covered a number
of topics related to the HSRP program, including possible new aerosol
instrumentation, interactions between SASC and the engine test group,
and the development of heterogeneous chemistry parameterizations for
the atmospheric modeling teams. To summarize, the following
recommendations arose from the meeting:
1. The definition of soot emission rates, properties and
distributions in the stratosphere should be pursued. We suggest that
the wire impactor archive at Ames be analyzed for soot quantities, size
distributions and trends. The impaction efficiency of soot on the wires
should be calibrated through appropriate laboratory simulations.
2. In the upcoming engine tests, the following parameters should
be measured (the parameters are roughly ordered according to priority
within this subset):
Soot emission factor
Soot particle number (per gram of soot emitted, or CN/g)
Engine-soot trace metal signature
Sulfur oxide partitioning into SO2, and SO3/H2SO4.
If other resources are available, the following parameters could also be
measured:
Soot size distribution (#/cm3-micrometer)
Cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice nuclei {IN)
activity of the soot particles.
The soot mass emission measurements are relatively easy to make, and
soot is a unique product of aircraft activity that may be useful as a tracer
of dynamical processes. The sulfur oxide abundances are important in
determining the initial microphysical development of the contrail, which
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in turn may affect the longer term chemical impacts of the exhaust gases
and particulates.
3. Measurements of the composition of stratospheric particles are
needed to confirm existing theories of heterogeneous chemical processing
on these aerosols, and to apply laboratory data in an appropriate way to
the aircraft impact assessment. The committee was briefed on a new
measurement concept based on infrared spectroscopy, which offers a
possible real-tlme alrcraft-borne size-discriminatlng capability for
quantitatlvely determining the principal components of stratospheric
aerosols. We suggest that a proposal be solicited from the research team
involved. A subcommittee of SASC can review this and any other
instnm_entation proposals received by your office and make a
recommendation for action.
4. The evolving Mt. Pinatubo aerosols in the lower stratosphere
provide an enhanced analog of the sulfate aerosols produced by aircraft
exhaust, and thus offer the possibility for delimiting the potential
chemical effects of aircraft emissions. Accordingly, the volcanic aerosols
should be monitored in the following ways: i} periodic latitude transects
with an airbome lidar -- Browelrs lldar is ideal for this purpose: ii)
satellite horizontal and vertical distribution maps of aerosol extinction or
other parameters -- the SAGE system should be able to provide some of
this data operationally, particularly as the aerosols thin out, and nimbus
or other systems may yield important additional information; ill) ER-2
flight data to complement the lidar and satellite observations. The HSRP
could maintain a low profile in this regard, simply encouraging planned
field projects to collect relevant data. For studying the chemical effects of
Pinatubo aerosols, the SPADE mission is ideally suited. The HSRP might
also wish to co-sponsor a limited number of lidar flights and satellite
data analyses.
The volcanic aerosol data may be useful for defining the residence
times in. and transport rates between, the different regions of the
stratosphere (tropical, midlatitude, and polar}, and for calibrating the
lifetimes of materials in the lower stratosphere. The enhanced
heterogeneous chemistry that may be occurring on the Pinatubo aerosols
can be investigated to calibrate potential aircraft effects, and to constrain
chemistry models. The volcamc aerosol enhancement is I 0-100 times
the ambient level, which is large enough to speed up the sulfate aerosol
reactions to detectable rates even at low and middle latitudes: by
comparison, the aircraft sulfate aerosol perturbation is likely to be only
about 10-20% above ambient. Such in situ measurements should
provide an acid test of the chemical models being employed in the HSRP,
and of the applicability of laboratory data directly to stratospheric
conditions.
5. The SASC can interact with the HSRP modeling assessment
community in the following possible ways: by evaluating the
heterogeneous reaction rates presently adopted in photochemical models;
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by providing guidance on the use of laboratory data to define
stratospheric heterogeneous reaction rates: by specifying appropriate
parameterizations for heterogeneous reactions, including PSC properties
(appearance temperatures, surface areas and physical effects} and
reaction sticking coefficients under various conditions. The SASC can
participate in other related activities such as NASA's chemical kinetics
evaluation panel and the heterogeneous chemistry modeling initiative out
of Jack Kaye's office.
Attached is additional information on the SASC meeting, with a
statement pointing out the significance of aerosol-related research to the
HSRP. and a preliminary brief on the properties and effects of soot in the
stratosphere.
Sincerely,
Richard Turco
(for the Committee)
Cc: Committee Members, and Ex-Officio Members
P.S. I have attached a copy of a letter I received from Tony Hansen that
contains a more detailed description of soot measurement techniques
that might be used in the engine tests. Again, the priority of the
measurements is given in item 2 above.
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Report of the Stratospheric Aerosol Science Committee (SASC}
May 19. 1992, Virgln/a Beach, VA
The second meeting of SASC was held at the annual HSRP
conference in Virginia Beach. The following committee members were
present: D. Baumgardner, D. Blake, J. Dye, P. Hamill, A. Hansen, D.
Murphy, R. Pueschel, P. Whitefield, C. Wilson. and G. Yue. M. Prather,
R. Nledzwiecki, R. Oliver and R. Stolarski sat in, and a number of other
conference attendees participated in the discussions. Because of the
large attendance, the deliberations were less focused. A good part of the
discussion covered topics already resolved at the first SASC meeting, as
Sllmrnarized in an earlier report of that meeting. The major
recommendations that followed from the second meeting are summarized
in the preceding letter to Rich Stolarski. Several general issues that
arose concerning soot and other aerosols are addressed below. For
example, a focus on aerosols and aerosol measurements in the HSRP
needs to be Justified quantitatively. The significance of aerosol processes
is described below.
Rationale for Aerosol Measurements
The aerosol science committee discussed the reasons for carrying
out detailed measurements of the stratospheric aerosols in the High
Speed Research Program. The study of atmospheric chemistry and
microphysics has a well-established history of synergistic interactions
between laboratory studies, field experiments and modeling analyses.
Laboratory measurements provide fundamental data that define the
basic processes that may occur. Field experiments identify the key
processes and interactions that actually occur in the atmospheric
environment, including the variability introduced naturally. Models
provide a quantitative framework for integrating these key processes --
with laboratory data to establish the basic physics and chemistry, and
field data to validate the process interactions. A fully integrated model
can be used to predict effects that might occur as a result of an expected
or unexpected external or internal forcing, and to analyze incomplete
data sets to extend their useful application.
It has recently been recognized that heterogeneous chemical
reactions catalyzed by stratospheric particles lead to fundamental
changes in stratospheric composition. The most obvious manifestation
of heterogeneous effects is seen in the annual formation of the "ozone
hole" over Antarctica. The ozone hole chemistry involves polar
stratospheric clouds (PSCs} composed of nitric acid and water ices. More
recently, it has been found that the background sulfate aerosols, and the
related volcanic sulfate particles, also participate in important
heterogeneous reactions of nitrogen oxides leading to denoxiflcation.
Both the ice clouds causing the ozone hole and the sulfates causing
denoxiflcation are relevant to the impacts of aircraft exhaust on
stratospheric composition.
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The engine emissions of the proposed HSC-'T include water vapor.
nitrogen oxides and sulfur oxides, all of which contribute to aerosol
formation. The expected aerosol perturbations on a global scale are
expected to be small (see the summary, Stratospheric Soot: Sources,
Quantities and Effects. below). However. in many regions, the
accmnulation of water and NOx could enhance the probability of PSC
formation and chlorine activation. Concern centers on the Northern
Hemisphere high latitudes, where aircraft traffic will be particularly
heavy and the potential for anomalous chemistry is high. Both enhanced
sulfate aerosols and PSCs could contribute to the accelerating depletion
of ozone by chlorofluorocarbons detected recently, and which is expected
to persist for decades despite the Montreal Treaty to limit
chlorofluorocarbon production. Preliminary chemical modeling by
several groups demonstrates a substantial possible impact on the
stratosphere due to aerosol enhancement by the HSC'T. However. the
treatment of heterogeneous chemistry in these models is exceedingly
crude, and must be improved if credible assessments are to be carried
out.
The emission of soot into the stratosphere is apparently unique to
aircraft engines, and may have potentially important environmental
implications. The soot particles may act as freezing nuclei within sulfate
aerosols, hastening the onset of freezing of sulfate droplets in fall and
winter, accelerating the formation of PSCs, and enhancing the chlorine
activation and ozone depletions associated with these ice clouds. Soot
may also prove to be a useful tracer of the dynamics of the lower
stratosphere, leading to a clearer picture of the stratospheric lifetimes
and removal processes of aircraft exhaust products.
Previous studies of the stratospheric impact of high-altitude
aircraft were based almost exclusively on photochemical considerations.
Potential hazards to the ozone layer, although serious, were found to be
manageable. However, the suggestions of potentially important
heterogeneous chemical effects of aircraft remain largely unexplored, and
thus represent a major threat to any plan to deploy an HSCT fleet. The
HSRP is supporting laboratory research, field experimentation and
modeling analyses related to heterogeneous stratospheric chemistry.
This support is appropriate and Judicious. The Stratospheric Aerosol
Science Committee (SASC}, established by the HSRP, can contribute to a
sensible, focused aerosol research program.
Stratospheric Soot: Sources. Quant/ties and Effects
The effects of soot on the atmosphere were estimated during the
CIAP program in the early 1970's. In a subsequent paper, Turco et al. (d.,
Appl. Meteorol., 19, 78, 1980; see also Toon et al., NASA Ref. Publ.
1058, 1980) applied a more detailed rnlcrophysical model to quantify the
compositional and climatic effects of continuous high-altitude aircraft
flights. Turco et al. considered only the global-average effects, using a
sulfur dioxide emission factor of lg/kg, and a soot emission factor of 0.3
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g/kg with a total soot emission of 0,009 teragrams/year. By comparison,
the soot emission factor for the advanced HSCT is around 0.02 g/kg. In
recent measurements of background soot concentrations, abundances of
between 1-2 nanograms/m3 have been found in the stratosphere. This
amount of soot is consistent with an overall aerosol single scatter albedo
of about 0.99-0.98. which was observed independently. The estimated
emissions of soot by the proposed HSCT would likely double this
amount, averaged over the hemisphere. In flight corridors, the increase
could be as large as a factor of ten. A significant increase in the total
number of aerosol particles of all sizes could also occur. Because the
HSCT flies well into the stratosphere, compared to present commercial
aircraft, which cruise near the tropopause, the stratospheric
accumulation of soot per unit mass emitted would be greater for the
HSCT.
The possible sources of stratospheric soot include commercial
subsonic aircraft, high-altitude military aircraft, tropospheric soot from
forest fires and air pollution, and extraterrestrial elemental carbon. In
the first HSRP report (Prather et al., NASA Ref. Publ. 1272, 1992], Turco
reviewed the sources, amounts and effects of several stratospheric
aerosol materials. The total soot source for the stratosphere was
estimated as 0.001 teragrams/year. The most likely source was
assumed to be commercial air traffic, although confirming data are
absent. This conclusion follows from the amount of soot measured m
which is consistent with transport from near the tropopause level m and
the presence of eternally-mixed soot particles -- which implies relatively
fresh particles unprocessed by convective clouds. The fact is that little
quantitative information is currently available to define the stratospheric
cycle of soot.
Possibly important stratospheric effects of soot and sulfur emissions
from high-altitude aircraft operations include:
I. Optical and radiative perturbations caused by enhanced aerosols
(these have been estimated to be quite small by Turco et al. and others).
2. Soot particles entrained into sulfate aerosols subsequently acting
as freezing sites for PSC formation, extending the period and range of PSC
occurrence.
3. Enhanced heterogeneous chemical processing on increased
aerosol surface areas in the wakes of HSCTs; specifically, the conversion
of emitted nitrogen oxides to nitric acid, and the activation of chlorine for
ozone attack.
4. Persistent contrails formed under cold stratospheric conditions
leading to a local augmentation of heterogeneous processing.
5. A decrease in the threshold for PSC formation over large areas of
the globe due to the accumulation of nitric acid and water vapors in
aircraft corridors, with possible heterogeneous chemical effects.
Of these specific issues, items 2, 4 and 5 may be the most critical.
A comprehensive research program can reduce many of the uncertainties
associated with the soot and aerosol effects of high-altitude flight.
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AERODYNE RESEARCH, Inc.
45 Manning Road
Billerica, Massachusetts 01821-3976
i5081 663-9500 Fax 15081663-4918
ARI File No. 3806-001
29 April 1992
Dr. Malcolm K.W. Ko
Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc.
840 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139
Re: NMHC data for EETC Committee
Dear Malcolm:
The Engine Exhaust Trace Chemistry. Committee of the NASA HSRP/AESA met last week to
discuss priorities for new or additional engine measurements to be recommended to the AESA.
While the committee made considerable progress toward putting together a set of recommendations
--I will present a summary at the annual meeting in May--it became apparent that additional input
from the global modeling community is required.
It is clear that NOy is of primary concern and its careful quantitation motivates detailed and, in
some cases, redundant measurements to complement the standard NO,_ measurement techniques
currently used routinely. For the purpose of establishing measurement criteria based on the impact
of expected emission levels, can you provide me with the fraction of the NOv budget emitted by
model HSCT fleets for the current AESA scenarios with NO,_ EIs of 5 and 15?
The non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHCs) emitted in the exhaust represent a more minor set of
species and the EETC Committee needs some guidance on how to establish criteria for measuring
them either as a class or by species. I understand that you and Chuck Kolb have discussed possible
estimates that could provide insight on this question. Input from the modeling community is
requested to ascertain:
I. At what level of emissions does engine NMHC chemistry become important?
2. Is the distribution among the various species important? Or can the behavior of the class
be bounded by modeling a single more active species?
Whether NMHCs even need measurement depends on whether emissions at EIs less than 0. I (or,
more generously, 1) can significantly perturb the NOy chemistry occumng with NOv EIs of 5 to
15.
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We are beginning to plan for a workshop on emission measurements to be hetd at LeRC on
24-25 June, at which this information will be important. However, on a more immediate time-scale,
we would hope that you could address these questions in time for the Virginia Beach meenng and
provide EETC with some direction for planning that workshop. Please keep us posted on your
thoughts and efforts on these measurement issues.
Best Regards,
Richard C. Miake-Lye
Senior Systems Scientist
xc: EL. Dryer, Princeton
R.W. Niedzwiecki, NASA LeRC
H.L. Wesoky, NASA Hq
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M.K.W. Ko and D.K. Weisenstein of Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc. have
provided the results of calculations using the AER model to test the sensitivity of ozone depletion
to NMHC emissions. While the standard HSRP model scenarios are currently representing
hydrocarbon emissions as though the entire mass of hydrocarbon were emitted as methane (CH4),
these calculations were performed with the entire emitted hydrocarbon mass as ethane (C2H6).
C2H6 was chosen to represent the NMHCs since the existing chemical models include PAN
chemistry that arises through C2H6, but not longer-chain hydrocarbon molecules. This is viewed
as a conservative estimate, however, since C2H6 should be at least as effective in forming organic
nitrates and sequestering. NOy as other NMHC emissions. Emission levels 10 and 100 times the
standard scenario CH4 El were also calculated to provide estimates of a level of NMHC emissions
that could have non-negligible impact on 03 depletion.
The basic scenario used (Case A, Fig. A.1) was the standard Mach 2.4 case with EI(NO2)NOx
= 15 which has a CH4 emission index of 0.2. For these calculations, C2H6 EI's of 0.2 (Fig.
A.2), 2 (Fig. A.3) and 20 (Fig. A.4) were used to explore the sensitivity of 03 changes to the
introduction of NMHCs. Note that the total mass is used in the EI, so that a C2H6 EI of 0.2
represents roughly half as many moles as a CH4 EI of 0.2 but the carbon atoms are approximately
the same in each case. These calculations were compared with the standard Case A scenario
(EI CH4 = 0.2) as well as a Case A scenario with EI CH4 increased to 20 (Fig. A.5). The latter,
increased CH4 calculation differentiates between increasing the THC emission as CH4 versus
increased levels of C2H6.
These results indicate that, for C2H6 EI = 0.2, no appreciable changes in the ozone depletion
are calculated. Non-negligible effects are calculated when E1 C2H6 = 2 (20% smaller 03 loss) and,
for E1 C2H6 = 20 which is two orders of magnitude greater than the expected levels, the 03 loss is
dramatically reduced. This is due to 10 - 20% reductions in the amount of NOx (active NOy )
relative to El C2H6 = 0.2, as PAN increases at the expense of HNO3. (The El C2H6 = 20 changes
are markedly different from the El CH4= 20 calculation.)
These C2H6 calculations indicate that the expected levels of NMHC emissions have little effect
on the model calculation of ozone depletion. The lack of significant effects at this emission level is
strengthened by the fact that the substitmion of the entire hydrocarbon emission with C2H6 is a
conservative estimate of the effects of NMHC since 1) the actual NMHC emissions will be
distributed among a variety of less active PAN precursors and 2) the hydrocarbons emitted as CH4
in actual engines are typically a significant fraction of the total, reducing the amount of
hydrocarbons emitted as NMHC. Thus a measurement of THCs that can bound the NMHC
emissions below E1 = 1 would obviate the need for detailed measurement of the hydrocarbon
composition of the engine exhaust stream.
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Figure A.1. AER model calculated percent change in the column abundance of ozone using the
HSRP/AESA basic sceanrio (Case A) for a Mach 2.4 aircraft with EI(No2)NOx = 15 and EI(CH4)HC = 0.2.
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Figure A.2. Same figure as Figure A.1. except that EI(CH4)HC = 0.2 is replaced by EI(c2H6) HC = 0.2.
Note that the result is very similar to Figure A,1.
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Figure A.3. As Figure A.1 with EI(C2H6)HC = 0.2 showing modest decreases in ozone loss relative to A.1
and A.2.
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actually showing ozone increases.
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Figure A.5. As Figure A.4 but replacing EI(C2H6)HC = 0.2 with EI(CH4)HC = 20, demonstrating that the
suppression of ozone destruction seen in A.4 due to very high emissions of C2H 6 is dependent on the
hydrocarbon type (and subsequent PAN chemistry); and is absent for the high CH 4 levels used in the
calculation illustrated here.
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INTRODUCTION
Beginning with the Climatic Impact Assessment Program (CLAP) program in the early 1970s,
it was recognized that an assessment of the atmospheric effects resulting from a fleet of aircraft
operating in the stratosphere must largely depend upon numerical studies conducted with
atmospheric simulation models. In turn, the validity of the assessment would ultimately rest upon
the fidelity with which the models represent atmospheric processes and the accuracy of the input
related to the proposed aircraft fleet (e.g., fleet size, characterization of the engine emissions,
deposition altitude, and route structure). Initial simulation studies were based upon calculating a
net burden of emission products (based upon assumed fleet size and the emissions at the jet
exhaust exit plane of characteristic engines) and then imposing this burden into the models at the
design cruise altitude of the aircraft in a narrow latitude corridor (in this instance, the North Atlantic
corridor where the principal market existed).
As the CIAP program progressed, some subtle questions emerged related to the assumed
emissions burden used for the assessment studies. It was understood that the wake behind an
aircraft consisted of several regimes: the jet exhaust plume just aft of the engine, where dispersal
of the emissions largely depends upon exhaust velocity, pressure, and temperature; a region farther
aft where the plume interacts with the trailing wing-tip vortices; a region even farther aft where the
wake is still coherent, but the effects of the wing-tip vortices have decayed, and dispersal is now
controlled by local atmospheric processes; and finally a region where the wake begins to break up
and disperse at atmospheric scales of motion. The questions concerned themselves with whether
the chemical and fluid dynamic processes occurring in the plume and wake change the physical
and/or chemical properties of the exhaust species or their deposition altitude in any way which
might significantly influence their ultimate effect on the ambient stratosphere.
A number of research efforts were initiated during the CIAP period to address these questions.
In the following section a brief review is given of research conducted during CIAP and the
intervening years to the present. In subsequent sections, our current understanding of the wake
problem is discussed, and a review of ongoing AESA/HSRP-sponsored research is presented.
Finally, some perceived strengths and deficiencies of current research related to the wake problem
are discussed.
WAKE STUDIES IN THE CLIMATIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
(CIAP)
Wake studies in the CIAP program were concerned with the various physical, chemical and
dynamic processes occurring as the exhaust gases from supersonic aircraft mix with and spread
into the ambient atmosphere. Major efforts went into the "microscale" regime, which was defined
as the region up to 400-1200 km (10-20 minutes) behind a single aircraft (Hoshizaki et al., 1975;
Overcamp and Fay, 1973). Attention was also given to the mesoscale regime, defined as the
region of the order of 1 hour to 10 days after aircraft passage (Taylor et al., 1975), and the
perturbing influences of repeated flights of aircraft were examined. The microscale and mesoscale
efforts are reviewed briefly here; effects on the global scale, are not discussed. Aerosols (see Hidy
et al., 1975) and contrail and possible cloud formation effects (Welckmann et al., 1975) were
treated separately from those phenomena particularly concerned with NOx and ozone, which were
emphasized in the work of Hoshilzaki and colleagues (1975). Input data for the wake studies
(engine effluent compositions) were provided in CIAP Monograph 2.
The microscale regime studies of Hoshizaki et al. (1975) included both theoretical analyses
and flight tests on single aircraft exhausts. The microscale regime was broken down into three
subregimes characterized by time after leaving the engines: the jet regime, 1-10 seconds; the
vortex regime, 10-100 seconds; and the wake-dispersion regime, 100 to 1000 seconds. The
theoretical analyses coupled chemical kinetic modeling and dynamics, following the chemical
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composition, temperatures and dimensions of the wake(s) as the exhaust mixed with and was
diluted and cooled by the ambient air. The flight tests, which were intended to validate the wake
growth models, incorporated both photographic observations of contrails (identifying the wake)
from subsonic (B-52) aircraft and wakes from supersonic (YF-12) wake for NO content was also
carried out. A particular interest of the wake chemistry, studies was in determining the degree of
conversion of NO and NO2 species into the reservotr species HNO3, which at the time was
thought to possibly minimize ozone depletion due to NOx emissions from the aircraft. Little
conversion to HNO3 was found, and no other sinks for NOx were discovered.
A separate study of dispersion, subsidence, and chemical processes in an aircraft wake was
reported by Overcamp and Fay (1973) prior to completion of the ClAP effort. Both laboratory
(towing tank) and theoretical analyses were carried out. The study provided detail on wake
dynamics and on effects of stratification of the ambient air, predicting radiative cooling of the
stratified plumes (due to enriched moisture and depleted ozone content) and resulting subsidence;
the degree of stratospheric turbulence was noted to represent a significant, but poorly established
variable. Highly stratified wakes were calculated to be significantly depleted in ozone. Upper limit
estimates for wake subsidence suggested that subsidence would not be significant before wake
dispersal for aircraft operating at 16-18 km (less than a few hundred meters) but could be
significant for aircraft operating at higher altitudes, possibly sinking several kilometers for aircraft
operating at 27 km.
The mesoscale (or corridor) regime studies (Taylor et al., 1975) used several simplified
models in which sources were assumed, buildup of tracers was followed, and chemistry questions
addressed. Eddy transport was parameterized to study effects, it being known that extreme
stratification can occur in the stratosphere: Panofsky and Heck (1975) noted layers spreading a
kilometer or less vertically in a year, they also noted that the spreading of single wakes is not the
dominant process of interest, but rather the superposition of frequent sources moving in different
directions, a process which increases the effective dispersion rate. It was observed that wakes
computed with low values of eddy diffusivities may lead to high localized losses of ozone, but lead
to less total ozone destruction than do wakes that spread the NOx pollutant more uniformly where
the NOx can be more effective. Aerosol formation from SO2 and hydrocarbons were studied in
this regime by Hidy et al., (1975); it was predicted that particulates from these sources would not
be expected to be formed in the microscale regime. Discussion of soot emissions was also
included. Theoretical contrail and cloud formation studies were carried out (Welckmann et al.,
1975) to determine regions wherein contrails or persistent clouds might be formed.
It was concluded from the ClAP wake studies that any chemistry taking place in the wake
would not be significant and that a good first approximation for global models would be to employ
directly the aircraft exhaust composition (NOx water, SO2) as source terms. However, it should
be noted that the wake modeling and computational fluid dynamics capabilities used to represent
the wake and vortex interactions were relatively unsophisticated by current standards. Also, the
CIAP studies were based on homogeneous chemistry; some possible heterogeneous reactions,
both catalytic and consumptive (with soot), were noted, but none were thought to be important (see
Corrin, 1975; see also Hidy et al., 1975; and Olszyna et al., 1979). The possibility of nitric acid
trihydrate (NAT) formation alone or on other particulates was not recognized at the time, nor were
the various complexities of chlorine chemistry as related to ozone destruction. The heterogeneous
hydrolysis of N205, which is now known to be of great importance, was not included. Further
studies may thus well provide interesting new insights.
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REVIEW OF PROGRESS BETWEEN CIAP AND HSRP/AESA
Plume Mixing and Chemistry
The ability to model aerospace exhaust plume chemical and physical processes increased
substantially between the end of ClAP in 1975 and the beginning of the HSRP/AESA program in
1990. Most of this progress was achieved under the sponsorship of the Joint Army, Navy,
NASA, and Air Force (JANNAF) Exhaust Plume Technology Committee. Under the guidance of
this .group a Standardized Plume Flowfield (SPF) program directed the development and testing of
a senes of SPF models capable of more accurately describing the complex fluid dynamic and
chemical kinetic properties of aircraft and rocket exhaust plumes in the troposphere and
stratosphere (Dash and Pergament, 1978; Dash et al., 1979). The resulting plume flowfield model
most applicable to HSCT exhaust plumes is SPF-2 (Dash et al., 1990); it has served as the baseline
model for subsequent HSRP/AESA model upgrade activities. A number of classified Deparlrnent
of Defense ground simulation and flight measurement programs performed between 1975 and
1990 have confirmed the basic validity of the jet mixing and chemical kinetic modules used in SPF-
2. Since 1980, extensive aircraft infrared signature modeling and analysis activities at Aerodyne
Research, Inc. (ARI) have resulted in full integration of SPF plume models for current supersonic
aircraft (Conant et al., 1985; Aerodyne, 1989).
Exhaust plume jet mixing and chemistry models such as SPF-2 require detailed chemical
kinetic rate parameter inputs to calculate the evolution of gaseous pollutants within the exhaust
plume flowfield. One major advance since 1975 is the establishment of periodic chemical kinetic
data evaluation activities and the regular publication of their results. Pertinent data reviews are
available for both combustion chemistry (Tsang and Hampson, 1986; Miller and Bowman, 1989;
Tsang and Herron, 1991) relevant to exhaust nozzle flow and near nozzle hot plume flows, and
from the stratospheric chemistry community, for processes in the colder, well-mixed portions of
the exhaust plume and wake (DeMore et al., 1990; 1992).
Finally, any model of HSCT exhaust plume chemistry also requires an accurate representation
of the ambient atmospheric pressure, temperature, and chemical composition. The extensive
atmospheric measurement and modeling activities of NASA's Upper Atmospheric Research
Program (UARP) and its U.S. and international counterparts since the late 1970s have equipped us
with more accurate stratospheric composition models (WMO, 1986; 1989).
Aircraft Wake Dynamics
The earlier studies of wake and contrail analyses utilized in CIAP, which covered work from
the 1950s through the early 1970s, were significantly extended in a distinct but related body of
literature beginning in the 1970s. These analyses of the trailing vortex wake were directed at
understanding and assessing the hazard posed by the wakes of large subsonic transport aircraft.
The development of analytical and computational tools to study such issues includes the pioneering
work of Crow (1970), who identified the major modes of instability of trailing vortex pairs.
Further research into the methods for modeling the evolution of the vortex pair was carried out by
Moore and Saffman (1971) and Widnall et al. (1971), who refined the understanding of the
breakdown of the organized flow in the far wake of the aircraft.
An extended effort to develop and implement more detailed computational models of the roll-
up, merging, and decay of aircraft wakes was subsequently conducted by Bilanin and Donaldson
(1975), Teske (1976), Bilanin et al. (1978), and Bilanin and Teske (1988). The initial roll-up of
the lift circulation distribution and profile drag distribution into distinct trailing vortices was
accomplished by a modification of the Betz methodology by Bilanin and Donaldson (1975). The
Betz roll-up computation identifies the discrete vortical structure (location, strength, and core size
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of swirling and axial velocities) given the computedwing lift circulation distribution. This
treatmenthasproven to be a useful tool for initialization of the wake evolution calculations,
particularlyin cruiseflight, but thismodeloversimplifiesmanyimportantfeaturesof thewakefor
aircraft in landingconfiguration(Bilaninet al., 1977).
Initial efforts to carry out direct numericalsimulationof vortex merginganddecaybehind
aircraft includedthedevelopmentof theNASA WAKE code(Teske,1976;Bilanin et al., 1978.
ThiscodesolvedtheparabolizedNavier-Stokesequationsfor thewakedownstreamof theaircraft
carryingout coupledcalculationsof thevelocity,vorticity,turbulence,andtemperaturefieldsin the
crossflowplane. WAKE featuredsecond-orderaccuratespatialdifferencing,which restrictedits
ability to resolveandpreservethecomplex,concentratedvorticity fields without creatingavery
largecomputationalburden.Suchlimitationswereovercomewith thecompletionof thesuccessor
UNIWAKE (UNified WAKE analysis)code (Bilanin andTeske, 1988;Teskeet al., 1991)by
Continuum Dynamics, Inc. (CDI). UNIWAKE combines the four principal elementsof the
generation,merging,andbreak-upof the wake: 1) avortex latticemodel to determinethewing
loading;2) anearwakeroll-upmodelof theloaddistributionbasedonanextensionof theworkof
Betzby Bilanin andDonaldson(1975);3) anadvancedturbulent transportfinite differencemodel
employingafourth-orderaccuratesolutionschemefor thecomputationof themergingof thetrailed
wake;and4) a three-dimensionalunsteadyanalysisreplacingthemergedvorticesby curvedvortex
elements,leadingto vortexlinking andpinch-off.
Thecentralfeatureof theUNIWAKE codeis thethird elementdescribedabove,thetechnique
for computing themergingof the individual vortex trailers identified by theBetz initialization.
Numericalintegrationof turbulentmerginganddecayof thesevortices,including theeffectof jet
engineexhaust,is carriedoutby afourth-orderaccuratesolutionof themodeledincompressible,
stratifiedNavier-Stokesequationsof motion (Hirsh, 1983),which includessecond-orderclosure
of theturbulence(Sykesetal., 1986;Mellor andYamada,1974).Thewaketurbulentmergingand
decaycomputationevolvesfrom thevortical structureandincludestheturbulenceandtemperature
distributionsin theaircraftexhauststream.Oneof theuniqueadvantagesof thisformulationis the
highly accuratefourth-order spatial differencing in the merging calculation, which produces
dramaticallyreducednumericaldiffusionrelativeto theearliersecond-orderaccurateschemes.
The UNIWAKE model representsthe only comprehensive,integrated,validatedanalysisof
aircraft wakedevelopmentanddecaypresentlyavailable. The codeis currently beingusedby
researchersat NASA Langley, the U.S. Air Force, and the Boeing Commercial Airplane
Companyto evaluatevortexwakehazardandtheeffectof engineplacementonwakeevolution.
Substantialeffortshavealsobeenundertakento validatetheexistingcodethroughcomparisonsof
predicted swirl velocity profiles to measuredresults from experimental tests, including the
measurementsof velocity fields downstreamof subsonictransports(Garodz,1971;Burnhamet
al., 1978).
COMPONENTS OF THE HSRP/AESA EXHAUST PLUME/VORTEX WAKE
RESEARCH EFFORT
Overview
As developed during the first 3 years of the HSRP/AESA program, the exhaust plume/vortex
wake research effort can be divided into four elements, these are:
Development and exercise of exhaust plume chemistry and mixing models capable of
describing the chemical kinetic evolution and condensation physics of exhaust plume
species as the plume jet undergoes turbulent mixing with the ambient atmospheric free
stream immediately behind the HSCT aircraft. An illustration of the four exhaust plumes
behind a schematic HSCT aircraft is shown in Figure 1.
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Analysisof andanalyticmodeldevelopmentfor thefluid dynamic interaction of the exhaust
plume structures with the wing wake vortices and the impact of this interaction on the
continuing chemical kinetic and condensation processing of the exhaust plume species. A
schematic showing the entrainment and roll-up of the exhaust plumes with the wing wake
votices is shown in Figure 2.
Development and exercise of far wake dispersion models coupled with atmospheric
photochemical, heterogeneous chemical and radiative cooling models to assess the
chemical, radiative and dynamic properties of the exhaust species rich individual far wake
and multi-far wake corridor regions. A schematic of the initial vortex wake breakup and
dispersion is shown in Figure 3.
Assessment of potential stratospheric field measurement techniques which might be utilized
to test the coupled fluid dynamic, chemical kinetic, and condensation physics models
developed for the three regimes outlined above. These techniques might be utilized to
probe the plume/wake vortex and/or far wake regimes behind a suitable surrogate for an
HSCT if the evolution of the HSRP/AESA program dictates the need for such an
experiment. Possible surrogate aircraft include the Concorde, the TU-144, and the SR-71.
The overall goal of the first three efforts as outlined above, is to develop and utilize a
compatible set of modeling tools in order to reliably describe the chemical and physical evolution of
relevant HSCT exhaust species from the aircraft engine's nozzle out to dimensional scales capable
of being addressed by regional and global atmospheric impact models.
The fourth topic is an initial effort to address whether meaningful field measurements to verify
the accuracy of the exhaust plume, vortex wake, and wake dispersion models are technically
feasible and affordable.
The exhaust plume/vortex wake research effort is a relatively small component of the overall
HSRP/AESA program, and the above topics involve a small number of research organizations.
Activity on the first topic, exhaust plume chemical and physical modeling, is centered at Aerodyne
Research, Inc. (ARI) with contributing laboratory activity on the reactivity and condensation
physics of exhaust soot particles from the University of Missouri at Rolla (UMR) and the modeling
of binary water vapor/sulfuric acid nucleation and subsequent contrail condensation physics from
the Department of Atmospheric Sciences at the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA).
Work on the second topic, the interaction of the exhaust plume with the wing wake vortex and
the evolution of both the wake vortex structure and the plume exhaust species as chemical and
physical properties, is also centered at ARI, with important computational fluid dynamic modeling
support from Continuum Dynamics, Inc. (CDI) and overview from NASA Langley Research
Center (LaRC) Fluid Mechanics Division.
The modeling of far wake and wake corridor effects, the third topic, is centered at Atmospheric
and Environmental Research, Inc. (AER), with collaboration and guidance from the ARI
plume/wake modeling team.
Assessment of potential field measurement techniques for the plume, vortex wake, and far
wake dispersion regimes, the fourth topic, has been performed by staff from the Atmospheric
Sciences Division at LaRC with input from ARI.
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Exhaust Plume Chemistry and Condensation Physics Modeling
A model of the relevant exhaust plume mixing, homogeneous gas-phase chemical kinetics and
heterogeneous condensation processes necessary to simulate an HSCT exhaust plume has been
developed at ARI with HSRP/AESA funding (Miake-Lye et al., 1992; 1993). This model is based
on the fluid dynamic and homogeneous chemical modeling framework of the SPF-2 model
(Dash et al., 1990). Upgrades made at ARI include the addition of SO2 and NO/NO2 (NOx)
oxidation kinetics using evaluated temperature dependent chemical kinetic rate parameters from the
combustion chemistry (Tsang and Hampson, 1986; and Tsang and Herron, 1991) and
stratospheric chemistry (DeMore et al., 1990; 1992) communities. Modifications to the SPF-2
code include three condensation models: one based on equilibrium condensation (Miake-Lye et al.,
1992) and two on kinetic condensation, the f'wst representing heterogeneous condensation on pre-
existing exhaust soot and sulfate aerosols (Brown et al., 1992; Miake-Lye et al., 1993) and the
second representing binary nucleation of sulfuric acid vapor/water vapor followed by water vapor
condensation on the resulting sulfate nuclei (Zhoa and Turco, 1992; Miake-Lye et al., 1993).
The reacting plume model is currently initiated with exhaust trace chemistry characteristic of a
model Mach 2.4 HSCT engine as specified by a one-dimensional flow/finite rate chemical kinetic
model of combustor exhaust gas transported through the turbine, bypass mixing chamber and
turbine (Miake-Lye et al., 1992). When nozzle exit plane emission measurements are available
from prototype HSCT engines, these measured values will be used for model initiation.
The reacting plume model is designed to cope with coupled chemical kinetic and condensation
phenomena. For instance, in the case of condensation on nuclei from homogeneous binary
sulfuric acid vapor/water vapor condensation, the kinetically limited oxidation of SO2 to H2SO4
vapor is ongoing at the same time the product H2SO4 vapor is triggering nucleation and
condensation (Miake-Lye etal., 1993). Initial calculations for a model Mach 2.4 HSCT in cruise
at ~18 km indicate that homogeneous plume chemistry driven by nonequilibrium levels of exhaust
OH and entrained ambient 03 can oxidize a significant fraction of exhaust NOx to HNO3 (~5%)
and exhaust SO2 to SO3 (-10%) in the first 600 meters of the plume (Miake-Lye et al., 1992 - see
Table 1).
If SO3 is allowed to react with H20 vapor at a rate represented by the evaluated upper limit for
this reaction's rate constant (DeMore et al., 1992), it is quickly converted to H2SO4 vapor and
triggers binary nucleation of H2SO4 and H20 vapor as suggested by the UCLA group (Zhao and
Turco, 1992) and confirmed by the ARI binary nucleation model embedded into SPF-2 (Miake-
Lye et al., 1993). Current calculations indicate that new particle nucleation rates in a Mach 2.4
HSCT exhaust plume can exceed 1011 cm-3s "1, indicating that plume-induced new particle creation
may cause a significant enhancement of new sulfate aerosol surface available for heterogeneous
reactions in the wake and wake dispersion regimes (Miake-Lye et al., 1993). The key to
formation of copious H2SO4/I-I20 particles in the plume/wake is the rate of H2SO4 production in
the exhaust plume. Production of H2SO4 depends primarily on exhaust radical chemistry and is
relatively insensitive to atmospheric conditions. However, the degree to which the H2SO4/H20
aerosols, in turn, nucleate water vapor to form contrails, will depend critically on local atmospheric
pressure, temperature, and water vapor content.
Furthermore, assessment of whether or not these plume-induced aerosol particles have a
significant impact on global aerosol levels will depend on an analysis of their subsequent
agglomeration and evaporation kinetics as well as a better model of ambient stratospheric aerosol
climatology.
Since model HSCT exhaust plumes for some rep. resentative operating parameters cool below
the water condensation point from ambient air entrainment before the point where the plumes are
entrained into the wing wake vortices, the plume model can be used to study the details of initial
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contrail droplet formation. Work to dateis focusingon thecompetitionbetweenheterogeneous
nucleationonexhaustsootparticlesactivatedby oxidizing plumegases(Miake-Lyeet al., 1992)
andcondensationonnucleicreatedby sulfuricacidvapor/watervaporbinarynucleation(Zhaoand
Turco, 1992).
The rate of soot-inducedheterogeneousnucleationdependson the rate of heterogeneous
activationof sootwhich setsthefractionof sootparticlesat eachpositionof theplumecapableof
nucleatingwater vapor at low (-1.01) supersaturationratios (Brown et al., 1992). Ongoing
HSRP/AESA-sponsoredexperimentalsootkineticsstudiesat theUniversity of Missouriat Rolla
(UMR) aredesignedto providekinetic informationon theratesandmechanismsof jet fuel soot
activation by combustionexhaustspecies.When theseexperimentsand the concomitantdata
analysesarecompleted,thesedatawill beusedin theplumechemistrymodelto betterestimatethe
level of activesootcondensationnuclei. Preliminaryresultsfrom theUMR effort (Whitefield et
al., 1992) indicate that sootactivation may be moreefficient than indicated by the previous
literature(Hallett et al., 1989;Hudsonet al., 1991). However,currentmodel calculationswith
generousestimatesof soot activationlevels indicate that the high level of condensationnuclei
providedby binary homogeneousnucleationof sulfuric acid vaporandwater vapormay swamp
thesootnucleationmechanism,especiallyif thehomogeneousconversionof SO3(g)to H2SO4(g)
is fast (Miake-Lye et al., 1993). This is in accordwith theestimatesof ZhaoandTurco (1992)
usingestimatedplumechemicalproperties.
The enhanced SPF-2 plume chemistry and condensation model will be used to further evaluate
plume chemical kinetic processes and condensation mechanisms during the remainder of the
HSRP/AESA program. It will also be used to specify the chemical and physical plume input
conditions for the exhaust plume/wake vortex model described in the following subsection. The
chemical kinetic and condensation models imbedded in the plume model, as described above, will
be carried, as necessary, into this wake vortex regime modeling effort.
Wake Vortex Modeling
The discussion in the Aircraft Wake Dynamics section summarized the post- CIAP work in
wake dynamics as well as the technical foundation of the UNIWAKE analysis presently in use as
part of the HSRP/AESA computational effort. UNIWAKE is an appropriate computational tool to
adapt to the prediction of exhaust plume/wake vortex dynamics, since it provides full flexibility for
specifying the type of aircraft, the flight parameters, and the atmospheric conditions. However,
substantial modifications have been required to augment the capabilities of the baseline code to
assess the importance of wake effects on projected HSCT configurations and to include appropriate
chemical models for the reacting flow downstream of the aircraft.
The first step in the HSRP/AESA-funded wake vortex modeling effort involved parametric
studies of the interaction of hot exhaust gases with the wake trailing from notional HSCT designs
(Teske et al., 1992). The platform and operation conditions were drawn from recent design
studies on high-speed stratospheric aircraft (Boeing, 1989). These calculations illustrated the
sensitivity of the temperature distribution in the wake far downstream of the wing to the engine
placement. The flowfield associated with the wingtip vortices not only produces a temperature
drop due to high cross flow velocities (Miake-Lye et al., 1992) but also sets up a recirculating cell
that inhibits mixing with the free air and retards the diffusion of warmer than ambient plume hot
exhaust gases. Accurate calculation of such competing effects in determining the temperature
distribution in the wake is important, both because temperature is a strong driver of the chemical
reaction rates and because the extent of condensation and freezing of water vapor is an important
determinant of the dynamics of heterogeneous reactions. Calculations of this type are a continuing
part of the present effort, using more refined predictions of HSCT spanwise loading in cruise
recently obtained from Boeing personnel (R. Kulfan, Boeing Aircraft Co., private communication,
1993).
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The primary objective of the present effort, however, is to develop a modified version of
UNIWAKE, which can be used to directly compute the heterogeneous chemical reactions
occurring between the exhaust products of HSCT engines while acted upon by the aircraft's vortex
wake and the atmosphere. The modified code under development uses the mean and fluctuating
flowfield predicted by UNIWAKE but is being designed to compute passive convective chemistry,
assuming that heat release and subsequent density changes are negligible. These assumptions are
consistent with the small concentrations of highly reacuve species anticipated in the exhaust of
representative aircraft. The code is designed to be a subprogram in the UNIWAKE package and
has been designated PCHEM (Passive CHEMistry).
Typically, aircraft engine emissions dilute very rapidly to low concentrations which, when
reacting, produce or absorb negligible heat from the air. For this reason these exhaust products,
such as water vapor, soot, etc. have a small effect on the fluid dynamic interaction of the jet
exhaust and wake vortex in the atmosphere. This uncoupling of the chemistry from the flowfield
results in enormous simplifications in the analysis and permits the aircraft wake flowfield to be
computed neglecting the exhaust product chemistry. Using this assumption, UNIWAKE predicts
the ensemble-averaged velocity field, the ensemble-averaged temperature field, turbulence field
(i.e., the rms turbulence level), the turbulence integral scale, and the appropriate turbulent
fluctuation terms. The effects of turbulence are included by closing the Reynolds stress equations
at the second order with an invariant model (Mellor and Yamada, 1974). Detailed time histories of
the cross flow velocities (normal to the free stream) and the vorticity are also computed. These
quantities are treated as specified or "frozen" velocity and temperature fields and are used to
convect and diffuse the chemical species present in the exhaust as well as to determine chemical
reaction rates.
The form of the governing equations for species convection and diffusion is broadly similar to
those for the temperature field, and such equations are presently in place in the
UNIWAKE/PCHEM code. The production and loss terms associated with the chemical reaction
rates have yet to be fully inegrated, although stand-alone computations of reacting flows are being
carried out using well-known integration methods for stiff mathematical systems (Gear, 1971) as
well as chemical reaction rates from standard thermochemical data bases (Miake-Lye et al., 1992).
The present code allows for as many as 30 chemical species and 40 reactions, including reverse
reactions.
The UNIWAKE/PCHEM code is also being designed with species equations for water vapor,
water droplets, and ice crystals. A set of passive Lagrangian tracers have been implemented that
can be used to sample the temperature field and water content of the combined wake/plume
flowfield to provide input to existing condensation models. Finally, initialization procedures are in
place to use the output of the SPF/BOAT plume code (Miake-Lye et al., 1992; Dash and
Pergament, 1978) to start the computation.
The primary remaining tasks for the first phase of the development of UNIWAKE/PCHEM
will involve competing direct coupling of the flowfield and passive chemistry models and carrying
out sample calculations on representative systems, in cooperation with ARI. Extensions of the
present modeling work will be carried on by CDI during 1993-1994 and will involve implementing
direct computations of the near wake roll-up, bypassing the present Betz/Donaldson model;
refinement of compressible flow effects in the crossflow plane; and addition of the full dynamic
equations for second-order closure of turbulence. These modifications, which are being supported
by HSRP/AESA funding, will result in a follow-on version of UNIWAKE/PCHEM, which will
be made available to ARI for its ongoing work in wake/plume analysis.
The outstanding single deficiency identified in the work to date is the lack of a suitable data
base for high-speed aircraft in cruise flight to use in validating the present code. While flowfield
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informationis available for the wakes of subsonic aircraft, most of this is for transports in landing
configuration (Gardoz, 1971; Burnham, et al., 1978). Experimental information on the wakes of
supersonic transports for validation purposes would be very valuable, even if this information
were limited to gross features of wake convection, subsidence, and temperature field. If this
proves to be infeasible in the near term, similar data on subsonic transports in the upper
troposphere would be useful for carrying out preliminary validation studies that would enhance
confidence in the present code.
Wake Dispersion Regime Modeling
Unlike the exhaust plume and wake vortex regimes, the wake break-up and dispersion regime
has received very little previous attention in the scientific literature. No serious attempt to
understand the dynamics of the mixing and exhaust evolution in this regime occurred in the ClAP
program (Taylor et al., 1975), and this situation had not significantly improved by the start of the
HSRP/AESA program.
Some semi-quantitative statements can be made about the vortex wake break-up and initial
wake dispersion parameters (Miake-Lye et al., 1992; 1993). The descending wake vortex cell is
eventually broken up due to the Crow instability (Crow, 1970) when sinusoidal perturbations
along the length of the individual vortices are amplified due to mutual Biot-Savart induction. These
amplified disturbances result in the trailing vortex pair reconnecting and forming vortex rings
elongated in the flight direction (see Figure 3). These descending vortex rings are poorly
understood at present, particularly as to how they may continue to confine and transport the
exhaust gases to lower altitudes until arrested by the stable stratification of the stratosphere.
A detailed description of the eventual breakup and dissipation of these vortex rings is not
currently available. After the rings have broken up, the vorticity is dissipated and/or canceled; the
cancellation being due to the baroclinic vorticity generated as the less dense vortex descends into
denser surroundings. The exhaust emissions, which have been mixed and confined due to aircraft-
generated flow up to this point, are subsequently subject to atmospheric mixing and transport
processes including local wind shear and global transport. An analysis (Miake-Lye et ai., 1992) of
the times scales and distances for mixing beyond the airplane plumes has been performed in order
to begin to quantify the chemical environment of the exhaust gases as they mix to global scales.
AER and ARI are collaborating on separate analysis of the dissipation and mixing due to
atmospheric processes after the wake breakup. This latter effort includes estimates of the effects
due to buildup of emissions in flight corridors created by frequent commercial traffic.
As noted above, the effort to study exhaust-driven chemical and condensation processes in the
wake dispersion regime cannot draw on previous analyses of mesoscale dispersion of stratospheric
pollutants. Phenomenlogically, the vortex break-up ring structures illustrated in Figure 3 can be
expected to leave, thin flat "pancakes" of exhaust rich air behind and slightly below the HSCT's
trajectory. Since horizontal motion in the lower stratosphere is generally believed to be much faster
than vertical motion, we can expect this "pancaking" exhaust trail structure to persist for some time
as horizontal dispersion thins the exhaust components from the edge of each pancake.
In order to model the chemical/physical and dynamic properties of this far-wake region on time
scales of 102 to 105 seconds, a Lagrangian Box dispersion model has been constructed (Shia et
al., 1993). The initial model conditions including far-wake dimensions and exhaust species
physical and chemical properties are specified from plume model outputs and estimated wake
vortex breakup properties performed at ARI.
Since the actual horizontal and vertical dispersion mechanisms and rates in the lower
stratosphere are poorly known, they are parameterized with the Lagrangian Box model
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formulation. The model has initially beenusedto investigatethe photochemistryof exhaust
species rich single wakes, computing the effects of both heterogeneous and homogeneous
chemistry on far wake nitrogen oxide (NO, NO2, N205, HNO3) speciation, and ozone depletion
(Shia et al., 1993). The possibility of differential radiative cooling in the far-wake, which is
enriched in infrared active water vapor and depleted in ultraviolet active ozone, might lead to far-
wake subsidence as suggested by Overcamp and Fay (1973) has also been investigated.
Lagrangian Box model calculations of the chemical evolution of the wake corroborate the CIAP
results of the mid-1970s (Gelinas and Walton, 1974; Hoshizaki et al., 1975), i.e., that there is
very little additional conversion of NOx to HNO3 in the far wake if only gas-phase chemistry is
assumed to occur. Substantial conversion could occur, however, if heterogeneous chemistry takes
place on contrails, which could provide a large enhancement in available surface for heterogeneous
reactions. In particular, a speculative heterogeneous conversion of NO2 to NO3 could accelerate
the NOx to HNO3 conversion by heterogeneous reactions. Thus, heterogeneous chemistry
provides an additional source of HOx (produced by photodissociation of HNO3) and leads to
enhanced concentrations of OH in the wake.
The far-wake heterogeneous chemistry calculations performed to date are of an illustrative
nature. The duration of heterogeneous chemistry is not well known since confinement of the
exhaust products may be for a limited time. There are also varying degrees of uncertainty in the
rates of the heterogeneous reactions, depending on the composition of the reacting surface. The
heterogeneous conversion of NO2 to HNO3 has not been experimentally established. Calculations
extended for 2 days indicate that a chemically perturbed environment could persist for the duration
of this period after passage of the aircraft (Shia et al., 1993). In particular, concentrations of
radiatively important species such as ozone and water could be reduced by about 20% and
enhanced by factors of 6 to 12, respectively, during this period of time.
The above results motivated an examination of the radiative balance in aircraft wakes.
Enhancements in water and reductions in ozone yield differential cooling rates relative to the
background which could be as large as 3 K/day (Shia et al., 1993). Calculated downward
vertical velocities range up to 0.3 km/day, depending on the altitude of wake deposition and the
assumed water concentration. The net vertical displacement of the wake will be a sensitive
function of the rate of dispersion of the wake, but probably will not exceed 0.5 to 1.0 km. The
implications of both the photochemical and radiative results depend crucially on the adopted rates
of dispersion. Information about this parameter is at present practically non-existent. The required
horizontal and vertical dispersion rates for plume species in the lower stratosphere would be an
appropriate target for any future field flight measurements carried out in support of the
HSRP/AESA studies.
Ongoing modeling studies of the wake dispersal regime are assessing the possible impact of
superposed aircraft wakes along flight corridors. Individual plumes from single flights are
modeled as they expand and mix with the background atmosphere; their cross sectional areas are
time dependent, calculated from the Gaussian plume equations in the model. A flight corridor will
contain all the individual flight plumes with their various ages and widths. For most global-scale
models, the flight corridors are expected to be smaller than the model grid box.
For simplicity and to provide a worst-case concentration enhancement, the effects of advection
are initially neglected. The geographical location of the corridor is then defined solely by the
adopted flight path. The chemistry continuity equation can be solved for individual plumes using
the methodology developed in the Lagrangian Box model. The background concentration is also
assumed to be constant in time for the domain of interest.
A time-independent background concentration implies that this value must include the large-
scale perturbations of the adopted flight scenario. These can be estimated from steady-state
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solutionsof large-scale models. For example, the source of NOx and other effluents can be diluted
through a grid-box, or the calculated concentrations can be averaged over a grid-box, and the
process iterated. Particular care will be taken to determine if nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) clouds are
formed along a corridor. In this case, heterogeneous chemistry on these clouds could make these
regions chemical processors and change the chemical partitioning of trace species over large,
possibly global scales.
Analysis of Field Measurement Capabilities for Plume/Wake of Wake Dispersion
Regimes
Measurements to directly validate plume/wake or wake dispersion models for a supersonic
aircraft at typical operational altitudes are very difficult, if not impossible, to make.
Table 2, compiled primarily by Martinez-Sanchez of ARI and MIT, represents a desired set of
measurements in a supersonic wake that would probably serve to evaluate the models beingdeveloped.
The basic problem is that the plume/wake/wake dispersion regimes are probably accessible
only to remote sensing systems. Operational constraints imposed on a subsonic aircraft carrying
in sltu sensors would probably require that the aircraft enter the wake at the order of 100 km
downstream of the supersonic transport. The CIAP experience established that it was extremely
difficult to definitively sample the wake at that distance. In situ sensors operated aboard
supersonic aircraft are not presently practical.
An effort has been made to examine remote sensor methods for measurement diagnostics.
Most of the effort to date has focused on the potential use of lidar (laser radar). The two lidar
research groups at NASA LaRC have examined the problem and reached the following
conclusions.
The only trace gas for which the change in optical depth across the exhaust plume is large
enough to allow possible detection by differential absorption lidar is CO2 in the 2.7 and
4.25 I.tm wavelength bands. Unfortunately, no practical laser system is currently available
at these wavelengths.
Optically active particles are emitted in sufficient number to be detectable by lidar
backscatter during daylight hours, provided there are no intervening clouds. Such
measurements are possible even without contrail formation and probably could capture the
gross morphology and motion of the plume. A high repetition rate laser (approximately
30 Hz) and fast digitizer could possibly achieve 15-m resolution.
The most critical problems in the use of lidar backscatter for particle measurements are related
to actually illuminating a supersonic plume with laser radiation. If the lidar systems were deployed
aboard a subsonic aircraft approximately 5000 feet below the altitude of an overtaking supersonic
transport, the roll angle of the subsonic aircraft carrying the lidar system could not exceed
0.5 degrees. Experiments conducted aboard a DC-8 attempting to illuminate an engine plume with
a laser have established that such precise control is not practical. A lidar system deployed aboard a
subsonic aircraft would, therefore, have to have the ability to scan to perform plume
measurements. Existing airborne lidar systems could be modified to allow moderate scanning.
Both NASA LaRC lidar groups recommended that ground-based lidar measurements (probably at
night) be performed to establish the feasibility of airborne measurements.
Various suggestions have been made that measurements of the thermal emission from the
plume might be useful in determining the position of the plume or possibly even provide
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measurementsof specie concentration (e.g., water va.por). A remote sensing group at NASA
LaRC experienced in measuring amaospheric thermal emission from satellites is currently assessing
the potential of thermal emission techniques for plume measurement. It has also been suggested
that the wake vortex dynamics model could perhaps be validated in one of the NASA LaRC wind
tunnels. This possibility is also under study.
SUMMARY/EVALUATION OF PROGRAM STRENGTHS AND DEFICIENCIES
In summary, a major theoretical effort has been undertaken to model the physical and chemical
processes that occur in the wake aft of a supersonic aircraft. This effort can be considered state of
the art in terms of algorithms for studying chemical, radiative, and fluid dynamical processes and
their respective interactions within aircraft wakes. At present, there exists no equivalent effort for
attacking this problem. British Aerospace is beginning an effort to develop a computer code for
modeling aircraft wakes as part of the European AERONOX program. The HSRP/AESA program
will maintain cognizance of this developing effort to maximize resources applied to this problem
area.
The major concern at this point is the inability in the near-term to validate/assess these
algorithms. As indicated earlier in this chapter, locating and sampling the wake of a supersonic
aircraft poses extreme difficulties. Some data do exist for the wake fluid dynamics of subsonic
jumbo jets in landing configuration. Furthermore, recent measurements from Europe have
reported on reactive nitrogen oxide chemical speciation in subsonic plumes (Arnold et al., 1992).
These data must be exercised to provide some level of assessment for the existing wake computer
codes. However, the general lack of data poses a level of uncertainty for the computer code
predictions which cannot be evaluated at this time. The French government is planning a program
that includes "chasing" a Concorde aircraft and sampling the trailing wake. This program will be
followed carefully to determine the utility of any acquired data for evaluating the existing computer
codes.
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Table 1. SOx and Oxidizer Speciation (Mach 2.4; N47; 18.4 km; June 15)
Mole Fractions
Species Exit Plane 152m 305m 610m
OH 1.0 x 10 -5 1.4 x 10 -8 1.4 x 10 -8
03 0.0 2.1 x 10 -6 2.4 x 10 -6
NO 4.3 x 10 -5 6.2 x 10 -6 2.0 x 10-6
NO2 4.8 x 10 -6 6.2 x 10 -7 2.0 x 10-7
NO3 0.0 2.1 x 10 -11 4.5 x 10 -12
N205 0.0 2.1 x 10 -10 3.2 x 10 -10
HNO3 0.0 2.4 x 10 -7 1.1 x 10 -7
SO2 6.9 x 10 -6 9.5 x 10 -7 3.0 x 10 -7
SO3 0.0 6.8 x 10 -8 3.2 x 10 -8
NO2/NO 0.11 0.10 0.10
HNO3/NOx 0.0 0.035 0.05
SO3/SO2 0.0 0.07 0.11
1.9x10-9
2.4x10-6
9.4x10-7
1.0x10-7
8.1x10-13
3.4x10-10
5.9x10-8
1.4x10-7
1.6x10-8
0.11
0.056
0.11
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Table 2. Desired Measurements for Supersonic Wakes
Questions to be Data Required
Answered Regime & (Accuracy)
Approaches
Comments
Degree of Confinement
What Morphology?
Detrainment?
Descent Speed/Distance
Validation of
Vortex/Plume
Simulations
What Dilution at End of
Ring Descent?
What Distribution After
Breakup?
How Much Vortex
Cooling?
Enhancement of Contrail
Formation?
How Many Particles?
How Big? What Shape?
What Chemistry at
Intermediate Stages?
What Chemistry by End
of Regime?
2-D Plume-Wake Ring
Descent Bottom of B.V.
Cycle Post-Breakup
2-D Ring
2-D Plume-Wake
Ring Descent Break-Up
Post-Breakup
2-D Plume-Wake Ring
Descent
2-D Plume-Wake Ring
Descent
2-D Plume-Wake Ring
Descent Post Breakup?
2-D Plume-Wake Ring
Descent
Post-Breakdown
Visualization Rough
Profiling (Qualitative or
Semiquantitative)
(-+50%?)
__.20%
Tracer Profiling
(+20%?)
Vortex Pair Separation
(+5% of span)
Tracer Profiling
(+20%?)
Tracer Profiling
(+20%?)
At (+0.5°C?)
Visualization
(Qualitative to
Semiquantitative)
Scattering (+50%?)
Quantitative Remote
Profiling of NOx, 03,
HN03...(+20%?)
Quantitative In Situ
Profiling of NOx, 03,
HN03...(+20%?)
ER2 Flights Parallel to
Concorde/TU-144
(Extension of ClAP
Data)
(a) Laboratory (Buoyant
Dye in Tank)
(b) Parallel Flights
(Difficult)
Parallel Flights
Through Flights
Through Flights (10-60
Minutes after Passage)
Remote Sensing Parallel
Flights (Difficult)
Can be Done Together
with Morphology
Studies
Parallel Flights
(Difficult)
Parallel Flights (Most
Difficult)
Through Flights
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Figure 1. Plume regime with exhaust jet mixing and vortex roll-up,
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Figure 2. Vortex wake regime with exhaust entrainment, shear, and confinement in the descending
vortex cell (not to scale).
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Figure 3. Breakup of vortex wake and formation of reconnected elongated vortex rings (not to scale)•
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Chapter 7
HSRP/AESA Research Summaries
This chapter presents individual summaries of research conducted by investigators supported
by High Speed Research Program/Atmospheric Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft; see Chapter 1
for an overview of the principal investigators and research areas. The summaries follow this
format: (A) title, (B) investigators and institutions, (C) abstract of research objectives, (D)
summary of progress and results to date, and (E) journal publications. These summaries have
been edited where necessary. The principal investigator (denoted by an asterisk) is the contact
person responsible to HSRP/AESA for the proposed research.
HSRP/AESA Principal Investigators
James G. Anderson, Harvard University
Darrel Baumgardner, National Center for Atmospheric Research
David F. Blake, NASA Ames Research Center
Donald R. Blake, University of California, Irvine
Guy P. Brasseur, National Center for Atmospheric Research
William H. Brune, Pennsylvania State University
Karen L. Carleton, Physical Sciences Inc.
K. Roland Chan, NASA Ames Research Center
David R. Crosley, SRI International
Anne R. Douglass, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Timothy J. Dunkerton, Northwest Research Associates
James W. Elkins, NOAA Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics Laboratory
David W. Fahey, NOAA Aeronomy Laboratory
Randall R. Friedl, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Patrick Hamill, San Jose State University
R. Stephen Hipskind, NASA Ames Research Center
Matthew H. Hitchman, University of Wisconsin
Kenneth K. Kelly, NOAA Aeronomy Laboratory
Malcolm K. W. Ko, Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc.
Charles E. Kolb, Aerodyne Research, Inc.
John S. Langford, Aurora Flight Sciences Corporation
Ming-Tuan Leu, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Max l_x_wenstein, NASA Ames Research Center
Richard C. Miake-Lye, Aerodyne Research, Inc.
Mario J. Molina, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Daniel M. Murphy, NOAA Aeronomy Laboratory
PaulA. Newman,NASA GoddardSpaceFlight Center
SamuelJ.Oltmans,NOAA ClimateMonitoring andDiagnosticsLaboratory
LeonhardPfister,NASA AmesResearchCenter
G.Pitari,Universita'degliStudiL'Aquila
R. Alan Plumb,MassachusettsInstituteof Technology
MichaelH. Proffitt, NOAA AeronomyLaboratory
RudolphF. Pueschel,NASA AmesResearchCenter
RichardB. Rood,NASA GoddardSpaceFlight Center
Philip B. Russell,NASA AmesResearchCenter
GlenW. Sachse,NASA LangleyResearchCenter
RobertK. Seals,Jr.,NASA LangleyResearchCenter
PatrickJ.Sheridan,Universityof Colorado
Run-Lie Shia,AtmosphericandEnvironmentalResearch,Inc.
MargaretA. Tolbert,Universityof Colorado
OwenB. Toon,NASA AmesResearchCenter
Ka-Kit Tung,Universityof Washington
RichardP.Turco,Universityof California,Los Angeles
ChristopherR.Webster,NASA JetPropulsionLaboratory
AndrewJ.Weinheimer,NationalCenterfor AtmosphericResearch
PhilipD. Whitefield, Universityof Missouri-Rolla
JamesC. Wilson,Universityof Denver
StevenC. Wofsy,HarvardUniversity
DouglasR. Worsnop,AerodyneResearch,Inc.
DonaldJ.Wuebbles,LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratory
GlennK. Yue, NASA LangleyResearchCenter
Development of Techniques for the In Situ Observation of OH and HO2 for Studies of the Impact
of High-Altitude Supersonic Aircraft on the Stratosphere
Investigators
*James G. Anderson
Philip Weld
Atmospheric Research Project
Engineering Sciences Laboratory
Harvard University
Cambridge, MA 02138
Research Objectives
The purpose of this study is to add a new capability to the existing ER-2 payload to measure OH and
HO2. The lack of knowledge of the HOx radical concentrations has been a major impediment in the
ability to test fully the photochemical models of the lower stratosphere.
Summary of Progress and Results
This new instrument had its first test flights in October/November 1992 during the SPADE test flight
series. These test flights demonstrated the capability of the experiment to make very high signal-to-
noise measurements of OH from the ER-2. Data return rates exceeded 50%. In addition, successful
measurements of stratospheric water vapor were made. This in situ hygrometer is located immediately
down stream of the OH detection axes and as used as a diagnostic for detection of photochemical
interference in the OH measurement.
Following the November deployment, work was done to increase the software and hardware reliability
of the instrument, and further work to reduce the overall weight was performed. Additional calibration
was performed to determine the absolute sensitivity of the OH system.
Deployment during the SPADE science flights is in progress and to date the instrument performance is
excellent. Data return rates are approaching 100%. Measurement of the OH and HO2 densities from
60°N latitude to 20°N, as well as diurnal measurements, has now been accomplished. These data sets are
already yielding surprises which await further analysis.
Journal Publications
None
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The Multiangle Spectrometer Probe (MASP)
Investigators
*Darrel Baumgardner
James E. Dye
Atmospheric Technology Division
National Center for Atmospheric Research
P. O. Box 3000
Boulder, CO 80307-3000
Research Objectives
Our objective is to develop an optical sensor that can fly on a high-speed aircraft and isokinetically
measure the size, concentration, and index of refraction of stratospheric aerosol particles.
Summary of Progress and Results
The multiangle aerosol spectrometer probe (MASP) measures the forward and backward components of
light scattered from individual aerosol particles and determines the particle size from the magnitude of
the combined intensity of these components and, for a select size range, estimates index of refraction
from the ratio of the scattered light components.
The prototype optical bench is now assembled and undergoing evaluation. The pulse processing
electronics have been designed and breadboarded for evaluation with the prototype optical bench. A
major design review was conducted to evaluate the pulse processing design. The design is now being
finalized as the various stages are being bench-tested before final incorporation in the airborne version.
Preliminary results from evaluations of the optical design indicate that the scattering geometry and first
stage electronics will provide at least a 2:1 signal to noise ratio and will provide adequate signal to detect
0.2 gm diameter particles.
A number of aerodynamic design models of the MASP were evaluated during a one-week period at the
Air Force Academy wind tunnel facility. Air speeds near those of the ER-2 were attained but at
nonstratospheric pressures (700 mb) and temperatures (25"C). The tests have shown that a shroud
around the inlet is a necessity for isokinetic, low turbulence flow but that the inlet length could be
shorter than originally anticipated.
The development project is still on schedule for completion of a prototype instrument that can be tested
at the Air Force Academy wind tunnel sometime in mid to late summer.
Journal Publications
None
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Stratospheric Dust Particles: Composition, Size Distribution, and Surface Chemistry
Investigators:
*David F. Blake
Rudolf F. Pueschel
Sherwood Chang
Theodore Bunch
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000
Research Objectives
We are continuing to quantify stratospheric and upper tropospheric carbon soot loading by directly
identifying and counting individual soot particles on Ames Wire Impactors (AWl). Large variations in
atmospheric soot loading appear to exist between samples from different latitudes in the northern
hemisphere and between samples from northern versus southern latitudes. These variations appear to
correlate with anthropogenic activities. A paper describing these results is in preparation (see reference
below).
Summary of Progress and Results
We have nearly completed the duration of -20 years of AWl collectors, cataloging them and placing
each ring in an individual Fluorware TM clean room container. All new collectors and rings are exposed
to laboratory air only in an class-100 clean room (although there is brief exposure to unfiltered air during
pumpdown inside the electron microscope). We have performed analyses using collectors that were
prepared by not flown, which show that laboratory contamination is not a serious problem.
Our data collection and analyses is now completely electronic. Images of particles are collected digitally
from the electron microscope into a workstation-based image analysis system. The images are
permanently stored on tape, and measurements are made by computer.
We are preparing collectors for the upcoming SPADE II mission. The collectors hold two wires (500
ktm and 75 ktm) and a 3-mm EM grid for TEM analysis.
Journal Publications
Blake, D., R. Pueschel, K. Kato, and S. Verma, Analysis and distribution of carbon soot in the lower
stratosphere and upper troposphere, in preparation, 1993.
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Whole Air Sampling from the DC-8 Aircraft During AASE-2
Investigators
*Donald R. Blake
F. Sherwood Rowland
Department of Chemistry
University of California, Irvine
Irvine, CA 92717
Research Objectives
By collecting whole-air samples from the NASA DC-8 Aircraft and assaying them for selected
nonmethane hydrocarbons and halocarbons the perturbation on the lower stratosphere by jet aircraft
exhaust will be evaluated. Also, by studying correlations of numerous long and short lived gases the
amount of stratospheric photolysis and the age of the sampled airmasses will be estimated.
Summary of Progress and Results
Measurements of the relative concentrations of different halocarbon compounds in sequential samples of
stratospheric air demonstrated a very consistent pattern which provides both a rank ordering of
susceptibility to stratospheric decomposition and a quantitative estimate for each compound. The
halocarbons included in this ranking are five CFCs (CFC-11, -12, -113, -114, -115), two halons (H-
I 301, -1211), one HCFC (HCFC-22), CH3CC13, CC14, and several chloro- and bromocarbons (CH3C1,
CH2C12, CHC13, CH3Br, CH2Br2, CHBr3).
The concentrations of most nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHC) were very low, generally less than 10
pptv, for all except C2H6, C2H2, and C3H8 in stratospheric air. Vertical spirals made during the
northern winter show C2H6 concentrations in the 2000-3000 pptv range in the troposphere, decreasing to
35-100 pptv in the stratosphere. The tropospheric concentrations of C2H6, C2H2, and C3H8 are very
highly correlated with one another, consistent with removal for each by reaction with HO radicals.
Air samples collected in the upper troposphere during the transit flights from San Jose to Tahiti provided
latitudinal profiles for more than a dozen each of hydrocarbons and halocarbons. The alkane
concentrations all decrease rapidly for latitudes south of 20°N, with very low concentrations (< 10 pptv)
for essentially all except C2H6 and C3H8. The halocarbon variation with latitude is quite different for
CC12-CC12 (anthropogenic input from the north temperate zone), CH3Br and CH3C1 (small latitudinal
variation suggesting major input--presumably much of it natural--from both northern and southern
hemispheres) and CH2C12 (higher concentrations in the tropic latitudes).
Air samples collected at 12 km in the vicinity of a tropical storm with strong upward convection
exhibited elevated concentrations of all hydrocarbons and short-lived halocarbons indicative of strong
upward transport. These samples can be useful for estimating the natural and anthropogenic inputs of
halocarbons into the stratosphere during such convective events.
Journal Publications
"Measured Relative Removal Rates of Halocarbons and N20 in the Arctic Stratosphere During the
Winter 1991-1992," in preparation for submissions to Science.
"Arctic Haze Event Encountered at the North Pole, During Winter 1992," in preparation for submission
to J. Geophys. Res.
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Modeling of the Atmospheric Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft
Investigators
*Guy P. Brasseur
Philip J. Rasch
XueXi Tie
Brian Eaton
National Center for Atmospheric Research
P. O. Box 3000
Boulder, CO 80307-3000
Richard P. Turco
Department of Atmospheric Sciences
University of California, Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1565
Research Objectives
In this study we hope to understand and predict the atmospheric effects of a fleet of stratospheric
aircraft, using 2-D and 3-D chemical, dynamical, radiative models of the middle atmosphere. In
addition, we hope to improve the transport and chemistry formulations in these models and assess the
global changes in the atmospheric composition for a variety of scenarios of aircraft emissions.
Summary of Progress and Results
Two-dimensional dynamical and chemical model studies: The NCAR 2-D model has been further
developed to include the effects of heterogeneous chemistry on sulfate aerosol and polar stratospheric
clouds. A study of the chemical effects of aerosols produced by the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo has been
published in Science.
A model describing microphysical processes related to aerosol formation and destruction has been
completed and coupled to the 2-D model. Heterogeneous nucleation, condensation, evaporation,
coagulation, gravitational sedimentation, and washout are treated in detail for aerosols distributed in 25
size bins. The aerosols are also transported. A paper summarizing the results of this model study and
simulating the distribution of volcanic aerosols after the eruption of E1 Chich6n is being prepared.
Model calculations based on new NASA scenarios for aircraft emissions have been performed and the
effect of atmospheric aerosols on the model predictions has been assessed. The results appear in
Chapter 4 of this report.
A detailed model study of ozone response to HSCT operations, including the effect of emission altitude
and latitude, the chlorine loading, heterogeneous processes, etc. has been completed and submitted to the
Journal of Atmospheric Chemistry.
Three-dimensional dynamical and chemical model studies: A new chemical scheme for the stratosphere
has been completed, tested, and included in the stratospheric version of the NCAR Community Climate
Model. First results obtained by this model have been presented at several international conferences
(Japan, France, Canada) and will be discussed at the next HSRP conference, June 1993, Virginia Beach,
VA. The 3-D model simulates the behavior of approximately 30 species belonging to the oxygen,
hydrogen, nitrogen, and chlorine families.
The development of an off-line version of this model has been completed. A manuscript has been
submitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research in which 2-D and 3-D simulations of airplane
emissions and tracer transport are compared. Simulations of Carbon-14 exchange through the
tropopause were also studied.
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We have participatedin the recentNASA meetingat SatelliteBeach,FL, andcontributedto the
preparationof theHSRP/AESAInterimAssessmentReport.
Journal Publications
Granier, C., and G. P. Brasseur, Impact of heterogeneous chemistry on model predictions of ozone
change, J. Geophys. Res., 97, 18015-18033, 1992.
Brasseur, G. P., and C. Granier, Pinatubo aerosols, chlorofluorocarbons, and ozone depletion, Science,
257, 1239-1242, 1992.
Rasch, P. J., X. X. Tie, B. A. Boville, and D. L. Williamson, A three dimensional transport model for the
middle atmosphere, J. Geophys. Res., submitted, 1992.
Rasch, P. J., B. A. Boville, and G. P. Brasseur, "A Three-Dimensional General Circulation Model with
Coupled Chemistry for the Middle Atmosphere," manuscript in preparation.
Tie, X., G. Brasseur, P. Friedlingstein, C. Granier, and P. Rasch, The impact of high altitude aircraft on
the ozone layer in the stratosphere, J. Atmos. Chem., submitted, 1992.
Tie, X., Lin, X., and G. P. Brasseur, "Two-dimensional Coupled Dynamical/Chemical/
Microphysical Simulation of Global Distribution of E1 Chich6n Volcanic Aerosols," manuscript in
•preparation.
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Laboratory Investigations of the Microphysics and Chemistry of Aqueous Particles Typical of the
Lower Stratosphere
Investigators
*William H. Brune
Dennis Lamb
Meteorology Department
Bruce R. F. Kendall
Physics Department
Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802
Research Objectives
This project is designed to investigate the microphysics and chemistry of aqueous particles in a
controlled laboratory environment. One important goal of the project is to demonstrate the feasibility of
employing the technique of electrodynamic levitation to suspend and isolate micron-sized particles from
the unwanted influence of chamber walls and yet let the particles be exposed to air that simulates the
pressure, temperature, water, and trace gas environment of the stratosphere. The microphysical
investigations focus on the growth rates and phase changes of individual particles as they evolve from
small sulfuric acid droplets to hydrated nitric acid crystals under varying humidity and trace gas
conditions. Studies of the heterogeneous chemistry involve observing swarms of levitated particles to
assess the effects of the microphysical properties on the rates and efficiencies of the heterogeneous
transformations.
Summary of Progress and Results
Through various tests conducted over the past year, the electrodynamic cell has been shown to meet our
anticipated experimental needs. This cell has interchangeable flat electrodes made of conductive glass,
thus simplifying our ability to sense the particle characteristics and position from outside the cell. The
cubical shape of the cell also allows us to bathe the levitated particles with a laminar flow of well-
characterized air. The optical system used to identify particle composition and phase changes uses an
argon laser guided into the center of the cell from below; Raman-scattered radiation is captured by a fast
lens near one of the sides of the cell and then focused into a monochrometer. System testing with
aqueous particles at ambient conditions is about finished, so we will soon begin experiments at reduced
temperatures and pressures.
Journal Publications
Allison, E. E., B. R. F. Kendall, B. V. Bronk, and D. S. Weyandt, Manipulation of microparticles in
multiphase levitation traps. Proceedings, 1992 CRDEC Scientific Conference on Observations and
Aerosol Research, 1992.
Lamb, D., Microphysical and chemical aspects of cloud formation at low temperatures. Preprints, 1 lth
International Conference on Clouds and Precipitation, Montreal, Canada, 17-22 August 1992, Am.
Meteorol. Soc., Boston, 869-872.
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Heterogeneous Nucleation Kinetics of Atmospheric Aerosols by Single Particle Measurements in a
Quadrupole Trap
Investigators
*Karen L. Carleton
David M. Sonnenfroh
Barbara Wyslouzil
Steven J. Davis
W. Terry Rawlins
Physical Sciences Inc.
20 New England Business Center
Andover, MA 01810
Research Objectives
Heterogeneous atmospheric chemistry is a critical issue in assessing the potential effects of stratospheric
aircraft. The demonstrated impact of polar stratospheric clouds on ozone levels suggests that nucleation
and growth of aerosols are important. This work is designed to measure physical and chemical
properties of single particles under stratospheric conditions in a quadrupole trap. This electrodynamic
trap conf'mes the charged particle in an electric field. The DC voltage necessary to suspend the particle
and to offset the gravitational force is proportional to the particle mass. Monitoring this voltage enables
studies of particle growth as the gas phase composition and temperature are changed.
Summary of Progress and Results
In the first year of this program, built a quadrupole trap apparatus for studying single atmospheric
aerosols. This apparatus is used to study aqueous particles including sulfuric acid, ammonium and
sodium sulfate, and potassium nitrate as well as solid particles such as carbon and polystyrene latex
spheres. Particle sizing is achieved by several techniques including the spring point balance method and
angularly resolved Mie scattering. Optical diagnostics including Mie scattering and Raman
spectroscopy have been demonstrated on sulfate and nitrate salt particles to supplement the time-
dependent mass measurements.
We recently completed construction of a low temperature trap apparatus (Figure 1) which provides a
controlled temperature (190 to 300 K) and pressure (10 to 760 Torr) environment to simulate a variety of
conditions including those characteristic of the stratosphere. Individual particles can be exposed to
variable gas compositions (H20, NOy) for particle growth studies. This trap is automated in that the
particle balancing is feedback controlled, enabling us to monitor the balance voltage, and therefore
particle mass, as the gas composition and temperature are varied. The trap is designed to optimize
optical access.
We have also developed computational capabilities for relating the gas phase and particle compositions.
Aqueous particles in the trap quickly equilibrate with the gas phase through exchange of volatile species
such as water. This exchange occurs until the species' activities in the particle and in the gas phase are
equal. We have implemented a thermodynamic program to calculate particle gas phase equilibria for
aqueous sulfuric acid, aqueous nitric acid, and the ternary H2SOa/HNO3/H20 system as a function of
gas phase composition and temperature. These data will be useful for interpretation of the particle mass
uptake measurements.
Journal Publications
None
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Meteorological Measurement System (MMS)
Investigator
K. Roland Chan
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, CA 94035
Summary of Progress and Results
The Meteorological Measurement System (MMS) provides pressure (p), temperature (T), and 3-D wind
(u, v, w) measurements at 5 times per second. The MMS participated in the 1987 Stratosphere-
Troposphere Exchange Project (STEP), the 1987 Airborne Antarctic Ozone Experiment (AAOE), the
1989 Airborne Arctic Stratospheric Expedition (AASE), and the 1991-92 AASE II.
For the High-Speed Research Program (HSRP), the MMS has to be modified because the position of a
new Harvard instrument in the aircraft nose prevents the MMS radome system from measuring airflow
angles, and because of the necessity to reduce the total science payload weight.
A new differential pressure (AP) system was successfully designed and flight tested. Using an
incompressible, inviscid panel code, a new shape for the Harvard instrument inlet was designed to avoid
possible boundary layer flow separations and high sonic flow regions. The new AP system has two
possible configurations: a set of flush-mounted taps or two flow-angle probes (Rosemount 858Y)
mounted on the nose behind the radome. Both configurations were tested in the fall of 1992. Test flight
results indicate that measurements from flush-mounted taps and flow-angle probes were linear over the
whole range, and there was no coupling between the AP measurements and flow modulations of the
primary duct of the Harvard instrument. Since the flush-mounted taps can be calibrated, the Rosemount
flow-angle probes were removed.
The Litton LTN-92 inertial navigation system (INS) with the capability to be updated by Global
Positioning System (GPS) satellites was adopted as the primary navigation system for all ER-2 aircraft.
By successfully incorporating the LTN-92 INS into the MMS in 1992, we were able to eliminate the
Litton LTN-72RH INS (dedicated to the MMS in past missions) and reduce the payload weight by over
100 pounds.
Journal Publications
None
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Energy Transfer Effects in Laser Detection of Stratospheric Hydroxyl Radicals
Investigator
David R. Crosley
Molecular Physics Laboratory
SRI Intemational
333 Ravenswood Avenue
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Research Objectives
Measurement of the hydroxyl radical is essential to testing our understanding of atmospheric
photochemistry. In the stratosphere, it has been determined using the method of laser-induced
fluorescence, instrumentation for which is mounted on balloon platforms or the ER-2. Comparing the
OH signals measured during a flight with those obtained from a ground-based calibration cell requires
knowledge of the fluorescence quantum yield as a function of pressure, temperature, and composition.
A laboratory determination of the needed collisional energy transfer rate coefficients is the objective of
this project. Using temporally and spectrally resolved laser-induced fluorescence measurements of OH
in cooled flow cells, we will measure the temperature dependence of vibrational energy transfer in the
electronically excited state and the final rotational state distribution following vibrational transfer caused
by collisions with nitrogen and oxygen. These data will permit quantitative analysis of OH data over the
range of conditions found in the stratosphere.
Summary of Progress and Results
During the first year, measurements have been made at room temperature. Rate coefficients for total
decay from v=l and vibrational transfer from v=l---_0 have been determined for N2 and 02. The N2
values agree with those determined previously, but the 02 results are smaller than previously accepted
values. High resolution spectral scans provide the final rotational distribution in v=0 following the
vibrational transfer event. The distributions are nonthermal and have considerable population in high
rotational levels. This means the OH will quench more slowly than previously assumed and explains
why the previous value of the 02 rate coefficient is too large. Distributions for other colliders were also
made to understand the vibrational transfer process. CF4, N20, and CO2 behave similarly to N2; H2,
D2, and CH4 produce distributions with less rotation; and argon, surprisingly, is like 02.
During the past quarter, through support from a different project (NASA Global Tropospheric Program)
studying the temperature dependence of quenching on NO laser-induced fluorescence diagnostics, we
have constructed a cooled cell capable of attaining temperatures as low as 203 K. We have just begun to
use this cell to investigate the effects of reduced temperature on the OH vibrational transfer. The OH
will be produced through laser photolysis of HNO3 in the cold flow, and a second laser will be used for
excitation to v= 1 of the emitting electronic state.
Journal Publications
Williams, L. R., and D. R. Crosley, Collisional vibration energy transfer of OH (A2Y.+, v=l), to be
submitted to the Journal of Chemical Physics.
Crosley, D. R., Laser detection of atmospheric hydroxyl radicals, to appear in the volume Current
Problems and Progress in Atmospheric Chemistry, J. R. Barker, Ed.
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Two-Dimensional and Three-Dimensional Model Studies of Stratospheric Aircraft Emissions
Investigators
*Anne R. Douglass
Charles H. Jackman
Code 916 Atmospheric Chemistry and Dynamics Branch
Richard B. Rood
Code 910.3 Data Assimilation Office
Goddard Space Flight Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Greenbelt, MD 20771
Research Objectives
This research involves the coordinated use of the NASA/GSFC 2-D model and the 3-D chemistry and
transport model (3DCTM). Chemical assessments of the impact of aircraft exhaust on stratospheric
ozone employ the 2-D model. In addition to examining required scenarios, the 2-D model is being used
for photochemical and transport sensitivity studies. Chemical issues under consideration include the
impact of heterogeneous processes, the comparison of calculated values with measurements, and the
possibility that increased odd nitrogen and water vapor in flight corridors may lead to an increased
probability of nitric acid trihydrate clouds outside the polar vortex. When heterogeneous reactions are
included in the model, the response to a perturbation in nitrogen species is complicated by adjustment in
the hydrogen and chlorine loss mechanisms of ozone.
Because the size of the perturbation for any exhaust product depends upon its residence time in the
lower stratosphere, the model sensitivity to lower stratospheric transport is of particular importance. The
3-D dispersion of tracers is being examined using the 3DCTM. This model uses winds from a data
assimilation procedure and provides a realistic simulation of tracer dispersion. The modeled behavior of
tracers and species such as ozone is being compared with satellite fields as a means of model validation.
Long calculations (greater than 1 year) for inert tracers allow us to determine the altitude, latitude, and
seasonal dependence of horizontal and vertical tracer transport, and to provide estimates of the potential
buiM up of pollutants in oceanic flight corridors. Such calculations also allow a direct comparison of 2-
D and seasonally averaged 3-D transports. These calculations should serve to reduce the uncertainty in
assessments associated with 2-D model transport.
Summary of Progress and Results
All scenarios requested by the program have been completed using the 2-D model. As a result of our
participation in the Models and Measurements Comparisons at Satellite Beach, Florida, in February
1992, we have made improvements to the 2-D model transport and photolysis calculations. We have
developed a fully diurnal version of the model to enable comparison with measurements of diurnally
varying species. Initial studies with a parameterization for Nitric Acid Trihydrate cloud formation as a
result of the increased values of HNO3 and H20 indicate that the effect on the photochemical assessment
is small. There are still questions concerning the 2-D model transport. For example, in 2-D tracer
calculations the strat/trop exchange takes place primarily at high latitudes and through horizontal
exchange across model tropopause gaps. In the 3-D model, the strat/trop exchange takes place at middle
latitudes in association with synoptic scale events. This difference could be significant to assessment
calculations, as the HSCT aircraft fly primarily at middle latitudes.
The 3-D model, which uses winds from a stratospheric data assimilation system for transport, has been
used for simulations of the transport and dispersion of aircraft exhaust (tracer) and for simulations of
ozone. Comparisons with ozone measurements show that although the 3-D simulations capture
variations in total ozone caused by synoptic events in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere, the
calculated ozone diverges from measgrements as the integration proceeds. The differences, too low
ozone in the tropics and excess ozone at middle and high latitudes, result from an excessively strong
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residualcirculation.Thestrongresidualcirculationis producedby theassimilationprocess,in which
dataarecontinuallyinsertedinto ageneralcirculationmodel. Theshockof datainsertionimpactsthe
thermodynamicbalanceandresultsin excessivevertical transport. In additionto diagnosingthis
problem,a methodhasbeendevelopedto postprocesstheassimilationwindfields andprovideasetof
windsthathaveaphysicallyrealisticthermodynamicbalance.Thecomparisonof ozonesimulations
usingtheseadjustedwindswithTOMSandSBUVozoneobservationsi markedlyimproved.
Time seriesof modelozone,tracer,and500 hPaheightshaveshownhigh anticorrelationsbetween
tracerandgeopotentialheight. A similarout-of-phaserelationshipis seenin the modelozoneandis
suggestedby TOMSdata. Attentionhasbeenplacedonmasstransferfrom thestratosphereinto the
troposphereassociatedwith cutoff low (COL) andtrough/ridgesystems.The mechanismfor this
exchangeprocessis large-scaleeddy transportnearthe polar jet streamregion in areasof upper
troposphericyclonicactivity. In the3-Dmodel,transportof stratospheric ozone into the troposphere is
evident within the cutoff low events. Maxima in TOMS data are also observed to occur in conjunction
with these systems. Experiments using postprocessed winds provide an improved representation of the
influence of synoptic events on the calculated ozone and on the tracer distribution. These studies of
strat/trop exchange should lead to an improved representation in the 2-D model.
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Inertia-Gravity Waves in the Stratosphere: Excitation, Propagation, and Constituent Transport
Investigators
*Timothy J. Dunkerton
Donal O'Sullivan
Northwest Research Associates
P.O. Box 3027
Bellevue, WA 98009
Research Objectives
This study seeks to understand better the excitation of internal inertia-gravity waves (IGW) in the
troposphere, their subsequent propagation and breakdown in the lower stratosphere, generation of
secondary instabilities, and resulting vertical transport of trace constituents. Such transport is essential
for the removal of exhaust pollutants produced by future high-speed aircraft in order to lessen the
severity of ozone depletion. We focus specifically on the role of midlatitude synoptic-scale weather
systems (baroclinic instability and frontogenesis) in excitation of IGW, refraction into regions of
preferred wavebreaking, and the efficiency of in situ mixing by convective and dynamical instabilities in
breaking IGW.
Summary of Progress and Results
High resolution numerical simulations of baroclinic lifecycles have been performed using a 3-D
primitive equation, 60 degree sector model, which extends vertically from the ground to 35 km. These
simulations reveal episodes of IGWs radiating upwards into the lower stratosphere. The source of these
IGWs is related to a tropopause folding event which develops in the model during the baroclinic
lifecycle. The IGWs are absorbed in the lower stratosphere, 15-25 km altitude range, apparently by
critical level absorption. It appears that model IGWs are efficiently excited in regions of strong parcel
accelerations due to the curvature of the jet stream distorted by cyclogenesis. There are several such
regions, the most important of which is near the location of vortex "filamentation" where a small amount
of potential vorticity is extruded by the breaking synoptic-scale wave in the upper troposphere. (This
process is quite similar to its counterpart in stratospheric planetary waves.) Subsequent propagation of
IGWs is sensitive to the local wind and the distribution of potential vorticity. Waves radiate into the jet
stream but also penetrate the region of anticyclonic potential vorticity to the west.
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Measurement of CFC-11 and CFC-113 During the Stratospheric Photochemistry Aerosols and
Dynamics Expedition by the Airborne Chromatograph for Atmospheric Trace Species (ACATS)
Investigators
*James W. Elkins
Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics Laboratory
David W. Fahey
Aeronomy Laboratory
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
325 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80303
Research Objectives
The main research objectives of this work are to measure the mixing ratios of two tracers,
chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) -11 and CFC-113 using gas chromatography, on the Stratospheric
Photochemistry Aerosols and Dynamics Expedition (SPADE) aboard the NASA ER-2 aircraft. These
tracers are extremely useful because of the large dynamic range for mixing ratios in the stratosphere at
altitudes covered by the ER-2 aircraft. The goal is to use these tracers as a yard stick to quantify the
photochemical loss and production of the reactive species, HO2, OH, NO, NOy, NO2, and 03 in the
lower stratosphere and upper troposphere during the SPADE mission of the HSRPProgram.
Summary of Progress and Results
Most of the effort over the past year has been spent on analyzing data from the Airborne Arctic
Stratospheric Expedition II during August 1991 through March 1992. This analysis will be important to
the SPADE mission because we will establish a climatology for each of these tracer gases against other
species. We participated on the first series of test flights for the SPADE mission during November and
collected data from three flights. In the laboratory, we have demonstrated that we can measure CFC-12
and nitrous oxide (N20) or carbon monoxide (CO) and methane (CH4) on an additional channel with
only minor modifications to the ACATS instrument. Based on highest scientific payoff, we decided to
add another channel to our flight instrument to measure CO every two minutes for the upcoming
SPADE mission in April and May 1993. The photochemical steady state ratio of HO2/OH is controlled
in the lower stratosphere by reactions involving CO, NO, and 03. Measurements of CO with the ER-2
gas chromatograph will be combined with simultaneous measurements of OH, HO2, NO, and 03 for the
first time in the NASA SPADE field program. These measurements will allow for a critical test of our
understanding of the processes that control OH.
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A Dual Channel Chemiluminescence Detector for Measurements of NO and NOy
Onboard the NASA ER-2 Aircraft
Investigators
*David W. Fahey
S. J. Ciciora
R. S. Gao
S. R. Kawa
E. R. Keim
P. Tin
E. L. Woodbridge
Aeronomy Laboratory
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
325 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80303
Cooperative Institute for Research
in Environmental Sciences
University of Colorado
Boulder, CO 80309
Research Objectives
The research objectives are to design and construct instrumentation for the NASA ER-2 high-altitude
aircraft to measure reactive nitrogen species, to participate in field programs that seek measurements of
a wide variety of trace species in the lower stratosphere, and to interpret the resulting data in a manner
that advances our understanding of the photochemistry and dynamics of the lower stratosphere.
Summary of Progress and Results
The NASA Airborne Arctic Stratospheric Expedition - II (AASE-II) ended in March 1992 with data for
NO and NOy obtained in more than 20 flights in the lower stratosphere. Submission of final data was
completed in summer 1993.
Of interest in the interpretation of these data is the role of the heterogenous reaction N205 + H20
occurring on the surface of sulfate aerosols. The reaction serves to reduce the NOx/NOy ratio within an
air parcel by producing HNO3. When the observations of NO and NOy are used to estimate the ratio
and compare it to gas-phase photochemical models, the values observed at midlatitudes are significantly
lower than predicted. The inclusion in the model of the N205 reaction on background aerosol improves
the comparison with the observations. As a consequence, the expected importance of nitrogen oxides in
ozone destruction at midlatitudes is reduced, while the importance of chlorine and hydrogen chemistry
is increased. These results increase model sensitivity of ozone to growth in chlorine abundances in the
atmosphere and lessen the predicted impact of NOx from aircraft exhaust in these models.
Observations at elevated aerosol values caused by the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo show further reductions
in NOx/NOy. The data show a nonlinear response with increasing aerosol surface area, suggesting
saturation. The saturation effect agrees well with photochemical models which show that the formation
rate of N205 limits the reduction of NOx/NOy at high aerosol values. These results demonstrate that
chemical changes resulting from observed increases in sulfate aerosol above background values are
limited at midlatitudes, consequently limiting expected changes in ozone loss rates.
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Chemical Kinetics Studies of Hydrocarbons From Stratospheric Aircraft
Investigators
*Randall R. Friedl
Stanley P. Sander
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91109
Research Objectives
We are collecting experimental data on the rates and mechanisms of key elementary gas-phase and gas-
surface reactions that relate to the processing of nonmethane hydrocarbon aircraft exhaust in the lower
stratosphere. Our focus is on processes that may impact the partitioning of nitrogen oxides.
Consequently, we have been investigating chemical p.roduction and loss mechanisms of peroxyacetyl
nitrate (PAN), an important reservoir of odd nitrogen m the atmosphere and a common intermediate in
the atmospheric oxidation of small nonmethane hydrocarbons.
Summary of Progress and Results
We have examined the NO2 product yield from the photolysis of PAN at 248 nm. NO2 was detected by
laser induced fluorescence (LIF). The probe laser was a pulsed copper vapor laser operating at 511 nm
and 20 Khz. NO2 fluorescence was collected between approximately 550 nm and 900 nm with a
combination of high pass optical filters and a red-sensitive photomultiplier. The sensitivity of the
technique to NO2 was quantified by photolyzing HNO3.
A complex temporal behavior of the laser induced fluorescence signal following PAN or HNO3
photolysis was observed. The data indicate that the photolysis of these species produces NO2 in an
electronically or vibrationally excited state. A simple kinetics mechanism consistin.g of five to seven
equally spaced energy levels was found to adequately describe the observed relaxatmn of the excited
species. The collisional quenching rates between excited levels were assumed to be equal.
The derived rate constants for various quenching gases in our experiments were found to be similar to
ones measured previously for quenching of excited vibrational states of the NO2 ground electronic (2A1)
state. We concluded from our analysis that the majority of excess energy following 248 nm photolysis
of HNO3 appears as vibrational excitation of 2A1 state NO2. The photolysis mechanism presumably
involves initial excitation of the nascent NO2 to the 2B2 state followed by rapid collisional quenching or
curve crossing to upper vibrational levels of the 2A1 state. In support of this conclusion we have
observed small amounts of direct fluorescence from the 2B2 state.
Energy disposal, in the NO2 photo fragments from HNO3 and PAN photolysis appears to be similar.
This finding suggests that mixing between the 2A1 and 2B2 states of NO2 is relatively constant over a
large range of initial energies since the amount of excess energy following 248 nm photolysis is quite
different in the HNO2 (23100 cm-1) and PAN (31400 cm-1) cases. In addition, the findings indicate that
collisional quenching of vibrational levels above the 2B2 state energy threshold must be substantially
faster than quenching of levels with pure 2A 1 character.
The determination of the NO2 quantum yield from PAN photolysis is significantly hindered by the
complex internal energy relaxation process. We have been able to derive an accurate quantum yield by
employing buffer gases such as 02 and CO2, which are efficient vibrational quenchers, or by
comparison of PAN and HNO3 photolysis data at specific delay times following the photolysis pulse. A
NO2 quantum yield of 0.8 +0.2 from PAN photolysis at 248 is obtained from the data.
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Modeling of Heterogeneous Processes
Investigator
Patrick Hamill
Physics Department
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0106
Research Objectives
The purposes of this study are to assist in modeling efforts for SPADE and to develop a sulfate aerosol
model for studying heterogeneous chemical processes in the stratosphere.
Summary of Progress and Results
The project involves formulating an aerosol module to be incorporated into the GUMBO model which is
being developed as part of the SPADE program.
At selected points along the ER-2 flight track, parcel trajectory analyses are carded out to predict the
time history of the air parcel being monitored. The trajectory analysis predicts the temperature and
pressure of the air parcel as a function of time for 9 days prior to its encounter with the ER-2.
The aerosol model predicts the size and composition (weight percentage sulfuric acid) of the aerosol
during the 9 days prior to encounter. The calculations are based on the fact that at a given temperature
and water vapor content, the composition of a sulfuric acid/water aerosol particle is uniquely
determined. The particles adjust to the compositional change by either absorbing or evaporating water.
This changes the size of the particles and hence their surface area. The surface area of the aerosols is the
primary quantity of interest in studying heterogeneous processes.
The aerosol module has been completed and successfully incorporated into the GUMBO model. The
results are realistic, except for the size distribution. For simplicity we assumed a distribution having a
single mode, but measurements during SPADE indicate a bi-modal distribution. However, this does not
have a detectable effect on the aerosol surface area because the area is dominated by the larger mode.
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Project and Data Management Support for HSRP Field Missions
Investigators
*R. Stephen Hipskind
Patricia Hathaway
Steven E. Gaines
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000
Research Objectives
The objective of this study is to provide Project Management for HSRP aircraft field campaigns,
including data management and computer networking support. Project Management covers a range of
activities, including assistance in experiment definition, scheduling, field facility preparation,
dissemination of project information, overseeing aircraft payload integration, and projecting and
tracking deployment budgets. Data management entails the definition of data exchange standards and
implementation of the exchange process in the field. It also includes the dissemination of the field
experiment data sets after the mission. Networking support provides the basis for the data exchange in
the field; it also provides the communication link for acquiring critical data sets required during the field
missions and for communication to home labs.
Summary of Progress and Results
The data from the second Airborne Arctic Stratospheric Expedition (AASE II) were published on
CDROM and distributed to the mission participants. This data set includes the measurements taken
aboard both the ER-2 and DC-8 aircraft during the AASE II mission and is available by contacting Steve
Hipskind at NASA Ames Research Center.
The primary focus of this past year has been on the Stratospheric Photochemical, Aerosols and
Dynamics Expedition (SPADE). SPADE is the first field mission devoted to making atmospheric
measurements for the HSRP. The mission, originally scheduled to be completed in the fall of 1992, was
split into two phases, the first in November of 1992 and the second, in April and May of 1993. The split
was necessitated by the time line of the new instruments being developed for SPADE, which could not
be ready for a fall mission.
The goal of the November series was redirected to getting all of the instruments integrated onto the ER-2
aircraft, test flown, and flight certified. This goal was successfully met with two 2-hour test flights and
two 6-hour flights. The last flight accomplished a terminator crossing, which was crucial for testing the
performance of the new instruments. The full payload exceeded the total fuselage weight capacity and
center of gravity constraints of the aircraft, so that, except for the first 2-hour flight, partial payloads had
to be flown. Weight losses in several instruments were identified and the instrument PIs made
commitments to lose instrument weight before the spring 1993 science flight series. At this time it
appears that the weight losses were accomplished and it should be possible to fly the full payload during
the spring science flights.
Though the SPADE mission is being conducted from NASA Ames, it is the first time that we have
conducted a mission of this magnitude from Ames with the full complement of external investigators
(70-80 external investigators and support personnel with an equivalent number of Ames personnel). The
facility preparation was not unlike a remote field deployment, with much effort spent on negotiating for
space and preparing the space for use as lab space by the participating investigators.
The networking and data exchange for the SPADE mission was set up and run essentially the same as
was done for the AASE II (which was also partially funded by the HSRP). Because many of the
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investigatorsat Ames were housed in a building with no existing network connections, we utilized a
wireless network link to bring the building into the Ames campus network. The networking and data
exchange worked smoothly during the November flight series.
We are also preparing for the 1994 combined UARP/HSRP field campaign. This mission is known
collectively as the Airborne Southern Hemisphere Ozone Experiment (ASHOE) and Measurements for
the Assessing the Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft (MAESA). The mission will be based in
Christchurch, New Zealand, with over four deployment periods from March 1994 through October 1994,
with MAESA concentrating primarily on the transit flights from Ames to Christchurch. There will also
be MAESA flights made locally out of Hawaii on the transit phase. We made a site survey trip to
Christchurch in January and are working with both the NSF and the U.S. Navy to construct the required
lab space and put in the necessary infrastructure for power and communications.
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Dynamical and Chemical Studies of Aircraft Emissions Using Satellite Data and a 2-D Model
Investigator
Matthew H. Hitchman
Department of Meteorology
University of Wisconsin Madison
Madison, WI 53706
Research Objectives
The objective is to assess the effects of aircraft emissions on the ozone layer with a fully interactive 2-D
model. Specifically, a new stratospheric aerosol climatology is employed, which we created from
SAGE and SAM II data, to assess the effects of heterogeneous processes. A second objective is to
improve parameterized vertical mixing through the use of aircraft mission data on gravity waves.
Summary of Progress and Results
We have completed our aerosol climatology which exhibits significant seasonal and quasi-biennial
variations. We have carried out a variety of scenarios to explore the sensitivity to surface anthropogenic
trace gas emissions, conventional aircraft, HSCTs, model mixing coefficients, seasonal aerosol cycle,
QBO aerosol variability, and a range of aerosol loadings. These results will be reported at the annual
meeting in Virginia Beach.
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NO/NOy, 03, and H20 Instruments, and Meteorological Analysis
Investigator
Kenneth K. Kelly
Aeronomy Laboratory
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
325 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80303
Research Objectives
The objective is to support of the HSRP-SPADE campaigns.
Summary of Progress and Results
The water instrument did not fly on all flights of the November SPADE I mission because of aircraft
weight and balance considerations. Andy Dessler compared the two water instruments for joint flights.
The two instruments were within experimental error with the possible exception of ascent and descents.
Mike Proffit offered to share a computer to help the weight problem. I have modified my experiment
with a weight savings of almost 60 pounds. I am currently trying to hire someone to help with the data
analysis. The emphasis will be on relating the aircraft data to satellite data sets and GCMs.
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Impact of Engine Emissions of a Proposed High-Speed Stratospheric Aircraft Fleet on the State of
the Atmosphere
Investigators
*Malcolm K. W. Ko
Debra K. Weisenstein
Nien-Dak Sze
Jose M. Rodriguez
Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc.
840 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139
Research Objectives
The AER 2-D chemistry-transport model will be used to investigate the sensitivity of ozone to emissions
from HSCT aircraft, including nitrogen oxides, water vapor, carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and sulfur
dioxide. Because heterogeneous chemistry was found to have a large impact on the predicted change in
ozone due to HSCT emissions, a new emphasis is to develop a sulfate model in collaboration with Dr.
Glenn Yue of NASA/Langley. AER will develop the gas-phase portion of the model which will be
combined with the aerosol microphysics model at Langley. This model will allow us to predict changes
in aerosol loading due to aircraft emissions and volcanic eruptions. The impact of changes in aerosol
loading on ozone will be explored by varying the rate of the heterogeneous reactions over the expected
range of the aerosol surface area.
Summary of Progress and Results
Model improvements in the past year have included updating the chemical rates to the JPL-92
recommendations, implementing a parameterized treatment of the Schumann-Runge bands, and adoption
of the NMC 8-year average temperatures. We are now calculating tropopause height based on model
temperatures and are also calculating water vapor concentration in the stratosphere. We have created a
high-resolution version of our 2-D model with the vertical resolution increased by a factor of three to
approximately 1.2 km. This high-resolution model has been used to evaluate the ozone response to
HSCT emissions.
Model calculations performed during the past year include the 12 experiments designated for
intercomparison at the June 1993 HSRP meeting. These scenarios represent refinements of the basic
scenarios used in previous years. Subsonic air traffic is assumed to decrease with the introduction of an
HSCT fleet. Mach numbers of 1.6 and 2.4 are assumed for the HSCT cruise speed with NOx emission
indices of 5, 15, 45, and fuel use during ascent and descent are now included. We find results for these
scenarios to be quite similar to the less-detailed calculations performed previously. In addition, four
scenarios have been evaluated with background Cly concentrations at 2.0 ppbv instead of 3.5 ppbv. We
find that the lower background chlorine increases the calculated ozone depletion by about 60% at
northern midlatitudes with NOx EI=15, and by 25% at northern midlatitudes with NOx EI=5 for the
Mach 2.4 cases. Also, as a sensitivity test, we have repeated the calculation for the Mach 2.4, NOx
EI=15 case with NOx emissions only and with NOx and H20 emissions only. With only NOx emissions,
the calculated ozone depletion is 25% less than with NOx, H20, CH4, and CO emissions. With both
NOx and H20 emissions included, results are almost identical to when all emissions are included,
implying the CH4 and CO emissions play a very minor role in the impact of HSCT emissions on ozone.
We have continued our gas-phase sulfur model development by including more realistic boundary
conditions on SO2 and CS2 and have increased the vertical resolution to 1.2 km. The model includes the
species CS2, DMS, H2S, MSA, OCS, SO2, and SO4. Gravitational sedimentation velocities are used for
SO4 below 25 km, based on the size distribution of aerosols measured by SAGE II for January-February
1989. The model calculates a stratospheric sulfate burden of 11.6x107 kg of sulfur without aircraft and
11.8x107 kg of sulfur with subsonic aircraft. Assuming an E1 of 1 for SO2, the model predicts
maximum local changes in sulfate due to HSCT emissions of 40%, 90%, and 100% for Mach 1.6, 2.4,
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and3.2,respectively.Thuswe expect changes of a factor of two or less in the aerosol surface area due
to HSCT aircraft emissions with SO2 EI=I.
Work is under way to included aerosol microphysics in our sulfur model. The aerosol code has been
supplied to us by Dr. Glenn Yue of NASA/Langley. There are 25 aerosol size bins in the models, with
radii ranging from 0.01 microns to 2.65 microns, each bin containing twice the particle volume of the
preceding bin. Aerosol processes included are coagulation, sedimentation, H2SO4 condensation,
heterogeneous growth, nucleation, advection, and diffusion. When the microphysical model is
operational, we plan to (1) perform the Ruiz aerosol experiment from the Models and Measurements
Workshop for comparison of the resulting aerosol size distribution with measurements, (2) repeat the
HSCT aircraft scenarios, and then use the calculated aerosol surface area to predict ozone changes, and
(3) simulate volcanic eruptions by input of SO2.
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Stratospheric Sulfur Oxidation Kinetics
Investigators
*Charles E. Kolb
Douglas R. Worsnop
Mark S. Zahniser
P. Davidovits
Center for Chemical and Environmental Physics
Aerodyne Research, Inc.
45 Manning Road
Billerica, MA 01821-3976
*Mario J. Molina
J. T. Jayne
Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences
and Department of Chemistry
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139
Research Objectives
The purpose of this study is to determine the mechanisms and chemical kinetics rate parameters
controlling the homogeneous and heterogeneous oxidation of SO2 to H2SO4 in high-altitude aircraft
plume/wakes and in the ambient stratosphere.
Summary of Progress and Results
Since the start of the project in February 1993 we have designed a series of fast-flow tube experiments to
measure the temperature dependent rate of the homogeneous reaction of the SO3 molecule with
monomeric and dimeric water vapor to form H2SO4(v). These reactions will be studied in a novel, high-
pressure turbulent fast-flow reactor, previously designed and fabricated at MIT, to minimize the effects
of the fast heterogeneous reaction between SO3 and H20 on the reactor's wall. This should allow a more
definitive rate constant to be determined than the currently evaluated upper limit of <5.7 x 10 -15 cm3/s.
The reaction with water vapor dimer (H20)2 or bimer e.g. (H2OoN2) may proceed much more rapidly
than the reaction with the H20 monomer. The rates of these reactions will be studied by varying the
concentrations of H20 vapor in the flow.
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Plume Chemistry and Dispersion Modeling to Evaluate the Atmospheric Effects of Stratospheric
Aircraft
Investigators
*Charles E. Kolb
Robert C. Brown
Richard C. Miake-Lye
Manuel Martinez-Sanchez
Aerodyne Research, Inc.
45 Manning Road
Billerica, MA 01821-3976
Jose M. Rodriguez
Malcom K. W. Ko
Run-Lie. Shia
Nien-Dak. Sze
Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc.
840 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139
Research Objectives
The environmental perturbations caused by the exhaust of a high-speed civil transport (HSCT) depend
on the deposition altitude and the amount and composition of the emissions. The chemical evolution
and the mixing and vortical motion of the exhaust need to be analyzed to track the exhaust and its
speciation as the emissions are mixed to atmospheric scales. A model of the dynamical processes in the
plume and wake is being developed to account for plume mixing, the roll-up of the exhaust with trailing
vorticity, and the subsequent evolution and motion of the exhaust gases in the descending vortex cell.
The eventual dispersion to atmospheric scales after the decay of local emission enhancements along
flight corridors, where concomitant chemical and radiative effects may occur, is also being quantified.
Summary of Progress and Results
A model of plume mixing and chemistry has been optimized for HSCT exhaust plumes, and
condensation kinetics have been calculated using the mixing and chemistry output of model calculations.
Following the chemical kinetics of NOx and SOx demonstrates that oxidation to HNO3 and SO3 and
subsequent formation of H2SO4 proceeds in the wake of the aircraft driven by exhaust OH and ambient
03. The effects of these acid gases on heterogeneous chemistry and binary homogeneous and
heterogeneous condensation are being explored. Analytical modeling.of the vortex wake shows that the
concentrated vorticity wraps up the buoyant exhaust and suppresses its continued mixing and dilution,
while subjecting it to locally perturbed temperatures and pressures. Modeling of the dispersion indicates
that radiatively-driven subsidence of the exhaust emissions is likely to be less than 1 km and that
conversion of NOx to HNO3 can be substantial if heterogeneous chemistry takes place on contrail
aerosols. Further modeling of nonlinear chemical effects, particularly on polar stratospheric clouds, in
aircraft flight corridors is currently under way.
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Subcommittee Meeting, Kirkland AFB, 10 February 1993. To be published in CPIA Publication
595, Chemical Propulsion Information Agency, 1993.
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Design and Development of an Unmanned Research Aircraft in Support of the Small High
Altitude Science Aircraft (SHASA) Project
Investigator
John S. Langford
Aurora Flight Sciences Corporation
10601 Observation Road
Manassas, VA 22111
Research Objectives
The purpose of this project is to develop and field two Perseus A science aircraft capable of carrying a
50-kg payload to altitudes in excess of 25 kin.
Summary of Progress and Results
During the last quarter the first two Perseus aircraft made the transition from individual component parts
to complete airframes. Following a public rollout of December 18, 1992, the aircraft entered an
extended period of integrated systems testing. Significant milestones reached during this period
included"
• Validation of the closed cycle powerplant output power and fuel specifics better than required to
complete the stated mission.
• Accumulation of more than I00 hours of closed cycle operation.
• The first application of power through the drivetrain and the 4.2 meter propeller.
• Demonstration of all command uplink, downlink, and engineering command functions via radio
link between ground station and aircraft.
• Completion of the first payload integration and planning meeting with participating P.I.s and
payload engineers.
The aircraft development is proceeding on schedule to support initial scientific flights in 1994. The
initial flight test has been moved from April to July 1993 to allow the resolution of radio frequency
coordination issues and sufficient time for the desert test site to dry out after a very wet winter.
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Laboratory Studiesof HeterogeneousProcessesImportant in StratosphericAircraft Emissions
Investigators
*Ming-TaunLeu
Leon F. Keyser
Liang T. Chu
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Pasadena, CA 91109
Research Objectives
The objective of this task is the laboratory investigation of heterogeneous processes that are potentially
important in assessing the environmental impact of high-altitude aircraft emissions. The work aims to
investigate the effects of water ice, nitric acid trihydrate, sulfuric acid aerosol, and soot on atmospheric
species important in the C1Ox, NOx, and HOx cycles that include: HCI, C10, C1ONO2, NO, NO2, 03,
N205, HNO3, OH, HO2, H202, and SO2. Flow reactor mass spectrometry and discharge flow resonance
fluorescence measure sticking or reaction probabilities on these aerosols. Several analytical techniques,
which include mass spectrometry, chloride ion electrode, infrared absorption, scanning electron
microscopy, x-ray diffraction spectrometry, and BET surface area analysis, monitor gas-phase species
and characterize the condensed phase.
Summary of Progress and Results
Heterogeneous reactions of HOC1 + HC1 --_ C12 + H20 (1) and C1ONO2 + HC1 --_ C12 + HNO3 (2) on
ice surfaces at 188 K have been investigated in a flow reactor interfaced with a quadrupole mass
spectrometer. Reaction probabilities for these heterogeneous reactions have been determined to be 0.15
and 0.10, respectively.
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Argus: N20 and CH4 Instrument for Perseus
Investigator
Max Loewenstein
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000
Summary of Progress and Results
A prototype of one channel of the Argus instrument employing an evacuable Herriott cell has been
calibrated over the pressure range 50 to 350 torr and N20 values ranging from 0 to 320 ppb. The results
show that the instrument response is linear and the measurement precision is approximately 0.6 ppb of
N20. These measurements were made employing a complete simulation of the flight analog and digital
electronics. A prototype of the flight analog board consisting of a synchronous amplifier and integrator
was used in the detection chain. Instrument precision is now within about a factor of three of achieving
the required 1% precision value over the operating range of Perseus.
In the current prototype, the Herriott cell employed is a design close to the flight cell design. It
incorporates all the features of the flight cell, but its physical dimensions are somewhat different. 56 cell
passes are employed, for a total path of about 12 meters. A pressure and flow measuring system is
connected to the Herriott cell to allow monitoring of the cell flow and pressure and the introduction of
calibrated N20 gases, as well as other gases which assist in identification of the N20 line being
employed in the detection process. Candidate flight pressure transducers have been procured and
calibrated and soon will be incorporated into the prototype.
Several choices of flight electronics hardware have been made. A commercial 386 processor system, as
well as a candidate hard disk having a capacity of 64 megabytes, has been acquired for testing. The
entire digital system has been subjected to extended low-pressure tests to determine whether there could
be thermal problems associated with operating them in the Perseus experiment bay.
In the coming quarter the prototype will be upgraded to include flight-type optics throughout.
Calibrations will be extended to include rite entire pressure and N20 mixing ratio envelope of Perseus
operations, and fabrication of flight hardware will begin.
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Development of Trace Gas Constituent Measurement Techniques for HSCT Engines and Their
Components
Investigators
*Richard C. Miake-Lye
Charles E. Kolb
Joda C. Wormhoudt
Kurt D. Annen
Aerodyne Research, Inc.
45 Manning Road
Billerica, MA 01821-3976
Research Objectives
The objective of this program is the detailed characterization of engine exhaust trace constituents,
motivated by the need to quantify levels of species that are active in homogeneous and heterogeneous
chemistry and condensation in the plumes and wakes of high-speed civil transport (HSCT) aircraft.
Accurate inputs to both plume/wake models and global atmospheric models require complete and
accurate accounts of SOx and NOy being injected into the atmosphere. Work is divided into three areas:
1) assessment and prioritization of the required exhaust composition measurements for both existing gas
turbine engines and prototype HSCT engine components, 2) an optimal Tunable Diode Laser (TDL)
absorption technique to measure high-priority species concentrations, and 3) instrument development
and characterization based on this design carded out at ARI, followed by a measurement program at
HSRP-selected combustor development sites. These measurements will verify the sensitivity and
detectability of the trace species and will provide emission estimates of these species for use in the
AESA atmospheric assessment program.
Summary of Progress and Results
In conjunction with the Emissions Scenarios Development program (Miake-Lye et al), the AESA Engine
Exhaust Trace Chemistry (EETC) Committee met several times in the last year and coordinated a
workshop at NASA Lewis Research Center to identify measurement techniques and species to be
developed under the AESA Program. These additional species measurements are required to
characterize the exhaust emissions more completely than the current suite of standard measurements
allows. The criteria for recommending these additional measurements were formulated the EETC
Committee by prioritizing engine exhaust gas constituents in the order of their impact on atmospheric
processes. These recommendations and their technical basis are described in the referenced report.
Development of a TDL long-path adsorption spectroscopic instrument in under way. Both extractive
sampling into a low pressure astigmatic multipass optical cell and line-of-sight in situ absorption
measurements will be possible with the same basic optical source/detector combination. Three species,
NO, NO2, and HNO3, have been chosen for the initial round of development and demonstration
measurements. Design of the instrument is complete and fabrication has been initiated. Plans are being
made for laboratory calibration measurements, which will be carded out at ARI prior to more HSCT-
specific measurements in the final year of this program.
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The Interaction of Engine Exhaust Plumes and Wing Wake Vortices
Investigators
*Richard C. Miake-Lye
Robert C. Brown
Manuel Martinez-Sanchez
Charles E. Kolb
Aerodyne Research, Inc.
45 Manning Road
Billerica, MA 01821-3976
Todd R. Quackenbush
Milton E. Teske
Alan J. Bilanin
Continiuum Dynamics, Inc.
P. O. Box 3073
Princeton, NJ 08543
Research Objectives
The environmental perturbations caused by the exhaust of a high-speed civil transport (HSCT) depend
on the deposition altitude and the amount and composition of the emissions. The chemical evolution
and the mixing and vortical motion of the exhaust need to be analyzed to track the exhaust and its
speciation as the emissions are mixed to atmospheric scales. A numerical model of the dynamical and
chemical processes in the aircraft vortex wake is being developed based on the existing UNIWAKE
wake code. The vortex wake calculation is initialized with plume mixing and chemistry, as calculated
using the SPF model developed previously under AESA, and with the rolled-up wing-tip vortices from a
representative HSCT configuration. The subsequent chemical evolution and motion of the exhaust gases
in the descending vortex cell will be followed in this numerical model. In addition, the resulting
flowfield, including both temperature and species concentrations, defines the environment in which
aerosol formation and growth may proceed. The species tracked include those that could be
heterogeneously reactive on the surfaces of the condensed solid water (ice) particles when condensation
occurs and those capable of participating in the formation active contrail and/or cloud condensation
nuclei (ccn).
Summary of Progress and Results
A modified version of UNIWAKE has been developed to compute directly the homogeneous and
heterogeneous reactions occurring between the exhaust products of HSCT engines while acted upon by
the aircraft's vortex wake and the atmosphere. The modified code used the mean and fluctuating
flowfield predicted by UNIWAKE and is designed to compute passive convective chemistry, assuming
that heat release and subsequent density changes are negligible. The flowfield history will be followed
along the trajectories of a number of passive tracers to allow condensation phenomena in the flowfield to
be computed in a separate calculation.
Condensation kinetics modeling has been extended beyond the homomolecular heterogeneous
condensation previously modeled under AESA sponsorship. In particular, using the results of the SO2
and NOx oxidation chemistry, the binary nucleation of sulfuric acid/water (Zhao and Turco, 1992;
Miake-Lye et al., 1993) is being modeled to calculate the formation of additional aircraft-generated
aerosol, followed by water vapor condensation on the resulting sulfate nuclei. Initial calculations
indicate an extremely high rate of new particle creation, much higher than would be predicted if the
exhaust were simply spread over atmospheric scales.
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Determination of Emission Scenarios for the Program on Atmospheric Effects of Stratospheric
Aircraft
Investigators
*Richard C. Miake-Lye
Charles E. Kolb
Aerodyne Research, Inc.
45 Manning Road
Billerica, MA 01821-3976
Research Objectives
Predictive modeling of the dispersal and reaction of stratospheric pollutants must be based on reliable
projections of combustion emissions. An independent review and assessment of current efforts at
NASA and industry combustor research centers will be directed toward supplying relevant projected
emissions data to the plume modeling effort. Current progress and future trends will be assessed for the
control of critical species, as required by the concurrent modeling activity. A supplementary analysis
stage will facilitate the integration of the emission data into the modeling by identifying pollution
chemical mechanisms to which the models may be particularly sensitive. Such integrations will tie the
required emissions scenario data to the needs of the plume modeling efforts and global stratospheric
models.
Summary of Progress and Results
In conjunction with the Measurement Technique Development pro.gram (Miake-Lye et al.), the AESA
Engine Exhaust Trace Chemistry Committee met several times m the last year and coordinated a
workshop at NASA Lewis Research Center to identify measurement techniques and species to be
developed under the AESA program. These additional species measurements are required to
characterize the exhaust emissions more completely than the current suite of standard measurements
allows. The criteria for recommending these additional measurements were formulated by the EETC
Committee by prioritizing engine exhaust gas constituents in the order of their impact on atmospheric
processes. These recommendations and their technical basis are described in the referenced report.
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Laboratory Studies of Stratospheric Aerosol Chemistry
Investigators
Mario J. Molina
Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences
and Department of Chemistry
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139
Research Objectives
The aim of the task is to investigate the physical chemistry of the sulfuric acid-nitric acid-hydrogen
chloride-water system, and to generate and characterize in the laboratory aerosol particles similar to
those formed in the high-latitude stratosphere. This is being done in order to elucidate the mechanism of
the formation of polar stratospheric clouds and their chemical reactivity associated with chlorine
activation.
Summary of Progress and Results
Infrared spectra, melting points, and HNO3 and H20 vapor pressures have been measured for the
H2SO4/HNO3AI20 system under conditions applicable to the polar stratosphere. The results indicate
that background aerosols consisting of liquid sulfuric acid solutions will absorb HNO3 vapor under those
conditions to yield solutions containing more than 10% wt HNO3. These solutions freeze to form nitric
acid trihydrate (NAT) crystals together with H2SO4 hydrates, and hence function as precursors to Type I
polar stratospheric clouds. Supercooling investigations show that the ternary solutions freeze at
temperatures above those corresponding to the frost point in the polar stratosphere but below those
corresponding to saturation with respect to NAT formation. Also, HC1 vapor pressures have been
measured for the liquid H2SO4/HNO3/H20 system. The results indicate that the amount of HC1 taken
up by liquid H2SO4 aerosols in the polar stratosphere is larger than 0.1% wt, which is sufficient to
promote a fast heterogeneous reaction with C1ONO2 to produce Cl2.
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Real-Time Measurement of the Composition of Individual Aerosol Particles with a Mass
Spectrometer
Investigators
*Daniel M. Murphy
Adrian F. Tuck
Aeronomy Laboratory
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
325 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80303
Research Objectives
Aerosol particles are crucial to both the chemistry and radiative processes in the lower stratosphere.
Heterogeneous chemistry is emerging as perhaps the single most crucial issue in the HSRP assessment.
Accurate knowledge of the composition of stratospheric aerosols is fundamental to understanding
heterogeneous chemistry. The objective of our research is to build an instrument that can measure the
size and composition of individual aerosol particles. The proposal was to build a laboratory instrument
with technology suitable for an eventual airborne instrument.
Summary of Progress and Results
Progress in 1992 was made in a number of areas:
We are routinely acquiring high-quality mass spectra of test aerosols. As predicted in our 1990
report, we were able to improve the resolution of the mass spectrometer (ndDm) from about 50
to about 300. This will resolve all mass peaks of atmospheric interest. It is also the best
performance of any time-of-flight mass spectrometer of its size.
We have obtained mass spectra of particles using a lightweight excimer laser. This laser weighs
less than 20 kg complete with power supply and emits 5 m J/pulse at 248 nm. This laser emits
much more peak power and as much average power in the ultraviolet as more exotic diode
pumped YAG lasers. Coupled with a mass spectrometer only 67 cm long and less than 10 cm in
diameter, we have the core of a highly flyable payload.
We have pushed the lower size limit of aerosols we can work with from about 1.3 um down to
less than 0.6 um diameter. We expect to work with particles less than 0.4 um diameter very
soon. This would include most of the mass and about half of the surface area of the pre-
Pinatubo background aerosol in the stratosphere, or nearly all of the current stratospheric
aerosol. Even our current size limit would include most PSC particles.
We have measured the pulsed laser energy required for ionization of a number of different test
aerosols at 248, 308, and 337 nm. Ionization thresholds are less variable with composition at
the shorter wavelength; hence the decision to set up the lightweight laser for 248 nm.
Work in the near future will focus on obtaining spectra of more particles of atmospheric interest,
obtaining spectra of smaller particles, and obtaining negative ion spectra. We also plan to begin
to investigate tropospheric aerosols.
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Meteorological Analysis for SPADE
Investigators
*Paul A. Newman
Mark R. Schoeberl
Leslie R. Lait
Joan E. Rosenfield
Code 916
Goddard Space Flight Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Greenbelt, MD 20771
Julio T. Bacmeister
Code 4141
Naval Research Laboratory
4555 Overlook Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20375-5000
Ronald M. Nagatani
Climate Analysis Center/NMC
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Washington, DC 20233
Research Objectives
This project's objective is to provide a variety of meteorological products to SPADE investigators, the
science team, and the Project Scientist for flight planning and data analysis purposes. Gridded
meteorological observations are captured in near-real time from the National Meteorological Center.
From these data, balanced winds and potential vorticity are computed and projected along the flight
tracks. Constituent data acquired from various data sources, including PI instruments, are also used to
reconstruct along the flight track. Parcel back trajectories are also computed. High-resolution gravity
wave computations forecast localized turbulence. A radiative transfer code is also available to estimate
cooling rates.
The standard data products to be produced are: global analyses along projected flight tracks of the ER-2,
curtain files of global analyses track; back trajectories along the flight track; flight meteorological data
derived potential vorticity at various isentropic surfaces; reconstructed ozone, nitrous oxide, and chlorine
monoxide distribution gravity wave computations, and cooling rate computations.
Summary of Progress and Results
The GSFC group participated in the SPADE test flight series in November 1992. The meteorological
products outlined above were routinely provided to the investigators. Software improvements are
currently being implemented for use in the SPADE flight series in April and May 1993.
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Ozone and Water Vapor Vertical Profiles to 28 km
Investigator
Samuel J. Oltmans
Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics Laboratory
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
325 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80303-3328
Research Objectives
Our objective is to make simultaneous ozone, water vapor, and temperature profile measurements using
balloon platforms. Two profile measurements extending from the surface to 28 km altitude will be
made. One profile will be obtained during each of the diurnal mission periods scheduled for
approximately May 3 and May 10 from Crow's Landing Naval Facility cast of Ames.
Summary of Progress and Results
Simultaneous ozone, water vapor, and temperature profile measurements will be made using balloon
platforms. Two profile measurements extending from the surface to 28 km altitude will be made. One
profile will be obtained during each of the diumal mission periods scheduled for approximately May 3
and May 10 from Crow's Landing Naval Facility east of Ames Research Center.
Instrumentation for the balloon packages is under construction and will be completed by April 15, 1993,
for deployment to California/
HSRP funding was used to procure needed equipment and to pay a portion of the salary for a research
assistant.
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Transport Across Regions with Strong Isentropic Meridional Tracer Gradients: An Investigation
Using Existing Lower Stratospheric Aircraft Measurements
Investigators
*Leonhard Pfister
Earth Systems Science Division
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000
Henry B. Selkirk
Space Physics Research Institute
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
Research Objectives
Our work has two major objectives. The first is to examine the origin and nature of the thin (less than 1
km) layered structures in the tracer fields within the midlatitude lower stratosphere. In particular, we
seek to establish the reversibility or irreversibility of these layers, whether they are produced by inertial
gravity waves, and the nature and strength of the turbulence that erodes them. The ultimate goal is to
show how important or unimportant they are to the overall meridional and vertical transport picture.
The second is to extend the description of steep isentropic tracer gradients in the tropics as revealed by
recent aircraft and satellite measurements by establishing the relationship to meteorological variables
and potential vorticity.
Summary of Progress and Results
The progress so far in FY 1993 is in the second of the two objectives outlined above. We have analyzed
data from the 1992 SAGE-2 Pinatubo aerosol validation mission, in which the NASA DC-8 made lidar
measurements of stratospheric aerosol along a mostly north-south flight path in the central Pacific
extending from 37°N to 52"S. The backscatter from the main stratospheric aerosol cloud was centered at
23 km and was maximized in the tropics, and there were clear poleward boundaries (15-20 degree
latitude in the northern hemisphere and -30 degree in the southern), which corresponded to regions of
significant gradients of IPV from the NMC stratospheric analysis. These analyses suggest that the
relationship between the regions of horizontal tracer gradients and the subtropical jet is ambiguous at
best.
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Modeling the Atmospheric Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft
Investigators
*G. Pitari
R. Ferretti
L. Ricciardulli
V. Rizi
M. Verdecchia
Dipartimento di Fisica
Universita' degli Studi L'Aquila
67010 Coppito, L'Aquila
Italy
Research Objectives
The purpose of this project is to study the effects on stratospheric composition using two- and three-
dimensional models, and to model the effluent or plume dispersion using mesoscale models.
Summary of Progress and Results
Recent assessment studies have shown that heterogeneous chemistry could have a significant role on the
model predicted ozone changes due to gas injection from high-speed civil transport (HSCT) aircraft.
One major limitation of these numerical experiments was the highly simplified scheme adopted for the
aerosol particles, and in particular the absence of any explicit feedback between the gas-phase chemistry
included in the models with the total aerosol surface density available for heterogeneous reactions.
Using a two-dimensional model that includes photochemical reactions for the sulfur cycle and a
microphysical code for sulfuric aerosols we were able to predict the size distribution for nitric acid
trihydrate (NAT) and ice aerosols, covering globally a particle radius range between 0.01 micron and
about 160 micron.
Model results for the aerosol size distribution and for the available surface densities appear reasonable
when compared with satellite and balloon measurements and with independent numerical calculations.
As shown by previous research work and assessment panels, the ozone sensitivity to HSCT emissions
largely decreases when heterogeneous chemistry is included with respect to a pure gas-phase chemistry
case. With polar aerosols present, the ozone sensitivity to HSCT emission shows a further decrease, and
the time-latitude contours of this modeled ozone column change appear significantly different from the
pure sulfate case. In addition we show that the SO2 injection from supersonic aircraft has a large impact
on the sulfate aerosol layer, while the effects on ozone appear to be significant only when polar
stratospheric aerosols are included in the numerical simulation.
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Air Parcel Trajectories in the Lower Stratosphere Using Winds from the "SKYHI" General
Circulation Model
Investigator
R. Alan Plumb
Department of Earth, Atmospheric
and Planetary Sciences
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139
Research Objectives
The objective of this study was to investigate the properties of lower stratospheric transport in the high-
resolution (1 x 1.2 degrees) "SKYHI" general circulation model (GCM), by using model-generated
winds to generate trajectories of large numbers of trace particles. Of particular interest is transport
across the tropopause, across the edge of the polar vortex, and into and out of the tropics.
Summary of Progress and Results
We have developed a sophisticated contour-following technique, which we refer to as "Contour
Advection with Surgery" (CAS), to track the two-dimensional motion of material contours. We have
used this technique with the SKYHI winds for the southern hemisphere in June (when the wind data are
available more frequently from the model) to model the transport of air from the Antarctic vortex and its
edge on isentropic surfaces (an assumption that limits us to time intervals of 10 days or so). Vigorous
wave breaking is clearly taking place in the model at this time. It was found that the simulation of
material contour evolution in this active flow was remarkably insensitive to the resolution (in space and
time) of the winds. The generation of very fine-scale
filaments (widths of less than 1 degree) was almost unchanged when the resolution of the advecting
winds was degraded from 1 degree to 10 degrees. Experiments with tropical and subtropical contours
will be run in the near future.
We are currently developing and testing a three-dimensional trajectory code for long-term simulations
with the model.
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NO/NOy, 03, and H20 Instruments, and Meteorological Analysis
Investigator
Michael H. Proffitt
Aeronomy Laboratory
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
325 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80303
Research Objectives
Support of the HSRP-SPADE campaigns.
Summary of Progress and Results
The ER-2 ozone photometer was repackaged to reduce weight, reducing from 102 pounds to 54 pounds.
It was flown successfully during test flights in August 1992 and during the SPADE field campaign in
November 1992. Support was given for the field operation in the form of ozone data reduced in the field
and made available to all experimenters within three hours. Minimal reconfiguration of the ozone
package was also necessary to accommodate the repackaged water instrument of Ken Kelly. Extensive
changes in the computer software have been made to accommodate the shared data computer
configuration now in place. All travel expenses for the PI and a support technician were provided.
Funds were carried over to cover the upcoming SPADE II field campaign in April-May 1993.
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Black Carbon (Soot) Aerosols in the Lower Stratosphere and Upper Troposphere: Abundance
and Climatic Effects
Investigators
*Rudolf F. Pueschel
David F. Blake
Kenneth G. Snetsinger
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, CA 24035-1000
Anthony D. A. Hansen
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
1 Cyclotron Road
Berkeley, CA 94720
Research Objectives
Our objectives are to (1) characterize existing black carbon (soot) aerosols (BCA) in the stratosphere and
upper troposphere in terms of absolute amounts, sources, sinks, and residence times in relation to the
total aerosol; (2) determine the single scatter albedo of the stratospheric aerosols and assess its effect on
radiative transfer; and (3) assess the impact of BCA emissions from a prospective fleet of supersonic
aircraft on BCA abundance and effects in the stratosphere.
Summary of Progress and Results
ER-2 and DC-8 aircraft measurements of stratospheric aerosols show a three fold increase in effective
particle radius, and 20- and 60-fold increases in aerosol surface area and volume, respectively, due to the
1991 Pinatubo volcanic eruption. The resulting wavelength-dependent light extinction is increased by
up to two orders of magnitude. The particle size distribution has become bimodal near 20 km MSL and
trimodal just above the tropopause. Based on post-Pinatubo midvisible aerosol optical depths measured
at 3.4 km MSL in Hawaii, radiative transfer calculations for the tropics predict stratospheric warming of
+0.3 K/day in the aerosol layer and tropospheric cooling (net flux losses -2.5 W m-2 at the tropopause).
Model calculations with a global distribution of the bimodal volcanic aerosol with 0.1 midvisible optical
depth suggest net flux losses of -1.5 W m-2 at the tropopause and -0.75 W m-2 at the top of the
atmosphere.
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Three-Dimensional Transport Studies with Assimilated Meteorological Data: Annual Cycles
Investigator
Richard B. Rood
Data Assimilation Office
Goddard Space Flight Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Greenbelt, MD 20771
Research Objectives
This research effort is closely coordinated with the project headed by Dr. A. Douglass ("Two-
Dimensional and Three-Dimensional Model Studies of Stratospheric Aircraft Emissions"). It is
leveraged by the resources of the Data Assimilation Office and the Stratospheric General Circulation
with Chemistry Project (SGCCP). The HSRP funding is to improve the long-term fidelity of the winds
from the data assimilation models for use in transport studies and to produce data sets of one year
duration or longer. During the past year a significant part of the effort has also been directed towards
the Stratospheric Photochemistry, Aerosol and Dynamics, Expedition (SPADE).
Summary of Progress and Results
The assimilation data sets have been used to study aircraft emissions along corridors connecting North
America with Europe, Asia, and Australia. The 3-D model has been compared with the 2-D models
through the Douglass effort. The most important results are:
Aircraft emissions are likely to build up to very high levels. This will occur in regions of low
wind speed or in stable dynamical structures such as the Aleutian Anticyclone or the polar
vortex.
Synoptic-scale events of tropospheric origin have a profound influence on the lower
stratosphere. In the model they dominate transport from the stratosphere to the troposphere, and
they also are responsible for breaking down the boundaries between different latitude zones
(e.g., tropics and middle latitudes; middle latitudes and polar vortex).
Attempts to do annual simulations revealed significant problems with the mean meridional circulation.
The mean meridional circulation is difficult to quantify in general, and it is especially difficult to
quantify in assimilation data products. Comparisons with ozone observations led to a quantification of
the error. Using diabatic information a post-processing procedure was developed that substantially
improved the quality of the assimilation. Within the Data Assimilation Office, a new analysis system
was developed and implemented based on the information gained from the transport experiments.
Baseline transport applications are currently being performed and show substantial improvement in the
mean meridional circulation as well as in synoptic variability in the southern hemisphere. Assuming
successful completion of the baseline experiments, data production will begin with the period
September 1991, and 12-18 months of data should be completed by early summer 1993. Data to allow
complete simulation of the dispersion of the Pinatubo cloud will follow as soon as practical (input data
acquisition required).
Significant effort has also been directed towards support for the SPADE missions. In the November
test flight series analyses and forecasts were provided at both high and low resolutions. These products
were determined to be useful in flight planning, and they will be supplied in the April-May SPADE
mission. Assimilation data for May 1992 have also been supplied to Dr. H. Selkirk at NASA/Ames to
study tropical dispersion of the Pinatubo cloud from observations made from aircraft. As part of the
general effort to provide near-real time products for HSRP applications, a data-transfer agreement
between NOAA/NMC and NASA/Goddard was formalized and will be upgraded with funds provide by
the Earth Observing System (EOS) project.
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Currentwork alsoutilizesUpperAtmosphereResearchSatellite(UARS)datato determineweaknesses
in the winds from the assimilationprocedures.This work is focusedon determiningthe general
characteristicsof theverticalmotionin thestratosphere.Thisis particularlyimportantfor determining
howhighaircraftemissionsmightbetransportedin thetropics.
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Ames-Moffett Management Support for the Small High-Altitude Science Aircraft (SHASA)
Project and the Earth Science Advanced Aircraft (ESAA) Team
Investigators
*Philip B. Russell
Steven S. Wegener
Seth Anderson
George Kidwell
John Arvesen
Lawrence Lemke
Mail Stop 245-5
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000
David Hall
David Hall Consulting
1111 West E! Camino Real
Suite 109, Box 406
Sunnyvale, CA 94087-3758
Mark Waters
Mail Stop 237-11
Eloret Institute
Palo Alto, CA
Research Objectives
The goal of this task is to increase probability of success in the Small High-Altitude Science Aircraft
(SHASA) Project and to investigate other aircraft developments needed by HSRP/AESA. The
approach is to provide limited technical oversight of the SHASA contractor (Aurora Flight Sciences,
Inc.) and to perform related studies and services. Subsidiary objectives are to:
• Provide reviews of proposals and progress, e.g., by attending design reviews.
• Ensure that aircraft performance and payload accommodations will meet the scientific need.
• Perform independent simulations of the performance of the Perseus aircraft using the latest
information on engine performance, propeller and wing specifications, etc.
• Investigate and recommend ways to obtain FAA approval for times and airspaces in which
Perseus A missions are to be conducted.
The SHASA Project to develop Perseus A is managed by Ames-Dryden, which supplies the Project
Manager, Jennifer Baer-Riedhart. Progress on Perseus-A development is described in a separate
Research Summary by John Langford, the PI at Aurora Flight Sciences, Inc. This task supplies the
SHASA Deputy Project Manager (S. Wegener) and Project Scientist (P. Russell), plus other functions.
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Summary of Progress and Results
Staff from this task attended design reviews at Aurora Flight Sciences, Inc., in June 1992 and February
1993, and the Perseus A rollout in December 1992. Reviews were provided for the Aurora proposal for
Perseus A operations in HSRP/MAESA.
David Hall prepared the report, "Perseus A Technical Assessment," (December 1992; available from
David Hall Consulting). The report investigated the effects on Perseus A performance of 1) replacing
the Norton rotary engine with the Rotax 912 and 2) increasing payload weight above the contractual
target of 50 kg. These simulations agreed with those presented by Aurora Flight Sciences at the Critical
Design Review in predicting that Perseus A with the Norton rotary would be capable of carrying a 50-
kg payload to 25 km altitude for a time-on-station of 1 hour. Substituting the Rotax 912 for the Norton
did not degrade this predicted performance. David Hall Consulting predicted that, even with a payload
of 100 kg, Perseus A would attain a ceiling of 25 km for a predicted time-on-station of 0.4 hour.
Concerns raised in the report included:
• the effects of increased payload on the aircraft center of gravity location and stability margins;
• the possible need for external payload containers to carry payload that greatly exceed the 50 kg
design requirement;
• the effect of the Rotax 912 heat rejection requirements on the existing Perseus systems; and
• the vibration environment in the payload bay.
David Hall has recently begun an investigation of FAA approvals and protocols for Perseus flights.
Monthly video conferences with HQ, Ames-Dryden, Lewis, Langley, JPL, and Sandia-Livermore were
hosted by Ames-Moffett to report progress on SHASA and to discuss broader issues on Earth Science
Advanced Aircraft.
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In Situ Measurements of CO, CH4, N20, and CO2 for the AASE-II/HSRP Expedition
Investigators
*Glen W. Sachse
Bruce E. Anderson
James E. Collins
Langley Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Hampton, VA 23665
Research Objectives
To provide high-precision measurements of combustion and stratospheric tracers on board the NASA
Ames DC-8 aircraft for (1) assessing the impact of high-flying aircraft on trace gas budgets in the upper
troposphere/lower stratosphere and (2) delineating dynamical from chemical processes occurring within
and outside the arctic polar vortex in winter.
Summary of Progress and Results
All CO, CH4, N20, and CO2 data recorded during the AASE-II/HSRP mission have now been reduced,
verified, and submitted to the project data archive. Our recent efforts have focused on addressing the
above objectives using the merged, in situ measurement (DADS, hydrocarbons, nitrogen species, 03,
and our measurements) data base.
In pursuit of objective 1 (see Anderson et al., below), time series along with vertical and latitudinal
profiles were plotted and examined for enhancements in aircraft-signature emissions over known flight
corridors. No clear cases of pollution attributable to aircraft were found. Instead, the analyses showed
ubiquitous tropospheric enhancements (when compared to summertime or more southerly observations)
for all combustion-derived species over the middle to northern latitudes (> 40°N) during the AASE-II
mission. The longer-lived species (e.g., CO, CO2, and C2H6) appeared to accumulate at high northern
latitudes over the course of the experiment and reached maximum concentrations during late winter and
over arctic latitudes. We attribute this finding to the frequent exchange of air masses between
midlatitude and polar regions and the reduced efficiency of atmospheric removal processes during the
winter season.
Toward objective 2 (see Collins et al., below), the N20 and CH4 (stratospheric tracers) data obtained
over polar/arctic regions during each flight series were examined as a function of altitude and potential
temperature. Results indicate that air at DC-8 altitudes (< 12 km) in the polar region diabatically
cooled and subsided an estimated 10 K and 0.8 km, respectively, between the January and March flight
series. In fact, potential temperature/N20 scatter diagrams for March were similar to ER-2 profiles
obtained within the polar vortex, which suggests that processed air had subsided into the lower
stratosphere by late winter. DC-8 03 mixing ratios on constant N20 surfaces in this processed air were
about 10-20% less in comparison to January and February data. This finding is consistent with the ER-
2 observations of early winter 03 loss in the lower vortex and the modest rate of subsidence (diabatic
cooling) occurring in the arctic lower stratosphere. These results imply that vortex-related processes
may substantially impact the photochemical state of the lower stratosphere/upper troposphere over polar
and midlatitude regions. Thus, since effects from vortex-associated processes are expected to increase
in coming years, their cumulative impact on the oxidative capacity of the lower
stratosphere/troposphere must be factored into HSRP studies.
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Model and Measurements Data Base for Atmospheric Assessment of Aircraft Effects
Investigators
*Robert K. Seals, Jr.
Richard S. Eckman
Mary Ann H. Smith
Langley Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Hampton, VA 23665
Linda A. Hunt
Karen H. Sage
Lockheed Engineering and Sciences Co.
Hampton, VA 23665
Research Objectives
The purpose of this task is to support the use of model and measurement data sets to understand the
response of the atmosphere to aircraft emissions. The task focuses on compilation, distribution,
intercomparison, and archival of such data sets in support of AESA studies and of associated workshops
and intercomparison activities. Emphasis is on assembling relevant model prediction results and
measurement data sets; making them available in an electronic format; and supporting the
intercomparison, manipulation, and display of key parameters. The AESA work is complementary to
activity under the Upper Atmosphere Data Program (UADP) funded through the NASA Upper
Atmosphere Theory Program.
Summary of Progress and Results
A major effort under this task has been working with the Models and Measurements (M & M)
Committee. Revised data from modeling groups participating in the M & M intercomparison activity
have been incorporated into the data base. Analyses and plots of the data were prepared for the M & M
report entitled "The Atmospheric Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft: Report of the 1992 Models and
Measurements Workshop." Investigation into and planning for the publishing of a compact disc
containing the report and data has begun.
A second major effort this year has been the development of a series of aircraft emissions scenarios
using emissions data compiled for various classes of aircraft by Boeing and McDonnell Douglas. These
emission scenario data sets are available on both a three-dimensional (longitude, latitude, altitude) and a
two-dimensional (latitude, altitude) grid and include cases for 1990 and 2015 subsonic fleets and for
potential Mach 1.6 and Mach 2.4 HSCT fleets. The data were assembled on the UADP system,
regridded to the model grids of six AESA modeling groups, and distributed for use in HSCT assessment
modeling runs. Resulting model projections were incorporated into the data base, and plots and
analyses of the data were provided to the modelers and authors of chapters of the HSRP Program
Report. On-site data base support was provided at the 1993 Interim Assessment meeting in Satellite
Beach, Florida. Subsequent to the meeting, revised model projections have been submitted to the data
base. Analyses and plots of the revised data have been provided for the program report. Support was
also provided for the HSRP/AESA annual meeting in June, both prior to the meeting and on-site at
Virginia Beach.
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Electron Microscope Aerosol Analysis for SPADE
Investigator
Patrick J. Sheridan
CIRES, Campus Box 449
University of Colorado
Boulder, CO 80309-0449
Research Objectives
Our first research objective was to determine the collection efficiency of the University of Denver
electrostatic aerosol sampler (EAS) for particles of different sizes. The EAS was designed to collect
particles directly onto thin films, so that high-resolution analytical electron microscopy (AEM) could be
used for aerosol analysis. It now appears that many of the aerosol samples for electron microscope
analysis will be collected using a low-pressure impaction technique (the MACS sampler described
below). The second goal of this project is to examine the physical and chemical properties of
stratospheric particles collected during the SPADE missions. The physicochemical characterizations of
these particles and their stratospheric residence times will be of importance in determining the overall
impact of HSCT emissions on stratospheric chemistry.
Summary of Progress and Results
During the last Program Report period, electron microscope analyses of laboratory-generated aerosols
initially indicated an unacceptable collection efficiency for the EAS over several particle size ranges.
The University of Denver Group used this information to make design changes to the sampler which
significantly increased the EAS collection efficiency over many of the particle sizes of interest. The
approximate collection efficiency of the EAS for particles of various sizes has now been determined.
Aerosol samples collected by the new Multi-sample Aerosol Collection System (MACS) during the
Stratospheric Photochemistry, Aerosols and Dynamics Expedition (SPADE) test flights in fall 1992
have been analyzed. Stratospheric aerosol samples were dominated by heavy loadings of ammoniated
sulfates. This neutralization of acidic sulfate probably occurred during handling and is the reason for
subsequent testing and improvement of the MACS sample isolation mechanism. In some of the
samples, the sulfate particles contained large (often supermicrometer) solid inclusions with elemental
signatures (e.g., major Si, Fe, Ca, etc., plus O) suggesting crustal or volcanic sources. A few of the
samples were heavily contaminated with large, jagged stainless steel (SS) particles, whose source has
been attributed to a length of SS tubing in the instrument's inlet. While the SS particles are easily
identified by composition and morphology using electron microscopy, heavy particulate contamination
from inlets can skew the aerosol size distribution. Disassembly and cleaning of the inlet revealed a
gray-black deposit of SS particles on inner inlet surfaces; cleaning of the inlet will be performed
between each flight during SPADE. We are currently investigating why only a few of the -20 MACS
aerosol samples collected during the test flights showed as contamination.
Our most recent work has focused on testing the MACS for possible sample contamination by
inadequate sealing. Electron microscope analyses on pure sulfuric acid aerosols collected and stored in
the MACS sample isolation tubes are under way to determine if these aerosols have changed over time
and thus are poorly isolated from air within the instrument and/or laboratory. Recent modifications to
this sampling system appear to have significantly improved the sealing mechanism.
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Validating the Transport Component of Two-Dimensional Chemical Transport Models Using
Excess Carbon 14 Data
Investigators
*Run-Lie Shia
Malcolm K. W. Ko
Rao V. Katomarthi
Min Zou
Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc.
840 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139
Research Objectives
An important factor in the assessment of the atmospheric effects from the engine emissions of a
projected fleet of stratospheric aircraft is the magnitude of the residence time of the emitted materials in
the stratosphere. For a species that has a photochemical lifetime longer than a year, the residence time
depends on the cross-tropopause exchange rate. Refinements are needed in current two-dimensional
chemical transport models to provide better simulation of the exchange processes between the
stratosphere and the troposphere. These refinements would include increasing the model resolution in
the vertical to about 1 km and improving the model physics through validating the transport component
of the model using excess 14C data from nuclear bomb tests.
Summary of Progress and Results
We have completed an analysis in which various combinations of the transport parameters were used in
a two-dimensional model to see how well the excess 14C from nuclear tests can be simulated. We
found that the set of standard transport parameters used in the AER model produced very favorable
results compared with the measurements. Only small adjustment (about 10%) could be justified.
The new version of the model with three times finer vertical resolution (Dz = 1.2 km) has been used to
investigate the cross-tropopause transport. A detailed sensitivity study of excess 14C simulation to the
change of the transport parameters and tropopause height has been performed. The model simulations
showed that, in the model, horizontal eddy diffusion along isentropic surfaces is the most important
mechanism for transporting excess 14C across the tropopause, but the circulation is the more important
contributor to cross-equator transport.
Also from the sensitivity study we found that the model simulation of excess 14C is in better agreement
with the measurements if the tropopause position shifts down one level (about 1.2 km) in the model.
This shift of the tropopause can cause a 14-22% increase in the accumulation of the aircraft emitted
NOx in the stratosphere, which would result in ozone depletion that is larger by a factor of 1.2 to 1.3.
In accordance with a recent estimate of the air exchange rate through the tropopause folding, the eddy
diffusion coefficient Kyy there should be much smaller than one currently used in the model. Although
the change of K only involves several grid boxes, the simulation of excess 14C using new Kyy is
. . YY
noticeably improved.
The prescribed parameters (e.g., Rayleigh friction coefficients and eddy diffusion coefficients) in the
AER 2-D interactive model have been validated using excess 14C data. The model is then used to
investigate the effects of the projected high-speed civil transport emissions on the ozone distribution in
the stratosphere. The feedback effects through the change of temperature and circulation is to reduce
the ozone depletion by a factor of 0.85 to 0.7 in the middle latitudes of northern hemisphere, in which
two-thirds is due to the change of the circulation only.
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Heterogeneous Chemistry Related to Stratospheric Aircraft
Investigator
Margaret A. Tolbert
CIRES
Campus Box 216
University of Colorado
Boulder, CO 80309-0216
Research Objectives
We are performing laboratory experiments aimed at characterizing thin films representative of
stratospheric aerosols. In particular, we are studying H2SO4/H20 films representative of the global
stratospheric sulfate layer and nitric acid/ice films representative of Type I polar stratospheric clouds
(PSCs). We have used FTIR spectroscopy to measure the composition, phase, formation, evaporation,
freezing, and melting of model stratospheric aerosol films. We hope to understand the microphysical
properties of these aerosols so that heterogeneous chemical effects can be properly included in
atmospheric models of high-speed civil transport.
Summary of Progress and Results
FTIR spectroscopy was used to examine the competitive growth of nitric acid/ice films representative
of Type I PSCs. These experiments show that either crystalline nitric acid trihydrate (]3-NAT) or
amorphous films with H20:HNO3 ratios close to 3:1 form at temperatures 3-7 K warmer than the ice
frost point under stratospheric pressure conditions. In addition, with higher HNO3 pressures we
observe nitric acid dihydrate (NAD) formation at temperatures warmer than ice formation. However,
our experiments also show that NAD surfaces convert to 13-NAT upon exposure to stratospheric water
pressures. These studies suggest that Type I PSCs are probably 13-NAT, or possibly NAD with a 13-
NAT surface.
Other recent studies have used FTIR spectroscopy to examine sulfuric acid films representative of
stratospheric sulfate aerosols. Thin films of sulfuric acid were formed in-situ by the condensed phase
reaction of SO3 and H20. FTIR spectra show that the sulfuric acid films deliquesce while cooling in
the presence of water vapor. With continued cooling, the sulfuric acid films crystallized as sulfuric acid
tetrahydrate (SAT). Crystallization occurred either when the composition was about 60 wt% or after
ice condensed on the films. Finally, we determined that the melting point for SAT depends on the
background water pressure and is =216 K in the presence of 4x10-4 Torr H20. Our melting point
results suggest that frozen sulfate aerosols in the stratosphere are likely to melt at temperatures 30 K
colder than previously thought, thus impacting PSC nucleation and heterogeneous chemistry.
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Heterogeneous Chemistry and Microphysical Modeling and Analysis in Support of the HSRP
Investigator
Owen B. Toon
Earth Systems Science Division
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000
Research Objectives
The first objective of this sub-task of the proposed work is to advise the HSRP project on the use of the
DC-8 aircraft for atmospheric measurements. The second objective is to provide a data set on
heterogeneous reactions on volcanic aerosols observed from the DC-8 for use in testing UCLA models
of heterogeneous chemistry. The third objective is to provide analyzed data sets on polar stratospheric
cloud properties to the UCLA group for use in testing their polar stratospheric cloud models.
Summary of Progress and Results
The DC-8 aircraft was successfully flown in the 1992 AASE-II program. As the flight scientist for the
DC-8 I considered the interests of the HSRP project in the design of flight plans and in the choice of
instruments used on the aircraft. A number of important observations were made from the DC-8
including tracer ratio data near and above the tropopause and other information relevant to the
dynamics of the lower stratosphere. These data should be useful to the HSRP and are currently being
reduced and described by the relevant PIs. A proposal was prepared for the HSRP on the use of the
DC-8 aircraft in the 1994 HSRP field programs. The proposal was forwarded to the appropriate HSRP
science management personnel for their consideration. A data set on heterogeneous chemical
conversions on volcanic sulfuric acid aerosols was assembled from the DC-8 data in AASE-II. The
reaction rate of C1NO3 on the aerosols and the solubility of HNO3 in the aerosols was found to be
similar to laboratory studies. However, it was inferred that HC! is either much more reactive, or much
more soluble in sulfuric acid than laboratory studies have suggested. We also found that in
contradiction to some theories, sulfuric acid aerosols do not freeze until temperatures are near the ice
frost point. We plan to work on the polar stratospheric cloud data set over the next year.
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Quantifying the Strength of Brewer-Dobson Circulation and Other Strat-Trop Exchange
Processes
Investigator
Ka-Kit Tung
Department of Applied Mathematics, FS-20
University of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195
Research Objectives
To quantify the strength of the mass transport across the tropopause and to develop direct and indirect
means to validate its strength, in support of HSRP program of assessing the impact of stratospheric
aircrafts.
Summary of Progress and Results
In addition to studying the climatological mass transport in the lower stratosphere, we have began a
study on its year-to-year change. In particular, we are focusing on the difference in mass transport
between the QBO easterly and QBO westerly years. A model has been developed for the variation in
tropical and extratropical circulation caused directly and indirectly by the phenomenon of equatorial
QBO in zonal wind. We further examine the effect on the transported ozone as an indirect means of
validation. We have good success in simulating both the tropical and extratropical QBO components as
compared to TOMS data on column ozone.
Journal Publications
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Investigation of High-Altitude Aircraft Plumes and Contrails: Physical and Chemical Processes
and Global Implications
Investigators
*Richard P. Turco
Department of Atmospheric Sciences
University of California
Los Angeles, CA 90024
*Owen B. Toon
Earth System Sciences Division
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, CA 94035
Research Objectives
The objectives of the project are to develop a physical/chemical model describing the evolution and
chemical effects of contrails formed behind high-speed stratospheric aircraft; to quantify important
environmental effects of high-altitude flight including, chemical transformations in the exhaust contrails
and impacts on the formation, distribution, and persistence of stratospheric sulfate aerosols and polar
stratospheric clouds (PSCs); and to advise the HSR program on the use of the DC-8 aircraft in field
experiments, and employ aircraft data on heterogeneous chemistry in the models described above.
Summary of Progress and Results
Model Development and Applications: A physical/chemical model describing the formation, evolution
and chemical effects of aerosol particles in the exhaust stream of high-speed stratospheric aircraft has
been developed. This contrail model predicts the formation and growth of ice and other particles in an
expanding jet plume, and the heterogeneous chemical processes that may occur on ice and other
aerosols. We have calculated the nucleation rates of sulfuric aerosols and ice crystals in aircraft wake
(Zhao and Turco, 1993). Both homogeneous bimolecular (H2SO4/H20) nucleation and heterogeneous
binary nucleation on existing particles were studied. This work established the importance of sulfuric
and homogeneous nucleation in high-attitude contrails. The calculations also show that ice nucleation
is highly dependent on environmental conditions and is most likely to occur on sulfate aerosols, which
deliquesce into droplets that subsequently freeze.
The physical/chemical processes that determine the evolution and chemical effects of stratospheric
contrails is being simulated with a detailed microphysics model (e.g., Drdla et al., 1992, 1993). Water
vapor condensation and evaporation as liquid droplets and ice crystals, and the ice particles, determines
the surface areas available for chemical processing. Such details are important to the HSRP objectives.
Simulations of PSC properties were compared to ER-2 aircraft data at the NRC HSRP review in
Cleveland in February 1993. The comparison clearly demonstrated the limitations in modeling PSC
formation and growth, particularly in regions where PSC occurrence may be marginal. HSCT
emissions would have the largest impact on chemical processing leading to ozone depletion in these
regions.
Heterogeneous chemistry on ice particles in aircraft contrails is being studied with a model that predicts
"sticking coefficients" from basic physical data (Tabazadeh and Turco, 1991, 1992). This surface
physics/chemistry model is based on phenomenology taken from surface physics. The model has been
applied to interpret and reconcile conflicting laboratory measurements of ice surface properties and
chemical reactivities (Tazabadeh and Turco, 1993a,b). The model is flexible enough to show how
chlorine can be removed from volcanic eruption clouds before injection into the stratosphere.
Heterogeneous chemical processes occurring on ice in aircraft contrails is being investigated with the
model. Clusters of trajectories are being calculated for aircraft exhaust parcels subject to mixing and
cooling. Coupled microphysical photochemical simulations are being analyzed to understand the basic
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mechanismsthat influencecontrail chemistry,andto definethe major sourcesof uncertaintyin
modelingsuchchemistryonhemisphericscales.
Aircraft Data Analys&: The DC-8 aircraft was successfully flown in the 1992 AASE-II program. O.
Toon acted as flight scientist for the mission. Flight plans and an instrument package well suited to the
goals of the HSRP were given special consideration. A number of observations that are important to
the HSRP were carried out, including the concentration ratios of certain tracers near and above the
tropopause. These data, which are currently being analyzed, will be useful in studying the dynamics of
the lower stratosphere. A proposal was prepared for the HSRP project to use the DC-8 in the 1994
HSRP field campaign. The proposal has been forwarded to the HSRP management team for evaluation.
Another relevant data set on sulfuric acid aerosols was obtained during the DC-8 AASE-II flights. The
data indicate that the reaction rate of chlorine nitrate on sulfuric acid surfaces, and the solubility of
nitric acid in sulfuric acid aqueous solutions, are similar to laboratory measurements of these
parameters. However, HCI was found either to be much more reactive or much more soluble in sulfuric
acid than laboratory data indicate. Further, it was found that the sulfuric acid aerosols do not freeze
until temperatures drop close to the ice frost point, which contradicts some recent theories. These
important findings from field data are being applied to improve our models of aerosol microphysics and
chemistry. In the next year, a similar analysis of the PSC data from the AASE-II mission will be
completed.
Other Activities: R. Turco presented an overview on the background stratosphere and perturbations
expected with HSCT traffic to the National Research Council Advisory Committee on the HSRP at the
Lewis Center, Cleveland, February 10, 1993. Turco also continues to chair the Stratospheric Aerosol
Science Committee (SASC) of the HSRP, and contributed a report recommending priorities for engine-
test measurements based on a May 1992 SASC meeting.
Project Personnel (including part-time appointments)
Prof. Richard Turco (UCLA, Principal Investigator)
Dr. O. B. Toon (Ames Research Center, Co-Investigator)
Prof. Patrick Hamill (San Jose University, Consultant on nucleation and microphysics)
Dr. Sajal Kar (UCLA, Postdoctoral Researcher)
Katja Drdla (UCLA, Graduate Student)
Azadeh Tabazadeh (UCLA, Graduate Student)
Jing-Xia Zhao (UCLA, Graduate Student)
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Aircraft Laser Infrared Absorption Spectrometer (ALIAS-II) for N20,
CH4, and H20 Profiles from Perseus; and HCI, HNO3, NO2, N20, and CH4
Measurements from ALIAS-I on the ER-2
Investigators
*Christopher R. Webster
Randy D. May
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109
Kenneth K. Kelly
Adrian F. Tuck
Aeronomy Laboratory
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
325 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80303-3328
Research Objectives
In-situ measurements of HCI, N20, CH4, H20, NO2 and HNO3 will be used in conjunction with other
simultaneous measurements from the ER-2 and Perseus to define the reference state of the atmosphere
in the altitude region 10-30 km. These measurements will constrain model simulations, which will
assess the impact of a proposed fleet of supersonic aircraft on stratospheric ozone.
Specific objectives over the next year are to complete building the ALIAS-II spectrometer for
measurement of H20, CH4, and N20 during Perseus test flights in late 1993; and to fly ALIAS-I on the
ER-2 for measurements of HCI, N20, CH4, NO2, and HNO3 during the SPADE campaign out of
NASA Ames in April/May 1993.
Summary of Progress and Results
The ALIAS-II construction is well under way, with the basic design completed, purchase orders placed,
and electronics fabrication started. With its long optical path over to the Perseus wing, ALIAS-II is
expected to have similar measurement sensitivity to ALIAS-I, with HCI included as a candidate gas.
ALIAS-I participated in the SPADE test flight series with mixed success, encountering problems in the
N20/CH4 channel, but achieving objectives with regard to NO2 and HNO3. Spectral features of HNO3
were identified for the first time, and upper limits for NO2 were measured. Improved performance is
expected for the spring SPADE campaign.
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NO, NO2, NOy, and 03 Measurements Made During the Arctic DC-8 1992 Missions
Investigators
*Andrew J. Weinheimer
James G. Walega
Brian A. Ridley
National Center for Atmospheric Research
P. O. Box. 3000
Boulder, CO 80307-3000
Research Objectives
Our objectives over the past year have been twofold: (l) To measure the distribution of odd nitrogen
species (NO, NO2, and NOy), in conjunction with 03, in different regions of the western northern
hemisphere to help define a current reference state for assessment studies as well as to look for the
effects of NOx emissions from present-day aircraft. (2) To investigate effects of wintertime polar
chemistry on air at DC-8 altitudes.
Summary of Progress and Results
With regard to measurements and data analysis: The four species were successfully measured on all 19
DC-8 flights that were part of AASE II (with the exception of problems with NO on the first test
Y . .
flight). The NOy and 03 are archived on the 1st edition of the AASE II CDROM. Prehmmary analysis
of NO and NO2 has been done. This will soon be finalized for inclusion of all four species on the 2nd
edition of the CDROM (NOy and 03 at 2 seconds, NO and NO2 at ! minute).
Most of our analysis and interpretation to date have been in conjunction with tracers measured by
Sachse et al. (NASA Langley). We find: (1) The evolution of the O3-N20 correlation over the course
of AASE II exhibits a decrease in 03 that occurred between the February and March flight series.
Additional analysis will be pursued to determine the cause of this decrease, whether it reflects chemical
loss within the polar vortex, or if transport is responsible. (2) The NOy-N20 correlation in AASE II
shows an absence of the high-NOy regions seen by the DC-8 in 1989 in AASE I. In addition, relative to
N20, there is less NOy in the month of February, especially on the last flight of the month. (3) There is
no marked difference, for DC-8 levels, between air under and not under the Arctic polar vortex.
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Investigation of Combustion Aerosols as a Potential Sink for NOx in the Expanding Exhaust
Plume of the HSCT
Investigators
*Philip D. Whitefield
Donald E. Hagen
Cloud and Aerosol Science Laboratory (UMR/CASL)
Norwood Hall (G11)
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401-0249
Harvey Lilenfeld
Mail Stop 111 - 1041
McDonnell Douglas Research Laboratories (MDRL)
McDonnell Douglas
Saint Louis, MO 63166-0516
Research Objectives
Experiments are being performed to investigate the role of combustion aerosols as potential sinks for
the NOx in the exhaust plume of supersonic aircraft flying in the stratosphere. Laboratory generated
combustion aerosol (both fresh and aged) will be characterized for size distribution and hydration
properties. Accommodation coefficients for NO and NO2 will be measured for the aforementioned,
well-defined combustion aerosols as a function of exposure time, relative humidity, pressure and
temperature appropriate to conditions expected in the jet/vortex regime.
Summary of Progress and Results
The University of Missouri-Rolla cloud simulation chamber was configured for the initial
accommodation coefficient experiments tasked for year two as follows:
• A pre-mixed pre-vaporized laboratory burner aerosol emission was characterized for given
samples of JP4 and JP5.
Monodisperse aerosols in the range 0.01 to 0.10 microns in diameter and with a known critical
supersaturation can be routinely delivered to the chamber in concentrations up to and including
500 cm3.
A quadruple mass spectrometer was connected to the cloud chamber through its critical orifice
probe and will sustain a vacuum of 1.0E-6 in the mass analyzer while drawing through the
critical orifice from the simulation chamber at a pressure of one atmosphere.
A trace gas handling and mixing line was installed and calibrated for nitrous oxide (N20) and
nitrogen dioxide (NO2). Because of its compatibility with the cloud chamber materials, N20
was the first oxide of nitrogen studied.
The N20 uptake was extremely small and essentially below the limit of detection using the mass
spectrometer. Such a limit indicates a gamma of less than 10-6. This is not anticipated for NO2.
Recent reports in the literature have estimated gamma for NO2 to be as high as 1.5 x 10-3 (J. L.
Ponche et al. J. Atmos. Chem. 16, l, 1993).
Measurements to determine the accommodation coefficient for NO2 on laboratory-simulated jet
engine exhaust carbonaceous aerosols are currently under way in the UMR cloud simulation
chamber facility.
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Formalrequestshavebeenreceivedfor the UMR/MDRLteamandtheirMobile AerosolSampling
System(MASS) to join lower atmosphereassessmentprogramsinitiated in Europesuchasthe
AERONOXandAEROSPECmeasurementcampaignsat RollsRoycein theUnitedKingdomandDLR
(Oberpfaffenhofen)in Germany. The UMR/MDRL teamand their MASS will join the in flight
measurementcampaignsatDLR (Oberpfaffenhofen)in Germanyduringthesummerof 1993andin the
NorthAtlanticCorridorin October.Thesestudiesarefocusedonparticulateemissionsin theexhaust
plumesof conventionalcommercialtransportat cruisein thetroposphere.Collaborationwith Rolls
Royceis still beingnegotiated.
Recentmeasurementsperformedunderan independentresearchprojectfundedby the McDonnell
DouglasCorporationhaveprovideduswith uniquesizeandhydrationpropertydatafor theGE404
enginecurrentlydeployedin theF-18Esupersonicfighteraircraft.
• Thesedatacoupledwithengineoperatingparameterspermitusto determineffectiveemission
indicesfor CNandCCN.
We arecurrentlydiscussingwith Aerodyne(Dr. MiakeLye)howtheaforementionedataon
particulateemissionindicesandaccommodationcoefficients(referencebelow)canbecoupled
with Aerodyne'sHSCTplumemodelto estimatethepotentialfor NOx scavengingduringthe
plumeequilibration.
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Detection and Analysis of Aircraft Produced Particles in the Stratosphere: Participation in the
Stratospheric Photochemistry, Aerosols and Dynamics Experiment (SPADE)
Investigators
*James C. Wilson
Charles A. Brock
Department of Engineering
University of Denver
Denver, CO 80208-0177
Research Objectives
The research objective is to operate two instruments in the SPADE experiment. The first instrument,
the CNC II, is designed to determine the concentration of nonvolatile particles in the stratosphere and to
collect particles for laboratory analysis. The nonvolatile particles are those surviving heating to 1800C.
Sulfuric acid particles should vaporize at these temperatures, and the remaining particles are considered
to nonvolatile and may include soot from aircraft engines. The measurement of nonvolatile particles is
achieved with a two-channel condensation nucleus counter. One channel counts the particles sampled
from the stratosphere and the second counts particles in a sample that has been heated to 150°C.
Aerosol samples will be collected to determine the differences between volatile and nonvolatile
particles. The collector consists of an impactor capable of collecting particles larger than 0.03 micron
in diameter. Twenty four samples may be collected in flight and returned to the laboratory for analysis.
The second instrument is the Focused Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer, FCAS. The FCAS permits aerosol
size distributions to be measured in the 0.07 to 2 micron diameter range. The FCAS, the CNC II, and
the FSSP permit size distributions to be measured in the diameter range from 0.01 to 20 micron. These
measurements have been central to determining the role of heterogeneous chemistry in establishing the
partitioning of the reactive nitrogen family in the midlatitude stratosphere. The measurements of
aerosol size distributions are central to the SPADE objectives of determining the role of heterogeneous
chemistry in influencing the chemistry of the stratosphere and in following the evolution of the
stratospheric aerosol following the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo.
Summary of Progress and Results
The SPADE mission will start in April 1993. Thus the only work done on this task to date has been to
prepare for SPADE.
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High Altitude NO and NOy Measurements Using A New Lightweight Chemiluminescence
Instrument
Investigators
*Steven C. Wofsy
Joel D. Burley
Bruce C. Daube, Jr.
Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences
Harvard University
Cambridge, MA 02138
Research Objectives
The objective of the project is to design, construct, and test a lightweight, dual-channel sensor for
stratospheric NO and NOy. This sensor will be incorporated into the first two payloads of the Perseus
A aircraft currently being developed by Aurora Flight Sciences Corporation. Test flights of the first
Perseus A payload (i.e. the "chemistry" payload) are tentatively scheduled at Dryden A.F.B. for mid-
February of 1994. Operational deployment to mid (Dryden) and tropical (Darwin, Australia) latitudes
will follow in July and October of 1994.
Summary of Progress and Results
Test flights of a prototype, balloon-borne instrument were conducted over Sondrestrom, Greenland in
March of 1992. Analysis of the engineering and science data from these flights is now complete, and a
paper outlining the scientific results has been submitted to Geophysical Research Letters (see below).
A laboratory test-bed system has been assembled, and has been used to complete a series of materials
compatibility tests to address questions raised by the test flight. We determined the suitability (or lack
thereof) of aluminum, stainless steel, Pyrex, quartz, and PFA Teflon as materials in the inlet and
zeroing volume portions of the instrument. Loss of NO sample was observed on the aluminum and
stainless surfaces, while no detectable losses were seen for Pyrex, quartz, and PFA Teflon. Current
plans envision a Teflon-based system, with minimal sample exposure to stainless steel. Laboratory
testing is now concentrating on possible revisions to the chemiluminescence cells and detectors used in
the Greenland instrument.
At the same time the laboratory test-bed system was being assembled, the components of the data
acquisition system were selected and purchased. The heart of this system -- an Ampro 386SX computer
with a small hard disk (Seagate ST9096A) -- is now operational in our laboratory.
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A High-Precision, Fast-Response Instrument for CO2
Investigators
*Steven C. Wofsy
Kristie A. Boering
Bruce C. Daube, Jr.
Ralph F. Keeling
Darin W. Toohey
Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences
Harvard University
Cambridge, MA 02138
Research Objectives
The research objective was to construct a CO2-sensor for deployment on the ER-2, with sensitivity and
accuracy sufficient to detect seasonal variations and long-term trends in stratospheric concentrations of
the gas. Measurements were intended to determine the mean age of stratospheric air over the height
range of interest for operations of future fleets of stratospheric aircraft, and to define exchange rates
between the troposphere and the lower stratosphere.
Summary of Progress and Results
A new high-resolution, fast-response instrument for measuring stratospheric CO2 in situ aboard the
NASA ER-2 aircraft was completed in October 1992. Science-quality data are available from the test
flights for the Stratospheric Photochemistry, Aerosols, and Dynamics Experiment (SPADE) in
November 1992 and from the SPADE test flights and operational missions in April and May, 1993,
both conducted from NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California. Analysis of time series
from the instrument, and detailed comparison with other tracers on the ER-2 payload (N20, CFC-11,
03) indicates precision better than +/- 0.04 ppm for 2 sec measurement intervals over an 8-hour flight.
Analysis of a primary standard carried on all flights indicate long-term accuracy of better than +/- 0.05
ppm in routine operation.
Scatter plots of the tracer species from these flights, such as N20, 03, and NOy versus CO2, show that
CO2 concentrations vary in a dramatically different way than the other tracers. For example, the
correlation coefficient with N20 changes sign at about 400K on the flight of 16 November, indicating
that the stratosphere is influenced by seasonal variations in tropospheric CO2 up to that level. This
reversal was absent in the springtime data. Over the same period, N20 and CFC-11 retained virtually
the same linear correlation.
Changes were observed in tracer relationships throughout the stratosphere, indicating unexpectedly
strong mixing in the stratosphere this winter. Preliminary examination of data for H20 and CO2
indicate substantial infiltration of tropospheric air during the past 5 months, with dry air entering in the
tropics and notably wetter air entering in the subtropics.
The observed seasonal changes are consistent with some views of stratospheric circulation, but seem to
contradict other, widely-accepted concepts.
During April, 1993, the SPADE flights intercepted several anomalous layers of air. Concentrations of
CO2 were the lowest observed in all missions, 349 ppm as compared to present tropospheric values near
356 ppm (annual mean). The CO2 data provide crucial evidence to imply that these layers were derived
from remnants of the 1992-93 Arctic polar vortex.
The ER-2 flew through its own wake at least 8 times. Data for CO2, n20, and nitrogen oxides
demonstrate a low emission index for the JT-75 engine. This is believed to be the first in situ
determination of this key parameter for a jet engine operating normally in the stratosphere. Theoretical
studies of this engine will be undertaken to determine the reliability of computed NO× emission rates.
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Laboratory Studies of Stratospheric Heterogeneous Chemistry
Investigators
*Douglas R. Worsnop
Mark S. Zahniser
Charles E. Kolb
Center for Chemical and Environmental Physics
Aerodyne Research, Inc.
Billerica, MA 01821
Steven C. Wofsy
Division of Applied Sciences
Harvard University
Cambridge, MA 02138
P. Davidovits
Department of Chemistry
Boston College
Boston, MA
Research Objectives
The purpose of this study is to determine kinetic and thermodynamic parameters necessary
modeling heterogeneous chemistry of stratospheric aerosol particles.
for
Summary of Progress and Results
Experiments investigating the uptake of HC1, N205, and C1ONO2 on cold sulfuric acid droplets have
been completed. Results have largely confirmed those from other laboratories: reaction of N205 +
H20 is fast (_,~ 0.1) while reaction of C1ONO2 + H20 is slow, except perhaps in very cold aerosol near
the poles. The reaction of C1ONO2 with HC1 is constrained by relatively low HC1 solubility. The
reaction efficiencies of N205 and C1ONO2 and the solubility and accommodation coefficient of HC1
have been systematically studied as a function of sulfuric acid composition (40 to 70 wt%) and
temperature (230 to 270 K).
Vapor pressure measurements of condensed HNO3/H20 samples have confirmed that nitric acid
trihydrate (NAT) is the most stable nitric acid hydrate under stratospheric conditions. Thermodynamic
parameters measured for nitric acid dihydrate (NAD) have been determined for the first time. NAD is
only slightly less stable than NAT; and metastable NAD may play an important role in Type I PSC
nucleation in the stratosphere.
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2-D MAGI: Two-Dimensional Modeling of Aircraft Global Impacts
Investigators
*Donald J. Wuebbles
Douglas E. Kinnison
Keith E. Grant
Global Climate Research Division, L-262
P.O. Box 808
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, CA 94550
Research Objectives
This research project emphasizes the application of the LLNL 2-D chemical-radiative-transport model
to determine the impact of present and potential future aircraft emissions on the global atmosphere.
The intention is to reduce uncertainties and better define the range of possible effects of aircraft
emissions on the atmosphere. Realistic scenarios for aircraft emissions are examined to evaluate past as
well as future effects on the atmosphere. Further development and improvement of the model will be
done to meet the special needs of the HSR Program, with special consideration to understanding the
effect of heterogeneous chemistry on changing the chemical species partitioning in the stratosphere.
Summary of Progress and Results
Our research studies during the past year have supported the HSRP/AESA Program by participating in
NASAs Model and Measurement Workshop (Prather and Remsberg, 1993) to better understand the
strengths and weaknesses of current global chemical-radiative-transport models by stringently
comparing model-derived constituents to observed data. This exercise has been useful in guiding our
future model development efforts. We contributed to all four chapters and sixteen sections that
comprised this report. D. Kinnison was chapter chairman of Section I, Volume III (Kinnison et al.,
1993). The goal of this section was to conduct fundamental tests of dynamical transport in the models
using carbon-14 and strontium-90 as inert tracers. Results from this section are very important to
understanding the uncertainties in model dynamics in the tropopause region and lower stratosphere, and
the subsequent effect that transport in this region will have on the atmospheric lifetimes of important
trace gases that would be emitted from HSCTs.
The LLNL two-dimensional model has been used to assess the impact of proposed 2015 subsonic and
HSCT emissions on ozone and other trace gases. Results from this effort are in the NASA
HSRP/AESA 1992 (Ko et ai., 1993a) and 1993 (Ko et al., 1993b) assessments of the Atmospheric
Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft.
There have been a number of improvements to the LLNL two-dimensional model over the last year.
The vertical and latitudinal resolution has been increased by a factor of two. This was done specifically
to better represent regions where realistic HSCT emission scenarios would be implemented for the
NASA HSRP/AESA 3rd Annual Program Report. In addition, the effect of nitrosyl sulfuric acid was
investigated (Kinnison and Wuebbles, 1992). Initial results indicate that this additional heterogeneous
process in conjunction with a 2015 HSCT scenario does not add an additional change in ozone to
previously derived results. Polar heterogeneous chemistry has been added to the LLNL two-
dimensional chemical mechanism to investigate the potential effects of NOx and H20 emissions from
HSCTs during periods when polar stratospheric clouds are formed.
Results from this study will be presented at the June 1993 Third Annual Meeting. Don Wuebbles has
continued to chair the Emission Scenarios Committee (Wuebbles et al. 1993a, Wuebbles et al., 1993b).
The outcome of this effort has produced realistic 2015 subsonic and HSCT emission scenarios. These
scenarios were used by the participating global models for the 1993 NASA HSRP/AESA assessment.
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Modeling of Microphysical Effects on Aerosol Properties Due to Stratospheric Aircraft Emissions
Investigators
*Glenn K. Yue
Lamont R. Poole
Langley Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Hampton, VA 23681
Research Objectives
The objectives of this research are: (1) to better understand aerosol formation and growth mechanisms
after expected increases in particles and trace gases caused by emissions from stratospheric aircraft and
major volcanic eruption and (2) to assess the impact on optical properties of aerosol particles in the
lower stratosphere and upper troposphere. The change of aerosol properties due to stratospheric aircraft
and volcanic eruptions will be studied by analyzing the temporal and latitudinal variation of aerosol
properties derived from the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE II).
Summary of Progress and Results
• Aerosol acidity, density and refractive index. Water vapor concentrations obtained by SAGE II
and collocated NMC temperature data were used to deduce seasonally and zonally averaged
acidity, density, and refractive index of stratospheric aerosols. The derived acidity was used to
estimate the rate coefficient for the heterogeneous reaction C1ONO2 + H20, and the derived
aerosol density was used to estimate stratospheric aerosol loading before and after the Mt.
Pinatubo eruption.
• Sulfate aerosol model. In collaboration with AER (Atmospheric and Environmental Research,
Inc.), a 2-D sulfate model was developed. This model includes diffusion, advection,
sedimentation, nucleation, and growth. The change of precursor sulfur-bearing gases such as
CS2, OCS, SO2, and H2SO4 is also simulated in this model.
• Comparison of aerosol and trace gases measured by different experiments. In order to support
the SPADE mission, programs to interpolate results of aerosol and ozone measurements by
SAGE II were developed. The derived data will be used for trajectory analyses. In addition,
aerosol, ozone, and water vapor properties deduced from SAGE II data have been compared
with results obtained by other experiments such as SBUV, ATMOS, AASE II, and SPADE.
Most of the intercomparisons are quite favorable. Possible sources for discrepancies of results
are begin studied.
• Aerosol properties derived from SAGE H data. Spatial and temporal variation of aerosol
extinction, optical depth, effective size, surface area, and mass loading observed by SAGE II
were derived and analyzed. A mysterious volcanic cloud in the stratosphere in the summer of
1990 was discovered and studied.
• The Ruiz cloud experiment. As part of the Models and Measurement Intercomparison studies,
the 2-D modeling results submitted by seven groups and the dispersion of Ruiz cloud observed
by SAGE II were compared. God agreement of decay rates was observed in the latter months of
simulations. A report on this experiment was finished.
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